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ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRESIDENT'S
BUDGET PROPOSALS

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1092

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Moynihan, Riegle, Breaux, Roth, and
Chafee.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Pre. Release No. H-6, Feb. 3, 19921

SENATOR BENTSEN CALLS HEARINos ON ECONOMIC GROWTH, PRESIDENT'S BuDGET,
FINANCE CHAIRMAN CITEs NEED FOR SwIrF AcTION

WASHINGTON, DC--Senator Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, Monday announced a series of hearings on economic growth and the Presi-
dent's budget proposals.

Bentsen (D., Texas) said the hearings will be at 10 a.m. on Wednesday and Thurs-
day, February 12 and 13 and Tuesday and Wednesday, February 18 and 19 in Room
SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

"The Finance Committee held hearings last November and December to examine
the state of our economy and help us plan action for turning our economy around.
The President submitted most of his budget proposals last week and now we need
to take a close look at them," Bentsen said.

"Our economy is in a rut. Growth in our Gross Domestic Product was a tiny 0.3
percent in the fourth quarter and consumer confidence, as measured by the Con-
ference Board, is at its lowest level since May 1980. We're having to extend emer-
gency unemployment compensation benefits yet again because unemployment con-
tinues to rise. Jobs and the economic health of millions of Americans hang in the
balance.

'These hearings will provide a wide range of views on how best to invigorate oureconomy. We'll examine the President's proposals for tax increases and cuts, for
health care and how his budget would affect our economy," Bentsen said.

"I intend to move as quickly as possible to pass legislation to help American fami-
lies get the help they need. These hearings on growth proposals, including the Presi-
dent's budget, will help move that process forward," Bentsen said.

Bentsen said Administration witnesses will testify on the President's tax propos-
als on February 12; the February 13 hearing will include testimony from economists
and private sector representatives regarding how tax proposals offered by the Presi-
dent and Congress will affect the economy in the short and long term; the February
18 hearing will have Administration and private sector witnesses discussing the
President's health proposals; Members of Congress and additional witnesses will
testify on February 19.



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SEN.
ATOR FROM TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMIT-
TEE
The CHAIRMAN. If you will please be seated, gentlemen, we will

get under way. For the moment, as I look at the membership, we
will deal more in quality than quantity. But we will have more
members here as we go along.

1 want to welcome the administration's economic team: Secretary
Brady, Mr. Boskin, and Mr. Darman. We welcome you to this hear-
ing on the President's economic package. You are going to find this
committee, I think, eager to work with you in trying to have an ef-
fective economic program put on the books.

But I must tell you that as I looked at the election year budget,
it seems to have a lot more sweetener and not enough substance.
Trying to look at what effect it is going to have on the deficit, it
certainly is not going to rein it in.

The budget shows the deficit declining to $180 billion by 1996.
But then it starts to grow again. I must say, Mr. Darman, you are
innovative and creative when it comes to some of these assump-
tions in this budget. We face a tough situation here in the Senate
when we look at some of the accounting practices that you are talk-
ing about putting into this. And we look at the estimates of the
Congressional Budget Office and the Joint Tax Committee, which
we are obligated to follow, and then some of the estimates of what
this does, insofar as the deficit coming from the administration.

There is real reason to question whether this bt-d get will get the
deficit down anywhere close to $180 billion before it begins to shoot
back up. It purports to save almost $29 billion through 1997 by
using, I think, outdated economic assumptions.

It proposes some vaguely defined caps on entitlement programs
such as Medicare and Medicaid. It claims, on the one hand, that
they will be used to reduce the long-term budget deficit. And, on
the other hand, they are going to be used to pay for the President's
health care package.

The administration claims the President's proposed tax cuts
would cost less than $25 billion over 5 years, while the Joint Tax
Committee, that we are obligated to follow, pegs their cost at more
than twice that.

No question this economy needs a boost. I think it teeters on the
edge of a double-dip recession with the vast weight of the economic
evidence pointing to a muddled recovery in the months ahead. You
have organizations like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce continuing
to forecast negative growth this quarter.

And you get this drumbeat of layoffs by blue-chip companies like
GM and IMB continuing--3,000 jobs a day lost in January.
Consumer confidence is at a low not recorded since 1980 on that
chart. You have to go all the way back to 1980 to see it that low.

The index of leading economic indicators forecast no recovery be-
fore summer, if then. And Mr. Boskin, the President's own budget
projects growth of only 2.2 percent this year. That is by far the
weakest growth of any economic recovery since World War II.

And you can see the kind of real growth during recoveries and
what happened before it. The average of post-war recoveries, ex-



eluding 1980 and 1981, that is the line of it. And here is what you
are projecting for us over the next 2 years.

We want to work with you to try to turn the economy around.
But speaking for myself, I believe we need faster growth and long-
term solutions that will help make us more competitive, not just
a few short-term fixes.

And the other thing that concerns me is this idea of trying to
have two tax bills. I do not think there is any realism in that, to
put together seven fixes to put the honey out there and then not,
in effect, realistically pay for them and say we are going to take
care of some of these things later on. I just do not think we can
do that. And I think it has to be one bill; one package. You have
to take all the vinegar along with the honey when you put that
package together. We need an immediate plan and a bipartisan
plan on an economic recovery plan.

I think that plan has to adhere to the overall limits on the deficit
that we agreed to back in 1990. I think that is the discipline that
is needed to put together an effective package.

I now yield to the Ranking Republican who is here, my friend,
Senator Chafee, for any comment he wants to make.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
appreciate this opportunity to examine the President's budget. I
think the top priority we must have is to pass a tax package that
encourages economic growth. In other words, focuses on providing
inore jobs for our people, hopefully without increasing the deficit.

Now, I must say, as we look at this budget for 1993, the deficit
is projected to be almost $352 billion, or $1,400 for every man,
woman, and child in the country.

And it seems to me this is a terrible legacy to leave our children.
Now, it is true while as a percentage of the GNP, the deficit has
not risen, the total debt has continued to skyrocket. And, as a mat-
ter of fact, the payments and interest on debt in this country in
1993 will be over $300 billion.

And I can remember, Mr. Chairman, and I think you probably
can, too, when President Johnson-and that was not so long ago-
was reluctant to take the total budget for the country through the
$100 billion barrier.

And I think at that time is when he put Social Security on budg-
et, if I am correct, so that he would not break this barrier of the
total Federal budget going through $100 billion.

Well, now, 30 years later, we have got an interest component of
the budget that is approaching three times that. But we have got
a lot of problems here in this country.

As I see it, Mr. Chairman, there are three things we are trying
to do. One, we are trying to help Americans retain their jobs or get
jobs.

Secondly, we are trying to get it so that Americans can maintain
the value of their homes. In other words, that is the real estate
component of this package.



And, finally, health insurance. We have got to make sure that
Americans can keep their health insurance or control the rising
health care costs.

Now, I personally do not believe that these individual tax cuts
are going to address this. And this is a subject that I discussed ear-
lier when these gentlemen were here before us last year.

Now, if you ask any American, would you like an additional $500
tax exemption, the answer is, yes, sure. Glad to have it. If you ask
any American, however-at least any Rhode Islander-would you
like to increase the Federal deficit by $5 billion, which your chil-
dren are going to have to pay so that you can get 29 cents addi-
tional per child per day in reduced taxes, I think the answer clearly
would he, no, they are not interested in that.

What they are looking for are jobs, particularly in my section of
the county, where we have got all kinds of problems compounded
by a constant decline in the defense industries.

So, I think what we have got to do is to have an investment tax
credit rather than an investment tax allowance which the adminis-
tration is suggesting. And I will come to further questions on that
when we have the question period after the presentation.

But, for example, the investment tax allowance does not help
those small businesses half as much as the investment tax credit.

Now, I know the other side of the coin is the investment tax
credit is more expensive. I think we have got to provide some type
of relief for capital gains which is provided for in the President's
proposal.

I think we have got to have the R&D tax credit made permanent,
which they do; the moratorium on the 861 allocation rules contin-
ued; and the targeted jobs tax credit, and the exclusion for em-
ployee educational assistance.

And, of course, you all know how strongly I feel about the repeal
of the luxury tax on boats. So, the thrust, in my opinion, Mr. Presi-
dent--Mr. Chairman, of what we have got to try to achieve.

The CHAIRMAN. That has a nice ring to it, though. [Laughter.]
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I know. But I do not want you to get too

used to it. [Laughter.]
You may be called into action the way things are going. [Laugh-

ter.]
Well, that is right. And I must say you would be a very, very for-

midable candidate.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us get back on the subject now.
Senator CHAFEE. I think, just going back a little bit, Senator

Dole saying that the problem in the last election was they had the
thing reversed. I thought it was a nice compliment to you. I mean,
the Democratic ticket reversed, not the results reversed. [Laugh-
ter.]

So, there we go, Mr. Chairman. I feel very strongly about sup-
porting the elements of this package that are going to contribute
to job growth.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us see. In the order of arrival, I think Sen-
ator Breaux is next.



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BREAUX, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM LOUISIANA

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank our dis-
tinguished panel of witnesses whom we are going to hear from
today. If everybody is here, Mr. Chairman, I wonder who is watch-
ing the Ways and Means Committee. They are acting over there at
the same time as we are acting here.

I noticed a chart as we came in, Mr. Chairman and members--
a Consumer ,Confidence Index Chart. I was thinking that if that
was a chart of a patient's health chart in a hospital, they would
have to declare the patient dead of cardiac arrest.

It is a real impressive symbol of what the American people are
thinking about how we are doing their business. The word I get
from iny constituents is that things are very, very bad and we need
to do something, and they want us to do it very quickly.

And that is a real challenge, and also it raises the possibility of
doing the wrong thing. And I think we have to proceed expedi-
tiously, but not rush to judgment on something as important as
what we do with the Nation's economy.

There is a great deal of frustration with Congress and with the
administration over the state of the economy, and we have a real
challenge to face. I think that any package or any proposal that we
get is going to have to do something to stimulate growth and in-
vestment.

I think a capital gains type of package is something that is es-
sential to do that. I ave a bill which we are now currently modify-
ing, which I think others will be joining with me in introducing
which I think attempts to break the log-jam on capital gains and
addresses the fairness question.

Some in the House have pickeoi it up, I think, and hopefully we
can make some progress in that hrea. I was interested to note that
some of the Republicans have apparently come unglued on your
capital gains tax proposal, which I do not think is anything dif-
ferent from what has been around for a number of years with re-
gard to the AMT treatment of capital gains. It is not any different
from what it has been in the past.

Secondly, I think we can &-that by paying a little bit more at-
tention to those students who do not go to college.

I think any proposal needs to help increase the productivity of
our work force.

Only one-seventh of the government funds spent on education
are spent for training or educating the people who are not going
to college, and, yet, over 60 percent of our students do not go on
to college.

We have a youth apprenticeship proposal that is pending. I
would like to see some type of tax incentives to help employers
work with schools, to keep kids in high school by giving them the
training that they need to be more productive, anymore creative,
and more competitive in the work force.

We are doing so much for college-bound students, I, think we are
neglecting those who are not going to college. And I lwould like to
see some tax incentives in that area.

And, finally, I think that any proposal that is going to be one
that meets the real needs are going to have to do something about



energy security. I do not see anything in the President's budget on
energy secuity other than opening up ANWR, which I support, but
which is not going to happen.

I think as a start we need some type of AMT, Alternative Mini-
mum Tax relief for independent producers in this country who, if
we do not give them the help that they need, are going to quit pro-
ducing in this country and we are going to become more dependent
on foreign imports. More imports hurts the balance of trade and
runs up the deficit-we know the problem.

So, I think we need to do something in that area, as well. I look
forward to hearing from the panel and engaging in questions.
Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Riegle.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN

Senator RimEoi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to say to our
three witnesses today that not only from the perspective of what
is going on in Michigan and the Upper Mid-west, but throughout
the country, including California, where Mr. Boskin comes from,
the economy is in very serious trouble. It is in very serious trouble.

And I do not know what it takes to drive the message home in
terms of the difficulty that people are facing. And it is essentially
a major shortage of jobs, and I mean good jobs.

Now, everybody in this room presumably has a job, and you all
have jobs and have incomes. But we have 16 million people in the
country today, at a minimum, that do not have jobs, who want to
work full-time but cannot find full-time work.

And that problem is not improving. Mr. Chairman, I want to
make part of the record, both in the economic report and in the
President's formal budget document, on page 37 of the budget it-
self, as Mr. Darman will, I am sure, indicate today, the administra-
tion target for unemployment throughout this year, assuming their
entire stimulation plan is passed, is to bring the unemployment
rate fim 7.1 percent where it is now down to only 6.9 percent.

When I saw this, I actually thought it was a misprint in the doc-
ument, because I do not think you are keeping faith with the coun-
try to develop a plan in the face of this kind of scale of unemploy-
ment that actually would purport to make such a tiny reduction in
the unemployment across the country.

There was a story the other day from Los Angeles where they
had a Job Fair and thousands, and thousands, and thousands of
people turned out. They were lined up for blocks. You may have
seen it on national television. You should ask your staff to get it
and show it to you if you did not see it.

Then we had a scene out of Chicago where there was a hotel
being opened, it was sub-zero temperatures, the snow was flying,
and there were thousands upon thousands of people lined up there
to apply for maybe as few as 2 or 300 jobs.

We have got veterans of Desert Storm who were getting parades
a year ago, who are unemployed and homeless now living under
bridges and in cardboard boxes. And the plan we are being offered



is to take the unemployment rate down two-tenths of 1 percent, ac-
cording to your own analysis.

Now, I put a chart up here, because President Bush, when he
ran for President, did so on the basis of a pledge that he developed.
It did not come from the Con press. It may even have been some-
thing that you fellows helped develop.

He said that he was going to undertake a plan to provide 30 mil-
lion new jobs in America over 8 years. Well, we have now had over
3 years of the 8 years.

And if that pledge were being kept, we would see job growth
moving along the line covered by that blue area on that chart. And
right now we would have approximately 15 million new jobs in
America. But you see here, the real jobs created are shown in the
yellow area.

So, there was a little anemic job growth in the beginning, and
then that fizzled out. And so we find ourselves now nearly half-way
through the time period that he talked about and we have had vir-
tually no net job growth. And that is why you have got this mass
unemployment across the country.

Look, Iet me make it simple for you. We need jobs in America.
People need to get up each day and go to work and earn a living
to support themselves and their family and the country.

The reason the deficit is sky-high is we do not have enough peo-
pie working. If people were working and earning an income, they
would be paying taxes, as other employed people do, and the deficit
would be coming down.

The unemployment is adding to the deficit. It is making it worse.
And I think it is just outrageous that people in this country, to
have engineers, in some cases, now havin to drive taxi cabs just
trying to get by, or teachers working in amburger stands. It is
just not right. It is short-changing them and it is short-changing
the country in the future.

So, we need a plan here that is much bigger and much stronger.
And, you know, I think sometimes if you have a guaranteed in-
come, whether it is a family trust fund income, or whatever- kind
it is, you can get very detached from these problems. And maybe
they taxi even seem somewhat comic if they are not happening to
you or to your family.

I think it would be healthy to visit some unemployment offices
and actuall talk to the people who are out there. I think the three
of you shoud do it, and I think the President should do it.

These are real people. They may not be members of your family,
but they are members of somebody's family and you have an obliga-
tion, and this government does, to see to it that they have a chance
to work.

And when the Japanese government has a plan so that their peo-
ple can work, and the Europeans have a plan so that their people
can work, we need one in this country. And that does not mean
more trickle down.

It does not mean just giving all the money to the wealthy and
assuming if they buy more boats over $100,000 that some of it will
trickle down to everybody else.

And I would hope, too, if we are going to open up the Tax Code,
Mr. Chairman, that we will get some tax fairness. And that means



putting more of the burden up at the top where people have large
incomes and giving some tax relief to people down the line who got
short-changed through the 1980s.

That is what this country needs. We can get an aggressive jobs
program going here; we can get American back on track. Thank
you,

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Senator Roth, do you have any com-
ments?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.

SENATOR FROM DELAWARE

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, the importance of these hearings
cannot be overstated. Important, because Americans are looking for
bipartisan leadership from the Congress and the White House.

Our immediate need is to create an environment of growth for
American workers, for their families, and their industries; the eco-
nomic lifeblood of our Nation.

But not only must we meet this immediate need, we must also
take this opportune moment to prepare for America's long-term
competitive advantage.

Such an agenda must include proposals to increase our National
savings rate. It must include proposals to reduce marginal rates
and Federal income taxes; and it must encourage risk-taking and
business ventures.

This is how America will create a successful economic future. We
cannot tax our Nation into prosperity, nor can we create jobs by
class warfare.

What we can do is promote an environment of growth, and that
can only be done by reducing the ponderous size of government; by
reducing needles Federal regulation; by promoting efficiency and
self-reliance in an atmosphere marked by a lack of confidence in
government.

The people are angry with government. Sixty percent of the peo-
ple believe Conress is responsible for our economic malaise. Twen-
ty percent would blame the President. In any event, they believe
government has helped cause the problem rather than help solve
it.

And make no mistake, just as Congress' 1990 record-setting tax
increase deepened the recession, further taxes are economic class
warfare, and will do to a needed environment of growth what Sad-
dam Hussein did to the environment of the Persian Gulf.

Instead of more and more taxes, what we need are more and
more incentives to work, save, and invest. And among the many
proposals circulating Congress, there are three that I believe are
critical towards creating such incentives.

They include the Bentsen-Roth Super-IRA proposal; an incre-
mental investment tax credit; and a marginal rate reduction in
Federal income taxes.

The hallmark of each of these proposals is that they are broad-
based, not for one exclusive group over another; they benefit across
all segments of our economy and create a large dispersion of incen-
tives for economic growth.



Such a broad-based approach will stimulate ouir economy univer-
sally, not just pockets of ow' economy where special interests dic-
tate.

Mr. Chairman, many American people are angry with the Japa-
nese. They see Japan as a threat to American jobs and prosperity.
They well could be correct, if Congress has not the courage to take
steps to create an environment of growth. The United States saves
roughly, I think, only 5 to 7 percent, compared with Japanese sav-
ings of 17 percent or more.

Those savings enable Japan, with half our population, to invest
more in plant facilities and equipment than the United States,
thereby, their plants are far more modern, far more productive
than ours, and that adds up to a loss of jobs and loss of growth.

The United States must become a savings nation by enacting the
Bentsen-Roth Super IRA, which is good for the family and good for
the Nation. These savings will enable the United States to invest
more in the future, and I urge that the administration throw their
support behind this legislation which has been co-sponsored, I
would add, by over 76 in the Senate and 260 in the House.

Likewise, I urge the administration to support an incremental in-
vestment tax credit that will encourage increased investment in the
latest technology, thereby helping meet the challenge of world com-
petition. It is not enough to accelerate such investment ftbr 1 year.

And, finally, any general tax reduction must be broadly based
and encourage American people to work, to save, to invest; not just
to increase consumption.

A marginal reduction in tax rates will do just that, as well as
build confidence in the American people by showing them that they
will retain more of their hard-earned dollars.

Mr. Chairman, with this March 20th deadline, the President has
provided us with a challenge, and we are here to meet it. And
while I cannot agree with all of his proposals, clearly, the Presi-
dent's economic proposals are taking us in the right direction.

I hope the Congress, in a bipartisan manner, can work together
with the administration in developing a tax program that will help
ensure future growth and encourage the creation of meaningful
jobs for all Americans.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. Senator Moynihan, would
you care to make a comment?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNJHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like simply to wel-
come our distinguished friends and to say, just by way of comment
in a bipartisan manner, that it was particularly welcome to see in
the President's budget that he proposes to restore the fair-market
value deduction for gifts of appreciated property, including securi-
ties to universities and colleges, and artworks, to museums. It is
something we need to fix, and obviously will do.

And, also, to thank whoever was the guardian angel who looked
after the tax treatment of transit benefits to employees, so that em-
ployees will not owe tax on the value of mass transit benefits pro-
vided by their employers. We are trying, in keeping with our Sur-



face Transportation Act, which was a large enterprise last year, to
get a fair and productive balance between automobiles and transit.

We have a situation where parking benefits, however generous,
are tax-free, but transit benefits above $21 per month are taxed.
And now this proposal to increase the monthly tax-free amount
from $21 to $60 may seem a small thing, but over a period of time
it changes patterns effectively, and I would like to thank you all
for doing that.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Secretary, if you would please
lead off.

STATEMENT OF HON. NICIOLAS F. BRADY, SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Secretary BRADY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. I am pleased Lo testify today on the economic proposals
announced by the President in his State of the Union address.

The President's actions and proposals will accelerate economic
recovery in the short-term, stimulate the Nation's long-term eco-
nomic growth, and increase the competitiveness of American goods
and services in the world economy.

The President's comprehensive program for growth includes ini-
tiatives beyond those we shall discuss here today. For example,
record Federal investment in research and development in Head
Start, and in children generally; in educaf;on; crime and drug
abuse; and in preventative health.

The President's program for Joh Training 2000 will improve the
delivery and effectiveness of job training and vocational education
and his proposal to combine law enforcement and social services is
desi ged to reinvigorate impoverished and embattled communities.

When enacted by the Congress, the President's plan will expand
opportunity and enhance the nation's standard of living. The Presi-
dent's tax proposals are specifically addressed to the fundamental
economic concerns of American families.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, many factors have coalesced to
make the economic recovery sluggish. We experienced a Mideast
crisis and a war, during which oil prices rose to over $40 a barrel.
We have had 2V2 years of restrictive high interest rates that only
recently have come down.
The nation's businesses and its families and government have

borrowed too much, and, unfortunately, improving the climate for
increased jobs and investment has not been a Congressional prior-
ity.
Nevertheless, there are some encouraging signs. American cor-

porations and families have moved to pay down their debt burden.
The spiral of rising prices has been halted so that American fami-
lies need no longer fear that runaway inflation will rob them of
their purchasing power.

And American businesses do not have to worry that rapid price
increases will render American products non-competitive in world
markets. American exports are strong, and business inventories are
lean.

Interest rates are now the lowest in 20 years. The decline in in-
terest rates could, in 1992, save American families as much as $25
billion in interest costs on mortgages and other household debt.



Low interest rates also should mean a savings of about $10 bil-
lion for American corporations, and Federal, State, and local gov-
ernments will save another $10 billion because of these lowered in-
terest rates.

And all of this has occurred against the back-drop of the end of
the Cold War, an economic stimulus that none of us can now cal-
culate, but which will be, over time, of enormous proportions.

But positive signals are only the beginning. The American people
remain concerned about the strength of their nation's economy.
People who have worked in industries or companies that have con-
tracted want to be confident that they can find new jobs, and, if
necessary, shift careers.

Families who own no home want to be sure they will someday,
and homeowners hope to see strength in the value of their house;
their most valuable asset.

American families deserve to be confident about their children's
future, the quality and safety of their children's schools, and their
ability to afford the education necessary to, raise their children and
grand children's standard of living.

The public is entitled to assurance about the soundness of the fi-
nancial institutions on which they have long depended for help and
security. Witnessing the failure of a savings and loan or bank
where you or your neighbors have saved and banked is an unset-
tling event.

The country worries that American banks, which for so long were
dominant in the world, are now overshadowed by foreign banks.
Small businesses and other investors have had difficulty obtaining
loans they need to expand their businesses in order to create jobs.

And the Congress so far has refused to modernize the legal
framework governing banks that was designed decades ago for a to-
tally different economic era.

The American people deserve to be certain of our ability to com-
pete in the new global economy. They demand that we maintain
our advantage of superior technology and our capacity for stunning
innovation.

Mr. Chairman, there is only one response that we, the Congress,
and the President working together, can make to fulfill the hopes
of the American people.

We should embrace policies that foster economic growth. We
should move at once to enact into law the President's proposals
that will accelerate economic activity and the recovery.

We must demonstrate an unwavering commitment to creating an
environment for sustaining growth over the long term with a con-
sequent increase of paying ios.

Over time, gains in family income depend on improved national
productivity. Only sustained economic growth can improve the in-
comes of wage-earning men and women.

Only sustained economic growth will provide the resources to
feed and house the poor, and guarantee health to all Americans.
And only sustained economic growth, not higher tax rates, will in-
crease the resources of Federal, State, and local governments.

There should be no misunderstanding about this important point.
A 1-percent decrease in real GDP growth in 1992 alone could de-
crease Federal Government receipts by nearly $80 billion and in-



crease the Federal deficit by more than $100 billion during the pe-
riod of 1992-1997.

A 1-percent lower annual GDP growth rate during each of the
years from 1992 to 1997 would decrease the Federal Government's
receipts by more than $260 billion, and increase the deficit by near-
ly $350 billion during that period.

It is pretty clear that the productive power of economic growth
as a contributing to government revenues is not a controversial
theory.

If the collapse of Communism and the disintegration of the So-
viet Union this past year have taught us anything at all, it is that
government policies that concentrate on managing how limited re-
sources are distributed among the people are a poor substitute for
concentrating on ensuring economic growth.

The President's economic growth agenda will accelerate economic
recovery and Job-creating investments, create opportunities for
home ownership, foster a real estate recovery, and help families
build for the future. The economic growth agenda set forth by the
President is simply about one thing: jobs.

The plan calls for a new investment tax allowance, which could
produce nearly $11 billion of tax savings in calendar 1992 for busi-
nesses that acquire new equipment, thereby increasing their cash
flow, lowering their cost of capital, and putting more jobs on the
line.

The President also recommends permanent adjustments to sim-
plify and liberalize the Alternative Minimum Tax to remove tax im-
pediments for modernizing business plant and equipment.

Both of these measures will provide manufacturers strong incen-
tives to create new jobs and to create them now.

Jobs and global competitiveness also demand that businesses
carry on vigorous research and development. The President's plan
would make permanent the credit for research and development
and extend the rules for allocating R&D expenses to foreign and
domestic income.

Although it is the largest economy in the world, the United
States continues to be the largest investor in R&D activities. The
rate of' growth of non-defense R&D has recently been much higher
'in West Germany and Japan; not a good trend.

The President has increased funding for basic research by 29 per-
cent since 1989, and continues to recommend record levels of Fed-
eral funding for R&D. Each year since taking office, the President
has proposed making \the R&D tax credit permanent. This is the
year to act.

The President has also urged Congress to cut the capital gains
tax rate, which will raise American living standards by unlocking
job-creating investments, boosting productivity, and raising the
value of productive assets.

The President has proposed cutting the capital gains tax to 15.4
percent for taxpayers now subject to a 28 percent capital gains tax
rate, and to 8.25 percent for taxpayers now subject to a 15percent
capital gains rate.

Reducing the capital gains tax will be particularly helpful to
America's new companies and small businesses in attracting start-
up capital. These small businesses and start-up companies tra-



ditionally rely on equity capital. They cannot float bonds, they can-
not issue commercial paper, and they cannot compete with big cor-
porate rivals for bank loans. At the same time, these firms con-
tinue to be the source of new jobs.

The statistics are clear: businesses with 20 or fewer employees
generate over two-thirds of all net new private-sector jobs.

Lowing the capital gains tax to create jobs and make America
more productive is a bipartisan objective. At least 200 Democratic
Members of Congress-more than two-thirds--have sponsored or
co-sponsored legislation to reduce the capital gains tax.

The argument is really about what kind of capital gains tax to
have. The President's proposals is broad in scope. It would reduce
the burden of over-taxation of inflationary gains for all Americans.

It would benefit the larger number of middle-income people who
realize capital gains and would unlock capital for more productive
uses. A targeted capital gains tax cut could not serve each of these
important purposes.

The President's economic growth plan also recognizes the impor-
tance of a healthy real estate sector in our economy and the critical
need to ensure that businesses have access to credit.

Real estate and construction represents more than 15 percent of
our Gross Domestic Product and employs almost 10 million people.
More than half of all household net worth is in real estate.

That is why-in addition to our ongoing efforts to keep interest
rates down and increase credit availability--the President has
asked for a $5,000 tax credit for first-time home buyers, modifica-
tion of passive loss rules for real estate developers, opportunities
for greater pension fund investment in real estate, deductibility of
losses on the sale of personal residences, and an extension of the
mortgage revenue bond authority.

The President also proposes tax incentives for enterprise zones to
stimulate jobs and investment in disadvantaged rural and urban
areas, and the extension of both the targeted jobs tax credit and
the low-income housing tax credit.

The President's plan will both hasten economic recovery and help
American families with proposals that specifically address their
most pressing concerns.

These family concerns include an increase in the personal exemp-
tion for families with children; and a new flexible IRA that will
allow families to begin saving, regardless of purpose, without any
income tax burden.

In combination with the other proposals I have mentioned, the
President's $5,000 tax credit for first-time home buyers will help
middle-income families purchase their own homes, and offer protec-
tion to current homeowners from declining property values.

In combination with the President's proposal to increase funding
for Head Start by $600 million and the administration's other edu-
cation initiatives, the proposals to permit deduction of interest on
qualifying student loans and penalty-free IRA withdrawals will
help families fulfill their educational goals.

The President's health plan, which he presented last week,
builds on the strengths of the existing market-based system. It will
provide tax credits or deductions for the purchase of health insur-



ance of up to $3,750 for poor and middle-class families. This will
provide financial help for more than 90 million people.

These initiatives will provide stimulus in both the short and the
long term. They will make it possible for American families to buy
homes, save for college, guard against major health expenses, and
plan for retirement.

The President's plan is directed at the specific needs and aspira-
tions of Ameicans. For families attempting to buy a home, save for
the future, finance educational loans, or purchase health insurance,
his plan provides substantial tax savings.

Issues of American justice arise in many contexts, but there can
be no doubt that among them is the requirement that burdens and
benefits of government must be fairly distributed.

The President's plan meets this test of fairness. The current dis-
tribution of taxes and transfers is fair, despite widespread claims
to the contrary.

As Graph 4 to my testimony shows, the net effect of Federal tax
and transfer programs is highly progressive. In 1990, households in
the top 20 percent paid an average of over $22,000 to the Federal
Government while households in the lowest 20 percent received an
average of almost $8,800 from the Federal Government.

But I do not wish to dwell on statistics. They can be shown to
prove almost anything. For example, tax distribution tables depict
only the burden of payroll taxes and leave out entirely the paymei)t
of Social Security and Federal health insurance benefits.

These social insurance p -ograms, which are highly progressive,
should be included in any !fairness chart, and they are not. Com-
parisons of the tax burden alone without the benefits presents a
very distorted picture.

However, even if viewed by itself, the Federal income tax is also
progressive. The President's plan for economic growth is fair. The
full array of the President's plan, including the health plan, would
dramatically decrease taxes for low- and middle-income families
and would only slightly reduce taxes for those with higher incomes.

The President's program to accelerate the economy, provide jobs,
and improve the climate for long-term growth is accomplished
while maintaining the fiscal restraint of pay-as-you-go.

We cannot achieve economic growth if Federal spending is not
controlled. Confident, stable financial markets live in the house of
financial discipline, and interest rates and long-tern growth de-
pend on adherence to this important principle.

Creating an environment through this Nation's tax spending and
regulatory policies that invites and sustains long-term growth is no
simple task. There is not any silver bullet. However, we now have
an opportunity to put in place some important building blocks.

The President in his State of the Union address required Con-
gressional action by March 20th on seven proposals: capital gains;
investment tax allowance; the AMT changes; easing of passive loss;
the $5,000 credit for home buyers; the waiver of penalties on IRA
withdrawals for first-time home buyers; and proposals which will
make it easier fbr pension funds to help purchase real estate.

These proposals should be enacted immediately to accelerate the
economic recovery. The total cost of these proposals over the fiscal
year 1992-1997 is just over $6.6 billion.



The President's budget provides a variety of ways to cover this
cost in a manner consistent with pay-as-you-go discipline. There is
simply no reason why the President's economic growth proposals
should not be financed through reductions in Federal spending.

The President would prefer prompt enactment of all of his pro-
gram, but surely these few changes can be enacted now. It should
be done promptly and- it must be paid for.

In conclusion, this Nation remains the world's preeminent eco-
nomic force. The United States is the world's largest exporter of
goods and services, and the world's largest foreign investor.

No one should underestimate the energy and optimism of the
American people, nor the resilience and fundamental strengths of
the American economy.

The government alone cannot make American products more
competitive, but, in partnership, the President, the Congress,
American businesses and workers can construct an environment to
facilitate the nation's productive growth.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.[The reared statement of Secretary Brady appears in the ap-

pendix.r
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Darman, if you would proceed, please.

STATEMENTS OF HON. RICHARD G. DARMAN, DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Mr. DARMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Chairman
Bentsen, Senators Roth and Chafee, Senator Moynihan, Senator
Rie~le, Senator Breaux, it is a pleasure to appear before you once
again.

Mr. Chairman, I have-and I believe there are copies before each
of you-submitted for the record, with your permission, a copy of
the introduction to the President's budget, which I ask be included
as my prepared statement.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Darman appears in the appen-

dix.J
Mr. DARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Because that statement is familiar to all of you now, and because

Secretary Brady has offered a comprehensive introduction, I would
propose to save time and allow more opportunity for us to try to
respond to questions by just making two or three very brief obser-
vations.

First, as Secretary Brady has well-outlined, the President has
roposed a comprehensive plan for both the short and the long run.
econd, we believe that it is entirely reasonable to ask for action

by March 20th.
Third, noting the chart that is displayed concerning consumer

confidence, and which reflects a very troubling pattern, I know we
all agree that we would like to see that line turn up quickly. There
is quite a bit of disagreement, perhaps, as to exactly what it takes
to turn that line back up sharply.

My personal view is that in addition to whatever is required eco-
nomically, it would be helpful if the public could see that its insti-
tutions of government, faced with an obvious challenge, could rise



to it and get the job done properly and promptly. That is obviously
just a personal judgment.

In any case, with that in mind, and for a host of other reasons,
I appreciate your expression at the outset, Mr. Chairman, of an in-
terest in working with the administration. We, too, look forward to
working with you and this committee. Thank you very much for the
opportunity to be here, and we will try to respond to your ques-
tions.

The: CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Boskin.

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL J. BOSKIN, CHAIRMAN,
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BOSKIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Likewise, Mr. Chairman,
with your permission, I would ask that my full statement be en-
tered into the record.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Boskin appears in the appendix.]
Mr. BOSKIN. I will just make two or three observations. First, fol-

lowing up on Secretary Brady's statement, I think it is helpful to
divide the economy's problems into a set of short-term cyclical and
structural problems and a long-term productivity growth problem.

Although I do not mean to divert attention from serious short-
term challenges such as unemployment, sluggish growth, et cetera,
it is worth noting that while America hao3 the highest level of pro-
ductivity of any advanced economy-about a quarter higher than
Germany and Ja pan--our productivity growth rates for the last
two decades have been much slower.

Unless we raise our rate of productivity growth, it will be dif-
ficult for America to maintain its leadership role in the world econ-
omy and to provide American citizens with what they expect: high-
er standards of living; abundant employment opportunities; and
substantial economic mobility.

The President's agenda includes things that we believe would be
very good for productivity growth over the long run, but are not
often thought of as fiscal policy or even economic policy, such as
education reform and civil justice reform. We believe these reforms
will be good for the American economy over the long term by help-
ing to make our workers more productive.

Let me spend just a minute on where the economy is, what it has
gone through in the last year, and our projections.

Obviously, the economy entered a recession in the latter part of
1990. Real GDP collapsed relative to modest growth, declining in
1990's fourth quarter, and first quarter of 1991; then growing in
the second and third quarter.

Back when we were making last year's economic outlook and
forecast for the budget in December 1990 and early January, we
were still in Desert Shield, not even Desert Storm. An overwhelm-
ing majority of private analysts, the CBO, the Federal Reserve, as
well as the administration, expected the modest recovery that ap-
peared to begin in the spring of 1991 to continue as the year pro-
gressed.

We are about at the same place as the blue chip average; a little
less optimistic than the CBO on that score. But, obviously, from



late summer until today the economy has flattened out. It is flat,
sluggish, and struggling. Growth was essentially flat in the fourth
quarter.

Those data will get revised quite a bit. We expect growth to be
slight in the first quarter. We do expect the economy to begin to
improve as we move through the year, but, again, at a very modest
pace.

We think the President's program, or something close to it that
has the same economic effect, would not only speed and strengthen
that recovery, but would make it more certain.

Economic forecasting, as I always tell this committee, Mr. Chair-
man, and other members, is an imprecise science. Virtually none
of the private-sector forecasters, the CBO, the Federal Reserve, or
the administration forecasted the flattening out of the economy at
the end of the year.

And while we were more accurate than all but eight of the 52
private blue chip forecabters, virtually none of us forecasted this.
So, we cannot be certain we will have a modest recovery. The econ-
omy has ample room to do better, and obviously we would hope
that it would do better.

But there is also no guarantee it will grow at a 2.2 percent pace.
There are things that could cause the economy to do better or do
worse, and it would be wise to bear all those in mind.

In addition to the high interest rates and the oil shock that Sec-
retary Brady spoke of, which economists traditionally think of as
short-term cyclical hits to the economy, we have structural imbal-
ances: the credit crunch, problems in real estate, the shift in de-
fense spending from considerable expansion during the late 1980's,
to current prospects of substantial downsizin an the higher debt
burdens of households and corporations relative to income and
profits. The working off of all of these imbalances is the major rea-

son why we expect the recovery to be more muted than the past
average.

The chart, as you noted, excludes the 1980 to 1981 period and
would look a little different if it was included.

flow fast the economy works through these imbalances will have
a lot to do with how strong the recovery is when it occurs, when
it accelerates, and what sort of a headwind the economy is forced
to grow into.

But these are problems the economy has to address, some of
which are amenable to public policy and economic policy. We have
made proposals in these areas we believe are responsible.

Finally, I would like to add one economic point and one quick
statement with respect to some comments that were made in the
introductory remarks of the committee.

All the industrialized countries of the world have had serious
economic problems in the last year or so; some for the last 2 years.

If we look at the CG-7 countries, several entered recession prior
to the beginning of the U.S. recession and had much deeper reces-
sions.

Others are on the verge of, or are in recession now. Even the
ones that are doing the best among the seven have experienced a
sharp slow down in current growth relative to 1990 or early 1991.



That suggests that, while we have serious problems in our econ-
omy and we have serious problems that are internal to the Amer-
ican economy, there are some factors that have caused all of these
countries to experience problems.

I would like to add two points for the record to clarify a couple
of things. While I agree with much of what many of the members
said, I would like to clarify that unemployment in Europe is, on av-
erage, substantially above that in the United States.

That is no reason to be complacent; we have a serious unemploy-
ment problem in the United States. But I think it is important to
clarify that a problem exists in Europe as well. It is also important
to clarify that although we have a very serious deficit problem, only
a relatively modest part of the projected deficit--about one-seventh
of the projected deficit for 1993-is the cyclical component. Thank
you very much, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Secretary, I could not help but
think that no one should underestimate the optimism of the Aner-
ican people. That is where it is. It is the lowest it has been since
1980. [Pointing to a chart.] That is what they think they are get-
ting out of politics that they are undergoing in the country today.
That is what we have to turn around.

Let me visit with you a little bit about this two bill strategy and
see what the administration is talking about and my deep concern
about it. I am really surprised that the administration would cut
down and slim down a bill to make the centerpiece of it be a capital
gains cut in taxes that benefits the wealthiest Americans.

Let me quote the Washington Post this morning, and what it
says a Congressional Republican says. It says, "The White house
really never wanted anything but the narrow package." The tax
package. 'The President outlined the broader one to have some-
thing for the middle class and others to compete with the Demo-
crats." The White House needed a campaign speech.

Well, I have seen that two bill strategy tried before. And my ex-
perience is you never see the second bill. Does the White House
really expect the Congress to support a bill giving tax cuts to high
income individuals and put off income tax relief for working Ameri-
cans until the second bill?

Secretary BRADY. Well, Senator Bentsen, I saw you point to the
chart on consumer confidence and I assume that you join with me
in having a basic confidence in the optimism of the American peo-
ple; I know I certainly do.

And the fact that it waivers from time to time should not, in my
opinion, stop us from having confidence that Americans, if given
the chance, will get the job done.

So, the optimism and confidence figures go up and down, but I
truly believe in the basic strength of this economy and its ability,
if the American people are given the chance, to get things accom-
plished and jobs put on the line.

Let me now turn to the bill that is suggested and put before Con-
gress by Representatives Michel and Archer, which backed up the

resident's call in his State of the Union for action on seven items.
I think the wisdom of having put that proposition forward in the
State of the Union is being borne out. What I see out of this proc-
ess is an ability not to act on the things that he has asked for.



So, I would disagree. I have great respect for you, but I hope you
will give me the credit for having been present when the President
put his package together.

And his package is a document that he believes strongly in, and
one that I am sure, if enacted, would make a big difference to this
country. So, with all due respect, we just have a difference of opin-
ion.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, if this Congress would pass
legislation that enacts a tax cut on capital gains, would you rec-
ommend a veto of it if it was partially paid for by a tax on the
highest incomes in the country?

Secretary BRADY. Well, Senator Bentsen, let me say first of all
that the idea that you create a stimulus by cutting the capital
gains tax is quite clearly in one part, of an economic recovery pro-
ram. Others, using some misguided theory suggest that it has to
e turned around and deducted from, and would institute a tax in-

crease. This does not make any sense.
The CHAIRMAN,. Well, let us get into that one a little.
Secretary BRAiY. Could I just finish one second, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Secretary BiAww. My belief is that economic stimuli are not a

zero sum game. There is no point in creating a stimulus on the one
hand, and then on the other hand say, increase income tax rates
in the middle of a sluggish economy. It just does not seem to me
to make any sense.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us look at what Treasury said in 1986.
In 1986, the Treasury estimated that an increase in the capital
gains rate would increase revenue. You are now telling us that a
decrease in the tax rate will also increase revenue. Now, you just
cannot have it both ways. How do you explain those conflicting
statements?

Secretary BRADY. Well, I would say, Senator, the circumstances
were different at that particular point in time. We stand by the es-
timates that are made now.

We think a decrease in the capital gains rate would create eco-
nomic opportunity for everybody and we have had this fairness dis-
cussion for a long time. I stand by my statement that there is noth-
ing more unfair than a guy without a job.

The CHAIRMAN. I defer to the Ranking Minority Member here,
Senator Roth.

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In my opening re-
marks, I made reference to my concern about the savings rate of
this Nation, which is far lower than that of the Japanese, as well
as other industrial countries.

We have an IRA that is being sponsored by the Chairman and
myself that has the support of over 75 in the Senate, and I think
something like 250 in the House. Obviously, savings are important
if we are going to meet the competitive threat from abroad.

We have an opportunity here to do something. The administra-
tion has taken some good steps from the standpoint of flexibility.
But I would hope that the administration would support the enact-
imient of this legislation, which can have a significant impact on the
individual savings rate of this Nation.



It is a program that is not only good for the nation because it
increases savings, but it is good for the family. And while I do not
expect you to reverse groun at the present moment, I would hope,
Mr. Brady, and you, Mr. Darman, as well, Mr. Boskin-we dis-
cussed this recently in the Joint Economic Committee-would re-
view this, because this is an idea whose time has come.

The votes are there, and it is important that we have the support
of the administration. Would you care to comment, Mr. Brady?

Secretary BRADY. Well, we certainly agree with the sentiments
and philosophy behind your and Senator Bentsen's IRA proposal.
It attacks an absolutely essential problem, which is savings.

I would say that it is a little bit mystifying how we can talk
about savings in this category and not the benefits of IRA', which
confer greater benefits for the wealthiest parts of the income dis-
tribution. I totally agree with both of you gentlemen that IRA's do
generate new savings that increases jobs. However, in the capital
gains tax debate, the same income distribution points are cited as
the reason for not going forward. So, I call attention to that anom-
aly.

Senator ROTH. I would point out, Mr. Secretary, that I have not
been adverse to your capital gains proposal, so-

Secretary BiwmY. I understand that. I just say that I think the
theory behind your and Senator Bentsen's proposal is a very good
one.

It is the same theory that is behind the capital gains, which is
savings and investment incentives will put more jobs on the line
in this country, and we are all talking about jobs.

So, I think, Senator Bentsen, and Senator Roth, my hat is off to
you. You realize we have a slightly different proposal ourselves, but
the import is the same exact theory: increasing savings improves
the climate for job creation.

Senator ROTH. Well, as I said, I would hope that this would be
reviewed in the White House. We all talk about savings. Studies
have shown that the IRA did increase savings in the 1980's. We
have had witnesses before us showing that and it is time we quit
talking about doing something about individual savings and begin
to act.

I am also concerned about the comparison in investment of new
equipment anti facilities in comparing Japan and ourselves. Japan,
with a GDP half of ours, with half as many people, are investing
more--something like, I think, $650 billion to our $525.

Now, that means that in the long term, their facilities are going
to be more productive; that they are going to incorporate the latest
technology on a higher level than that of the UnitedStates.

So, my question is, what are we going to do about that? I uider-
stand your acceleration of depreciation and the benefit that that
may have in the first year, but somehow we have to invest more
in new equipment.

I have proposed that we have an incremental investment tax
credit that would reward those who invest more than they have in
the past. It would be particularly helpful to smaller businesses, and
that is where jobs are created at a faster rate. Would you com-
ment?



Secretary BRADY. Well, I think we agree, Senator Roth. You have
said it very clearly and explicitly, and the President's program, I
think, enacts a great many of the things you have talked about. We
agree.

Senator ROTH. My only comment, Mr. Chairman, is I agree that
the White House has sought to address them. I do not think they
go far" enough. I think that is the problem, and I would hope that
we could work together in trying to develop the kind of programs
that will meet the need.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. In the order of arrival. Senator
Breaux, if you would.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, mem-
bers of the panel. Let us talk about a capital gains tax cut, to start
with. We all know what the two biggest problems have been to en-
acting a capital gains reduction. First, some say it only benefits the
rich. Second, is the question of whether a cut raises or loses reve-
nue.

Well, of course, wealthier people have the largest capital gains;
they invest in larger investments. But the facts, I think, also show
us that about 60 percent or more of the people who have capital
gains taxes in this country are people that make less than $50,000.

My father never made$50,000 a year in his life, but had capital
gains because every month he bought stock in the company that he
worked for.

He would probably like to sell some of it for his retirement, but
does not want to do it because we have the highest capital gains
tax rate in any industrialized country in the world.

So, I think the wealthy argument has to be addressed. If we do
not get past that, you are never going to pass it in Congress.

The second argument against it is we do not know what it is
going to do. I mean, Treasury tells us it is going to raise $12 bil-
lion. Joint Tax tells us it is going to lose $12 billion. So, all of us
in Congress say, what in the world are we going to do? We do not
know what is going to happen if we pass it.

I have introduced a capital gains tax reduction bill, cutting rates
to 26, 22, and 20 percent, based on being held 3 years, 2 years, and
1 year.

And I try and address the problem of not knowing what it is
going to do by saying, let us do it, and then have a safety net of
protection in the out years that if the capital gains tax cut actually
raises revenue, we allare winners. Everybody should be happy. We
have created more jobs, and more people are working, more people
are paying taxes. But if it loses revenues like some analysts tell us,
then we have a fourth tax rate that could be kicked in to pay for
it so that we do not burden the middle-income people in this coun-
try.

The fourth tax rate would never go into effect if it raises reve-
nues. But we protect middle-income and working people in this
couitry in case it does not work.

Now, we are making some adjustments to that, because it does
not have to be 36 percent if the need for revenue is less. It could
be less. We are going to make a system that goes into effect and
poses a different rate, depending on how much we need to make
up for the loss, if there is a loss.
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We are working on a baseline, which is a neutral baseline; a fair
baseline from which to judge whether it works or whether it does
not work. Now I would like to have the comments of the adminis-
tration on that type of a proposal.

Secretary BRADY. Well, Senator Breaux, I think first of all your
proposal is a serious proposal. It is based on a lot of hard thinking
on your part, and I salute you for having addressed the basic prob-
lem of trying to come forward with a capital gains proposal that
will work.

It has some technical difficulties connected with it: Who deter-
mines the baseline? How do we arrive at the baseline? Is it done
on OMB or CBO scoring?

We would not agree that a tax increase ought to be a part of it,
but if you did, whom do you tax? If you introduce a higher tax rate
of 35 percent, how do you differentiate between some guy that had
a capital gains and some guy that did not? So, I think it has some
technical difficulties.

And some people who have been working on your proposal, I
know, feel that it might have more appeal if the conclusion were
not the institution of a higher tax rate, but just that if the reve-
nues did not show up, that the capital gains tax differential was
then stopped.

So, I know there are many people working on this. I salute the
basic theory and philosophy behind it. But, at this particular point
in time, we think the President's plan would be a better one.

Senator BREAUX. But it is not going to pass. I mean, I am trying
to find something practical-

Secretary BRADY. Well, let us get a vote on it, then we can find
out.

Senator BriEAUX. Well, we have had votes on the thing. And the
two points I am outlining as the problems are there and they are
not being addressed.

I mean, people say it only benefits the rich, and we have not
solved that problem. And people do not know whether it is going
to gain revenue or lose revenues. Under your suggestion, if we lose
revenue we just chalk up the loss to the deficit and we do not pay
for it.

Secretary BRADY. I did not say that.
Senator BREAUX. Well, what you said is you stop it at that point,

but you do not pay for what has been lost up to that point.
Secretary BIIADY. But I do not want to get into the details of this,

but your proposal said that if it did not raise the revenues that it
was said to have raised, then we would stop it. I say suppose it was
neutral. Then why should you institute a new tax?

Senator BREAUX. Well, if it neutral, Mr. Secretary, there is no
tax increase. The only time the fourth rate would go into effect is
if there is a loss and the tax rate is to pay for the loss.

Secretary BRADY. Well, I understand. But the problem is there
are a lot of technical difficulties with this thing which we would be
glad to work on with you. But there are 220 Democratic members
of Congress who have got capital gains proposals out there, so I
think if you would give us a fair vote on this thing, it would pass.

Senator BREAUX. Well, what about energy? The only thing I see
on energy in the budget proposals is ANWR. The AMT tax on inde-



pendent producers in this country, which account for most of the
production, I think is killing them financially and we are losing a
whole entire base of companies that produce energy for this coun-
try. We are importing 45 to 50 percent of our energy.

What about AMT type of relief for independent producers?
Secretary BRADY. Well, we think there are some proposals in

here, such as the capital gains tax, that would help energy produc-
ers.

Senator BREAUX. Not if it is not offset by Alternative Minimum
Tax. It does not help them sit all.

Secretary BRADY. Well, certainly in other industries it is offset.
It just is not completely offset at this particular point in time.
Nonetheless, it would make a big difference.

But we would be glad to look with you at any ideas you might
have in the idea of promoting energy production, because the Presi-
dent feels very strongly that having the search for energy go on
abroad, where the oil and gas that is found and winds up in foreign
hands, is not in our interests. So, we would be glad to look at any-
thing you might want to talk to us about, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riegle.
Senator RIEGE. I would ask that this chart be put back up. I

think, Chairman Bentsen, in going over earlier to the consumer
confidence chart really illustrates the problem.

And that is, the people of America, based on what is happening
to them-what they see going on in their own lives, the people
around them, and in their communities-they feel that we are los-
ing our economic future. It is not just the recession; that is the
short-term problem. It is the underlying long-term problem and the
loss of guod jobs throughout our society.

We see United Technologies announcing 14,000 jobs being elimni-
nated; General Motors, 74,000 jobs; IBM, several thousand jobs;
AT&T; it is a list that cuts right across the board. And it is not
just large companies, it is medium and small-sized companies as
well.

And it is clear, I think, to the American people that we really
need an aggressive economic plan for America.

I mean, we need a big, strong, muscular plan to drive this econ-
omy, and it is one where I think business, and government, and
labor need to sit down around a table together and work out the
plan so that there are enough good jobs around; that we are plan-
ning our future to make sure that there is enough work for our
people, both in terms of personal income, and national income.

And that means high value-added jobs. It does not just mean
whatever happens, but it means aiming for and getting the high
technology, hi gh value-added jobs.

Now, I would like to ask all of you, I want to come back to the
President's promise that he made when he first ran for the Presi-
dency. And he set this goal-and I assume one or more of you were
involved in those discussions.

I do not know why he picked 30 million jobs as his goal over an
8-year period of time, but obviously he was relying on input fr-om
yourselves or others like you.

And now we are nearly half-way through that, and we should be
up at the top of this line. Right now we ought to be up at this par-
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ticular range up in here, and we are down at the bottom. So, all
of these jobs that were to have been created according to his goal
just have not materialized.

Here is the thing that bothers me. You come in with a plan, and,
according to your own budget documents you are going to take the
unemployment level this year-if your p(an is enacted in every de-
tail-down from 7.1 percentr-the highest it has been now for a long
time-a very tiny amount to 6.9 percent throughout this entire
year. I mean, that is what your figures show in your chart.

Now, my question is this: why should we not enact a plan right
now that takes us from down here at the zero level in terms of net
job growth and shoot to get right up to his goal?

Why should the plan not be scaled to keep this objective? Now,
you clearly are not giving us a plan like that, and I want to know
why. Why should we not right now agree on crafting a plan that
is going to close that job gap and give us the number of jobs that
the President says we need?

Mr. Boskin, why should we not do that? Should that not be our
goal?

Mr. BOSKIN. Well, the goal, obviously, should be to create the
best possible climate for economic growth and job creation. Obvi-
ously, events that have ensued-many of them inherited from the
past--have caused the economy to be much more sluggish than ex-
pected. We have had to work through a variety of problems that
have made it very difficult to add as many jobs as we would have
liked to have seen added, and I am sure you would have liked to
have seen added.

If there was a program that I knew of that could do what you
just asked, I would have recommended proposing it. But we
believe ....

Senator ,RIEGIE. But what did he have in mind in the beginning
when he set thi's out?

Mr. BOSKIN. We believe that a variety of the things the President
has laid out will be good for employment growth; will increase pro-
ductivity and wages; and will improve the economy.

When you look at what has happened to the economy over the
last couple of years, there is a fair amount of credit and a fair
amount of blame to spread around.

The President has had proposals the Congress has not enacted.
The Federal Reserve has had a monetary policy which certainly, in
retrospect, was too tight for too long. We did not anticipate an oil
shock and a war. And I could go through a variety of other things.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, let me ask you this. I appreciate that. But
you are in here now, looking from today forward, with a plan to
try to fix the problem.

And you have laid out the plan, and, according to your analysis,
the plan essentially leaves unemployment the rest of this year just
about where it is.

Mr. BOSKIN. Well, it declined slightly.
Senator RIEGLE. Yes, it declined. But-
Mr. BOSKIN. Not as much as we would like, but it will create

about 1.7 million jobs by the end of the year.
Senator RIEGLE. But if you have got 16 million people out there

that need full-time work and are not getting it, why are you not
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setting a higher goal? I mean, why are you not coming in with a
plan that creates more jobs faster? I do not understand it.

Mr. BOSKIN. We are trying to be realistic, Senator. The economy
has problems, and I do not think it would be wise for anybody, in
either branch of government, to be suggesting to the American peo-
ple that there are magic silver bullets that can cure the economic
problems that have been inherited and have been created-some of
which are worldwide-overnight.

Senator RIE(I,E. Well, we are not talking about overnight.
Mr. BOSKIN. So, it is an attempt to be--
Senator RIEGJLE. We are talking about through the rest of the

year.
Mr BosKrN. It is an attempt to be realistic about what can be

accomplished. There are a variety of proposals that have been put
forward by others, yourself included; some components of which I
think are wise and we agree with.

But I do believe that we start, for example, with a large inher-
ited budget deficit problem that Senator Bentsen outlined early on,
and it is obviously much riskier to embark on a massive fiscal stim-
ulus that may wind up undoing the good that is in the pipeline
from lower interest rates.

Senator RIEGJE. Well, I know my time is up. But I will just fin-
ish by saying in effect what that says is that the unemployed then,
you really have no answer for most of them.

We simply say to them, in effect, "sorry, we really cannot help
you; things are beyond our control. And even though we thought
at the outset we could provide enough jobs for you, we just cannot
do it."

So, you are just going to have to bide your time. I mean, that
is the bottom line of what that strategy says. And I do not think
you can say that. I do not think you can say it in conscience, and

do not think it is good economics.
Mr. BOSKIN. Well, you are certainly entitled to your opinion. I be-

lieve that we are laying out a program that, if passed, is the best
possible program to speed the creation of jobs and make sure that
the long-term problems of the economy are also addressed.

So as we look to the future, we seek not only to re-employ as
many Americans as possible through the balance of this year, but
we also seek to create a foundation that will increase productivity
growth and, hence, maximum wage growth over the careers of
American workers.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, gentlemen. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have tried to

think of what your problems are from your point of view, and, as
you said, Dr. Boskin, to be realistic about what can be accom-
plished.

And if I could enter your situation, I guess it is that tension you
have between an extraordinary deficit, a budget in which for the
first time debt service will be the largest item, and the question of
whether a Keynesian stimulus action makes any sense in the face
of such deficits; would it have any effect?

Because you are taking so much money out of the economy, what
little you put back in is insignificant. Nevertheless, last December,
the President signed the largest public works legislation in history.



It was a bill very much responsive to concerns that you have
had, for example, about productivity in transportation, which is
running at a medieval rate: 0.02 percent, as the administration told
US.

We responded with a bill that said we are going to talk pro-
ductivity; we are going to talk investment; we are going to talk
cost; we are going to talk accountability.

And the President, in the State of the Union message, said that
bill creates )obs, jobs, jobs. It will create wealth.

The President said this on a Tuesday night at the State of the
Union, and the next morning he sent us his budget in which he re-
duces the amount of spending for transportation by $4 billion. Even
though there are trust funds set aside for this purpose. I mean,
those are the jobs right there in front of you; investment right
there in front of you.

Mr. Secretary, is this another trust fund we are beginning to
hold back as a deficit restraint as we are doing with Social Secu-
rity? This year on Social Security you are going to be taking $65
billion of Social Security surplus and using it as general revenue.

I mean, wouldn't the spending called for in the Sw-face Transpor-
tation Act create jobs? I mean, I like your phrase. What did you
say? That there is nothing more unfair than a guy without a job.
Well, there was a bill. We worked together with the administration.
The President signed it, said it was great, and then the next morn-
ing he said he will not fund it. You are going to pass that one to
Darman, are you?

Secretary BRADY. He is the architect of the transportation bill.
Mr. BOSKIN. Darman and Skinner are on our side, Moynihan is

on the Senate side.
Mr. DARMAN. Senator, a couple of points. One, as you know-al-

though I kmiow you do not agree with the wisdom of this-there is
a law which puts a cap on the overall amount of domestic discre-
tionary spending in both budget authority and outlays, and you
have to meet both caps.

Our budget is at the cap and we do not have any room for any
more expenditures wider the law. If we had any more expendi-
tures, they would trigger a sequester. And, if I could take just one
minute.

Senator MOYNIJIAN. Sure. Please.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, of course.
Mr. DARMAN, I did want to note that this is not a very effective

chart. It is only one color. One color charts give me problems.
ILaughter.]

But if I could just make one point, there is a version of this chart
in the first part, in my introduction.

There is a category that we call "Investment in the Future," and
within that category you will note that we point out that the level
of investment in infrastructure that we propose is at a record level.
Yes, you are right; it could have been even higher.

But we thought it important, within the cap, to also achieve a
record level of investment in research and development, which we
proposed within that same cap of $76.6 billion; the record level of
investment in Head Start, $2.8 billion; investment in children's
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programs overall-some discretionary, some not--of over $100 bil-
ion- and the math and science initiative of $2 billion.

These investments, many of which have the characteristic that
they do not produce jobs immediately, would not be as attractive
to Senator Riegle, I would presume, as the short-term objectives we
identified.

But if we are going to address the long-term productivity prob-
lem that so many of us have referred to, we not only have to in-
crease savings-as several have suggested-we also have to in-
crease intellectual capital, R&D, the quality of human capital,
Head Start.

Now, Head Start, which is for children 3 to 5 years old, is not
going to produce an economic return that is favorable for the soci-
ety as a whole until those children are working, and working more
productively than they otherwise would have done. That is prob-
ably a decade-and-a-half to two decades away.

So, there is a balancing that has to be done, putting our interest
in both short-term investment and long-term investment. We do
not disagree with you about the positive value of infrastructure. We
put it on our list.

But we also think that within the cap there ought to be other
categories that have to be attended to as well. And our worry is
that within the overall cap, instead of these record levels of invest-
ment in all these things that will increase jobs and productivity,
there may, instead, be a tendency to move money towards short-
term consumption, which we do not think is in the best long-term
economic interest.

I trust you will note, with pleasure, that I have refrained from
mentioning one other possible reason for the reduction.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I have noted, and I think you spared yourself
a rather fierce response. [Laughter.]

Thank you very much. But, again, I think, sir, you just described
your dilemma.

Mr. DARMAN. It is all of our dilemma.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That cap is the consequence of the deficit,

and to use public resources to stimulate the economy is your di-
lemma.

Mr. BOSKIN. It is the Nation's dilemma.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is the Nation's. Sure.
Mr. BOSKIN. It is Congress', the President's; it is everybody's di-

lemma.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, let me congratulate you on some

of the short-term financing you have recently done. You and I dis-
cussed this months ago, having the government do more short-term
financing while we have seen these rates of interest quite low on
short-term. So, I am pleased to see that.

But let me pursue Senator Roth's comments a bit about the
Bentsen-Roth IRA. What we are seeing fiom the administration is
a so-called back-ended IRA. I think that you will see more of the
.shifting of savings there. And we recognize that. That has merit to
it.

But having the fiont-end deduction, I think, is absolutely critical
to bring back that feature of the original IRA. People understand
it. They sit down there on April the 15th and decide whether they

55-026 0 - 92 - 2
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write a check to the IRS or they write it to their IRA. And I think
with a $2,000 deduction that they will have an incredible incentive
to write it to a savings account.

When you look at the Japanese with a $45,000 per capita sav-
ings, and us with a tenth of that,; when you see them saving at a
rate over three times as much as we do, and the West Germans
over two times, you can understand how important it is to get our
savings rate up, and capital so we can modernize and increase the
productivity of' our country.

But, first, I would hope that we in the Congress can pass it with
the kind of' bipartisan support we have seen. Then I hope the ad-
ministration would accept it. Do you have any comment on that?

Secretary BAI)v. Well, Senator Bentsen, I would offer only this.
I feel strange arguing in any way against the initiative that you
and Senator Roth have put forward, because I think the basic
strategy and philosophy addresses problems which are enormously
important to this counti-y, and one that we should all support.

Ts yot- understand, we have a. slightly diflrent proposal in the
'resident's budget which is less costly because of the pay-as-you-

go restrictions. But. I think I will let my comments stand there. I
(10 not want to in any way seem critical of the thrust behind your
and Senator Roth's pfiilosophy.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, then let me ask you another one about a
question of real estate. You have done a number of things on real
estate here, but one of them I would like for you to explain to me.
You have an over supply, particularly of' commercial real estate for
a number of reasons: over-building, credit crunch, recession. But,
as I understand what you have done when we are talking about the
incentive in this, what we would want to do, it seems to me, is to
do things to increase the value of existing real estate, particularly
to try to help the resolution trust disposal and the FDIC disposal.

But, as I understand what you have done, the incentive you have
put in there is to increase the supply, in effect, for the incentive
to construct new buildings rather than buy existing property. It
seems to me that is counterproductive.

Secretary BRADY. Well, first of all, the capital gains proposal,
Senator Bentsen, that is in the President's proposal does, we think,
provide a substantial possibility for real estate values, particularly
in the commercial sector to increase in value and to have con-
sequent salutary effect on banks.

The passive loss proposal, which does aim at real estate gen-
erally and not completely towards new real estate, also benefits
substantial construction improvements for old real estate would be
included.

I think that before we complete the design of the exact provi-
sions, it will have a significant effect on existing real estate.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, then let me deal with the capital gains
question a bit when we are talking about depreciation.

As I understand your capital gains proposal, you would call for
a recaptu'e of the depreciation, and you would pay a tax on that
at ordinary rates. That one would pick up some $5.4 billion tax in-
crease on real estate owners. How do you explain that one when
you are talking about a depression in real estate?



Secretary BRADY. Well, I am not sure I exactly have the point in
mind that you are expressing. But if-

The CHAIRMAN. You changed the depreciation schedule, as I re-
call, where you have accelerated depreciation and that type of
thing. I can understand that.

But when you are doing it to straight line depreciation and you
recapture that paid at the ordinary income tax rate, my under-
standing, in looking at your charts, is that you pick up sp$ 5 .4 bil-
lion in that process. In fact, that is an increase in the tax.

Secretary BInA)Y. Well, the real estate people have come forward
with-and I think this may be at the bottom of your c(mcern-a
few cases where, because of the recapture provision, that they come
out worse than under current law.

The reason we have a recapture provision in there is that, in its
absence, the effective capital gains tax on real estate projects could
be zero or negative. That is certainly not what we intended, and,
I am sure, not what Congress intended.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Senator Breaux. On the order of ar-
rival, I see that you are first.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I see in your budget
proposal that you are calling for extension of the IDB progr-am-
Industrial Development Bonds-but for farm purchases only-first
time farm purchases-but not for purchasing of' small manufactur-
ing operations.

And if the whole idea of your budget is to create jobs to get the
economy moving; why did you drop IDB's being available for pur-
chasing of small manufacturing and limit their use only to farms?

Mr. B1iwY. Well, we thought that in trying to put together an
across-the-board proposal in the whole of the President's plan, it
was thought that there were other incentives for small manufactur-
ing firms, such as capital gains tax decreases; the help on the in-
vestment tax allowance; and that they were taking care elsewhere
and that the farmer of small farms was not. So, that was the rea-
son for it.

Senator BREAUX. Well, I think if we are going to extend IDBs we
ought to extend it for small manufacturing as well. But I am sure
that is something we will debate.

Let me ask you about doing something for the training of work-
ers in this country. Some of the estimates that I have seen from
publications say that even by the most liberal calculations, the
combined State, local, and Federal education funds that we are
spending for non-college use is approximately one-seventh of soci-
ety's combined investments for college-bound youths.

And I think that is a startling statistic. It is no wonder that we
have a problem with competitiveness and productivity of our work-
ers if we are only spending one-seventh of budgets on those kids
who are not going to college.

Sixty percent of those kids going to high school do not go to col-
lege, and I think there is a terrible neglect out there in society for
those who are not going to college; those who are going to be the
electricians, and the carpenters. and the pipe-fitters, and the weld-
ers, that do not need to go to college. And we are not doing nearly
enough.



I have introduced a bill that Congressman Rangel and Con-
gressman Grandy have over on the house side basically setting up
a youth apprenticeship program.

And the tax component of it is called the LEAP program, which
stands for Leading Employers Into Apprenticeship Programs,
wlich would allow the establishment of 601(c) tax exempt organi-
zations to help participate with business and high schools in estab-
lishing youth apprenticeship programs. The idea is to give these
kids who are not going to college some kind of hope that when they
get out of high school they can have a high school diploma, and
they also can have an apprenticeship certificate to let them be ca-
pable of getting a job and being more productive.

And my question is, what are the administration's thoughts on
that concept?

Mr. BOSKIN. Well, Senator Breaux, let me just first applaud you
for focusing on something that I thirk is quite an important prob-
lem.

We focused a lot of attention in this year's Economic Report to
the President on the fact that the less-educated, and, to the extent
that skills are correlated with education, less skilled part of 1iw
population is the part of the population that has had the most dif-
ficulty in the last couple of decades.

The part whose real wages have either not risen or risen the
least, as opposed to the gains made by those who have gone on to
college.

So, I do think that you are exactly right; that a serious part of
our productivity problem involves that group in the population and
future cohorts of people who do not go on to higher education.

Clearly, some of what is required is an improvement of the edu-
cation system. We have about $18 billion going to the Job Training
2000 program which, we believe, will make many of the 60 dif-
ferent job training programs that exist throughout the government
more efficient and more effective.

But I think you have some very interesting ideas. I will take a
closer look at them, and I am sure my colleagues will. I do not
know if they have looked at them in great detail yet, but I think
they are certainly worth looking at. I think Mr. Darman would like
to comment on them.

But, certainly you are right; if one looks at labor market dynam-
ics over the long term, abstracting to the extent possible from cur-
rent difficulties, over the last two decades there has been a shift
in demand to higher skilled, more educated workers. This shift has
even occurred in occupations and industries which traditionally
have hired a much larger fraction of people without a college edu-
cation. People on assembly lines for example, many need to ]earn
to use computers.

I would also like to note that the deductibility of interest costs
on education loans is for vocational as well as college education.

Senator BREAUX. I realize that. Mr. Darman.
Mr. DAiLMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux. I would just add that

if you have not already looked at the Job Training 2000 proposal
we have, I think you would find it of interest.



It is intended to help the population that you are talking about
get better training, not only when they are young, but also as they
mature in a rapidly changing work environment.

With respect to the specific proposal, LEAP, I would just note
that although we have not proposed it in our budget, we did sup-
port it on the House side when it came up for a vote, but it was
not allowed in order by the House leadership.

Senator BREAUX. I would make a final comment on this real
quick, Mr. Chairman, and beg the indulgence of my colleagues.

I think that the programs that take effect after someone is out
of high school should not be our only focus, since we have lost them
before then, in many cases. I mean, they have quit high school,
they have become frustrated, they get thrown out of high school be-
cause they do not see any connection with what they are doing in
high school and what they are going to be doing in the real world.

So, if we can bring programs directed towards the high school
level and combine them it with businesses and high schools in a
youth apprenticeship program, I think that is the time to catch
them, as early as possible. And than you for your kindness.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Sec-

retary Brady, I certainly agree with you that there is no silver bul-
let here. There is no instantaneous cure for the problems we face.

And so, I join with you in lamenting that this Congress did not
do something about the bankingsituation, bringing our banks into
the modern era and making them more competitive; something
that you have worked so hard on.

I might say I believe in most of the proposals that you have out-
lined. f also believe in the two bill strategy.

I know the Chairman does not, but I think let us get going with
these early solutions, stick to the March 20th deadline, which, in
itself, is going to be hard to meet. And then when a big tax bill
comes along, fine, but I think we all recognize that is going to take
longer.

I would like to ask you and your colleagues about this ITA; the
) Investment Tax Allowance. I have talked with many, many people

on what we should do to get jobs in our country.
I mean, that is what I am interested in, that is what you are in-

terested in, and that is what the people I represent are interested
in. As I mentioned before, we are undergoing in my State some ex-
tremely difficult problems.

We have the third-highest unemployment rate in the country,
and it is going to be aggravated by the closing of defense indus-
tries, particularly the cut off of submarine construction.

So, therefore, I believe in the Investment Tax Credit as opposed
to your allowance, which seems so minimal. And, indeed, if you
look at the charts of the corporate income tax and realize that the
rates obviously are low: it is 15 percent on the first $50,000, and
so forth.

So, the tax on the first $100,000 of earnings is only 22.25 er-
cent. So that a small business can get much more advantage from
an income tax credit than it can from an income tax allowance.

And you, yourself, in your testimony-I believe it was you, Mr.
Secretary-pointed out that the job creation area is with the small



businesses. Can you explain why you did not go for a credit as op-
posed to an allowance? I recognize it is more expensive.

Secretary BA)Y. Well, it is per dollar of investment. If you want
to meet the pay-as-you-go provisions which are so important to
keeping interest rates down in this country of the budget agree-
ment then per dollar of the tax credit or tax allowance, you get
more bang for the buck the way we have proposed it.

In other words, if you assume that the dollars spent on invest-
ment incentives are going to be the same, then I think it is much
more effective in the first year on a cash flow basis to get things
going. And most of the people that we have talked to, Senator
Chafee--the NAM and others--have come to recognize that this is
accurate.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, we have been talking to different people.
Do you have anything to say on that, Mr. Boskin? Now, take a
small business. What you are suggesting is that you accelerate the
depreciation at 15 percent. Well, if you are in the 22 percent tax
bracket, a 15 percent accelerated depreciation is not going to do
you much good.

Mr. BOSKIN. Well, you are quite correct that there is a graduated
schedule for the first small ainount of earnings for corporations. So,
in that analysis you are quite COITect.

And I think one of the aspects of the investment tax allowance
approach that has not been appreciated is that by giving extra de-
preciation in the first year, it will particularly help those firms that
are having difficulty obtaining credit.

It will give them some extra cash flow early on, even though
later on there will be some make up of it.

Obviously investment tax credits have been used in the past, and
my reading of the history is they have certainly been somewhat
successful in stimulating the economy.

They have some other side consequences in reallocating invest-
ment that some people would be concerned about. And, as you,
yourself indicate, they are costly. There is some re-flow of revenue,
but they are quite costly and they would widen the budget deficit
and would have to be financed.

Senator CUAFEE. Well, I would like to ask this of Mr. Darman.
We talk costs here, yet you folks have come in with this personal
exemption of $500 per child. If somebody is in the 15 percent or
the 28 percent tax bracket, this is really peanuts.

I mean, I averaged it out between the 15 percent and the 28 per-
cent and it comes to 29 cents a day per child. Now, is that going
to stimulate the economy?

Mr. DARMAN. No, not in our view, although it is, in the view of
some others, going to stimulate the economy. But we are not of
that school.

We have included the increase in the personal exemption for dif-
ferent reasons: not for reasons related to an effort to stimulate
growth in the short-term, but rather with a view toward trying to
relieve some of the stress on families over time.

The personal exemption, as you know, was adjusted in the not-
too-distant past upward, but it has not been adjusted nearly as
much for inflation as it should have been relative to its origin. That
would require thousands of dollars, not just $500.



And $500 is all we felt we could afford, looking at the need, as
Secretary Brady and Chairman Boskin have said, to show some de-
gree of fiscal discipline, and not scare long-term financial markets,
and not be counterproductive by driving up interest rates, loan
rates, and costing the very jobs we are trying to create.

So, there was a balance that was struck there, trying to adjust
in a pro-family way and an orderly way. In fact, as you may know,
the effective date for the personal exemption, as we propose it, is
October 1, and it is not part of our short-term package.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Chairman, my time is up, but let me
just say, to the people I represent, this $5 billion a year is costly.
They would rather have that money put into job-creating efforts
rather than 29 cents a day per child.

Mr. DARMAN. I would just repeat, it is not in our short-term
package, it is in our long-term restructuring proposal.

Senator CHAFEE. I appreciate that. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIHAIRMAN. Surely. Senator Riegle.
Senator RJEaip. Secretary Brady, is the President still proposing

to tax the inside build up on insurance annuities?
Secretary BI.ALY. Well, not with respect to insurance annuities

that have a life component. But if it does not have a life compo-
nent, the answer is yes. And it is not in the short-term bill.

Senator RiEGIDE. Well, it looks to me like the short-term/long-
term-Chairman Bentsen got into this--if you have taken your
package and you have cut it in half, and you want to do half of it
now and half of it later.

And, you know, I think when the President, in all fairness, gave
his State of the Union message, he put the whole thing out there.
There was no differentiation between some now, some later. And,
I must say, I think this is a highly questionable approach here.

But I want to move on to a couple of other things. I am with you
on the Investment Tax Credit. I think that is an important part of
your package, and I think there is broad agreement on that, and
we need to drive investment forward at a faster rate.

Secretary BitADY. Tax allowance. Yes.
Senator RIEGLE. And the same thing with respect to the research

and development area. I think this is another area where I think
there is consensus, and we ought to move more strongly.

I would like to urge you also to take a look at the depreciation
schedule on business vehicles. It is 5 years now. Your own studies
show that something closer to 3 years is an accurate figure.

I think if we could accelerate sort of the capital recovery side of
that area, I think we could help in that regard also, in terms of
some parts of our economy.

Now, I want to just observe, we were talking earlier about the
need for jobs, and Senator Chafee makes the point about how we
really get some muscle out there in the way of jobs, and not just
a few cents per day.

We have got a lot of highly-skilled people, and, relating to Sen-
ator Breaux's comment, a lot of highly-skilled people today unem-
ployed who want to work. And I mean people who do not need job
re-training, they just need a job.
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I mean, they have got loads of jobs skills in computer areas, in
teaching skills, engineering skills, financial analyst skills. High-
level people all across the board cannot find work.

So, that is quite separate from the need to give job skills to some-
body who is in an area where the country is not doing work in that
area, but we have got a much deeper problem than that.

And I am wondering this. I know the President has announced
his re-election campaign today, and one of the questions he is
bound to be asked and should be asked is on this job goal that I
referred to earlier; the one he set out there as a marker when he
was first running.

And he is about 14 million jobs short of his own goal as we sit
here today. And Chairman Boskin has said it looks pretty bleak the
rest of the year because you are kind of hemmed in as to whether
you can get major job growth toward that goal.

I would like to ask you to consider sitting down again with a
group of people who would like to try to figure out a way in which,
with the Congress and the administration, on a bi-partisan basis,
we come up with a much larger and stronger economic strategy
that gets more jobs on line faster for people who have job skills and
who need work.

You know, it is one thing to talk about Head Start; I am all for
Head Start. But if kids are going to get to Head Start, they have
got to eat in the meantime; they ave got to have a roof over their
head; and they have got to have a family that is in a situation to
have an income.

I have talked with countless people in Michigan today who are
unemployed highly-skilled workers who are having trouble feeding
their families. So, you know, this is a very urgent problem. And I
think it is screaming at you in the data.

Today, in the Public Opinion Polls, 80 percent of the people are
coming back and saying they think we are on the wrong economic
Crack going into the future because of what they see happening.

I think we can put together a much stronger plan, but we are
not going to do it if we do not decide that that is the need, if there
is a detachment from that problem, if there is a feeling that some-
how things will sort themselves out down where the citizens live
and it will work out, and if there is hardship, you know, that is
the best we can do.

The cotutry is not going to accept that. And rather than put ev-
erybody through that kind of a continuing tramna, I think we need
a tgger and stronger plan.

And I would like to urge you to call in some of the business lead-
ership and some of the labor leadership and the key leaders in the
Congress and sit down and figure out how we help the Fresident
keep his promise on job growth.

I do not think it is fair or proper to allow the level of difficulty
to exist in our society and simply say, you know, that is the best
we can do.

I mean, that is not what he said when he ran. When he ran he
said we can do better than that, and we can do better than that.
But not with an anemic plan. And even the plan you have got, you
come in here now and you have cut it in half. You are saying, well,
let us just do part of it; we will do the rest some other time.



Secretary BRADY. Senator, you have raised a nunl)er of items
which I would care to comment on, if you would allow me.

Senator RIjEGiJE. Please.
Secretary BRADY, First of all, I hope you will agree that having

a goal for increasing jobs, even if it is an expansive one, is a good
thing. You would agree with that, would you not?

Senator Rii;E(, r. Absolutely essential.
Secretary BiADY. So, you are not criticizing the President for

having the goal; not at all.
Senator RiF(sI,F,. No. We need the strategy to implement the goal.
Secretary BiRAY. Trying to do things and having a goal is a very

good objective. And you would agree that a man that put out that
as a goal is oh the right track.

Senator RIEtIE. Well, no. I would say-
Secretary BmAY. Ie is not on the right track?
Senator RrmiEui. No, we are not. That is the problem. The qoal

was fine 3 years ago. We are off the track. We are 14 million jobs
short of his goal.

Secretary BADY. But having the goal is a good idea.
Senator RIEGLEI. Yes. But falling short by 14 million jobs is a bad

idea.
Secretary BADY. All right. Well, of course. But still, that. should

not make somebody trying to have a goal or objective be criticized
for that goal. It is obviously a good thing; you have just said that.

But secondly, I would [Xint out during the last 4 years since he
put that goal forward, none of his economic prograins have been
enacted. They cannot get through Congress. So, I share your en-
treaty completely; we should sit down and do something about that.
And the President has been trying to do that. So, it is not a coin-
plicated process.

If the program that lie puts forward created 50 jobs in a thou-
sand cities, that would be 50.000 jobs a year. If those people each
earned $20,000 a year, that would be $1 billion a year, so that at
the end of 6 years, you would have $5 billion more in the economy
and 250,000 more jobs. I think that is the way you have got to get
at it.

Senator RrfolE. Well, with all due respect, Mr. Secretary, what
the President promised by this point in tine fiom the beginning of
his Presidency was 14 million additional jobs. We do not have
them.

I mean, there is a gap in that area. And theproblem is, you have
come in with a plan today that creates very few jobs through the
rest of the year, according to your own testimony today. So, you are
not coming in with a plan to meet the goal.

Secretary BIADY. But you are certainly not criticizing the Presi-
dent, I hope, for putting out an ambitious goal for job creation. I
cannot understand it. I mean, that would be counterproductive.

Senator RIE(GLE. Again, you are sawing it in half. It means noth-
ing to have the goal if' you do not have a plan to accomplish the
goal.

Secretary BRADy. Well, Senator, we just disagree. I think the
sawing in half is the half that Congress has not delivered in get-
ting his programs through.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen-



Senator RIEGIE. Well, if you sent a program up here to create
14 million jobs

Secretary BiR)Y. I think he has done that.
Senator RJE(IE. No, he has not done it. That is the problem.
Ti CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, the time has expired again. Senator

Roth, if you would proceed, please.
Senator o'riiT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As I said in my open-

ing remarks, I think the President had propounded a program that
gives us a good base from which to work and I think it is important
as we proceed that we proceed in a bipartisan way in an effort to
do what is important to create growth and jobs.

I, as you know, am in favor of cutting taxes. There is not much
question about that. And I am in favor of making it broad-based
so that everyone benefits, but the middle class more than the rest.
And it Seems to file that we can do both.

Now, I proposed in my package that we cut income tax rates in
order to give the econonly a boost, improve incentives to work,
save, and invest, and give a break to the middle class.

Some think this proposal is too ex pensive, but I do think it can
be mnadle to fit the amount of money that we can afford.

For example, we could lower the bottom rate of 15 percent to 12
)ercent, and everybody would get a tax cut, but especially the
Iower- and middle-income groups.

With the earned income tax credit, CBO estimates that this
would be a drar.-atic cut for the lowest income earners. Would this
not do more to improve the economy and provide incentives, as well
as get the money to the right people?

Mr. BOSKIN. It depends on what you are comparing it to, Senator
Roth. I believe that some of the targeted investment incentives and
things that would help raise asset values, prevent asset values
from falling, and help increase consumer confidence, would help in-
crease investment, as Senator Chafee was talking about.

If you are comparing this to things that are in the exemption as
opposed to the rate, then certainly it is correct that there is an in-
centive effect from lower rates, that, other things being equal,
would be desirable.

But obviously there is an issue of how it would be financed, or
whether it would be wise to raise the budget deficit, given what is
inherited and what is prospective.

Senator ROTH. But that proposal, if we can work out how we pay
for it, would provide incentives to invest and to save and would go
primarily to the lower and middle income, is that correct?

Mr. BOSKIN. That is right. The incentives are defined at the mar-
gin. I would not make a big deal out of it because the rate of 15
percent is already quite modest. But certainly reducing the rate
would have an incentive at the margin that a change in the exemp-
tion would not.

Senator ROTH. Well, as I said, the CBO estimates that it would
be a dramatic cut for the lowest income earners. But going back
to the investment tax credit, as you know, the criticism is, again,
that it is too expensive. And that is the reason I have proposed an
incremental investment tax credit.

In other words, a tax credit would only apply where the company
increased its investment over its average for the past 4 years.



Would that be a factor in helping promote, not only this year, but
long-term, greater investment in new e equipment, much like we
have done in the case of research and development?

Mr. BOSKIN. I believe it might, if properly designed. I believe
that when people have looked at it in the administration, they
found that there were certain administrative difficulties in moving
to something on an incremental basis when firms merge or split
apart, for example.

It certainly begins to deal with the problem of giving away the
base and the cost, and I applaud that move. I believe, however,
that almost every economist would tell you that the temporary na-
ture of the proposed investment tax allowance will move some in-
vestment into 1992; more than would be the case were that made
permanent.

There may )e other reasons to consider making something per-
manent, but more than would be the cpe were this proposal or an
analogous one made permanent. And, as Chairman Bentsen indi-
cated at the start, the economy needs some "oomph" right now.

Senator ROTH. Well, I agree that it needs some "oomph" tight
now, but equally, if not more important, is the need to become com-
petitive long-term. And that is my concern with the administra-
tion's approach.

Mr. BOSKIN. I think the incremental approach clearly addresses
one of the problems, which is the large revenue cost of the full ITC.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I would like to call on Senator Moy-
nihan.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Briefly, Mr. Chairman, let me, if I can, just
speak as the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Social Security, tothe matter in which we try to keep it bipartisan and we do think

in terms of the Social Security trust funds. And the National Eco-
nomic Commission, which was created by President Reagan, stud-
ied our Nation's fiscal policies and came forward with the issue of
the extraordinary surplus in Social Security trust funds and the
ethical question, it seemed to us, which our government had to
face--Congress and the administration-namely, what would that
surplus be used for.

Surely it should not be used as general revenue. And yet, in the
next 5 years which we now budget, there is a surplus of $435 bil-
lion in the Social Security Trust Fund, and it is all destined to be
used as general revenue.

May I just ask you, Mr. Secretary, a former colleague, and you
know what regard we hold you here, if we go 5 more years using
this surplus, it will have been built into our budget structure in a
way it will never get out.

Have you given any thought to how we can break out of this pat-
teri? Because it clearly is a breach of trust.

Secretary BRADY. Well--excuse me. Are you finished?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Secretary BRADY. Well, as you know, the President's budget

shows the deficit both before and after the trust fund.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It does. It does.
Secretary Bi)y. And I will ask Dick Darman to comment on

that. But this argutnent is such a difficult argument, because, after
all, the Social Security trust fund surplus is invested in the most
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safe, secure securities in the world, which are U.S. Government
bonds. So, that is where I think it ought to be invested.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I know that and you know that. We also
know-and you, as the principal trustee of that fund, sir--that, in
effect, the money is being used as general revenue.

Mr. DAItMAN. Senator Moynihan, if I could, let me take a couple
of minutes on this. I know you recognize that the problem you are
talking about will not be addressed witil the non-Social Security
budget is in balance.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think that is right.
Mr. DARMAN. Your own commission report said that, and it is

analytically, I think, inescapably corTect.
So, a question is, what does it take to get the budget in bal-

ance-non-Social Security budget in balance? Only after you have
done that is the Social Security surplus that you are talking about
actually going to reduce debt, at-which point it is increasing sav-
ings and increasing the ability to service the future baby boom obli-
gations.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right. But I would just make the point, and
I think Dr. Boskin would agree, if we had a balanced bud get in the
general account, the Social Security surplus, by buying down the
privately held public debt, would double the savings rate.

Mr. DARMAN. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Right. Yes.
Mr. DARMAN. So, for this and other reasons, we should be talking

about first, following your question, how do we get the non-Social
Security budget back toward balance and then actually better than
that?

Here is the problem. When we talked about this exact issue-as
we did many-times over the years past-the Gramm-Rudman sys-
tem was in effect, and moving Social Security "off-budget" actually
meant something when the Gramni-Rudman system applied to the
rest of the budget.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. DARMAN. But, at the same time as we collectively moved So-

cial Security off-budget, we temporarily suspended the old Gramm-
Rudman discipline. So, there was a disconnect there. We half
solved the problem, but, in only half solving it, we did not solve it
at all,

Now, what we did is, we added on an interim basis a new dis-
cipline system with caps and with pay-as-you-go requirements for
any new entitlements.

What we collectively missed was the built-in structure of all the
old non-S(ial Security entitlements. They are not subject to any
discipline; they are two-thirds of the budget, roughly, or moving to-
ward that. And they are the most rapidly growing portion, interest
put aside.

Until we get those under control, in my opinion, we will not be
able to solve the basic deficit problem.

If I could, Mr. Chairman, if I could take one minute on one chart.
[Chart 2-6 appears in the appendix with Mr. Darman's prepared

statement.]
The CHAIBMAN. Yes, of course. Sure.
Mr. D.MAN. This chart is actually somewhat readable.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Color.
Mr. DARMAN. Well, actually, now that I look at it, it is not very

readable. But it is in the introduction, and the only point I want
to make-I will show it if I can here-is that if you said what is
the long-term deficit outlook in more or less a current services
frame of reference, as estimated by the CBO, this goes to the year
2001, you see it comes from eye level where it is now, down, and
then it turns moderately back up.

What you might think of as the baseline deficit is stabilizing as
a percent of GDP, but in absolute dollars it is increasing slightly.
If we have smaller growth, as everybody has suggested, the pattern
is it still decreases a little bit in the short-term, but then it turns
up more sharply. At this point we have serious problems because
our debt as a percent of GDP, does not stabilize; it starts to turn
up, which is very unhealthy, in my opinion.

Now, what does it take to make these lines not do this? If you
assume the enactment of the broad measures in our budget, and
roughly 3-percent pure growth thereafter, and not doing anything
more, the pattern is somewhat better.

By the way, we are not proposing to do anything more; but if we
were not to do anything more, then the deficit would stabilize. That
is not good enough. Reducing the deficit requires enactment of
growth-oriented measures that will get our long-term growth at 3
percent or better, which requires investments-in things that will
improve productivity. It cannot happen otherwise.

Now, if you want to get the deficit actually across this black line
and move into surplus, which you have to do, I believe, unless you
are going to completely reduce to zero those infrastructure and
other investment categories--and that is at your discretion-what
you have to do is restrain the growth of non-Social Security entitle-
ments.

When you restrain their growth rate to population growth-that
is eligible population growth-plus the presumed price increase.
Take eligible population, program-by-program, and add CPI-you
would, in 5 years, save almost $400 bi Rion, which is enormous, and
you would make this line go right straight to zero.

Now, I do not believe that that is politically feasible, because a
very large portion of this growth is in the health area. And though
I wish we could have all come up with a program that would get
the rate of growth of health down to eligible population plus (PI
immediately, I think it is going to take many years to get to that
point.

So, a more realistic expectation is--I think we did the right
thing-to take both measures: growth and the entitlement cap and
the line would go like this.

Senator MOYNIHAN. May I just ask you, because you said some-
thing with a touch of real reality that we all need, your topmost
curve, the dotted red line, that is at a lower growth, which would
be, what, about 2 percent? Is that what you would put that range
in?

Mr. DARMAN. That is right. That is consistently 1 percent lower.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Which is in the range of possibility. At

that point, we would find the debt as a proportion if GNP
con po undi ng-growi ng.



Mr. DARMAN. Growing, not compounding.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Growing.
Mr. DARMAN. Turning up. Yes.
Senator MOYNiHAN. And, in that sense, out of control.
Mr. DARMAN. Yes. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. I think everyone has had a second round except

Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to point

out that we constantly deplore the growth of entitlements. I do not
know whether the Director of OMB will be cheered by the fact that
the committee dealing with it has reported out the Pell grants as
an entitlement.

Also, there is legislation to make Head Start an entitlement, and
the WIC program an entitlement. So, the lust for entitlements has
not increased in this Congress; in this Senate, anyway.

Mr. DARMAN. Could I comment on that, Senator Chafee, briefly?
Senator CHAFEE. Briefly.
Mr. DARMAN. Not having it charged against your time. I just

would like to say from a parochial OMB perspective, that I under-
stand, and it is right that we are concentrated on the short-term
measures to be enacted by March 20th, and that will not include
entitlement refom, as far as I am able to judge.

But, if we are really serious about the long-term deficit problem,
we cannot be increasing the portion of the budget that is in the to-
tally uncontrolled area.

Indeed, we have to find ways to force annual review and some
degree of control in that, or you cannot solve the basic savings
problem that Senator Moynihan, Senator Roth, and others are
rightly concerned about.

Senator CHAFEE. I agree with you. And pretty soon, if this keeps
up, we can just put the Congress on automatic pilot and everybody
go home, since everything is an entitlement.

Mr. DARMAN. Right.
Senator CHAFEE. Now, Secretary Brady, in discussing the capital

gains, it seems to me-and I think you agree with this--that the
argument should be, does it create jobs, or is it going to make
somebody rich?

And, unfortunately, the argument around here in the Senate
seems to be that if it makes somebody rich, it is all wrong. I am
interested in whether it creates jobs. If it creates jobs and also
makes somebody rich, that is incidental. I really want jobs out of
it. That is what my people want in the State that I represent.

Ajd, unfortunately, I do not think that your arguments have got-
ten through. And when ,you use language such as "unlocking job-
creating investments," somehow it is not enough to sell the pro-
gram.Now, I have got a couple of minutes here, and I am lobbing you

a soft one. Would you please tell us how cutting the capital gains
rate is going to create more jobs in the country.

Secretary 131tADY. Well, let us cut the capital gains tax into two
parts. First of all, as Senator Breaux said earlier, 60 percent of
people who take advantage of capital gains are people with incomesunder $50,000.



Senator CHAFEE. I am not interested in the poor or the rich mak-
ing money. I want to know whether there are jobs in it.

Secretary BRAi). Well, wait a minute now. That group is in the
categories of small businessmen and small entrepreneurs where by
far the largest part of job creation takes place. So, those are the
people that actually put jobs on the line. Small businesses create
most of the jobs. So, that is one part of it.

The other part is the wealthier part of the spectrum, and they
have capital that is locked up. And the capital gains tax would
unlock that capital to allow it to go to more productive invest-
ments. If a guy pays less tax, he is-.-

Senator CHAFEE. Well, could you describe what unlocking capital
means? Suppose somebody has an investment in a stock that has
gone up and it is up at 200 and it seems to be holding there. Now,
tell me how he would unlock his capital. He would sell it, presum-
ably.

Now, he does not want to sell it, because he is taxed at ordinary
rates. But he thinks he sees something coming along in bio-
technology. He would like to get out of what he is in, sell it, and
invest in the biotech stock, for example. Is that what you are talk-
ing about?

Secretary BRADY. That is right. If he is taxed at 28 percent he
is not going to sell it, and if he was taxed at 16, the chances are
that he would because he would be able to get into this new job-
creating investment and hopefully he would look forward to a profit
on his investment. In the meantime, that company-the small,
growing company that is putting jobs on the line-would be creat-
ing the jobs that we need. You put your finger exactly on the point.

Senator CHAFEE. But I think we have got too keep thumping
away on this. And when you were up here last time we discussed
this.

Is there statistical evidence-and I am on your side--that would
bear out the fact that since capital gains were taxed at ordinary
rates, that investment capital in this Nation is dramatically de-
creased.

Secretary BRAYty. Well, what I can tell you is that the revenues
that the government has received from capital gains taxes has de-
clined significantly the period of time since the rate was increased
again.

So, I think what you can prove is that the removal of the capital
gains diflerential has decreased the amount of capital gains people
are willing to take. And, therefore, the investments are locked up,
as you have suggested.

Mr. BOSKIN. May I just add one thing to Secretary Brady's excel-
lent description of locking effect?

Senator CHAFEEBI. Yes.
Mr. BOSKrN. A very large fraction of job growth comes from to-

tally new businesses. The Ameican economy's driving force is
ideas, new businesses, new jobs, new products, innovation; whole
new industries that did not exist even a decade ago, let alone 50
years ago.

And there is a substantial amount of evidence that a large part
of the start-up funds, at the very earliest stages, come from people
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who are taxable under the income tax. That is where a large part
of the initial funding comes for these sorts of things.

And we also believe it would increase the supply of entre-
preneurs willing to leave a stodgy job that is paying all right and
go out and try to start something new.

But the idea of getting that creativity, getting the entrepreneur-
ial spirit and innovation going--creating whole new products, proc-
esses, new jobs in industries that did not exist before-are enor-
mously important, not only because of the net job creation, but be-
cause of the flexibility it will prove the economy when some exist-
ing industry restructures. It is going to be 90 percent as large as
it is now prospectively over a decade or two. So, that is enormously
important as well.

Mr. DALMAN. Could I add one other word, just briefly?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, of course.
Mr. DARMAN. I, of course, agree with everything that has been

said. And the most exciting and important reason, in my opinion,
to adopt capital gains is the set of reasons that are talked about,
and they involve the long-term. Productivity growth, biotechnology,
all kinds of attractive, as yet unknown industries.

Let me just mention one thing much more pedestrian that ap-
plies in the current situation, in my opinion.

There are a lot of very small-to-middle sized business men and
women who, today, are experiencing the so-called "credit crunch,"
and they maybe employ three people, 10 people, and they want to
take that next step.

It is not particularly exciting. It is going to add three jobs here,
seven jobs there, four jobs there; firm by firm. But they cannot get
the credit for the next step. Just changing the capital gains rate--
lowering it-improves their balance sheet immediately, even if they
do not sell.

When they go to the bank, or whomever is lending them money,
the balance sheet values their assets, and the after-tax value of
their assets, improve, just by virtue of changing the capital gains
rate.

And so, they can borrow more, they are a better credit risk, and
they can go out, and, even if it is something that is low, low, low-
tech-a pizza parlor that just wants to add a couple of more tables
and one more oven-whatever it is, they are better able to get the
credit for that next step forward that creates two jobs here, seven
jobs there, four jobs there. And that, in aggregate, makes lots of
jobs.

The (HIAIRMAN. I think a lot of us feel that capital gains can be
of help if it is properly structured. I have been one who supported
that cut over the years, particularly when you had the high-income
tax rate of 70 and 50 percent. Then the disparity, and the locked-
in feature was really quite apparent.

But I have also seen middle-income folks take a real hit over the
last decade. I have seen their taxes go up while their incomes went
down. So, it is terribly important that we keep fairness in the tax
system.

Now, when my fiends talk about more people under $50,000 get-
ting some income off of a capital gains tax cut, that also is a small
amount as relative to those who are wealthier. So, I tried to do this
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last time. I went to the President in 1990 and suggested that as
we tried to get the budget agreement, that I would support a cap-
ital gains cut.

I suggested that those of higher income pay a little more to try
to balance that out and keep fairness in the system, that we go to
a 33 percent rate. But the President chose not to support that. I
think we would have had this behind us, had they done that. Let
me further comment when my friend, the Secretary of Treasury,
talks about Congress not passing some of these things the Presi-
dent has proposed, I can recall back in 1990 in the budget agree-
ment it sure took a bunch of Democrats to get that thing passed
for the President.

And I have also seen the President's proposal in the State of the
Union address already restructured by the Republicans in the
House. They were not ready to take it. Sure. Let us try to work
together in a bipartisan way to resolve it.

Gentlemen, I think this has been productive. We are appreciative
of your attendance.

Senator CHAFEE. Does that mean we are finished?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I just thought the Chairman had the right

to finish it.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, there is no question about that. [Laugh-

ter. J
The CHAIRMAN. Thank yOU very much.
Mr. BOSKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
IWhereupon, the hearing was concluded at 10:23 a.m.]





ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE PRESIDENT'S
BUDGET PROPOSALS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1992

U.S. SENATE,
COMMIrTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The bearing was convened, pursuant to recess, at 10:04 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Moynihan, Bradley, Mitchell, Riegle,
Rockefel1er, Breaux, and Chafee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SEN.
ATOR FROM TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMIT-
TEE
The CHAIRMAN. If you would please be seated we will get under-

way. It is obvious that the weather and the bad roads have limited
our participation. I regret that, but it is very important that we
make the record and get these views known of the witnesses. It
will be quite helpful to us.

I am also optimistic that some of these witnesses will overcome
the road problems and we will see a respectable number of mem-
bers of the committee here.

I am pleased to welcome the witnesses to the second day of the
Finance Committee bearings on the President's Budget and on the
Economic Recovery Proposals.

Yesterday the principal economic advisors to the President testi-
fied on the administration's plans for jump-starting this economy
to try to establish a basis of prosperity for the long term. Today we
are seeking reactions to the administration's program-especially
the tax changes. We are seeking comments from economists and a
cross section of American industries most directly affected by these
proposals.

I think these assessments are pivotal to congressional investiga-
tion and action because many of today's witnesses are men and
women representing the businesses whose hiring and investment
decisions in the months ahead will determine the success of any re-
covery plan.

In his State-of-the-Union Address on January 28th, the President
challenged the Congress to enact within 50 days an economic pro-
gram that had taken hfim 90 days to develop. This week, some 15
days later, he is changing his plan and for all we know, there are
going to be more changes to come in the days ahead. In that kind
of resulting confusion it looks like the Ways and Means Committee
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members will have to offer a smorgasbord of some three tax plans
for House Members to chose from.

Now given the kind of vacillation that we have seen from the
President, it is going to be very difficult for Congress to meet the
March 20th deadline that he proposed. If he makes many more
changes he may not meet it himself.

Nonetheless, the Committee, intends to move as quickly as pos-
sible in the weeks ahead to enact an economic recovery package
and, as we do, we will be making a lot of use of the observations
and recommendations by today's witnesses.

Certainly there is disagreement on what form of an economic
plan should be put into effect. Economists are forecasting a recov-
ery for later this year. Of course, they have been telling us that for
the last 18 months and that a recovery is only 6 months away.

The most optimistic are talking about "slow growth" at best: A
very muddled recovery. Failure to match the average post-war re-
covery will cost the typical American family over $1,600 this year.
Over the last decade you have seen taxes go up and incomes go
down for middle income. And with 3,000 jobs being lost every day,
our Nation faces the real specter of a double-dip recession, throw-
ing additional thousands out of work and adding tens of billions of
dollars to the deficit. I think we are skating on really thin ice con-
cerning that.

We have to do everything possible to insure that that does not
happen. And we must do what we can to insure that once a re-
bound gets underway, it is not the weakest since World War II as
some have predicted.

So the Finance Committee is looking for ways to improve on the
weak economic prospects and we will listen with a great deal of in-
terest to the suggestions of the witnesses we have this morning.

But before we proceed let me stress that it is critical that we
hear all viewpoints as we begin to address the Nation's economic
problems: Both those of short term and those that relate to a long
term economic help.

We need to know how the President's budget proposals would be
expected to impact on individuals and businesses located across the
country.

Unfortunately this very short time frame that we are faced with,
and it has forced us to limit the number of witnesses that we can
hear from today and the days of hearings that we would otherwise
have at our disposal. However, we are going to give very careful
consideration to all written submissions, including comments about
the revenue raising proposals in the President's budget.

And therefore I encourage all who hear this statement--or read
it-to submit your views in writing and to do so as soon as pos-
sible.

On the first panel-if you will come forward-Mr. Robert
Gilbertson who is the Chairman of American Electronics Associa-
tion, Shelton, Connecticut.

Mr. Robert Cizik who is the vice chairman, board of directors,
National Association of Manufacturers and chairman, president
and chief executive officer of the Cooper Industries in Houston, TX.

And I understand our other witness this morning on this panel
has not yet arrived.
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Senator BREAUX. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BREAUX. Mr. Chairman? Over here.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, Senator Breaux. Well, I am delighted to have

to here. Would you like to make a statement?
Senator BREAUX. I just wanted to observe that the only two

members that were able to brave the snow is the gentleman from
Texas and the gentleman from Louisiana who has had great expe-
rience handling these snows back home.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BREAUX, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM LOUISIANA

Senator BREAUX. I am going to just make a comment, Mr. Chair-
man, if I might. I think you are right on track and right on target
with the approach that you are suggesting this Committee take in
a sense of doing a single package tax bill.

We are going to be fortunate to get one bill passed rather than
trying to play with two tax bills, which I think would be very very
difficult as we get into the political season. So I think the real chal-
lenge is just to get one good package passed in a proper fashion.
So, I look forward to the hearing today.

We heard from the Administration yesterday and I was some-
what encouraged about their comments on the capital gains tax bill
that I have introduced which has a safety net to pay for it if, in
fact, it does not generate new revenues.

It seemed to me that their main concern was one of technical
drafting: What a proper baseline would be to figure whether we
really generated gains or found losses occurng;that can he taken
care of, and our bill should be ready for introduction at the begin-
ning of next week.

I thank the Chairman for having the hearing today.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gilbertson, if you would proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. GiLBERTSON, CHAIRMAN,
AMERICAN ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION, SHELTON, CT

Mr. GILBERTSON. Thank you, Senator. Mr. Breaux, I was privi-
leged to see your talk to the Adventure Capitalists last Thursday
and was very impressed with your ideas.

The American Electronics Association, which I represent, rep-
resents 3,500 American companies located through the United
States.

The American Electronics Association member companies span
the breadth of the electronics industry, from silicon to software to
all levels of computers and systems integration. The giants of the
industry-for example, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Motorola, and
AT&T-are AEA members. At the same time, almost 65 percent of
the AEA members are small companies with less than 125 employ-
ees and revenues of less than $10 billion.

My company, Data Switch, designs, manufacturers, sells and
services high-speed connectivity devices that allow users of main-
frame corn p uters to assure continuous availability of their comput-
ing networks. And Data Switch curTently employs 650 people, most
of whom work in Connecticut.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to focus my talk today on the tax policy,
capital formation, and the high-technology industry.

No single tax proposal, capital gains or any other will solve our
competitiveness problems by itself. The AEA recognizes that any
plan to encourage growth must be a comprehensive one that in-
cludes changes in trade, government procurement, and science and
technology policies.

We also realize that the industry must do its share. We must
provide the best in work force. We must insist on the quality of all
of our products and services. And in this regard, I am delighted to
tell you that all three winners of the 1991 Malcolm Baldrige Qual-
ity Award were AEA members.

I should note, Mr. Chairman, that much of what we propose, the
AEA, inl the tax area already has the strong support of Congress.
On many of our issues, we simply want to encourage your contin-
ued support.

If there is a common theme to the AEA's legislative tax agenda
is that we imnst begin to encourage long-term investment in R&D
and new technologies in this country. The need for such investment
cannot he overstated.

The U.S. production share of electronics has declined by one-
third since 1985. Well market share has fallen by one-third in pro-
duction-from 52 percent to 35 percent. This translates into a loss
of 250,000 manufacturing jobs. Moreover, U.S. leadership in elec-
tronics is under serious challenge and may soon be eclipsed by
Japan.

Like most of Congress, we agree that the Research and Develop-
ment Tax Credit represents good publicpolicy. A recent study by
two respected economists said that the Credit-and this is a con-
servative estimate--adds $2-$3 billion to average annual R&D
spending--encourages spending, in other words. We need, of
course, to make the Cred it a permanent part of the Tax Code since
only then will its incentive value be fully felt.

On the research and development allocation rules, we want to
encourage the support you have demonstrated but also we urge
that you make a moratorium on the 861 rules a permanent part
of the Tax Code. The electronics industry believes that we should
not encourage American companies to move their research and de-
velopment overseas, which is exactly what the 861 rules do,

Another area of significant concern to the AEA is legislation re-
cently introduced in the House. The House Bill 3035 requires com-
panies to amortize intangible assets over 14 years. Most high-tech-
nology intangible assets have economic life closer to 3 years.

While the AEA supports the concept of tax simplification, House
Bill 3035, as currently drafted, would significantly raise our indus-
try's after tax cost of capital and would hurt, in no uncertain
terms, our ability to compete with foreign nations.

Finally, on capital gains, close to 50 senators-including many on
this Committee--have cosponsored the Enterprise Capital Fornna-
tion Act. The AEA believes this legislation will encourage long-term
investment in smaller companies, and we are gratified by the
strong support it has received.

One of the most telling benchmarks of American competitiveness
pertains to the ability of emerging companies to raise capital. The



bottom line is that American entrepreneurs in today's financial en-
vironment are unable to do so,

The lack of capital availability, of course, can be seen in the de-
cline of institutional venture capital financing. The peak year for
ventured capital financing was 1987 when we reached $4.2 billion.
In 1991, only $1.34 billion was raised-less than one-third.

This funding shortfall has created a dramatic decline in the num-
ber of new companies which has dropped from 1737, which at-
tracted investment in 1987, to just over 1,000 in 1990.

More importantly, however, has been the withdrawal of the indi-
vidual of the "informal" investor from the long-term, high risk mar-
ketplace. These investors, I should note, are very sensitive to the
tax rates on their investments.

Mr. Chairman, when equity financing disappears so do emerging
companies, taking their jobs and cutting edge technology with
t hem. Entrepreneurs have nowhere else to turn. Generally s)eak-
ing, the conservative nature of the banking industry, which in-
cludes banks and other "debt" institutions, as a source of invest-
ment capital, are drying up.

This situation has not always existed. The early and mid-1980's
were the Age of the Start-Up, a period when investment in high
technology flourished and a period which produced such giants as
Sun Microsystems, Microsoft, Compaq Computer, and Conner Pe-
ripherals ainong others.

America has benefitted firom these companies. We have bene-
fitted by their exports, the thousands of jobs they have created, the
cutting edqe technologies they have produced. But because of to-
day's scarcity in seed and venture funding, we are failing to create
a new generation of such companies.

The reason for the decline in U.S. capital availability are many:
For one thing, the cost of creating new companies has risen beyond
c m pretension.

Clear ly entrepreneurs are also being hindered by a short-term
mentality in the fintlncial world. And finally, we are hurt by the
elimination of the differential on capital gains.

It is no coincidence that equity financing for emerging companies
beg an its precipitous decline after the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
"ile not the only factor, the elimination of the differential has

discouraged long-term investment in smaller companies--compa-
nies which are the leading source of job creation in this country.

Indeed the relation between the capital gains rate and the equity
financing is dramatically shown in an Appendix A of my testimony
or on this Chart on my left.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gilbertson, I will have to ask you to summa-
rize so we can have time for the questions.

Mr. GILBERTSON. Okay. All right.
It is for these three reasons, Mr. Chairman, the AEA supports

a restoration of the capital gains differential and has so enthu-
siastically endorsed the Enterprise Capital Formation Act.

Mr. Chairman, helping entrepreneurs find equity financing is, of
course, only have the battle, and we need the R&D tax credit, and
we need 861 relief and we need to have the long-term amortization
rules kept reasonable within the life of the equipment. That is why
we support those issues.



So encouraging long-term investment in the US. R&D, new tech-
nologies, and the ideas of our entrepreneurs is ultimately what we
are seeking to achieve. And we believe no goal can do as much to
create jobs and to stimulate new growth.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. That is an interesting testimony. I note we have

the arrival of the majority leader and realizing the limitations on
his time, I would like to call on him now for any comment.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gilbertson appears in the appen-
dix.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE J. MITCHELL, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MAINE

Senator Mi'rciiivjj. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for your
courtesy, and thank you for holding these hearings, which I believe
are proving to be extremely informative and helpful to members of
the Committee, the Full Senate and the public in understanding
the issues that are before us in this discussion on Tax Policy.

I want to first thank Mr. G(ilbertson for his testimony and apolo-
gize, Mr. Chairman, that I will not be able to stay for the full hear-
ing because of other commitments. But I also wanted to comment,
if'I might just briefly, on a couple of aspects of the Tax Package
that has been submitted in behalf of the President, and which I
gather will be before this Committee in the near future.

I was deeply disappointed to learn that the P'esident did not in-
clude in his priorty tax package either a middle income tax cut or
the provision to repeal the luxury tax on boats.

We had been heartened by the President's statement in his State
of the Union address and his budget that he supported both of
those measures. But now we are told at the very last minute that
those are, under the President's plan, to be consigned to some later
time. I believe the words used in a r.',te I saw in the paper yester-
day were by the President "to the political dance later in the year."

I think, Mr. Chairman, you have correctly stated and the Chair-
man of the House Ways and Means Committee have correctly stat-
ed that doing it "later in the year" or "in a second Bill" usually
means not doing it at all.

I fear that the decision by the President represents, in effect, an
abandonment of suppxort for cutting taxes for middle income Ameri-
cans while intensifying support for reducing taxes on those at the
very top of' the income scale. And also represents, in effect, an
abandonment of the effort to repeal the luxury tax on boats.

I think it is significant that the two leaders in the effort to gain
that repeal are present today; Senator Chafee and Senator Breaux.
And I hope that they are as concerned as I am about this decision
by the President and will join-Mr. Chairman, I know you had in-
dicated previously you will include that in the legislation that you
offer in the Chairman's mark-to see that that is included in the
first train that leaves the station and very likely the only train
that leaves the station and is not consigned to some indefinite later
date or second bill or political dance later in the year.

I believe both those measures are important and ought to be in-
cluded, and I hope they will be included, Mr. Chairman. I look for-
ward to working with you and I know Senator Chafee and Senator



Breaux, at least with respect to the boat tax, share the views which
I have expressed.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Mr. Leader. I must. say that I
have had the experiencing of the offering of two tax bills before,
and my experience is that the second bill just never shows up. We
ought to put the entire package together and try to get it passed.

I would like to now recognize
Senator MIrrcHEIi,. Mr. Chairman, if I might add, that is espe-

cially the case since, as we all well know, under the Constitution,
we cannot originate a tax bill in the Senate; it has to come from
the House. And the Chairman of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee has already said there is only going to be one tax bill.

With that being the case, it seems to me that suggesting that we
wait for some indefinite second or future tax bill effectively means
what you have just said-that there is not going to be anything
more than that first bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee, with any comments.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN I. CHAFEE, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. As the
Majority Leader so well pointed out, Mr. Chairman, we are relying
upon the strong support that you have given to the repeal of the
Boat Tax and I believe you have extended that support to the re-
peal of the Airplane Tax as well.

You had previously indicated that any bill that came out of this
coinmittee-that left this station-would contain the boat tax re-
peal. So I find that very heartening and, indeed, you had also indi-
cated that you would have it retroactive to January 1st, which
makes me a very enthusiastic supporter of any measure you are
for.

The CHAIRMAN. That is at some comfort nonetheless.
Senator CHAFEE. Now as for whether it will be two bills or one

bill, we can debate that back and forth. All I hope is that we get
something done quickly.

As you know, the P'esident has set March 20th as a deadline,
and I would certainly hope that we could meet that. If we are going
to get laden up with a whole series of other things, I just think the
more you put on this particular train, the later the train is going
to be friom leaving the station.

I feel that there is a time urgency here and the limited number
of items the President suggested, as I count them, are some seven
plus the luxury tax would make it eight. That is a package that
we could handle, and handle probably pretty quickly here.

So I would hope, most of all, that we would get on with meeting
that March 20th date.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, my problem, Senator, is the President
keeps changing the package and has changed it a, late as this last
week, and I don't know what further changes will be forthcoming
and that is my concern.

I just hope that the President can meet the March 20th deadline
with whatever he proposes.

Mr. Cizik, if you would proceed, please.



STATEMENT OF ROBERT CIZIK, VICE CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
AND CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFI-
CER, COOPER INDUSTRIES, INC., HOUSTON, TX
Mr. CIZIK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. When I left Houston two.

ni hts ago, I thought the weather there was bad.
In summarizing my prepared statement, I want to focus pi-

maily on incentives for business investment. The President has
made two proposals in this area:

The first is to reform the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) to re-
duce the negative impact of that tax on current business invest-
ment. We think this is a major step forward conceptually that de-
serves our strong support.

The corporate AMT is based on the flawed idea that corporations
should, for the sake of appearances, send some tax payments to the
Treasury every year; regardless of surrounding realities such as re-
cessions and lack of profits or cash flow.

It is especially harsh in its effect on corporations having made
heavy capital investments in prior years when profits were good
and who are now experiencing low or no profits.

The AMT is withdrawing cash from these firms which could more
advantageously be used for further productivity improving and job
creating investments.

The weakness of the President's AMT reform proposal, which is
to eliminate the depreciation adjustment in the Adjusted Current
Earnings, (ACE) calculation, is that it applies only to property
placed in service after January 1992.

Since most AMT paying firms have a large overhang of pre-1992
property, subject to the so-called ACE adjustment, the initial ef-
fects of the President's reform, as far as making more funds avail-
able for new capital investments, will be quite weak.

It could be improved considerably by making it applicable to all
property now subject to the ACE depreciation adjustment.

The second of the President's investment incentive proposals is
the temporary 15 percent Investment Tax Allowance (ITA). While
somewhat helpful, it has two major design limitations: (1) its ex-
tremely limited 11-month duration and (2) the fact that due to the
basis adjustment, it reflects solely a timing difference. -

The way to improve this is fairly clear: First, make the ITA per-
manent, or at least, significantly extend its duration; and second,
eliminate basis adjustments.

As, a possible alternative to the ITA, we recommend that this
Committee consider reinstatement of a permanent Investment Tax
Credit (ITC) that is available against both the regular tax and the
AMT.

History has shown the ITC, implemented without any incremen-
tal feature, to be the most powerful and efficient of all investment
incentives. It generates greater dynamic revenue feedback than
any other tax reduction showing an identical amount of static reve-
nue loss; or to put it another way, the most "bang for the buck."

And its positive effects are impressive: Our analysis shows that
after 6 years of a 10-percent ITC, annual Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) is $120 billion higher and employment 1.6 million jobs high-
er than under current law.



Since time is limited, let me state briefly and without elabo-
ration, the remaining points made in my prepared statement.

It is important to maintain fiscal discipline. No plan should be
adopted which results in large increases in the Federal budget defi-
cit. However, to achieve meaningful economic stimulus, we urge
that tax cuts not be paid for by offsetting tax increases, but instead
by spending reductions.

NAM supports making the R&D tax credit permanent. We also
urge the Section 861 R&D allocation rules be made permanent
rather than just extend it for another 18 months as proposed by
the Administration.

Stable R&D tax provisions should be a top priority for improving
competitiveness and growth.

NAM also supports a reduction on the rate of tax on capital
gains. We believe this should be done without offsetting rate in-
creases on ordinary income which would largely negate any eco-
nomic stimulus.

We also believe simplification, especially of the excessively com-
lex rules applicable to multi-national business operations of U.S.

based companies, can definitely' help improve global competitive-
ness. We, therefore, support S. 936, the Foreign Tax Simplification
Act, as a significant first step toward this goal.

NAM supports repeal of the counterproductive luxury tax, not
just on planes and boats as proposed by the Administration, but
also on autos and all other items to which it applies.

We are in full agreement, conceptually, with the idea that Health
Care Reform should not be founded either on employer mandates
or on tax increases on either employers or employees.

It is also critical to avoid financing expanded access to health
care by further shifting costs from the public to the private sector.

And finally, we are concerned that many of the plans being con-
sidered are out of balance. Permanent consumption oriented tax
cuts will have but transitory effects on long term growth and com-
petitiveness at a huge revenue cost.

NAM believes a much more productive and much less costly ap-
proach would be to offer permanent investment incentives and only
temporary consumer tax cuts.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Motley, we are delighted you made it. It is nice to have you

here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cizik appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MOTLEY III, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
FEDERAL GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL FED-
ERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MOTLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Chafee, Senator Rockefeller, Senator

Breaux, I am John Motley, vice president for government affairs ftbr
the National Federation of Independent Business.

On behalf of our more than 550,000 members across the country,
I want to thank you for the opportunity to share our views on the
Economic Development Package that you will be considering in this
Committee, and personally, Mr. Chairman, let me state that it is
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a pleasure to appear here again before this Committee. We have
appeared so many times in the past. Thank you for inviting us.

In anticipation of this debate, NFIB in late December and early
January did a random sample poll of 5,000 of our members to
which we received over 1,000 responses, asking them whether or
not they felt that Congress should engage in tax cuts at this time,
what things you should do to help stimulate the economy, and if
so, what taxes you should focus on and which ones you should not
focus on.

It may surprise you to find out that our members were rather
overwhelming in their desire that you focus on continuing to cutthe deficit rather tlan on cutting their taxes.

They tend to believe-in another survey that we are going to be
publishing soon-the number two problem out of 75 listed is Fed-
eral taxation so they tend to feel that they are over-taxed some-
what.

But even as such, 72 percent of them in this Decenmber/January
poll said that you should focus on cutting the deficit and only 27
percent of them said that you should focus on cutting taxes.

While it is rather obvious to us that the tax cut effort is going
to go forward probably no matter what the small business commu-
nity of the country thinks, I would like to share with you what
their choices would be if you are going to take action in this area.

They, like in 1986 and in 1981, remain focused on rates as their
major issue, and that should not be surprising since two-thirds of
all of the businesses who operate in this country operate as non-
corporate entities. And very many of the corporate entities are
closely held corporations, therefore personal income taxes and cor-
orate rates are the most important thing to most of the small
usinesses this country.
If you were to provide large individual rate cuts or middle class

tax cuts at this time it would be rather expensive, and likely the
final outcome would be too small to have any real impact upon the
economy.

Since you may not end up cutting individual rates, we would
urge you very strongly then not to do the negative side of it and
that would be to raise rates on the small business community.
There is nothing that you could do that would hinder their at-
tempts to come out of this recession more than to increase personal
income tax rates at this point in time.

I cannot let the opportunity pass, Senator Bentsen, without com-
menting once again on what I think is a wonderful idea of Senator
Moynihan's, and that is to cut FICA taxes.

We have one of the most regressive taxes in American history.
It is a direct tax on jobs. It has risen dramatically over the last
couple of decades and our membership would very much like to see
it cut.

We believe that there is no quicker, more effective way to help
both middle class Americans, because the tax is capped on the
amount of income it's Qn, but also to help small business owners
in the United States to reduce the cost of their labor than to con-
sider a FICA tax cut. We still strongly support that idea and hope
that the senator will go forward with it when the legislation
reaches the floor.



In the area of investment incentives, let me simply say that we
are consistent; simplicity is the key for the small business commu-
nity. We prefer, above all other things, an increase in direct
expensing. It is what our members would use most. It is at $10,000
now.

We believe that about 80 percent of our members invest less
than $20,000 a year, so an increase to that level would take care
of most of the investment needs of the small business community.

ITC would be our second choice, again because of its simplicity.
In terms of the President's proposal, increasing allowable first year
depreciation, it is probably the least preferred of the three choices
that are out there.

Senator CHAFEE. What was the least preferred?
Mr. MOTLEY. The President's proposal to increase first year de-

preciation allowance, Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Mr. MOTLEY. And that is only because it is a little bit more com-

plex than the other two. Although certainly I think small business
owners have gotten use to the tables now and could use them.

We do support a capital gains tax cut. We have always supported
a capital gains tax cut. We support both the idea put forward by
Senator Bumpers and the Administration's proposal. Of the two,
we would prefer the Administration's proposal at this time, al-
though we would, as I said, support either of them.

Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying that we believe that
any action taken by this Committee to address the Nation's eco-
nomic problem should be targeted, should be modest, and should
take into account the huge size of the current budget deficit,

NFIB recommends that you reduce Federal spending wherever
ossible; reduce or simplify regulations, particularly for the small

)usiness comninunity-you iave before you a bill by Senator Baucus
which would simplify those regulations in the area of payroll tax
deposits-when one of our every three businesses in the United
States is find and penalized by the IRS ever year for missing a
payroll tax deadline, it is something you should take a look at.

Try to cut the cost of labor. Senator Moynihan's proposal again.
And of course cutting the cost of capital so that smaller firms can
invest in those things that they have been putting decisions off on.

Probably the most important finding of NFIB s survey may be
that 75 percent of those members who responded said that they
would reinvest any tax cut that they received in their businesses.

If after these hearings you decide to cut taxes, NFIB strongly en-
courages you to take a look at the small business community: It did
lead the way out of the recession in the eighties. It created a great
number of the jobs in the 1980's. And we believe that if you target
assistance in that area it will give you the greatest bang for the
buck, because they will invest in America and American jobs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Motley appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you gentlemen. Thank you very

i uch.
Let me say as one who started with a small business, I well tn-

derstand the roll it plays in the American economy and the jobs it
creates. I am deeply interested and concerned about it.



As I listened to this testimony, Mr. Cizik-and let me say to the
rest of you-it is absolutely critical and essential, and I feel it very
strongly, that we do not add to the deficit in what we do.

Now when you talk about cutting taxes, if we cut taxes, we are
going to replace it either with other taxes- or with cuts. What I

ave seen presented to us by the Administration really fudges that
one.

When I see a situation like on PBGC and they go to accrual ac-
counting and pick up $19 billion who are they kidding? That raises
the deficit. No question about that. That is what we are being pre-
sented with.

I feel very strongly about R&D. I would like to extend it perna-
nently. I like the investment tax credit. I like the Accelerated De-
preciation. I like each and every one of them, but we also have to
pay for it. And that is part of that limitation.

You fellows say, "Well, cut spending" but I didn't hear any of you
specify where? We have tV make that decision. You have to face up
to that. And don't tell me to just cut waste. I have listened to that
one. I have been here a while.

Give me specifics. That is what we have to decide. Fiscal dis-
cipline? Absolutely. I sure agree with that one.

Now let me give you one of the tough choices we will face, Mr.
Gilbertson. I have got the problem of capital gains and I am the
fellow that has supported cuts in capital gains for years.

As much as anyone on the Democratic side I lead that fight on
this Committee; and led it along with Cliff Hansen who led it on
the Republican side. Reducing the capital gains rate was a lot more
important when the personal income tax was 70 and 50 percent.
The locked position on assets was even more apparent then.

But the problem I run into is whether we lose or win money by
it, in the way of revenue. I listened to the Reagan Administration
argue in 1986 that if we would raise it from 20 to 2.8, we would
pick up billions of dollars and help pay for the cut in the personal
income tax.

Now I have listened to this Administration say, "If you lower it,
you will pick up billions of dollars." Interesting business. How do
you reconcile that? But that is what we are faced with.

Now let me give you a choice; the kind of thing we will have to
do. If you were faced with the President's package on capital gains
or you were faced with the one that Senator Bumpers has that is
targeted; which one would you choose?

Mr. GIL3ERTSON. Okay. The American Electronics Association
has clearly come out strongly behind the Bumpers Bill or the En-
terprise Capital Formation Act for several reasons:

One is it does encourage-as my co-panelist pointed out, Mr.
Motley-it encourages small businesses to start up, because it en-
couraged those people who are tax sensitive; the relatives, the
friends, the small investors who produce 95 percent of all the
money that starts these companies-not the venture capitalists-
95 percent of the money comes from individuals and it induces
them to take the risk.

The second reason is that the cost is extremely low: The cost. by
the estimates we have seen, of the Enterprise Capital Formation
Act over 5 years is less than $1 billion. It is somewhere between



$700 and $900 inillion; which, yes, there needs to be some off-
setting revenue of $100 to $150 million a year, but it is not a inas-
sive number.

We do think a Capital Gains Tax Bill of any kind is necessary
to encourage these investors to get out and start putting money in.

That chart was an attempt to show that every time we lowered
the tax rate the investment went up. The dotted line is the tax
rate--as you can see-when it comes down, the amount of' money
pult into new ventures went up. And the minute we raised the tax
rate, which we did in 1986 from 20 to 28, it went right back down
again. It went frlom $4 billion to $1 billion.

']TlW CIAIRMAN. I believe very much in tim t.
Mr. ( llBERTaoN. So we do believe that lower taxes are right and

if' t hI(ea fan Administration in 1986 was who was behind raising
Ithe ra te, tha1t was wrolg. 1 am n(t clear who the cllprit was but.
tlhe h)oll)n line is that was wrong.

But to lower it and make a differential is key and we believe the
Ent.erprise( (Capital Io'jwmtiofl Act is all iiiexpensive way t (ho that.

The (HIiAi RMAN. All right.. Let 0e ask you another question. I see
by the time we have got a llitationl 01 0U1'elVes here too.

If'you had the choice between the targeted capital gains tax cut,
a bmad-tased cut, or increased capital loss relief by expanding sec-
tion 12,14. The law, as I recall now, says that fbr a small cor-
poration; something under $1 million in capitalization, I believe it
is, that you can charge off' the losses in the amount of $50,000 a
year against other income.

If you had thaV--that's for singles-and for married $100,000;
what if you raised the capitalization to $10 million-because today
a million dollars still sounds like a lot of money to me, but it is
not much.

Mr. GI,nwrsoN. It does not do much.
The CHAIRMAN. It really doesn't. And when you think alout the

period of' time that you have to carry that company until it finally
makes a profit and that is usually maybe 8 or 10 years. How would
you weigh that as an incentive ifyou raised it to a $10 million cap-
italization?

Mr. GjLBERTSON. I think that would be a positive incentive par-
ticularly for the individual entrepreneur.

I believe the Bumpers Bill or the Entei prise Capital Formation
Act would be more of an incentive for the other investors who are
involved in it: those other who would probably make up at least
half or three-quarters of that investment, so I guesi it would favor
the Bumpers Bill if we had to take a choice.

The CHAIRMAN. We have got questions for you two fellows too,
but I have got to get on. I have a limitation of time. Senator
Breaux.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you members
of the panel for being with us.

As the Chairman indicated one of the biggest problems of capital
ains has been "what's the result going to be" and no one can pre-
ict that.
Joint tax tells us a broad base capital gains tax reduction will

generate or lose $12 billion while Treasury tells us-about the
same bill--"no, it is going to generate $12 billion."



And so for those of us in Congress trying to figure out how we
pay for something, if it costs a certain amount of money, we have
our hands tied.

I think all of you are fairly familiar with my proposal which is
a broad base proposal reducing capital gains for 25 percent, 22 per-
cent and 20 percent based on the 3, 2, and 1-year holding periods.
We try and break the log jam by setting up what I call a safety
net; whereas we take a look at the effect of the capital gains reduc-
tion in the third and fourth year.

If it has raised revenue we declare ourselves a winner; more jobs
are created, new businesses are created, and everybody wins. If, on
the other hand, we lose revenues, as Joint Tax tells us a capital
gains tax cut will do, then I create a fourth income tax rate and
I have it at 36 percent.

The new bill, which we will introduce, will have a flexible rate.
Depending on how much is lost the rate would be set to cover just
that loss. It could be as low as 31 percent or 33 percent or what
have you.

It is a contingent tax. And if it does what you gentlemen, I think,
think it will do, the fourth rate would never come into play. If we
are all wrong, we are not going to just add to the deficit. We are
going to pay for it. And I would like to have your thoughts about
that approach.

Mr. MOTLEY. Maybe I should try first because I have a pretty
simple answer.

I don't think most people in the small business community would
be willing to trade lower rates for a capital gains tax cut. All of the
Polls

Senator BREAUX. Lower rates for a capital gains tax cut. They all
would-

Mr. Mo'rxy. I mean higher rates for a capital gains tax cut.
Senator BREAUX. I bet everyone of your members would take

that.
Mr. MOTLEY. They certainly would. You know them as well as I

do.
But all the polling that we have done on all of the questions-
Senator BREAUX. Well, let me ask you on that point; do you think

a capital gains tax cut would increase revenues?
Mr. MOTLEY. Initially, yes, I think it would create additional eco-

nomic activity. We have as much difficulty determining what the
ultimate consequences are going to be in terms of revenue gain
verses revenue losses'as you-in Congress do. I frankly don't know
the answer to it.

I do think that we at NFIB believe that a cut would certainly
generate increased economic activity and increase taxes in the
short term.

Senator BREAUX. Then the fourth rate would never kick in. Do
you think it would lose in out years?

Mr. MOTLEY. I can't answer that question.
Senator BREAUX. Mr. Gilbertson?
Mr. GIIwwrsON. Well, as you know, when you ask that question

to a group of venture capitalists, small investors and CEOs of high-
tech companies, it is unanimous that it would not cost in the fourth
year or fifth year out that there would be a net gain.



We do have some history too. From the Capital Gains Tax Bill
of 1978, we do know that the amount of taxes received on capital
gains rose from $9 billion to $46 billion over the course of the next
7 years. It consistently went uip every year; $9 billion, $11 billion,
$17 billion, and on up to $46 billion.

And we do know the minute we raised the rate it fell. It has fall-
en now to $35 billion last year and it probably will fall again this
year.

So the net effect is-history says revenues will continue to in-
crease-businessmen say they believe it will increase. So, yes, you
have a-though no one wants a higher rate-the belief is that it
would never kick in,

Senator BREAUX. Mr. Cizik?
Mr, CIzIK. Yes, Senator. I am not as well versed on the specific

calculations of your proposal as you are obviously.
Generally speaking, I believe it would be NAM's position that it

favors anything that would be a movement in the direction of put-
ting some sort of a lower capital gains rate into effect.

Like my colleague on my right, I don't believe our members
would favor increasing ordinary Income rates to pay foi that.

Senator BREAuX. Do you think a capital gains tax would gen-
erate revenues or lose revenues?

Mr. CIZIK. Again, everything I have red would indicate that in
the short term it would generate revenues.

Senator BREAUX. There is now-
Mr. CIZIK. There is no debate about what it does over the longer

term-in terms of increasing revenue. And personally in terms of
the incentives that would come in and all that comes in to lower
capital gains rates, I believe it would.

I think it is an aberration in our tax law, quite frankly, as we
look around the world at other industrialized countries, other ad-
vanced countries, we are one of the few countries with a capital
gains tax.

Senator BREAUX. Well, yes, the problem is what you are pointing
out. We don't know what it is going to do in the out years.

Mr. CIZIK. Absolutely.
Senator BREAUX. As a result of that we don't do anything.
I mean, the Members of Congress make a very legitimate argu-

ment in saying that if we don't know what it is going to do we can't
proceed forward with it.

And what I have attempted to do is say, "let's just don't sit on
our hands while Rome is burning." Let's try it, but let's have a
mechanism that would kick in on a contingent basis if it doesn't
work so that we just don't raise the deficit and that we pay for it.

The fourth rate would effect only two-tenths of 1 percent of the
American taxpayers; those making over a half a mi lion dollars a
year, which would never happen if, as I think we all feel, it gen-
erates revenues.

It is an attempt to break the log jam. I would appreciate your
thoughts on it.

Mr. CIZIK. As I say, I haven't studied the details.
Senator BREALUX. Everybody wants it but everybody is fearful of

a tax rate being kicked in. But all of you are telling me that you

55-026 0 - 92 - 3
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are Only going to raise revenues so you shouldn't have anything to
worry about.

Mr. MOIry. I would suspect that in the out years if we found
that it was losing revenue and there was an attempt to increase
rafes, it would 1wo)I8l)ly open up Et whole another) debate aid battle
over whether 1lht lawt, step goes into effect or whether some other
reIVeIi, SOurCe(s 1are foiund.

Senator BI;AUX. Oh, it, would never go ilt() ('f'(1, inder my
plall, unless we had lost reven ues. Just, lihe tle ]( windfall profits
taix t1at we (idnt lih---it was a comntingent tax.

'Thanuk y , Mir. (Thai rman

Senator ('tAJ"'i:;. 'lhank you, Mr. Cllairman.
Mr. (;ilberu s, I I(,'ed "some ('onvilicing 011 this Cap)ital gains aid

I have 1 filing t hat, vonl are right. We haid the Secretory ()f' Trva-
liFy 11p b(,1te, yesteldi y and we talked about unl,)cl(ing (apit al. I be-
Iiev,- it (l ,S that.

B ] lllE' t'()u)l We wget( int) around here is the arguinent tha( it
niglit help the rich; which I think is a very unfortuiaite argument.
I think e argument should focus on whether it is going to help

If', while creating a l(t of J(obs, it. incidently belps, the rich, as far
as I am concerned, that's all right. I'm interested in the job cre-
ationl aspect.

In your testimony, it seems to me that you present a pretty good
case that history indicates that when we have raised these rates,
as we (lid in 1986--and I very enthusiastically supported that Tax
Reform Bill of 1986--the result-was a rather precipitous decline in
venture capital. And I think that this argument of yours is a good
one t)at merits serious consideration.

I am also interested in the statistics you cite in the middle of
page 4 of your testimony about the kind of person who invests in
venture capital: the "informal investor."-I really question those
statistics that you've got.

You say these informal investors are citizens with median in-
comes of $90,000 who provide over 90 percent of the startup capital
in small companies. Where did you get those from?

Mr. GiLFIRTSON. We have the data from Venture Economics
which shows that of the $60 billion raised for ventures in 1988, for
instance as an exhanple, approximately $2.5 billion was from pro-
fessional venture capital firms which are primarily funded by Pen-
sion Fund, so therefore, they are not taxable entities or they are
minorly taxable entities.

The other $55.5 billion in-
Senator CHAFEE. Now what percentage of the total would that

represent?
Mr. GILBERTSoN. That would be almost 96 percent.
Senator CHAVFJ . All tight.
Mr. ('4IIFERTSON. The other 96 percent or $55.5 billion came from

individual investors-either the owner/entrepreneur himself; his
relatives, friends or groups of small businessmen, in this study,
turned out they averaged $90,000 in average income-who will
take some of their money and put it into a risk pool together.



And, in fact, these are the kind of people that meet over coffee
in a restaurant with a Venture Guide and say that's a good idea.

In fact, if you remember the ads for Compact Computer, that is
how it started.

Senator CHAFEE. These companies would presumably not trade
as securities?

Mr. Gi,BERTSON. No. And, in fact, like the Aerican Electronic
Association, over 78 percent of our 3,100 corporate members are
not public.

Most of the companies we are talking about trying to influence
are not currently public companies. These are companies that are
private small partnerships or small groups of people who are trying
to become bigger companies.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Motley.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I am dazzled by this information--go

ahead Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Motley apparently wants to speak up.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Mr. MOTprEY. Senator Chafee, NFIB has just completed a study

with American Express on the creation and growth of small busi-
nesses in which we took about 3,000 to 4,000 firms and we covered
them for 4 years. And what we found out in the birth cycle is that
most of them start with money that is either personal savings or
borrowed from friends and relatives. The very last source of money
are professional venture capitalists: The very last source.

Senator CHAFi*E. Well, you know, this is very very important.
Without glossing over the fact that $90,000 is, for most people in
the United States of America, a lot of money, it is still true that
people with $90,000 don't usually have extra money to spare to
spend on investing.

Any followup material that you have on this from the AEA would
be greatly appreciated, because this is, to me, very important. I am
interested in the job creation aspect, and I think that a terrific ar-
gument can be that when you invest you are creating jobs, and peo-
ple pay taxes, and thus the entire country can benefit.

I would like to ask Mr. Motley a quick question because my time
will be up shortly.

I am surprised that you don't lay more accent, and maybe I'm
barking up the wrong tree here, in the value of the ITC, which is
a deduction from taxes, rather than the ITA which the Adniinistra-
tion has recommended.

It seems to me that the ITA wouldn't mean much to your folks
if they are incorporated because they are in such low brackets.

In other words, I figured out that in the first $100,000 of earn-
ings, under our Corporate Tax Code, you are taxed at only 251/4
percent. And so, therefore, for most of your folks-I presume that
they are not making more than $100,000 in a year-I wouldn't
think that the ITA would amount to anything.

Mr. MOTF.Y. Senator Chafee, maybe you misunderstood me. Our
preference would, first of all, be direct expensing. The old Senator
Packwood idea in 1986 is something that we would find most pref-
erable.

Our second choice would be a reinstatement of the investment
tax credit.
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Our third choice would be the Administration's proposal. From a
small business standpoint, it is one of simplicity and bottom line,
and that would be the order that we would pursue..

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Rockefeller, you have no questions I un-

derstand.
Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to thank our

panel and obviously thank Mr. Motley for his statement about the
Social Security Trust Funds.

I would just want to say to my colleagues that I don't know if
we realize the development in the American public of the sense of
genuine distrust and even alarm about what is going on.

There was an article in a New York newspaper just a little while
ago about a mass mailing that begins, "The politicians in Washing-
ton have stolen the Social Security Trust Fund. That's right, every
penny is gone." It was received by a citizen in Syracuse and it is
signed by our former colleague Senator Murphy on behalf of the
United Seniors Association.

It is a six page letter and it says, "send money and money." This
journalist tried to find out more about it, but I can just say that
there will be more who don't doubt that and one of the problems
is that it is not entirely wrong, but there you are.

Mr. Motley, I thank you and I will return the subject. Thank you,
gentlemen.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your-
Senator CHAFEE. Could I can one quick question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. It seems to me, Mr. Gilbertson, if I understand

what they are proposing in the House, that they propose to apply
a 14-year amortization to software. I imagine that this would cause
you to really raise the alarm.

This is serious business. It would seem to me to be devastating
as far as you folks are concerned. Am I exaggerating this?

Mr. GILBERTSON. For the 20 percent of our membership which is
software companies it is devastating.

The average life of a software developed product before it is re-
vised and upgraded is about 3 years. So if you, in any way, amor-
tizedthe development costs or you acquire some software by ac-
quiring another company or rights to a product, and have to write
it off for 14 years, you will be expensing it for 11 years after you
never sell it again.

And that is just very bad tax policy. You should be matching ex-
penses with revenue.

Senator CHAFEE. Is this suggestion moving along or does the 14-
year amortization make an exception for software?

Mr. GILBERTSON. We are actually trying to say that there should
be an exception for software and it should be 3 or 4 years.

Senator CHAFEE. And there are probably a lot of other things
that should be exceptions.

Mr. GIIJI3ERTSON. Unfortunately that introduces a lot of people
saying that there should be exceptions, so we have a problem there.



The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Motley, did you want to make a comment on
that?

Mr. MOTLEY. Senator, I just thought I would like to take a shot
at your original question for a second on whether you would prefer
the Administration's proposal or one similar to that drafted by Sen-
ator Bunpers.

And I think it really depends on your public policy goal. If you
want to create, you know, broad economic activity, which obviously
the Administration wants to do at this time and Senator Breaux
proposal does, you would probably favor one drafted similar to the
Administration.

If you wanted to focus though on creation of small businesses
and creation of jobs, I think that Senator Bumpers' proposal does
an admirable job in that area.

So I think really the choice is yours depending upon what you
want the impact and the effect to be.

The CHAIRMAN; Well, I think there is something else that has to
be added, Mr. Motley, and that is trying to stay within the linita-
tions of the deficit,--

Mr. MoTLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And not try to expand it. What we are told about

the difference in cost of the two plans, that is another element that
we are faced with unfortunately.

Mr. MOTLEY. Obviously our members' first choice would be that
you do as little as possible in terms of increasing the deficit.

The CHAIRMAN. That is tight and I share that and I don't want
to increase it any.

Senator Bradley, do you have any questions?
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I think I will not ask this

panel questions. Maybe I will just ask them one.
Do you think that the thing that would help the economy more

would be a reduction of the deficit or various tax incentives?
Mr. CIZIK. May I comment, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, of course. Go ahead.
Mr. CIZIK. We certainly feel that it is important that we have

long-term growth in our economy. We also feel that it is important
that we do whatever is possible to increase the productivity of our
country because it is important in terms of maintaining our stand-
ard of living and in being competitive around the world.

Now when it cones to matching up one or the other, quite frank-
ly, you gentlemen are much much more conversant on the spending
side of the budget, on the spending side of the government than I
am.

But if you are asking me, "What can we do to improve the
growth potential of this economy, and what can we do to improve
the productivity of our economic tools, and insure that we can
maintain, if not improve, our standard of living, vis-a-vis, com-
petition around the world"-I think we need to do something to en-
courage investment.

We are a consumption oriented economy. We are not an invest-
ment oriented economy. On behalf )f our members, we have 12,000
NAM members; manufacturers around the United States, small as
well as large: this is what you could do Tor the economy-this is
what you could do for the people of' the United States.



Mr. GI[,BERTSON. Let me try to just-
Senator BRAI)IEY. If you could just try to be brief because I-
Mr. GImuwrs)N. I will be very brief. The bottom line is that we

need to make the pie bigger which will generate more tax revenues.
And] the way we make the pie bigger is by investments.

So, therefore, we believe a capital gains tax cut, an R&D Credit,
and the 861 Relief are absolutely essential to make the pie bigger.
Because small companies create jobs. They created 18,000 million
jobs in the 1980's.

Senator BRADLEY. These measures would be more important
than reducing the deficit?

Mr. GIIBIwRTSoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gilberston. I'm sorry,

you hadn't finished. Go right ahead.
Mr. MoiTLY. Our members feel that there is very little that the

government can do right now to bring us out of the recession in the
short-term and would focus on the deficit rather than cutting taxes.

Senator BRADILEY. You prefer to focus on the deficit?
Mr. MOTLEY. Yes, si'.
Senator BIADIEY. So (1) proposes to focus on the deficit; and, (2)

proposes to focus on investment incentives. Thank you.
Mr. MOTLEY. But Senator Moynihan proposes--
The CHAIRMAN. Let me-please-Mr. Cizik, I couldn't agree with

you more about our being a consumption oriented society and not
an investment society.

We have to turn that around. We have to increase savings in this
country. We have to develop the capital in order that we can have
plants that average the same sort of age that some of our major
competitors like the Japanese: their plants average 10 years of age;
ours averages 17 years of age. They are having three times as much
as we are. The West Germans twice as much. We have to turn that
around.

But let me also tell you one of the problems. Wlat brought us
the alternative minimun tax on corporations? If you think back to
1986, you will remember a widely cited study of over 100 major
corporations in America. These corporations were reporting to their
stockholders that they were making hundreds and hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars and yet they were paying no cor)orate income tax.

Perception is important when you are talking about taxes. People
have to believe that it is fair. When the system loses its credibility,
then people don't pay taxes. So that is part of what we are faced
with.

At the same time, I understand too that the minimum tax is hav-
ing some unintended effects and is particularly hard on capital in-
tensive companies. We have to try and figure or way around that
and see what we can do and still not get back to the kind of situa-
tion we had before.

Mr. CIZIK. May I comment, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Certainly.
Mr. CIZ[K. I understand. There were certainly distortions in eqii-

ti which the Alternative Minimum Tax was designed tr. ture. But
un ftunately it was a blunderbuss being used, and ' cannot be-
lieve at the Congress intended to deprive corporations of i. deduc-
tion for epreciation.
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The CHAIRMAN. No. No. I agree.
Mr. CIZIK. That is just natural. The whole ACE method is an in-

equity that needs .to be cured. Further, I believe we do need some
positive incentives.

Some slight variations of what the President has proposed: The
ITA in eliminating the depreciation adjustment, for example,
makes that a more meaningful incentive. An extension of time by
just 1 year would make that. We are now asked to make decisions
in 11 months to get the advantage of that, and that is not enough
time.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me tell you one thing that concerns me.
You said a "blunderbuss" was used. That is what worries me about
this schedule we are talking about right now.

The President says that he wants it by March 20th. We are talk-
ing about things of incredible magnitude as to how it affects the
economy.

We have an economy that is dead on the water. I want to be sure
that we are right.

Mr. CIZIK. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. That we do not mess up on the process. Thank

you very much, gentlemen. We have several more witnesses here.
Our next panel is Dr. Fisher who is the Director of the Bureau

of Economic Geology, University of Texas. Dr. Fisher is an old
friend of mine and one that is quite an authority on production and
dependence on energy in this country.

Mr. Ames is the Chairman of the Independent Petroleum Asso-
ciation of America.

Mr. Dorcas Helfant who is the President of the National Associa-
tion of Realtors. If I have mispronounced your name, please correct
me.

And Mr. Steven Wechsler who is the President of the National
Realty Committee.

Mr. Thomas Bloch who is the President and Chief Operating Of-
ficer of H&R Block, Kansas City, MO.

When they talk about investors in small companies--start-up
companies-I still regret the time I didn't invest in your company
when I was offered a chance to at the beginning of it.

Now with that in mind, Dr. Fisher, why don't you lead off?.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. FISHER, Ph.D., DIRECTOR, BU-
REAU OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUS-
TIN, TX
Dr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman and members, thank you. There is a

common view that the U.S. energy production capacity is one that
is bound to decline over the long term. There are some problems
in our abilities in the energy area, but I think the fundamentals
are really quite good.

There are some steps that we need to take. They are not, in my
judgment, herculean, but they definitely need to be positive. I have
summarized some of those in my statement and they include spe-
cifically some modifications of the Tax Code that would be very
helpful in trying to assure long-term stabilization of oil production
in this country and the ability to increase natural gas production.



I say the fundamentals are pretty good because on the face of it
there is some fairly positive things about the energy situation
today.

We have got prices that are as low for oil and natural gas as we
have seen in the last couple of decades; that has a very positive
contribution currently to the economy. There might however, be
some very fundamental costs in the long return that will hurt in
that regard.

We are seeing some stabilization of production in the case of oiil
in the lower 48; much lower than what it use to be, but our ability
to add reserves is still pretty good. That will slip if we do not take
the steps to maintain it.

We have made some very substantial strides, it seems to me, in
conservation over the last couple of' decades-in terms of how we
use energy; and particularly, most of that has come in greater effi-
ciencies in the use of oil and natural gas.

We have seen, particularly, in the areas of efficiencies in our
ability to add reserves, a substantial improvement over the last
decade.

The volume at which we add oil and gas per operating rig in the
United States now is about 2Vj times what it was at the beginning
of the decade.

Those are all very positive things. At the same time, there are
a lot of negative elements that are moving forward.

Natural gas prices are so low that it is hard to sustain and we
are beginning to see a slip in the rig count now. We are seeing a
lot of the major companies exporting their exploration of expendi-
ture abroad, and as a result, unless we make a move to secure or
production capacity, it will slip away and we will lose it.

There are several things that can be (]one. I will not go through
all of them, but I will briefly mention that we need to get to some
stabilization of price; that uncertainty has created a tremendous
amount of' discounting in or' effort to drill in this cotutry.

We need to think in tens of access. We may have some verny
good motives for keeping exploratory pr-omising areas off limits, but
that is not consistent in any way with maintaining production ca-
pacity.

And then specifically in the area of the Tax Code. What we need
to be addressing, I think, is the Alternative Minimum Tax. Mr.
Ames will be talking to that very specifically, but that has the ef-
fect of capping a l)t of the activity amongst-the independent opera-
tors in this country, and of course, they are the backbone of what
we do in the way of oil and natural gas production.

I think further in the Tax Code, and this may he beyond what
you can' accomplish in the next fiew days-or a March 20th deadline
or the lMOh)ut one thing we ought to keep our eye ()I in our abil-
ity to maintain productive capacity in this country is the point that
Our fitmure capl)aility is technologically del)endeilt.

''lhe old days when we could count (on economy of scale the giant
field discoveries or the kind of' things that OPEC now has, we no
longer have.

The economies that we have now are the economics of efficiency;
they become the economies of technology. Aiid in that particular re-



gard there are some things that we can do to really encourage
technolo ic applications.

This Cogress had passed, just a couple of years ago, incentives
fbr extraction technologies; so-called (EOR) where you could ex-
pense items that you would use fbr the enhanced oil recovery.

Most of the oil that we can probably add in the near and the
mid-term is really not as amenable to those kinds of technologies
as it is to technologies that would allow a recovery of convention-
ally movable oil fiom very complex reservoirs.

If you could extend those EOR credits to, what I call, geophysical
detection technologies-there is a whole range of those things-
that would better allow us to drill with greater amounts of effi-
ciencies, that would make a tremendous boost in what we could (o,
particularly in oil recovery and also in natural gas to an increasing
intent-

So those are two provisions really basically out of the Tax Code
that I would urge strong consideration: AMT and an extension of
tax credits that are specifically geared to the kind of things that
offer the best opportunity in enlarging and maintaining production
capacity. Thank you, sir.

'lT e CHAIRMAN. Thank You.
I)o you have the specifics of that in your statement?
)r. FiqmIw. Yes, sir. They are spelled out in the attachment.

There are ti whole series of things that, would encompass those.
The (AIIRMAN. I look forward to reading those.
Dr. FISiiER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ames is the Chairman of the Independent

Petroleum Association of' America. Mr. Ames, we are pleased to
have you.

[Thie prepared statement of )r. Fisher appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF EUGENE L. AMES, JR., CHAIRMAN, INDEPEND-
ENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. AMES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As Chairman of the Inde-

pendent Petroleum Association _0f America, I represent 45 state and
regional natural gas and oil producer associations.

Together with IPAA, we represent virtually all of America's inde-
pendent natural gas and oil plroducers who produce e 60 percent of
the natural gas produced in tis country an( 40 percent of the oil
in the lower 48 states.

I appreciate the o portunity to appear today before you, but let
me get right to the bottom line: Our domestic oil and gas industry
is collapsing.

In the last 10 years, the ranks of the independent producers who
drill 80 percent of the exploratory wells has been cut ly nearly two-
thirds. We have lost more than 317,000 good paying United States
jobs in the oil and gas extraction industry. Three times the number
of jobs lost in the automobile industry.

Last year the active drilling rig count, which is the barometer of
industry activity, was at the lowest level since 1942: Just two
weeks a go it crashed to 653 rigs; the lowest number of active tigs
in recorded history.
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There is not enough drilling now to support our industry's infra-
structure. And as I). Fisher indicated without the drilling level
being increased, we cannot maintain stable oil production---domes-
tic oil and natural gas production.

Our domestic oil and gas reductionn is destined to decline much
faster than estimated and oil imports will inevitably be nijc'lh more
thlan projected if' we (t,, 10, jump start our oil a(d gas industry in
this country.

SHice 1985, 1.6' nillion barrels a day of' Uinited Stetss Cwlotlte oil
0, ttputl has leel) lost; roughly qu ivale t to) KuPwAit's totul OutputI
lefo-e the iiv)siOl.

'I'mlay i Illprted oil coSts $1, 1 li6l each day and that i
Iilmev, we are sending to) Ilhe Saudi's and t Ileim OPEC', u ti leagues.

e c st tI oi im or 1I A CC)UIIS tS F)I- llkilf' Of' th I. 11) it (I St a e s
tra(e deficit, alld .si )g the (Office ,' 'Techl(ogy Assessnients' iimu-
tpo-t Cwecat, with tle 1)Dft,)iarl nt d tl olef-$erys pr ,e fCocecas , our
iiiipTI'S will triple to $ million n a year over the next 8 years, if
present trends c(Omii e and mtor presw, Il depressed cmdition o-f' the
(Ii estic ()l and(f gas ind)lllst-y Is allowed to coid ii me..

i1e )eo,,ple wt) work it Americas gas and oil fields deserve to
le pirt oA the ecomiunic gow)t,,th package. The indeqpelident oil and
natural gas industry is not asking for any new tax incentives.

We simply urge you to) remove the Alternative Minimum Tax
Penalties oi producers who reinvest their oil and gas income to
hire people to drill new wells.

This country has a vast endowment of' undeveloped oil and gas
resources and we can stabilize, and even increase oil production, if
we dr-ill more wells.

Let me turn to the specific Alternative Minimum rTax problem:
Like all other businesses, independent producers are subject to the
accelerated depreciation preference. But independent producers are
singled out- for special treatment under the Alternative Minimmn
Tax because a large portion of our drilling costs and percentage de-
pletion are often non-deductible in calctdating the Alternative Min-
imnu Tax.

These drilling costs are just like the fully deductible ordinary
and necessary business deductions in other businesses.

In fact, the Alternative Minimum Tax in reality is a tax on our
expenses and the more we spend on drilling the more tax we pay;
so we have stopped drilling.

Let's look at an example of how the Alternative Minimum Tax
affects independents compared to other businesses that can fully
deduct their ordinary and necessary expenses.

As shown on Charts 1 and 2 in front of you, the Alternative Min-
imum Tax penalty increases both the amount of tax and the effec-
tive rate of tax imposed on domestic producers, to amounts well in
excess of other businesses whose expenses are not preference items.
Last year one of my associates had an effective tax rate of 125 per-
cent of his ordinary income.

Chart 3 shows that once a producer is in the Alternative Mini-
mum Tax there is virtually no tax benefit or incentive to invest an-
other dollar in exploring for oil or natm'al gas: And to repeat, we
have stopped drilling.
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This Alternative Minimum Tax cap on domestic drilling reduced
the number of wells drilled by the industry from 17 to 25 percent
according to a recent survey of independent producers.

Even more significantly, this amount of drilling is reduced fur-
ther by the withdrawal of outside investment capital fiom this in-
dustry because of the Alternative Minimum Tax.

Our survey also shows that as many as half of the independents,
not in the Alternative Minimum lax, are carefully limiting drilling
to specifically avoid the tax. Fewer wells drilled mean fewer jobs.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ames, I will have to ask you to swnmarize
so we have time for the questions.
Mr. AM,,s. Mr. Chairman, the Alternative Minimum Tax rep-

resents a sentence of capital punishment for the independent do-
mestic natural gas arnd oil producer.

A revitalized domestic petroleum industry could create more
than 100,000 jobs and could save our 460,000 stripper wells in this
country which collectively produce over 100 million barrels of oil
and contain tremendous reserves.

With reform of the Alternative Minimum Tax-the elimination of
tax penalties on drilling and depletion-American's vast remaining
reset yes of natural gas can be developed, and we can reduce our
oil imports to volumes which will be much easier to handle and will
help Save and protect the financial system of the United States.

The (,tAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ames.
Mr. AMES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Helfant. I may be mispronouncing that. You

correct me.
Ms. 1E IFAN't. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ames appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF DORCAS T. HtELFANT, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. HEFANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, members
of the Committee.

On behalf of the National Association of Realtors, which I serve
as its 1992 President, my name is Dorcas Helfant, and I practice
and have a real estate brokerage in Virginia Beach, VA.

Our 760,000 Members are acutely aware and concerned of the ac-
tivities of these Committee. We are in the real estate business. Our
business is bleeding and we are looking for relief, not an artificial
stimulant, but just good healthy antibiotics to get the real estate
business back on its feet.

The President stated what we believe is true: real estate can lead
the Nation of our recession. And while we believe that his heart is
in the right place, we believe that the President's proposals, when
reading the fine print, could actually further undermine the real
estate market.

The National Association of Realtors did not join with other
groups in endorsing the President's plan. In fact, we oppose some
of its features, even though we note with interest, that parts of the
President's proposals are actually the best parts of legislation that
are currently before this Committee and in other bills that have
been offered by Members of the Senate.



We believe that nine members of this Committee have already
cosponsored a Real Estate Industry Back Bill to provide relief in
the passive loss area: (Senate Bill 1257).

And even Senator Packwood, the Guru of what we consider Pas-
sive Loss Treatment in 1986, has said that perhaps it went too far.

A huge majority of the Senate has cosponsored the Bentsen-Roth
Bill: (Senate 612). We believe that that is good news for first home
buyers in this country today.

And there appears to he bipartisan support for bills that extend
mortgage revenue bonds, mortgage credit certificates, and low-in-
come housing credits so that those Americans who need housing
most will have the opportunity to explore it and realize their
dreams.

I would like to address Passive Loss first. We note explicitly that
the President's proposal is unacceptable knd we oppose it in its cur-
rent fbnn.

Before the ink was dry on the 1986 Tax Reform Act, the real es-
tate industry began its effort to secure relief from these unfair
rules. Chairman Bentsen's efforts during that time in those final
deliberations had our full support.

Today Senators Boren and Symms have introduced S. 1257. As
I said, with nine cosponsors and with more than 40 Senator spon-
sors to remedy the situation and put real estate back on the level
playing field.

Senate 1257 builds from the known framework of the material
participation test, and relies on existing 'Ireasury regulations. The
President's scheme is completely inadequate and while it may ben-
efit some individuals, it would not address the systematic weak-
ness. Only S. 1257 addresses that.

Another aspect of existing regulations is indeed important and
that rule permits property owners today to make certain elections
on how they treat their prop :'rty for tax purposes. It is important
to retain that existing regulation; that's a fairness issue.

Another area is that S. 1257 relies on existing Treasury regula-
tions. The bottom line is the President's proposals tells Treasury to
start all over again.

It took Treasury 3 years and 400 pages to come to current issues
so that those of us in the real estate business can file our taxes.
Our business doesn't have another 3 years to muddle while Treas-
ury decides what it wants to do with new legislation. We are very
concerned about all those issues.

We are hopeful that S. 1257 will provide some relief also to the
credit crunch as it applies to existing financing by freeing up cash
flow for material participants and relieving some pressures on indi-
viduals still canying troubled properties.

Oddly, the President's proposal would, if we didn't have a credit
crunch, actually stimulate construction because it provides passive
relief only for those properties developed by the taxpayer.

We are not asking for funds for new commercial property. We be-
lieve we have got in most of our markets an adequate supply. We
just want to keep it in process, keep it in action, allow the private
sector to, indeed, play its role in the economy and carry these prop-
erties under fair and equitable tax rules.



Also some of those folks might be willing to take some of that
Government owned property; that's an important one to us too-
treat them fairly.

If we had the best of all worlds, we would say let us have passive
loss and capital gains with fair recapture under existing law; recap-
ture on depreciation.
The President's proposal doesn't do this. It actually puts us in a

worse position today than we have on current law. But to free up
equity, allow properties to be sold in reasonable terms in todays
market, we support a meaningful capital gains bill and we would
appreciate your support on that.

-The President's proposed change to the recapture rules is, in ef-
fect, also a change to tax principles that have been settled for 30
years. It works; why muck it up.

The last area I am going to mention is housing affordability.
Those of us out in the real estate field understand housing afford-
ability. We understand that the dreams of young families are out
of reach today. Let us not be a nation of the housed and
underhoused. Let us make sure that those programs, including the
$5,000 Tax Credit, are made available to first home buyers.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Helfant.
Mr. Steven Wechsler, the President of the National Realty Com-

mittee. If you would proceed, please.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Helfant appears in the appen-

dix.I

STATEMENT OF STEVEN A. WECHSLER, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL REALTY COMMITTEE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. WECHSI,E. Mr.-Chairman, members of the Committee, good
morning.

NRC, as many of you know, serves as Real Estate's Round Table
in Washington, where we focus full time on national policies
effecting taxes, capital, credit and the environment.

Our members are America's leading real estate owners, advisors,
builders, investors, lenders and managers.

In 1981, National Realty Committee was invited to testify before
this Committee, then engaged in a similar effort to examine the
Tax Code with an eye toward restoring growth to the national
economy.

While we certainly shared the view then and do today that over-
all economic growth is an urgent aim requiring immediate action
by Congress, we said then that special tax incentives were not nec-
essary to insure the construction of office buildings, hotels, ware-
houses and shopping centers the Nation required.

Frankly, we said in our testimony, "we are concer-ned if excessive
tax incentives are offered for the construction of non-residential
buildings, the inevitable result will be a boom in tax shelter moti-
vated investment followed by the inevitable bust resulting from mi-
economic over-pricing or over-production."

Unfortunately, our concern was all to prophetic, as the 15 year
accelerated depreciation adopted that year helped fuel the wave of
tax shelter motivated investment our industry experienced over the
next 5 years.
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In 1986, Mr. Chairman, National Realty Committee again spoke
out for a rational tax policy for real estate. We applauded the con-
cept of tax reform and the need to eliminate non-economic abusive
tax shelters, but we vociferously opposed the passive loss provisions
which over-reacted in the extreme to the tax sheltering unleashed
in 1981.

The rules went so far as to brand all rental real estate activities
as passive, regardless of how much time or effort one spends ac-
tively involved in the real estate btrsiness.

If you understand our views on tax policy today, our views in
1981 and 1986 should come as no surpnse; that is because we try
to take a long range approach to policy making at the national
level.

Our views on tax policy and other matters are, in fact, grounded
in our commitment to the long range health of the real estate econ-
omy and the national economy.

So pervasive and fundamental is real estate to the way we live
that many often take this important national resource for granted.
Fortunately, that's not the case today with President Bush and
many members of Congress.

Two weeks ago, in the President's State of the Union address and
budget, he signaled his recognition of the vital role real estate
plays in our Nation's economy. The President offered a set of criti-
cally important tax initiatives aimed at stabilizing commercial real
estate markets, facilitating homeownership, and encouraging nec-
essary new home construction-all important goals if real estate
markets are to recover and help lift the nation out of recession, as
it has so often in the past.

Needless to say, many members of Congress and this Committee
have made-and are making-the same points as well, underlining
the linkage between a strong real estate sector and the health of
the overall economy.

As the past 18 months have dramatized, when real estate suf-
fers, so do people and businesses in all walks of life. And that's
what's happening now. Real estate is in trouble--as are the
banks-other financial intermediaries--and the economy.

Capital and credit are virtually non-existent--even for existing
assets. Property values remain in free fall. State and local tax reve-
nues are drying up. And, from our point of view, whether we've yet
hit bottom is highly questionable.

It would be unfair to say that unsound tax policies alone are re-
sponsible for today's real estate crisis. They are not. But what is
clear is that a combination of flawed national policies and poor
business judgments are at the root of today's problems.

We appreciate the opportunity to offer our views today.
In short, our view is that a long-term, rational tax agenda for

real estate is necessary to restore stability to today's highly volatile
real estate market. Unless and until real estate is on a sound eco-
nomic footing grounded in sensible and fair tax policies, we believe
a meaningful national economic recovery is unlikely.

We are not endorsing a return to the tax sheltering of the 1980's.
The initiatives that we have laid out for you today don't do that.
We think other rules adopted in 1984 and 1986 provide an incred-
ibly effective backstop to tax sheltering.



Likewise, the legislation we support would not reignite a specula-
tive real estate development boom-new commercial construction,
in large measure, is neither needed or desirable.

We offer the following recommendations: First, we agree with
President Bush and the majority of the members of this Committee
that the passive loss rules should be modified.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Wechsler, could I just say that we are
in no hurry any longer and you just go ahead and finish your-I
am afraid you're only going to- Laughter.]

I'm the only listener you have, but note that you have very atten-
tive people on either side. They will end up making these decisions
notm-

Mr. WECH3SLER. Senator Moynihan, I look forward to not only
working with you but all of those people over the next several
weeks.

Senator MOYNIJHAN, Go right ahead, sir.
Mr. WFCHSLJ.Im. As I said, we agree with President Bush and

many members of this Committee and the Senate and the House
that the passive loss rule should be modified.

Congress should adopt S. 1257 which was introduced by Senators
Boren, Syinms, and Breaux. This legislation has over 40 Senate co-
sponsors.

It would modify the passive loss rules so that individuals en-
gaged :n real estate are treated the same as people in other busi-
ness by allowing them to currently deduct losses fi-om rental real
estate activities in which they materially participate.

We are extremely encouraged that the President has rec-
ommended action in this critical area and believe his passive loss
proposal is an important step forward.

Second, we agree with President Bush and many members of
Congress that the capital gains tax should be reduced, but we com-
pletely disagree with the Administration's related proposal to re-
peal the depreciation recapture rules for real estate-the rules that
Iave existed for more than 30 years.

Because only the gain in excess of all prior depreciation deduc-
tions would qualify for a lower capital gains tax under this ap-
proach, the effect on an owner selling property for the same
amount for which it was purchased would be an 11 percent in-
crease over current law.

This astounding tax increase could not be proposed at a worse
time for the real estate industry or the economy-a time when val-
ues are substantially depressed and many sales are below, at, or
just above cost. Congress should lower the capital gains tax and re-
tain the current depreciation recapture rules.

We also agree with President Bush and many members of this
Committee that tax rules should be modified to facilitate prudent
pension investment in real estate. Several tax and regulatory poli-
cies create unnecessary obstacles to such investment. Without un-
dermining protection against undue risk already in place, several
rule changes should be made.

In particular, REIT ownership restrictions should be modified to
permit domestic pension funds to invest in real estate through
REITs on terns equal to foreign funds. This should be done by
amending the "five or fewer" rule.
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debt and equity should be made stronger and more attractive. One
of the most important changes in this area would be to allow sub-
ordinated interests in investment trusts to be tradable.

The Low Income Housing Tax Credit certainly should be ex-
tended as proposed, if not made permanent.

And tax rules that unnecessarily penalize real estate debt re-
structuring or workouts should be adopted. In particular, H.R.
3651 should be approved.

Alid finally, we believe that depreciation rules should recognize
the true economic life of leasehold improvements. Today leasehold
improvements in buildings can be depreciated over 31.5 years, the
life of a building, even though they may be only in for a 5-year pe-
riod and the term of the lease is 5 years. It is absolutely uneco-
nomic treatment.

And finally, in 1987--
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is two "finale's," Mr. Wechsler.
Mr. WECHSIAR. I'm allowed two? No more.
Finally, the "at-risk" rules should be modified to permit lenders,

as this Committee approved in 1987, to provide seller financing
without penalty to the buyers, particularly in todays environment.

In conclusion, we believe that our views, both in 1.981 and in
1986, reflected a responsible outlook and we believe our views
today are similarly reasonable and responsive. And hope that the
Committee agrees as well as those important people behind you.

Senator MOYNItAN. Thank you, Mr. Wechsler.
And now, Mr. Bloch, you're the anchor man here and we welcome

you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Wechsler appears in the appen-

dix. I

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. BLOCH, PRESIDENT AND CHEF
OPERATING OFFICER, II&R BLOCK, INC., KANSAS CITY, MO
Mr. Bi,o(H. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to

present H&R
Senator MOYNIHAN. May I just first say that Senator Bentsen

had to leave. Ile has to be elsewhere in the cowitry. It was only
the flying conditions that. required him to depart.

Mr. B,1AcH. I understand.
Senator MOYNIHAN. But his people are here, attentive and listen-

ing to it all, And he still does regret not having invested in H&R
Block.

Mr. BI,o(uH. Very good. [Laughter.]
Well, it may not be too late to do that.
Thank you for the opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to present II&R

Block's views on the tax burden of middle income taxpayers.
We are the largest tax preparation service in the country. Last

year we prepared over 12 million individual tax returns which rep-
resents about 11.7 percent of all U.S. tax returns.

We have more experience dealing with, and listening to, middle
income tax payers than anyone else.

Before add dressing the need fbr middle income tax relief. I would
like to talk about the recent change to lower the withholding rates,
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In the State of the Union address President Bush announced
that one of the keystones of his economic recovery proposal was to
lower the withholding rates so that taxpayers will have less with-
held from their paychecks this year. This is not a tax cut, but
merely puts a few extra dollars into taxpayers' pockets now rather
than having them receive a lump stun refund next spring.

Under the new tables, single taxpayers wiH! receive on average
an additional $3.00 per week in

Senator MOYNIHAN. Okay. Could I just ask
Mr. BLOCKH. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Are the tables out now?
Mr. BIOCH. The tables are out now.
Senator MOYNIHAN. They are out?
Mr. Bio(i-. Yes. Maried--
Senator MOYNIHIAN. The President doesn't normally get things

like that done inside of 9 months.
Mr. Boc'H. It was awfully quick wasn't it? Married taxpayers

who both work and file jointly will have $690 reduced from their
refmds next year. Since the average refund is about $900, we
know that many taxpayers will be shocked to discover next year
their refMd is substantially lower, and in some cases, eliminated.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could you help us on that. I know Senator
Chafee would be interested as well.

When you say the average refund is about $900-
Mr. BoH. Right.
Senator MO)YNIHAN. And that's the people who go through

H&R-are those your clients or-
Mr. Biocii. That's-I- am talking about the universe; the total

uni verse-all taxpayers.
Senator MOYNIHAN. (et on average $900?
Mr. BiO)(ci. Over $900. Yes.
Senator MOYNIJHAN. Why do I never get $900?
Mr. B,()('i. Well, that's-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Not average?
Mr. BLOCH continuingg. Tax planning -
Senator MOYNIHAN. I don't-well-so it's what you know and the

people you meet. That refkind is a kind of a-that's why you buy
a-you luy something with $900.

Mr. B,o(fi. It is forced savings.
Senator MOYNITIAN. And most. people, I assume, know about it.
Mr. Bm, wi. 'T'hat's about right. In fact, over-about 70 percenlt-of

all taxpayers do get a refund.
Sea tor M()YNIFHAN. Yes.
Mr. BLucif. And it is their preferred savings program.
Senatorm MOYNIHAN. That's the point I'd like to make. This is very

important to me. Can you tell us your J)r(fessiona l experienc--
that taxpayers know they are over withholding.
Mr. B1i,o(!. Absolutely.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. i3utt they know that it is a form of saving.

It just doesn't seem to require anything and then you d( get a
lump sum, and you can think, well, I'll paint the-I'll put a roof
on lie garage with that.

Mr. Bi,u('l. Right. Exactly.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
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Mr. BiLocH. That is what taxpayers want. It is what taxpayers
expect, and I think if they find next year that that $900 or so re-
fund isn't there, they are going to be shocked-really shocked and
very very disappointed.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And there is another fact which is a small
matter-but which is not so small-the Government gets a $15 bil-
lion float then.

Mr. Bocii. Correct. That is true.
The other points I was going to make on this are the additional

paperwork btuden and, as you mentioned, the additional cost of
this program.

Taxpayers have always had the choice of filing what is called a
"W4 Form" to revise their withholding, but the fact is most tax-
Eayers did not chose to do that. That's because they do want that
ig refund.
So now, because of this new deciHion by the President, taxpayers

who want to keep their withholding at the current level have got
to file a new W4 Form with their employer.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, they have to go, as it were, to the Treas-
ury and say-or their employer-

Mr. BI,OCH. To their employer.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Anddon't do what-well.
Mr. BLOCH. Exactly right. So it is an additional tax burden for

the taxpayer and for employers.
The other point too is that it could cause some compliance prob-

lems. 'Taxpayers are more inclined to file a tax return if they Kow
they are getting a refund.

There are some taxpayers that may not file a tax return next
year if they feel or know that they are not going to get a refund
but, in fact, have to pay money. And that means the IRS is going
to have to identify these people and locate these people. That is an
additional cost and work load. I guess the

Senator CHAFEE. But I may be misunderstanding here. I'm at the
to of page 2 of your testimony here.
V r. BI3OCH. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. You're saying that if the withholding is reduced

and their average paycheck goes up $3.00 a week, it means that
they will get less of a refund.

Mr. BLoC1H. Correct.
Senator CHAFEE. And you imply that that's unfair.
Mr. BI,ocH. Terribly.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, are you suggesting that you want them

to get both? Do you want them to get,-
Mr. BIOCH. No. No.
Senator CHAFEE [continuing]. The lesser withholding plus the re-

fund? I mean, obviously they cannot get both.
Mr. BiOcH. No. I think the point is, Senator, that taxpayers

should have the choice. They should determiine-they would like to
get the money now or they would prefer to get the bigger refund.
We know, based on our experience, that people prefer to get the
bigger refund, because people have a tendency to just spend that
extra $3.00 a week.

Senator CHAFEE. Oh, I see. The United States is sort of a savings
bank for them.
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Senator C11AFEE. But the President's belief is that in making

withholding more accurate, i.e. by not withholding more than is
necessary, then it is better for the economy. I suppose if you fol-
lowed your thesis through, we ought to withhold a lot more--

Mr. BiOCH. I think it is a-
Senator CHAFEE. And then they'll get a whopping refund.
Mr. BiI(CuH. I think the point is let the taxpayer chose. Let the

taxpayer chose.
Senator CH^AE'E. Well, the taxpayer may choose. If the taxpayer

wants to go in and reduce the number of exemptions with his em-
ployer, he or she can do so.

Mr. BLO(cH. The President's decision requires now that those in-
dividuals who want to keep their refund where it is to go fill out
one of these new forms. It is a little bit complicated. They have to
deliver this to their employer. They've had the choice for years to
change their withholding.

The fact is they didn't do it because they want the big refunds.
So why should the Government decide-let's reduce their refwids;
let's give them more money now.

Why not ask the taxp ayer, "Is this what you want? If it is, we
will do it for you." But this was an automatic program. Nobody was
asked. It takes the taxpayer to go and find one of these forms, fill
it out and give it to his employer.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think that it would help to have a better
system than having taxpayers rely on the Federal Government to
be their savings bank.

Mr. BLOCH. Well, I think the choice should be the taxpayers, and
the fact is somebody could, yes, argue that "boy, you're not earning
interest on this money." But the fact is this is how taxpayers prefer
to save.

Senator CHAFEE. Does H&R Block make loans against any of
these refunds?

Mr. BIJOCH. We work with banks that make loans against re-
funds at taxpayers choosing.

Senator CHIAFEE. Now I'm not trying to be too tough on you, but
don't you have a little conflict of interest here?

Mr. BI,ocH. I think really we are looking out for our customers.
Senator CHAFEE. You are not looking out for H&R Block?
Mr. Bi~o!H. And it's not just 1t&R Block. I mean, about 70 per-

cent of all taxpayers get a refmd.
Senator MOYNIHAN. If you were. looking after H&R Block, you'd

be the first witness in the history of the Senate Finance Committee
to represent the interests of your own industry. [Laughter.]

So you have a chance to make history. [Laughter.1
Mr. BimoH. Thank you for that opportunity, Senator.
Well, I have sort of gotten off my prepared statement, but I will

point out,-
Senator CHAFEE. So what you are saying, if I understand it, is

that there has always been a system in place whereby the em-
ployee could go to the employer and by juggling around the number
of exemptions could have more or less withheld from his paycheck.

Mr. Bioc, Right.
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Senator C IAFEE. In other words, if an e1 ployee wanted a lot
wIthiiel(i and ne hIas our c:iildren, lie could ju.t tell the employer,
"Forget those four children for now so that at thb end of the year
I will have a nice big check coming."

Mr. H;w.Right.
Senator C"HAFIE:. And now what you are saying is tht kthe Presi-

dent has eliminated that--or else made it much more cthiplicated
for the employee to go in and have his exemptions reduce o that
the withho ding will be greater. Is that correct?

Mr. 13,0(11. Right.
Senator MC)YNIF-AN. If' the--on the-Dr. Fisher will agree or rec-

ognize the proposition that the data is the plural of antidote, and
just simply when we were raising a family about half the people
who were just oirl Co)tiilnji'Al.ieS, you know, would not take any
deductions for the children, but then at the end of the year there
was $1,500 or whatever, and that's the w.ay they saved. It was

My .I,('I. And what we are finding right now, in our offices

during this busy time of the tax season, is that our customers
aren't even aware this is happenin y to them. And of course, we're
the ones who are going to have to ear the bad news next spring
when people are going to come in expecting that $1,000 refund, and
we say, "|I sorry, the President made a decision last year and
that means you are mnly going to get $280 or whatever it is." We
lIave to tell the customer that.And the problem is many people, I think, have got that money

spent befo re they even get it. They know exactly where that money
is going to go, and it is just going to be such a shock to them.

Senator ICHAFEE. Well, I think your argument about the compli-
ance is a!so a pretty one. In other words, you say that when people
have refunds they are mucl more anxious to file their tax returns
than if they don't have a refund, or than if they owe.

Mr. I3,A)I1. Exactly.
Senator CHAFEE. How do you know that this occurs? Once a cli-

ent is in your office and he or she gets the bad news that they owe
money, do they shy, "Well--

Mr. Bi,octi. It is possible the, will not-
Senator CH4AI"FFEVcontinuing g. Ft orie it. I don't think I will file."
Mr. BB,.ouH. That is a definite possibility.
Sena tor ('I AlE. And ymu sternly warn them of the--
Mr. ll,ocui. In fact, they may not even come back to the officeto pick up their return.

Senator CHAF'EE. I hope they paid you in advance.
Mr. BL)ct. Sometimes thIey do and sometimes they don't.
The other point I was going to make today which really is on the

main subject which is to provide tax relief to middle income people.
I know that the Committee is looking at several hills. I think

really there are three ditrent types of relief; one is tax credits, a
second is increasing the personal exemption, and the third is lib-
eralizing IRA's.

We have looked at Senator Bentsen's S. 1921 and believe it is
vei-y well intentioned and a step in the right direction. But we
think-really we recommend two things: One is that the credit be
refmdable so that it really helps all types of middle and lower in-
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come people, and the second part of our recommendation is that it
is not just limited to children.

There are a lot of taxpayers, some young who don't have children
and they are in this middle income class that could probably very
well use this credit. There are also older people who may not have
children or whose children may have grown and are no longer de-
pendents who could take advantage of this excellent credit.

So basically we prefer refundable tax credits and ones that are
not limited just fbr children. Ald we think that it would not be un-
reasonable to pay for such tax relief by increasing the tax rates on
the wealthy taxpayers: The same class of taxpayers who benefitted
fiom the tax cuts in the 1980's.

In particular, proposals to impose a surtax on million dollar in:
comes or create a new tax rate for wealthy taxpayers merits your
serious consideration.

So that basically is what I wanted to present, Mr. Chairman. I
appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today, and I would
be happy to answer any additional questions. Thank you.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Bloch.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bloch a pears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. And we want to thank you all. I guess I

want to say to you, sir, not to give you private advice but the deci-
sion to cut the withholding has been taken and it. is not going to
be reversed. I mean it could be, but it's not going to be. The Presi-
dent would have to sign the thing.

Just in order of the--I'd like to make a few comments and Sen-
a toi Chafee certainly will.

Dr. Fisher, that was very positive information you had. Could
you say again that description? You made the distinction between
technology discoveries and the old time discovery of the spindle top
or what not; that the-

I had a great moment in my life. Twenty years ago I was in-
ducted into the Ameican Philosophical Society which Franklin
funded up in Philadelphia. I was at a dinner the night before and
I was seated next to a gentleman and I asked what he did. He said
that lie was a geologist and I said, well, that's a wonderful calling.
fk, must be an exciting time with plates and all that. A very mild
man.

And from across the table his wife said, "tell him what you did,
Henry." And I said, "Sir, what did you do?" He said, "I discovered
the Arabian Oil Dome." I think of that and he probably never made
$30,000 a year in his life, but he was a geologist and very happy
and he discovered the Arabian Oil Dome.

But the technology discoveries that you are talking about. Now
you talked about or described a-I don't want to put, words on you,
but you described an energy rich nation there. Is that what we

h ard, sir?
Dr. FISHER. Yes, that's tight. The remaining resource base in this

country is yet substantial. What has declined is our ability to make
giant field discoveries.

Normally in the approach to a resource base, you go for the larg-
er fields first. Those for the most part have been discovered in the
United States. There are still some areas in some of the frontiers
offshore and in Alaska, where that kind of economy still exists.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. I believe we have drilled about half the nun-
her of oil wells in the world.

Dr. FirstiR. Well, probably closer to 80 percent of those in the
world, yes.

Senator MOYNIHAN. What, sir?
I)r. FiSHER. Probably closer to 80 percent of those drilled in the

world. It is a tremendous number.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So we've put as many boles down in--if

there is something really big out there, we would have likely have
found it by now.

Dr. FISHFR. But in that effort, we still recover only I out of 3
barrels of oil that we find. So there are two-thirds of the oil re-
maining in place. That's where a lot of the technologies come in
and the ability to improve the recovery. A-nd while those come in
relatively small increments, they depend upon teclnologiesj as a
basis for the efficiency.

If vou can make a discovery of a billion barrels at one time,
whici we can no longer do in this country, then technologies don't
inean a whole lot to you. It becomes a secondary feature.

We (lon't have that opportunity now. We've gone from economies
of scale to economies of efficiency. And if we apply those, we have
a very large resource base remaining.

And that is why it is necessary not only to have efficiencies but
have a substantial number of wells drilled. rlat is the p(int that
Mr. Ames was making and so we ve got to do the things that would
encourage a greater amount of drilling.

We have to drill more, but we don't have to drill an infinite
amount, 1)ut you have to drill substantially more and with greater
efficiency, and that opens up a very large resource base.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I ask you as an economist--it's a won-
derful field; Bureau of Economic Geology-would you agree with
Mr. Ames that the Tax Code is a major inhibitor of new drilling
at thispoint?

Dr. lqSit. It is in terms of the Alternative Minimum Tax. In

the sense that tax caps the investments by independents. And so
that is an inhibitor. That is a disincentive. That should be restored
back to what we have historically-we've historically used the Tax
Code to encourage the independent operator to develop the more
marginal part of the resource base. That's one of the reasons we
have drilled 80 percent of the wells in the world because we have
encouraged that. Anid I think to the very good benefit of the Nation
in the fact that we've had those resources available to us.

Senator MOYNIHAN. My time is up for the first round, but Mr.
Ames, I make the point that you are a lot better off having Dr.
Fisher making your arguments. It's a very impressive thing. Sen-
ator Chafee?

Senator CHAFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bl)ch, what (1o you consider to be a middle income taxpayer?
Mr. BLO(CH. I would say between $25,000 and $75,000 a year.
Senator CHAFEE. This is antidotal, I know, but,-
se-n-ator MOYNIHAN. The Chair has previously ruled that "data is

the plural of antidote." So antidote is altogether in order in this
panel.

Senator CIAFEE. Good. Well, I thrive on it.



Tlw I'resident las proposed a $500 addi .fnal exeni ptionl per
child And so what I did was I took-ligrired ha lf the taxpayers in
the so-called middle income were in Che i percelit, l'acket and
hoIf' were in the 28 percent Iracket, and so it. worked--and then
toh that failure and divided it by the number of (ayPs in a year.
Bot aitvway I caime tip with $096) a day per child willld be what
the taxpayer would get out, of' it.,

I)o you have any Feeling f'om yjor imr)wro clst ,mers--cli nts,
11 f,) llmv. (nl hliwnsti7. t h v are flot thrif T,,(glizi11), that it woilld
pro Ilblv add abott, r g billi(onl a yeNr (,; 1le deficit which their chil.
dret) would have t,) pay?

Mr. 1311. 1 thilk middle incoe lts'l pyerS wm l*- welcome any
I vpe of, tnx r-elief. bilft I t hi nk tO xwi vild p ref'r 0o swe it crei (ver

I dd, ct ion The i ic 'eials d exIll ti,,o fbr" cl,11l ret really dos '1t
help thosc, Cblks thalt don't have childr-en. And 1 t-hink ant argullenit
(.181 ho.~ 1811'- $Ilil t Ihey (le-Serve a- br-eak too

1Ill hink the h l*e e1XViipt jot) for- chiddre1) 1t08ll herle(fits the
tipper. iJWOTl) Pop0 )l( 11100? 10)1) Ht (104': thle 1ii d i(ll id81( lovel- Ii-
CoMe people. So thait is oilother vwism) why I think a credit would
bIe 11111 Imi UC - tel, 8 <( it ref,11u dalle tlne wolild be the best.

SPt1 IM IA F F I Sls e 'p' i-~It 'mu fret m)( G~vl mle way" m. Olhe
mother ()nl it flld t.8xpilyer's (101$ '01 cin 811(1 \Vlid m1'y 1 (1 yOU ah)it the

1edora I (leficit.
Mi IHt)('1i, I think we- hear comments abott it, blit It)) not sure

I w(ld bte an expert on that subject.
Sen1a ltor ( I IAVEEW. Fine. Thank you very much.
Fll sorry I missed the testimony of the rest of the witnesses but

I will reviCw your testimonies.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. Excellent testimonies. Senator Bradley.
Senator BR^D,EVY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would

like to hear the next panel.
Senator MOYNIJIAN. Well, in all truth, we have one last pa)el to

go, and in fairness to them, I think we probably want to thank you
all.

We've heard you very carefully abut passive losses. We begin to
learn more about the subject as we continue our tireless tinkering
of the Tax ode.

Particularly, Dr. Fisher, it is an Ionor to have a scholar of your
eminence and you come all the way from Texas, and we thank you
all and good morning to you.

Dr. F;,MHsm. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIIAN. And now we have the concluding panel of

the morning. Two most distinguished economists; public servants
and citizens. And I think I can say it is my particular pleasure to
say friends in both instances.

I believe it's the case that Mr. Kudlow has not been able to be
here. Well, Dr. Frances Bator is here. A member of the Kennedy
and Johnson White House. When lie departed the economists re-
corded the event as a great loss For the-of the republic, but even
so, we have sort of survived, since lie didn't leave us and simply
went to teach at Harvard where he is the professor of International
Political Economy.

Dr. Bator, good morning, sir. We welcome you. We have put your
statement in the record as if read or do exactly as you like.
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STATEMENT OF FRANCIS M. BATOR, FORD FOUNDATION PRO-
FESSOR OF POLITICAL ECONOMY, KENNEDY SCHOOL OF
GOVERNMENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAM16itIDGE, MA
Dr. BATOu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Chafee and Sen-

ator Bradley. I am professor of political economy at the Kennedy
School. As the Chairman pointed out, I learned my politics fiom
Lyndon Johnson.

During 1965--67 1 served President Johnson as Deputy National
Security Advisor with responsibility for American/European rela-
tions and for foreign economic policy.

I am honored to be here.
Getting fiscal policy right is never easy. But I believe your cur-

rent task, Mr. Chaitnan, is unusually complicated. We are plagued
by two ,nacroeconomic ailments. They call fior opposite fiscal ac--
tiois. And the public believes-mistakenly-that the action that is
more immediately needed is , in itself', wrongful.

The problem for the long term is to overcome twenty years of
slow growth in productivity and almost no growth in real wages.
A necessary remedy for that is more investment by both govern-
ment and business, in people, in technology, in infrastructure and
in machinery.

To free up the workers and capacity that will be needed to
pro(luce the investment-once the economy is approaching full em-
ployment--we will have to reduce the relative share of consumip-
tion-including defense-that is increase national saving.

The o ,ly reliable method for that is to make the deficit in the
Federal Govern'ment's structural operating budget much sinaller,
indeed, to turn it iJto a surplus by the end of the decade.

The problem for the near term, however, is to reverse the rise
since mid I-1990 in unemployment. It has been caused by a shortfall
in total demand relative to potential output. As a result, a large
gap has opened up between what. we are actually producing and
what we can safely produce without speeding up inflation.

To make more certain that the gap begins to narrow this sum-
mner, we should now take budgetary action to boost demand; per-
f force, that will make the 1992 and early 1993 deficits-but only
those deficits-substantially larger.

Figure 1, Mr. Chairman, on Page 11 of my statement shows the
situation, I think, clearly. I don't know whether you have it in front
of you.

Senator MOYNIIAN. We do. We do. Yes.
Dr. BATOR. The upper line is an estimate of the inflation-safe ca-

pacity of the economy to produce goods and services sometimes re-
fierred to as potential output. It is that level of' output that gives
rise to an unemployment rate of about 5.5 percent, which is, on
current estimates, when the labor market is in reasonable balance.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is what you used to call a full employ-
ment level.

Dr. BAToR. Full employment level. Yes.
Potential output is currently growing, as a rough estimate, at

about 2.3 percent per annum.
The lower line plots the actual path of real GNP-all of this is

measured in billions of 1982 dollars. You can see the almostpe k'ect
inflation-safe recovery path fr-om the deep recession of 1982 and
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then the flattening of demand and output during late 1989--early
1990, and then the dip (lown-I have it into the third quarter. I
don't have the fourth quarter in there. It is absolutely flat from the
third

The gap now measured in current-valued dollars is roughly $250
billion or about $3,300 per American family.

The short-term task I referred to is how to close that gap: How
to make sure that it begins closing this summer.

The long-term problem, much the harder, is how to make that
upper path steeper.

Curing the long term malady, as I say, will be hard and painful.
Overcoming the immediate problem is both technically relatively
easy and the opposite of painful-everyone benefits. But it is com-
plicated by the notion that budget deficits are in and of themselves
wrongful. I believe that notion is mistaken.

Deficits, even very large deficits, are not bad as such, any more
than are taxes or government spending. It depends on the economic
situation, and on what effect one wants the budget and money to
have on the economy: on total output, employment, and inflation;
on how output, is divided among consumption and investment, b)0th
private and public; on the distribution of income, and on the
inicroefficiency of the economy. Those are the things that really
matter.

We sometimes talk as though what mattered was the effect of
the economy on the bu(lget. The truth is the opposite.

don'tt misunderstand. I believe that the 1984-1.989 deficits were
very b)ad deficits-they did grave damage. Coming on top of' the de-
(,line in private saving, excessively stimulative Federal Inudgets
caused public and private consumption to grow much faster than
the economy's inflation-safe recovery path. To make room-to pre-
vent an inflationary boom-the Federal Reserve was forced to com-
press by means of very high real interest rates the two other con-
ponents of spending.

Senator MOYNIIIAN. )r. Bator, please pay no attention to the
timer and nor will you, Dr. Chimerine when your time comes, Pay
no attention t(o it.

Dr. BATOR. Thank you.
As I said, the Federal Reserve was forced, becausee (f' this vvr

stimulative budget., to, compress the other two( components of
spEidig--do nestic investment and net exports. As a result, the
share of those net-worth increasing shares fell fi'om over 9 percent
of (NP during 1950-1979 to less than 4 percent during 1982-1989.

Actually the figures are even more draniatic than that. I fudged
them here a little because the recent revisions in the National In-
come and Product Accomts, suggest that the pre-revised figures
may have overstated it.. The precise pre-revisio,) figures tlat I cal-
culated showed the share of output, drawn into n(-t (dloestic private
iilvestmneIlt plus pul)li( nfi'astructure investment, civilian, plus net
exports., averaging 9.6 percent (of G(NP during 1950-- 1979 with very
little variance. The lovest, single year, Mr. ( .hairnial, was in
1975-the bottom of the recession it was 6 percent.

1982 to 1989 by the pre-revision figures avenl'ige(d little ove" 3
percent-maybe :3.5 percent. That outcome, I should say, was 6,i-
tirely predictable, Mr. (hairilian; the outcome that a very expan-
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sionary fiscal policy combined with a successfully anti-inflation pro-
tective monetary policy would produce that result-that is not
hindsight.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you have this as a table somewhere?
Dr. BATOR. Yes, I do, and I will submit it to you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. By all means, please-
Dr. BATOR. At the moment, I'm afraid, all those figures are in a

table in my handwriting, and I don't want to impose that on the--
even on an old friend if I may say so.

But. for now, with the already large gap between actual output
and potential output getting larger, consumption and investmentare not., as a )ractical matter, rival. As long as there is a large sup-
ply of unemp oyed workers and idle capacity, and inflation is under
control, a temporary increase in the deficit and a one time jwnp in
the Federal debt need not crowd out either domestic investment or
net exports, and consequently need not impose a significant burden
on the future.

On the contrary, as long as the Federal Reserve aggressively
colunters any upward pressure on interest rates, tax-cut induced
spending on consumption that improves capacity utilization is like-
ly to give rise to more rather than less business investment.

According to the mainline fbrecasts; the economy will turn up
this spring or summer even if we take no fiscal action. That seems
to me a good two-to-one, perhaps even three-to-one bet, assuming
that the Federal Reserve drives interest rates still lower, and col-
laborates with the Treasury to flatten the yield curve. But that im-
plies a one-in-four chance that the economy will remain flat, or
worse, go into a far more dangerous downswing. The longer final
demand remains fiat, and unemployment and idle capacity keep
rising, the greater the risk of a stall-out.

I o not think, Mr. Chairman, that risk is worth taking. Pru-
dence demands that we take prompt, self-terminating fiscal action
designed to produce a first-round increase in total spending on the
order of $50-$60 billion annually-approxinmately 1 percent of
GNP---during the next year.

Think of it as insurance against a one-in-four chance of contin-
ied stagnation, or a nasty second recession. 'f1le likelihood that a
1-year fiscal push of that size would produce an inflationary boom,
under these circumstances, seems to me negligible.

The precise content of a stimulus package matters less than that
it be prompt, large enough to matter-though not larger-and tem-
porary.

There are many choices. rwo months ago, Robert' Solow and I
suggested one possible program, consisti!Dg ?f an across the l)oatd,
1-year-only flat percentage increase in all gia'nt-in-aid checks writ-
ten by the Federal Government to the states, cities and localities,
and an across the board flat percentage reduction, for 1 year only,
in all Federal income and payroll tax rates.

But whatever temporary fiscal actions you choose to take, please
take them quickly. I would respectfully urge that you not get
bogged down in debate about income distribution, tax justice, and
who is middle class; it is bound to get in the way of prompt action.
After all, the measures would be for 1 year only; the simpler the
better.



The object is to increase total demand, not to redistribute income
or even to try to shift its coinposition in favor of investment. All
that is enormously important, but cannot possibly be well decided
quickly, especially in an election year.

I'm afraid the President's program is not that kind of program.
So it's up to the Congress. You might even want to make yours a
two year program, but stoppable or reducible by a single presi-
dential decision, when he believes that the evidence of a turn
around is clear and strong.

You, the Congress, choose the precise content of the package. He,
the President, chooses when to stop within the 2-year limit.

You are being told, Mr. Chairman, not to take short term action
that will harm us in the long tenn. It is a good rule. But I wotild
couple it with another. Take whatever action will help in the short
term as long as it does not hurt in the long term.

The first part says that permanent tax cuts that stimulate con-
sumption are a very bad idea. The second part says that tem-
porary, self-terminating action to stimulate demand in the near
term is a good idea.

On the long term, Mr. Chairman, and I will make this brief, suf-
fice it here to say that:

(1) Absent a fortuitous increase in private saving, merely bal-
ancing the government's structural operating budget by the end of
the decade will not suffice to restore the national investment share
to its 1950-79 level. To supplement meager private saving we are
likely to need positive Federal saving.

(2) Trying to increase national saving by tax concessions de-
si ned to stimulate private saving is a losing proposition.

Ican address that question, Mr. Chairman, if you like, but I'd
like to skip this part just to save time.

Senator MoYNlFtAN. Well, that's a pretty important part to skip.
Don't skip that one. It says what we are going to do is useless.

Dr. BATOR. (2) Evidence indicates that the total amount of pri-
vate saving-and I now go back under the Chairman's instruc-
tion-evidence indicates that the total amount of private saving-
the amount of their after-tax incomes that private parties choose
not to spend on consumption-is affected hardly at all by changes
in the after-tax return to saving.

You just can't find it in the evidence -
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Dr. BATOR. Moreover, most tax measures aimed at boosting pii-

vate saving will reduce revenue and thus reduce government sav-
ing, if measured properly, along a given inflation-safe GNP path.
The net result is likely to be a reduction in total national saving,
which is what matters, as well as a more unequal distribution of
incomes.

(3) The peace dividend will help. But even a dividend on the
order of 3 percentage points of GNP-that would cut the defense
share from its peak of 1989 by half--even a 3 percentage point cut
in the defense share will take us only about half way to the saving
we need. To achieve the rest, we will have to either cut civilian
spending or increase taxes or do both.

In light of that arithmetic, I don't see how we can get away with-
out a substantial increase in taxes. My own preference would be for



-taxing energy and pollution, and for some kind of value added or
national sales tax, carefully tailored to protect the poor,

But in any case, when thinking about the tax burden, we should
remember that all taxes relative to potential GNP in the United
States, currently at about 32 percent, is significantly lower than in
any other Western industrial country. I can submit those figures if
you would like to have them. There is a dramatic difference.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Please, we would.
)r. BATORn. Contriving a large shift from consumption to invest-

ment, private and public, is a delicate operation. Budget tightening
by itself will only compress demand and free up workers and capac-
ity. To make sure that they are drawn into producing machine
tools, bridges, computers for schools, and trained teachers and ex-
ports, the Federal Reserve will have to offset budget tightening
with still more aggressive monetary easing.

Public investment will have to increase substantially, and we
may even need some carefully pinpointed tax devices for stimulat-
ing investment, such as an investment tax credit. Over the long
pull, reducing the capital gains rate will not increase national sav-
ing and is in any case a very inefficient way to stimulate produc-
tive business investment.

When thinking about the long term problem we should keep in
mind that we are a very rich country, much richer than in the past,
and significantly richer still than any of our richest friends.

The notion that we cannot afford to do what we need to do, for
schools or cities or the poor, or in Eastern Europe, seenis to me
nonsense. In 1990, GNP per family of standard size--if you divide
the entire population of 252 million into family size units of 3.21
persons, which in 1989 was the actual average family size, you get
currently about 78.5 million such units. Divide the GNP evenly
among such representative families and what you get is $71,000
per family.

Ten years ago the corresponding figure in inflation adjusted dol-
lars was $61,000, 20 years ago $51,000 and in 1950, $34,500--
that's when we did the Marshall Plan.

The figures for after-tax, after-transfer disposable income were
$52,000 in 1990, $44,000 plus in 1979, and $23,000 'in 1950. Per-
sonal consumption per family in 1990 came to almost $48,000 as
compared with $39,000, 20 years ago and $21,000 in 1950. That is
the good news.

The bad news is that:
Since 1973 we have not been growing richer fast enough. More-

over, much of the growth we've had has been due to our working
more and harder. That's why it is so very important, once we have
got this recession under control, to start seriously doing something
about the long-term saving and investment problem.

The other piece of bad news, Mr. Chairman, and I will now fin-
ish, has to do with the distribution of income.

The distribution of income and conswnption is extraordinarily
uneven, and has become distinctly worse since 1979. Were I to re-
vise this statement, I would probably list income distribution as
our third major problem. But that too is for the longer term future.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Bator appears in the appendix.]



Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, sir. We will get to the questions
in due term.

And now, of course, we have the great distinction-the equal dis-
tinction of hearing from Dr. Chimerine, who, in his time, has been
Chief Economist at Chase. Weren't you that?

Dr. CHIMERINE. You remember. Well, thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And is today the Senior Economic Counselor

of Data Resources, Inc. and McGraw-Hill down, for some reason, in
Wayne, PA. You don't have to explain that, but we are happy to
have you. Please proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF LARRY CMIIMRINE, Ph.D., SENIOR ECONOMIC

COUNSELOR, DRI/McGRAW-H1LL, WAYNE, PA
Dr. CHIIMPINF,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to be

here. It is good to see you again, Senators Bradley and Chafee.
I would like to start, Mr. Chairman, with a tiwief' review of where

the economy is today and how we got here, because I think that
is a necessary starting point for the development of any kind of pol-
icy package.

There is some very unique aspects of this current economic situa-
tion; highly unique, that I think require a much different approach
to stimulating the economy in the short term than we've ever had
before coming out of any recession. And I think it is worth a few
moments to focus on what these differences are.

First, it is important, foir everyone to understand that this period
of economic weakness that, is now still in place has been here now
for almost 3 years. In fhct, it is probably more than 3 years by this
point.
The economy began to slow down dramatically in early 1989, and

even before the ofciai recession date, as designated by-whoever
designates these things ow-in July or August of 1990. We had
already had 18 months of essential stagnation until that time. And
of course that was followed by the recession-

Senator MOYNIHIAN. 1989?
Dr. (,TmEmIm :. In early J989, economic growth slowed dramati-

cally, and from early 1989 to the summer of 1.990-an 18-month
period-we had average economic growth of barely more than 1
percent. After population growth, that is as close to stagnation as
you can get. Tils preceded the official recession.

So Eihe economy has been weak now for 3 years and, as suggested
earlier today, at this point, there is no meaningful evidence that
any upturn is underway.

And by the way, this recession has not been mild. There is an
extraordinary amount of pain and suffering in this country, and no
matter what adjective you want to use to describe it, it has been
a Long period of slow growth and recession, creating sizable distress
through out the United States.

It is also not an oil-shock recession. The economy was weak, as
I said a moment ago, for 18 months before the invasion of Kuwait.
New England and most of' the Northeast. and other parts of the
country, and many industries, were already sliding downward very
sharply during that period; again, well before the invasion.

It is not a Federal Reserve induced recession. It was not pro.
duced or caused by the budget accord in late 1990; the economy,



as I said earlier, was already weak for an extended period )efore
those tax increases, and before that budget agreement.

This is a fundamentally different recession or period of weakness
than we have ever experienced before. And I think the differences
are three-fold.

First, as I have mentioned, the downturn was preceded by 18
months of stagnation. This has never happened before. In every
other recession we have experienced previously in this country,
we've gone almost immediately from sharp growth, from rapid ex-
pansion, into recession: The economy would peak out and start de-
clining within a matter of a month or two.

So ol)viously something must be different here if the economy
was already so sluggish for 18 months before the downturn began.

Secondly, the impact on labor markets this time around has been
far dif~rent, As I think everyone here knows, traditionally in re-
cessions, most of the increase in unemployment takes place in man-
utfcturing industries, particularly durables manufacturing--indus-
tries like autos-and most of the workers usually affected ar'e pro-
duction workers. In turn, most of those are put on layoff, for in(tefi-
nite furlough. But they were getting unemployment benefits, they
were getting Union benefits, and they always expected to get their
jobs back. Once the economy picked back up and their industries
began to improve and they would gradually lbe recalled. Some per-
haps after a year or even longer, but they did not consider them-
selves unemployed.

'T'his time around the increase in unemployment has been spread
far more across industries and occupations than has ever been the
case before. We are seeing it in retailing, in banking, in accounting
firms, in law firms; that may be the silverlining in all this, but I'll
leave-there are no attorneys here-so we will skip the attorney
jobs.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, isn't that partially true and I just inter-
rupt briefly-isn't that partially true because the percentage of the
work Force in these other areas is greater than it has been in the
past?

Dr. CHIMERINE. It is partially for that reason, Senator Chafee,
but it goes well beyond that in my judgment. It is partly a reflec-
tion of a more broader based weak ness in the economy, partly the
ranking problems, partly the over-building of the 1980's; particu-
larly in retailing--

Senator CHAFE. Well, I don't want to slow you up in your
Dr. CIIIN1,[NK. But it is partly because services represent a larg-

er share of the economy, but by no means is that the full expla-
nation.

And by the way, these jobs that are being lost are not layoffs.
These are terminations. These jobs are lost forever, or for many
many years at least.

The people who are being affected don't think of themselves as
being temtporarily idle, on layoff, soon to *be recalled, or to be re--
called eventually. This is a very different situation, with significa'tt
implications for any potential recovery, because there is more wide
spread fear of job loss in this cowitry now, and job anxiety, than
I've ever seen in my career and it has become an additional re-
straining factor on the economy.



A tlird major di(f.eince is what caused this period of slow-down/
recession in the fir,; [lace, and I feel quite strongly about this.
'This las not been prlticed I)y the traditional cyclical factors that
lave caused our previoUS recessions, like inventory overhangs or
)rief perils of tight iiotley, or a temporary inflation shock.

'll!ic4 haH been caued far mor( by Imger lnst itg structural fac-
tory thal any downtu11n we have had before in this country, and
I tJitk vvrybody here knows the factors that I mm talkillg about.
1 'iusi, the explosiom ( f" private d-!, il t l, 1980 ' which hos flow be-

(1 (,( 1t .t,i1t vii 0 n11 1OW sci)CIAinli )PUu e pteopl)t)]- ald Co0t)-

a alt a a iH a Fe mVCVI111 detle1 wAitlhI et.
Secon-Md, the, ov 1biIlig of, real estate. which a', flow b~comel

8 8,t1he" c'eist I'ail. I) ('1use wNe ha ,ve seen a liatel collapse in new
C('il Io' lion (Aft c1S riic i10on because we a; al IIr C aIdy So eI -erIby

T~ 1 .11, H 111ii 1) ())(-. fimiiml sx''t em, No lnmger- mt dead~
.4 epil(-I,. ) Il ( i&'; l (1 (tI()s t ttgifig c ledit cird I i hl, li lill, i , theC y
(1id 1 ) 11 . 1980,111 Now credit ('mrT(t5 are being withdi-wn in s011e
cases, (Ired it stlm) ((ids I)%t - I)ve, figl)I (,, 'd across t he co itt y,
w'lA bIs 1(w a fIaiti ,in fictor (on economi growt.

Votil., 'estrictive fiscal poliCieS, a)d the St te and local budget
pi oblems--all of Iof, ese lhwtrs and sever-al other's 1 dIt meniin,
which a i', now limiting c(',o)o)ilic growth ard prevenIilig amy I',ealn-
igfi I'iecOverv, are Tn ucl Inore long hosting tltan the typical cycli-

C111 factlirs tla't have p,(i(Iuced previous recessions.
iley will take years to overcome, and that is why we've already

had such a long period of' weakness, and that's why the people who
expected the economy to rebound after the war ended were wrong,
because this was not an oil shock recession. It is caused principally
)y these longer lasting structural factors that I have just men-

tionied.
I think that. this may he a slight exaggeration, Mr. Chairman,

but when we look back at the 1980's, and I know you kand I have
had this conversation before, we had an artificial expansion. It was
an expansion builtt on big military and construction boo)ms, on a
consumer spending spr-ee, financed partly by tax cuts we couldn't
aflfrd, on a massive upward leveraging of the economy, and by b('-
rowing heavily from overseas. You can't generate long-term expan-
sions on these factors.

Qt quite the opposite, these are being reversed and we've got noth-
ing left to take their place because the underlying fundamentals
are s poor.

We didn't improve our savings in the 1980's; we reduced it. We
didn't increase our investment; we cut. it. We didn't improve our
competitiveness; it's probably at the worst it has ever) been in the
history of this country. We haven't improved the quality of edu-
cation, and so on down the line.

Alnd now that these temporary sources of economic expansion
have slowed down or are being reversed, we have nothing to take
their place, and that's why we are in the midst of this long process
of stagnation or slow-growth or adjustment-whatever you want to
call it. I think that's the riglt way to look at this period.

This recession is thus not a separate or isolated event. It is part
of a period of slow-down and adjustment that began 3 years ago,



and very likely will go on for much longer unless we change eco-
1101nic policy in this country.

We simply did not build for the future in the 1980's. We mort-
gaged our future. We had no supply side miracle. If anything, we've
clone long-term damage to the country. That's where we are today
and that s a realistic way to look at the current economic situation.

Now there fare a few bright spots. People are now taking advan-
ta ge of lower
Senator MOYNIHAN. Now we are going to get to the bright spot?
Dr. CHIfMEIINE. Yes.
Senator (IAFEE. How are we going to relieve the gloom around

here?
l)r. (iIIN EINE. Well, I will get to that in a moment.
We could see a small pick iip later this year. As Francis men-

tioned a few moments ago, people are taking advantage of lower in-
terest rates-by refinancing existing debt which will lower monthly
pa yments and fiee up some purchasing )ower.

We are also seeing some pick-up in Lousing now in response to
lower mortgage rates. Oil prices are down. So there are a few fa-
vorable factors. But there are still these long-term factors that are
restraining the economy.

I)e-leveraging is a particular example: The U.S. economy 's 110w
in the midst of being dc-leverag(. We are reversing the debt we
created in this country in the .1980's, aid that will continue to be
a constrainilng factor,.
It. has already been limiting the impact of' the Federal Reserve

on the economy and will continue to do so. No one wants to go out
anad Iborrow 1riore. The effect, 0, lowe! interest rates, at, best, will he

trough refinancing and freeing up somie purchasing power, not
through getting people to go out arid borrow a lot nore to finance
new spendip f.

The confi(d nce Jrolblem we talked about: P'eople are so scared
that even if' they (o get some more income, it's not clear that they
are going to spend it. We've got massive deflation in much of' the
economy, and it's caused an eliorous revelne squeeze for cor-
porations. which is forcing them to do all this cost cutting.

Some of' this will make these companies more efficient in the
long-term, but, in the short-1 term w,ben everybody cuts their costs by
laying off more workers, there is nobody to buy their product.

So these factors are limiting the economy so in my own judg-
ment, there is absolutely no reason to believe, and no evidence to
support the view that we are about to launch on a strong sustained
economic recovery much like those which followed every previous
recession we have had before.
If' we are lucky, we will get a modest pick up. It's questionable

whether even that can be sustained and there remain sizable
downward risks and sizable constraints on economic growth. And
as I result, I do believe we need a stimulative package.

I don't think we can rely only on the Fed For the reasons I have
mentioned-because 4 excessive debt, and because we are terribly
overlmuilt--Ib elders are not running out and building new empty of-
fice buildings because mortgage rates are down 50 bases points-
and because the banks are reluctant to lend because they are in
the process of down sizing.



All of this reduces the effectiveness of the Fed, and therefore, I
think we do have to do something oil the fiscal side.

And I couldn't agree more with the observations that have been
made this morning. We must find a way to deal both with the short
and long term at the same time. I don't think it is impossible. I
am going to give you my prescription in one moment.

But the key here is to find some way, in the short-term, to stimu-
late the economy and improve the job market while simultaneously
addressing our key long-term needs, and those are the ones thlat
Francis mentioned a few moments ago: Productivity and competi-
tiveness,

We have had anemic productivity growth in this country. It did
not improve in the 1980's despite the supply side predictions.

As a result, real wages are flat/--and that is even a bigger con-
straint on spending than confidence--silce you can't spend con-
fidence.

People are not spending primarily because of the income sqteeze.
They are losing jof)s. Real wages aren't ,'ising. And tax burdens are
going up. And of course they have massive debts to service.

fhat's the biggest constraint on spending and the fact that peo-
ple feel very l)adly aid have great anxieties only compounds tile
prol)lem, htut is not the flundamental source,

Not only that, the weakIess inl productivity, in my judgment,
coupled with other factors, has caused a drannatic decline in U.S.
coipetitiveness in world mar-kets.

We no longer have the advantages in pr'odtictivity, in product
quality and in innovation and techn()l)gy that we did fio 20 o" 3)
years, during which we dominated the world econo),iy.

In most key industries, the rest of the world is catching up, or
alr-eady has caught up, il productivity. Even ill new technology and
the adoption of new technologies, we are no longer" as dominate as
we were. And of course nobody thinks we produce the best products
many inoyre ill nany iidusbtties. We do ill some.

When we had those advantages--when we were much more pro-
ductive than everybody else, and our productivity was growing, we
used those advantages to improve living standards in this country.

We raised wages on a regular basis. We created millions of high
paying corporate jobs. That is now being reversed primarily be-
causw this country is not imp(vitg its productivity and because as
a result our productivity advantages arie being eroded, are in some
cases, have already been l()st. That, should be the focus.

In my judgment, Mr. ('hairman, I think we need a national eco-
nomic strategy. A ntulti-dimensional strategy that addresses how
we are going to get more investment, more productive investment.
What are we going to do to improve the quality of education? How
are we going to rebuild the infrastructure? And deal with health
('are costs, and a while r range of' other issues, which I (ld't have
time to discuss this morning.
But it, seems to file |he f'cis has to be t() increase investment in

order to illlprove prodivity anmd competitiveness, and investment
has three dimensions.

First, private investment in productive type activities-not merg-
ers and ac(uisitions, and LB() s. But new equipment to modernize
our plants. New capacity. New industries and so forth.

f- t- I,%, it f N 0 1) 11



Secondly, lintlnl+ capital . We have neglected education in this
country ai)(l job traininf1, and we are far behind most of our major
foreiglin 'Of) petitors, a d the gap is widening.

Ai d thiirdly, )li iiiv,stllnJ t--ifti'a tlire which is a main
supporter of the, eftitctiv, ,ration of tle private systemli, and with-
out it, we Cill't lhae nai6 miil i;'(,ductHivity in tll*l t ivi.tte sector.

And ouir objective should he to inctrase those three in order to
ilnprove lont, term prospects But to do in the short -termin as well,

Wet0 t1s neeod an it vstlllnnt-I'd recovery. Noti a consumer led re-
covery. Ani to acco)pliuh that, we need policie-s that are very cre-
ative; th1t get lnn XIiIi llin aiig for the I tck lcauste wI a absolutely
lust find a way to stimnulate th, economy, not only in t way that
addresses out ling-term ineeds, but does so in a way that 1desnot
inc'rea t: i leo t ht, fitcit,

WeI ar .(doiing c lillm- is haru to this ci nt ry, e l li t. deficits ti' ,
Slicking thel 61111 vitality ,out of, his ecoilmlV, crealitig u1)consciousallle
bltll-def ()il tle Iext generation, ind we oughlt to he cut] ing then
in t 1 long tetijAli ]mythillillg we (to st,iniula te tithe .ooUiy 1s
It result, sholidnt raise the olig-tern deficit or else it will be
2l0lfi II e productive.

Now with tlhat background(, let me take a ininute to review the
Administration's proposal.

Senator' ( ,itAFI,'K. Well, you want the deficits reduced. Yot want
to do soitethiing about the infrastructure of the Nation, You want
to introve the education in the Nation. How are you going to pay
for al of' tlhis?

Dr. CtIMEtIr . I'm going to tell you. Can I have one moment?
Senator BRADLIEY. Why don't you just get to you!- program.
Dr. CHIMItJNE. Okay.
Let me start by briefly focusing on the administration and where

I think it is wrong and then get to my program.
A lot of the points have been made already today, but my two

big disagreements are-number one with the capital gains tax cut.
The evidence is clear that cuts in capital gains do not significantly
increase fixed investment and economic growth in the United
States.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I don't mean to interrupt, bit you and Dr.
Bator have just said the same thing. Is that right?

Dr. CiuM'i:UiE. Well, I believe so.
Dr. BArot. There are two problems involved in increasing the

share of investment in GNP, once you get to full employment and
no longer have idle labor and idle capacity. In order to make room
for extra investment, you have to increase saving; either private or
by_ government.

Senator MOYNIHtAN. But apply to the capital gains.
Dr. BATOR. A capital gains tax cut may serve as a stimulant to

investment by reducing the cost of capital; my guess is that it is
negligible. But what it. will certainly not do is increase saving and
release the resources that would be needed for that investment
once we are at full employment.

Dr. CtlMERINF. It (oes not, Mr. Chairman, significantly reduce
the cost of capital. A much more effective way to stimulate invest-
ment in my judgment is with the investment tax credit. It has
worked in the past. It does reduce the cost of capital.
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I think the Administration's proposal is anemic, All it does is af-
fect the timing of depreciation. It has no impact on the price of an
asset, and would affect the cost of capital marginally, al most neg-
ligibly,

Senator BRArIY. Well, it is about the equivalent of a 1-percent
investment tax credit.

Dr. CHIMERINE. Just about.
My proposal has been and remains, Mr. Chairman, enactment of

a large investment tax credit; something like 20 or 25 percent, but
on incremental investment only. What we need to do is provide an
incentive at the margin without giving away revenues for invest-
ment that would happen anyway. We can't afford to do that. And
a 20 or 25 percent investment tax credit would be very stimulative
at the margin in my judgment.

It should be limited to productive investment. I hate to use this
phrase "selF-financing" after what we have been through in the
1980's, but it would probably come closer than any other tax cut
because it costs nothing if it doesn't work.

If it doesn't produce any incremental investment it doesn't cost
anything. If it does, then you do have a credit, but by definition,
you have more investment and more economic activity.

Secondly, the acceptance of $200 billion deficits as in their budg-
et, even with the mythical savings, optimistic assumptions and ac-
counting gimmicks, as I said earlier, is just unconscionable.

We are really building in $300 billion a year deficits for the next
5 years, and even bigger ones later in the decade when the defense
savings bottom out and when we starting drawing down the trust
funds. This is just unconscionable and unacceptable.

My proposal is a large incremental investment tax credit. If you
want to do anything on capital gains, I would give you two choices:

(1) Change the structure of capital gains by raising the capital
gains tax rate on short-term investinents-a sliding scale kind of'
thing-because all you can do really with capital gains is shift the
fbcus away from the short-term financial investment more toward
longer term investment. But you need a big differential to do that.
Going from 25 to 15 or 28 to 15 is not going to encourage long-term
investment.

(2) As an alternative, I would consider the Bumpers proposal
which is to limit a capital gains cut to new enterprise. We don't
need to stimulate the stock market. It is already setting records.

What we need is fixed investment and new business formation
and a straight reduction in the capital gains tax is just not the way
to achieve them and it would likely be a big revenue loser. We can t
take the risk of implementing anything that will lose more reve-
nues. We already have a gigaitic deficit.

One last comment, and thats on IRA's, I agree strongly with the
comments made earlier. You ought to reject two things as part of
any stimulative package, Mr. Chairman.

First, we don t need a middle class tax cut. It will be too small,
It will become permanent. It will widen the deficit. It does nothing
for competitiveness and productivity in the long-term, and it just
won't be helpful-particularly in this environment where, at best,
it's likely to be saved because people are concerned about their
jobs, and they're trying to reduce debt.



Secondly, we should not fiddle with IRA's. Most low income peo-
ple don't have IRA's. They can't draw them down to finance a new
house.

There is a perception in this country that people sit around their
(lining room table every week and make a decision on how much
to save by saying "well, let's look at the Tax Code and well see how
much we will save next week."

Savings incentives have little impact on savings. People don't
save more because they're being squeezed. What you are likely to
do is simply widen the deficit without either stimulating spending
or savings.

I'd be happy to respond to other issues, Mr. Chairman, but I
think I will stop here,

['The prepared statement of Mr. Chimerine appears in the appen-
dix.I

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is extraordinary testimony and I want
to see-we all have time-it's twenty minutes to one and I think
we can stay here until 1:00.

I'm going to defer to my colleague, but just if I can, just to make
one point on the question of fiscal drag. We haven't heard that
word around here since Walter Heller left town, but yesterday we
had Mr. Brady, Dr. Boskin and Mr. Darman up, and the Secretary
of the Treasury was going on about jobs.

And I said that in the State of the Union message, the President
had spoken at some length about the Surface Transportation Act
that he had signed in December, which was the largest Public
Works Program in history. And which specifically addressed the is-
sues of productivity and cost accountability and pricing.

We wrote a Transportation Program based on productivity and
pricing. Boskin told us informally, by mail, we had asked him-
what has been the productivity growth in the transportation sec-
tor? Over the last 13 years he said that the council estimated it at
0.0.2 percent. Now that's a medieval rate. It takes 350 years to
double. We have tried to change all that. And I said, the President
on Tuesday night in his State of the Union Address had praised
the Surface Transportation Act and on Wednesday morning he cut
$4 billion out of the monies we had appropriated through the Trust
Fund. And I said, 'Well, weren't they"'-the President said jobs--
wasn't that $4 billion worth of jobs, and Mr. Darman said, "Well,
I had to do it because of the Andrews AFB Agreement."

The other thing is that I asked him about something which I
think both of you followed with some alarm. If we don't get back
to a pretty serious growth path soon are we going to get into a
point where the debt, as a percentage of GNP, is growing? And he
said, "yes."

And he had shown a chart that indicated the deficit would begin
to grow as a share of' GNP, wider reasonable assumptions, and I
said "would that mean in that case the deficit would be out of con-
trol?" and he said "yes."

Senator BRADEY. And he proposes to do nothing about it.
Senator MoNmAN. Well, we leave that to others. In difference

to ou' alTangements here, Senator Chafee.



Senator CHAF;E, Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. While this has
been a very interesting testimony and some of it I found heavy
going, I've got to ponder over it.

Professor Bator, do I take on the top of Page 8 of your testimony,
what you are saying is what-that you think that IRA's are non-
sense. Is that what it gets down to? Is that what this particular
)angatge says?"Evidence indicates that the total amount of private saving-the
amount of their after tax incomes that private chose not to spend
on consumption is hardly affected at all by changes in the after tax
return to savings."

Is this your IRA Section?
Dr. BATOR. It is not only the IRA, Senator Chafee, it's by what-

ever means you increase the marginal return on saving. There are
lots of different ways of doing that.

It seems not to have much of an effect on how disposable income
is divided between saving and consumption. And there is a per-
fectly reasonable explanation for that.

If the return on saving goes up, by whatever means, one effect
is that it makes future consumption cheaper relative to current
consumption-you would want to save more, that in reduce current
consume tion in favor of future consumption.

But the other thing that happens when the rate of return, sa)
the after-tax interest you can earn on your saving, goes up, is that
the lifetime amount you have to save in order to achieve a given
retirement level of wealth is less. And the empirical evidence sug-
gests that the two effects just cancel out.

Senator CHAFF,. Okay. Now-
Dr. BATOR. This is an empirical proposition not a theological

proposition. You just can't get it out of the evidence. So, making
IRA's more attractive will not increase total national saving.

Senator CHAFI]E. My time is fleeing by so I want to turn to Dr.
Chimerine. At the end there you summarized pretty strongly. You
laid it right out.

Don't fddle with IRA's. The middle class doesn't need a tax cut.
And then you espoused the Bumpers Plan which was, as best I un-
derstand it and I'm not familiar with the detail, but as I under-
stand it, the Bumpers Plan would say that if you invest in a ven-
ture capital outfit that your growth will be treated as capital gains
and you must hold it over X-years.

Dr. CHIMERINE. Basically that is right,
Senator CHAFE. With a declining number of-with a declining

percentage of the tax the longer you held it. What do we do about
unlocking capital which is something that Secretary Brady stressed
when he was here yesterday? Specifically take the problem; some-
body has made a lot of money on MERCK stock, and they put in
$20,000 and now they've got $200,000. They don't--and along
comes a nice Biotech stock that somebody venture capital oppor-
tunity.

It seems to me that under the Bumpers Proposal the person
holding that MERCK stock has no incentive to sell it and take the
capital gain; he's locked in so that the Bumpers Proposal doesn't
help him at all. Am I right or wrong?
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Dr. CHIMEUINE. I don't agree, Senator. It seems to me that if we
don't allow a lower capital gains tax rate on old investments and
we do allow a lower capital gains tax rate on new investments, we
are providing a major incentive to unlock the old investments.

Under this approach, you can't get the new lower rate unless you
make new investments. I think that one of the flaws in the Admin-
istration's proposal is giving the lower capital gains tax rate on old
investments; then there is no incentive to unlock.

Senator CHAFF,, Well, I don't want to beat this to death, but it
seems to me that the person is locked into this stock. If he sells
his MERCK, all his gain is going to be taxed at ordinary income
rates. So lie doesn't--well, be taxed at 28 percent.

So it seems to me he knows lie is going to be hit by that. Ile
doesn't know that if he invests in this other Biotech that he's going
to make some money, so the safe thing is to stay where he is, That
would seem to me to be one of the conclusions.

Whereas if he has the opportunity to take advantage of the
President's proposal, the lower capital gains, lie would take it. Am
I missing something?

Dr. CHYMENE. No. But what I am saying is this Senator. Sup-
pose he would pay 28 percent on the gains he now has in MERCK
stock-using your example-suppose we have a new Capital Gains
Tax only on new investment, whether it's new start-ups or even
new stock purchases, and suppose it's only for long-term invest-
ments: And suppose it's down to near zero for a long-term holding,
what you are telling him is that if he continues to hold MERCK,
and it continues to appreciate, he's going to continue to pay 28 per-
cent tax on those new gains when he sells that.

And instead if he makes an investment in this new entrepreneur-
ial situation and that turns out to be successful, he will pay no tax
on that,

Senator CHAFE. Well, if the tax is zero that's extremely tempt-

nr. CHIMERNRF,. There is some logic to raising the rate on short-
term gains and sliding it down to a very low number, near zero,
for long-term gains.

If that is the objective--if the objective is to promote new long-
term investment, there is a lot of logic in doing that and that would
provide the incentive for unlocking existing assets.

Senator CHAFFE. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We will have to leave that there and Senator

Bradley.
Senator BRADIDEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was taken with

what you said, Larry, when you said that given what has happened
in the 1980's, and you enumerated a lot of the artificiality of the
economy during those years, from military to construction, to
leveraging, etc., that it would take years to overcome.

And my question to you is if you ktiow it is going to take years
to overcome, the excesses of the 1980's, what would you design as
your goal?

In other words, instead of dealing with capital gains on the mar-
gin verses ITC's or whatever, if you were thinking big--what would
be your goal 10 years out? Then work back from the goal to the
policies that you have to put in place to realize that goal. Maybe
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like both of you to take a crack at that.

Dr. CHIMERINE. Well, I'm glad you mentioned-
Senator BRADIJEY. And work back from the goal as opposed to

trying to struggle in the quicksand right now and grab this rope
or that rope.

Dr. CHJMeRINi. I'm glad iyou mentioned that, Senator Bradley,
because I did discuss that briefly in my written testimony, and I
think that that's the starting point.

To me the goal should be to increase productivity within 10 years
to certainly something in the range of 2 percent a year, if not get-
ting back to the 2.5 to 3 percent that characterized most of the post
war period.

Secondly, I think we need to set goals for those activities that are
necessary and vital to achieve the productivity goal. For example,
I'd like to set a national goal to increase our investment as a share
of GNP up to what it is in our major foreign competitors, which
would mean nearly doubling it or certainly raising it by 50 percent
or more.

I'd like to set a goal for R&D spending as a share of GNP be-
cause I think that's important in getting more productivity.

I'd like to set a national goal for average SAT scores and so forth,
and then design policies to achieve those goals.

So really the process should start with what kind of productivity
growth and economic growth do we want to have? What is nec-
essary to achieve that? What are the appropriate policies in order
to produce those results? That should be the process.

Senator BRADI,xY. Dr. Bator?
Dr. BATOR. Yes. Senator Bradley, if you would look at page 11

for the moment. I think it will shorten my answer.
Senator BRADLEY. Right. The graph.
Dr. BAIOR. Take a look at that. By the way, you see there imme-

diately Larry's point that the slow-down started early 1989.
Senator MoYNIHAN. Oh, yes. It is right there.
Dr. BATOR. A 4-percent rate of expansion to a 1.2 percent per

annmn rate of expansion long before the recession actually began.
Of course, the economy was running a little bit too hot, I would

guess, for a few months. The unemployment rate actually dipped
to 5.1 percent, and if you look at the series on wage rates, you
begin to see some upward pressure on wage rates.

But back to Senator Bradley's question. We really have two prob-
lems. One, very short term, but that doesn't make it unimportant
to get total demand, total public plus private spending to turn up
this summer and begin to narrow that gap between actual output
and potential output. The longer we continue flat the greater the
chance of another drop. And in that context, the debt problem,
household balance sheets, bank balance sheets, the real estate mar-
ket, whatever, could make that second drop much more dangerous
than the first.

So I think focusing in the near term on getting a recovery started I
is very important even though it doesn't address the serious long-
term problem.

And by the way, for the short term I think it is entirely a pro-
priate to make the deficit for 1992 and early 1993 still larger. That
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increase in the deficit need not give rise to high interest rates and
need not crowd out investment or net exports. To the extent that
you don't get that crowding out, an increase in the deficit is not im-
portantly harmful.

For the long term, I did a calculation, Senator Bradley, of what
it would take to restore by the late 1990's the share of national in-
vestment-domestic investment plus net exports--to where it was
on average between 1950 and 1979. It will require reducing the
share of defense plus personal consumption by roughly 6 points.

Senator BRADmEY. Six points of-
Dr. BAToR. In GNP. If you want to make it possible for net ex-

ports and domestic investments to go back from 3 percent of poten-
tial GNP to 9 percent, you have to compress the other two shares
by six points.

Defense will give us, optimistically, three points by 1998; we'd be
very foolish if we didn't do that. That gives you three of the six
points roughly.

Where do you get the other three from? You're not going ,to take
it out of state and local government consumption; our pubic serv-
ices are in terrible shape in any event.

All of Federal civilian consumption purchases amount to only
about one plus percent of the GNP. So what you are left with is
personal cons un ption. The personal consumption share increased
between 1950-1979 and 1982-1989 from about 63 percent to about
66.3 percent. The trick is to gradually reduce the consumption
share over a 6, 6, 7 year period back to where it was on average
during the 1960's, 1960's and 1970's.

There is only one way to do that: to gradually reduce the share
of personal disposable after-tax after-transfer income, And there
are only two ways of doing that: cut transfer payments and entitle-
ments or raise taxes.

My own view is that there are some things we need to do about
entitlements, but not all that very much, and that the right way
to do it is gradually to increase the tax load from 32 percent of
GNP to maybe 36 percent. The Germans are at 44 percent. Britain,
after Mrs. Thatcher is at.39 percent. France is in the midforties,
Italy is in the low forties,

Senator CHA11*0. So the time is up can I ask a question? I'm not
trying to interfere here.

Senator B3AI)tiEY. No. So basically what--
Dr. BATOR. Have I been responsive to your question?
Senator BRADLEY. Yes, you have. So what percent value added

tax would achieve this decrease in consuimp tion? Because the more
people I talk to, the more I realize that there is a question as to
what is the relationship between the increased tax on consumption
and the amount of reduced consumption that you would actually
achieve.

Dr. BATOR. The evidence shows, and it's a fairly persistent em-
pirical regularity, that a permanent increase in taxes of' $1 gives
rise to about a 70490 cent reduction in personal consumption pur-
chases. It is not like the gravitational constant, but it is a pretty
good bet.

Dr. CH1MERINME. Can I make one comment on that answer, Sen-
ator Bradley?



Senator MOYNIHAN. Please go ahead.
Dr. CHIMERINE. May I comment quickly? Two points.
Number 1, 1 would strongly urge far more focus on the entitle-

ment programs and I think that if we are realistic, and if we are
going to make any cuts in future deficits, we're going to have to cut
the entitlements, particularly the health and pension programs,
and do it in some way that does it fairly.

We should reduce benefits significantly for people who don't need
them. But there is no way you can get these deficits to acceptable
levels in a 65 or 10 year horizon, in my judgment, without address-
ing the entitlements.

Second, on taxes, I don't think it matters that much whether you
do it with a value added tax or with changing the structure of in-
come taxes. My own preference is on the income tax side, prin-
cipally because I think fairness is an issue. The evidence shows,
that if you look back at the 1980's, taxes have been cut dramati-
cally for people in the upper income groups, and they have not
been reduced elsewhere, mostly because of the big increase in So-
cial Secu'ity Taxes.

In the future, and if you are going to raise taxes, you ought to
do it in a way that starts to restore more progresscifity to the tax
structure and that is not easy to do with value added tax. It's pos-
sible but it's not easy.

Senator BRADLEY. So you would suggest that we put rates up?
Dr. CHIM m1NK'. Eventually we're going to have to raise taxes and

I would do it by raising personal taxes, yes. Not now, but eventu-
lnator MOYNIHAN. In the interest of the time, it is Senator

Chafee's turn.
Senator CHAFEE. And I will be brief.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Don't be brief.
Senator CHAFE. Dr. Chimerine and Professor Bator, I just want

to ask you if you were sitting here what would you do? And briefly.
Now as I understand what Dr. Chimerine says, make the ITC at
20 to 26 percent incremental.

Dr. CHIMfiRINE. Right.
Senator CHAFEE. I don't know what you would use for your base,

but let's not worry about that.
Dr. CHIMERINE. Okay. You can take that if you want.
Senator CHfAF,&. Okay.
Dr. CHIMERINE. You could use 90 percent of the average of the

last 3 years.
Senator CHAFEE. Okay. What do you mean 90 percent? You'd use

the last 3 years as a base?
Dr. CHIMERINE. Yes. Because we are seeing some recession relat-

ed slippage, so to provide an incentive, you should start from the
lower base.

Senator CHAr'E. Okay. Take the base and then 90 percent of it.
Dr. CHIMERINE. Right.
Senator CHAFEE. I see. Okay. Capital gains you would adopt the

Bumpers approach.
Dr. CHIMERINE. Either that or a sliding scale capital gains, more

broadly.
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Senator CHAFEE, Well, but the President has a sliding scale, If
you mean

Dr. CHIMERINE. I would substantially'raise the top rate and I
would not make the lower long term rate available on old invest-
ments. Those would be the twobig differences.

Senator CHAFEE. Okay. And you might even go to zero on
the-

Dr. CHIMERINE. What did I say? New? I meant on old invest-
ments.

Senator CHAFEE. Yes. You said old.
So--ard you would even go to zero on new investments?
Dr. (C' I KERI NE. For a (3- or 7-year holding period absolutely.
Senator CHAF}EK Okay. No IRA changes.
)r. CIIMEIIINE. No.

Senator CILAFEE. No middle class tax cuts?
Dr. CHIMEMINE, No.
Senator CHAFEE. You're not running for re-election if you're in

this post, and you'd cut the entitlements and means test then?
Dr. CHIMERIN. I don't know if' that's -I don't think you'd want

to do that tight now.
Senator (,1AFEn. Well, the medicare is certainly a serious ques-

tion and why some taxpayer that is working is heart out at $20,000
a year should be paying 75 percent of Jack Kent Cooke's doctors
bills.

Dr. CHIMERIN. If you're asking would I favor starting the proc-
ess of putting an income cap, or an income requirement, on some
of the entitlement programs, absolutely. The sooner the better.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Now have I left anything out?
Dr. CHIMERINE. I think I'm probably more inclined to do more on

infrastructure by using some of the defense cuts to fund more in-
frastructure type spending, but other than that I think you've got
most of it.

Senator CHA"F.'IF. All right. Just to cheer you up, I will tell you
that the majority-democratic majority on Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee has reported out that repeal grants be an enti-
tlement.

Dr. CHJMERINE. Is that right?
Senator CHAFEE. That's right. Furthermore, there is legislation

in to make the WIC program an entitlement and legislation in to
make head star program an entitlement. So as we mentioned yes-
terday, you can just put the Federal budget on automatic pilot and
we can all leave town.

Dr. Bator, as I get you, you're saying no fear of increased deficit,
at least temporal ly?

Dr. BATOR. 1992. Early 1993.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. And you would increase the tax load.

You think Americans aren't paying enough in taxes?
Dr. BATOR. I beg your pardon?
Senator CHAFEE, Increase the tax load. You would increase

taxes?
Dr. BATOR. I sharply distinguish, Senator Chafee, between the

short term and the long term. We have two problems. One is-
Senator CHAFEE, You ve got to be brief now. What is the short

term? How long?
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Dr. BATCR. The short term is-I would allow an increase in the
deficit in calendar 1992 and the first half of 1993.

Senator CHAFEE. Okay.
Dr. BATOR, And I'd make that program stoppable by the Presi-

dent of the United States by unilateral action. A simple package.
Senator CHAFEE, Okay. And how about increasing taxes? You are

really in favor of that because Americans don't pay enough taxes.
Dr. BATOR. Because we need to make room for more investment.

At full employment, that means holding down consumption. Gradu-
ally between the middle of 1993 when the recovery has really taken
hold until late 1990's, I would shift the Federal operating budget,
excluding Federal investment from a deficit that will be still bigger
next year into a surplus,

Senator CHAFE. Now you do that by increasing taxes,
Dr. BATOR. By some combination. Defense cuts will give you 3

points on the 6 points--
Senator CHAFEE. Okay. But you would increase taxes?
Dr. BATOR. Yes. I would in the end substantially raise taxes. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE, Okay. Income taxes?
Dr. BATOR. My preference would be income taxes, Senator

Chafee.
Senator CHAFER. Personal?
Dr. BATOR. My political calculation is that it won't wash and

that's why I would go second best to a national sales tax.
Senator CHAFF. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN, Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADIEY. Why would you prefer income taxes to sales

taxes?
Dr. BATOR. I think it is easier to make it progressive, Senator

Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Okay. Let's assume that the objective is to get

growth started again. The components of economic growth have
traditionally been labor, capital, and technology. New work says it's
not just technology, but it's ideas and quality education; thereby
implying a premiwn on facilitating access to better education for
more Americans.

So both of you mentioned as part of your Iong-term objective im-
proving productivity by promoting the growth of human capital.

So would it make sense for us to develop a pool of capital that
would be available for any American up to the age of 50 to go to
college? Would that help facilitate increased productivity?

Dr. CHIMERINE, Well, yes it would, Senator Bradley. In general,
I am in favor of that but when you say "any American," I mean
there is an affordability question. But put it this way, at least in
my own judgment, any efforts to improve the quality of education
in the future has to deal with two issues:

Number 1, and even more important than your point, I think, is
what are we going to do to improve the quality of elementary and
secondary education, and,

Number 2, ultimately to make it easier, financially more viable,
for the bulk of the population to go beyond that and get college and
even advanced degrees.
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I don't know the best way to do it from a financing standpoint
or from a structural standpoint, but I think those are the two key
issues that have to be addressed and I think they are vital issues.

Senator BRADLEY. And they have to be available to more than
simply 18- or 19-year-olds.

Dr. CHJMERINE, I would agree with that.
Dr. BATOR. Absolutely, Senator Bradley. I'm not an expert on

adult education, although I do quite a lot of it, but it strikes me
as an extremely good idea.

Senator BRADLEY. As an essential part of increasing productiv-
ity?

Dr. BATOR. I hate to single out any one thing. We need more
business plant and equipment.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes.
Dr. BATOR. We need a better trained, better educated work force,

and that starts, I think, in the cradle and it goes to primary edu-
cation, secondary education and adult education.

Senator BRADLEY. But right now we don't have anything for any-
body.

Dr. BATOR. Nothing like that.
Senator BRADLEY. Middle age or in the 30's who really want to

go to college. Absolutely.
Senator BRADLEY. Now I noticed that neither one of you were

very strongly supportive of the Passive Loss Restoration. I gathered
that each of you thought that maybe too much of America's re-
sources is flowing into real estate and not enough into plant and
equipment. Was I wrong to detect that attitude?

Dr. BATOR. As far as I'm concerned, Senator, that's absolutely
right.

Dr. CHMERINE. I agree with that, Senator, also, but I would
make one comment.

One of the unfortunate side effects of the commercial real estate,
banking debacle is that it is contributing to this credit crunch. And
what we need to do in my judgment in the short term is find a way
to stop the drop in real estate values from reducing the ability of
the banking system to make loans to other borrowers.

And there is almost a freeze on commercial real estate lending,
and we may have to take some steps to either stretch out the pe-
riod over which banks can reserve against some of their bad loans,
or let them take the losses over a Ion er period of time, so they
don't use up all their capital in the short term, and reduce the
availability of credit to the rest of the economy.

Senator BRADLEY. I hear you directly but what you're saying
though is something quite different from passive loss restoration.

Dr. CHIMERLNE. Absolutely. I agree.
Senator BRADLEY. What you are saying is let's look at the finan-

cial institutions and have them accommodate the circumstance as
they accommodated the farmers or the oil people or third world
debt people in the 1980's.

Let's not pour more money into the real estate sector that now
has 20 to 30 percent vacancies.

Dr. CHIMERINE. I agree with you.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, all things must come to an end. C-
SPAN has been so generous with its crews and cameras and we
want to thank them.

Before you leave I'm going to ask-just to get one point on
wages. It seems to me in the Economic Report which you all read,
there is one really dramatic number on Table B-28. It is the me-
dian income in 1990 dollars of year-round full time workers, in this
case, white males, which was your basic work force. Since 1973
their income has dropped $4,500; that's 50 bucks a week.

I don't know any number that gets more to the point of what's
happening to this country. In the American experience there is not
the equivalent.

Dr. CHrMERtNE. I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, but there are two
points I can make. Number one, for the last 15 or 18 years, real
incomes have been stagnate, or very marginally better, and sec-
ondly, particularly in the 1980's, whatever slight improvement
there may have been, really went to people in the upper levels. For
the bulk of the population-the 60 or 70 percentile on down, there
has been no growth in purchasing power or living standards for the
last 10 years.

Senator MOYNIHAN, We don't-
Dr. CHIMERINE. That's the issue.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The great depression lasted 9 years.
Dr. BATOR. If you take-if we have another second, if you take

the income distribution figures for the United States; they are not
very good, by the way, But I think the conclusion is robust. If you
take 79 to 89, therefore exclude the effect of the recession-full em-
ployment to full employment--the top quintile does very well.

The second, third and fourth, less and less well. The bottom has
actually dropped absolutely has during those 10 years.

Now there is a Table in the Boskin Report that suggests, no, the
bottom fifth has improved-I don't know what they ave done to
get that result, but I'd be very suspicious,

Senator MOYNIHAN. Every 4 years the Economic Report of the
President is not under oath.

Dr. CHIMERINE. Mr. Chairman, can I make one last comment? I
earlier said that I was against a middle class tax cut and I think
my colleague Francis here did as well.

One thing I wouldn't be against, quite frankly, is a revenue neu-
tral middle class tax cut, reflecting some redistribution. I think it's
about time we gave some thought to a subject you're interested in,
of changing the way we raise Social Security Tax revenues; namely,
do we want to raise the tax ceiling and lower the tax rate in a reve-
nue neutral way to make it more progressive and, as a result, ease
the tax burden on many people.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Now that's a note that I would like to close
on,

Dr. CHIMERINE. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Before you leave, could you give us offhand,

or would you like to suggest-this has been powerful testimony-
would-which is the person, you, Dr. Chimerine, or you, Dr. Bator,
most respect who disagrees with you?

Dr. BATOR. Most respects?
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. The person who you most respect who
disagrees with you?

Dr. CHIMERINE. That's a tough one, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. BATOR. On the basic diagnosis or on the prescription?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Why don't you think about it, because we'd

like to hear from them too, because we respect you so greatly,
and

Dr. CHIMERINE, Senator Chafee.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Chafee. All right. Well, we will leave

it like that for the moment. Thank you all. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, the hearing was concluded at 1:18 p.m.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARE STATEMENT OF EUOMENE L. AMES, JR.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Eugene Ames, Jr., Chairman
of the Independent Petroleum Association of America representing domestic inde-
pendent crude oil and natural gas producers. I am also representing 46 state and
regional producer associations and national, professional and service industry asso.
ciations. Together IPAA and these Cooperating Associations represent virtually all
of this country's independent producers, who produce 60% of the natural gas and
40% of the oil in the lower 48 states,

Think you for this opportunity to address ways of reviving a vital U.S. oil and
natural gas industry, especially at a time when solutions to our problems go hand
in hand with the revitalization of our nation's economy.

The top tax priority of independent producers is the elimination of intangible drill-
ing costs and percentage depletion as preference items under the alternative mini
mum tav. These AMT tax penalties on drilling are devastating the independent oil
and natural gas producers, capping domestic drilling depressing jobs creation in oil
and gas produci ng states, which together have resulted in sii flcant decreases in
domestic oil production and increases in oil imports and the balance of payments
deficit of this country.

America's independent producers, who are particularly hard hit by the AMT drill.
ing penalties, are diverse, ranging in size from large corporations to one-person
firms. But most independents are small business operators; almost 70 percent of
them have fewer than twenty employees. In many respects my own business is typi-
cal of today's independent oil and gas company. I am a third generation oil and gas
producer. My business is owned by my family, and my sons and son-in-law are in
business with me. I am concerned about the future of that business and the legacy
I have worked long and hard to leave to my family.

The collective strength of America's eight thousand, fiercely competitive oil and
gas entrepreneurs, working in 33 states, can go to work rebuilding an important

art of the national economy and providig jobs to America citizens right here at
ome, if we are unshackled by the federal tax barriers that have forced us into liq-

uidation.
The future should be bright for independent producers. There are substantial oil

and natural gas resources yet to be discovered and produced in the United States,
and those resources will be found in smaller fields that are tailor-made for Inde.
pendent producers. By some calculations, there is as much as 60 billion barrels of
oil and 74 billion barrels of oil equivalent of natural gas yet to be discovered using
new, emerging technology. Exploration for and development of these petroleum re.
sources is absolutely necessary for America's energy security, but it will take cap-
ital, capital that lAn t available today under the current tax laws.

T1E COIlAPSE OF T1W. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

The domestic oil and gas producing industry is in a freefall state of collapse. Our
active drilling rig count crashed the last week of January to 663 rigs, the lowest
number since record.keepinq began in the early 1940s. And even though the number
of active drilling rigs has rMsen very slightly since, it is still off by more than 300
rigs per week from the same period 1ast year, which had the lowest annual rig count
since 1942, when steel was diverted from the industry for the war effort.

The United States is facing a quiet crisis. Quiet because the domestic Vetroleurn
industry of the second largest oil and gas producing country in the world is collaps-
ing and few outside the industry know it. If we do not eliminate the tax penalty
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on U.S. drilling and return investment capital to this industry, we will lose the in-
frastructure of an industry which is vitally needed to prevent our nation from
drowning in a sea of imported oil.

Let's look at the facts. We now estimate that there are only 8,000 independents
in the U.S., down from as many as 20 000 during the early 1980s. We are critical
not only because of what we produce but also because we drill about 86% of the
exploratory wells and most of the new oil and gas reserves in this country. The
number of jobs in our business has dropped by more than 317,000 since the early
1980s; more than 3 times the number of U.S. oil and gas field workers are out of
jobs than in the auto industry according to Bureau of Labor Statistics. The economic
impact onl banks, businesses, and entire communities in oil and gas producing states
has been devastating.

As mentioned above, the United States rig count, which is the petroleun indus-
try's measure of drilling activity, dropped recently to the lowest level in recorded
history. This is compared to the highest number in 1981 of 4,630. Even more alarm.
ing is the fact that in an energy crisis, no more than 1200 domestic rig could be
mobilized due to disintegration of our industry infrastructure and the mass exodus
overseas of equipment and talent. To make the point another way, there are fewer
rigs available for work today than have been actually working on average over the
last four decades

Oil production in the lower 48 states is at a 40 year low. Since 1986, we have
lost of 1.6 million h/d of U.S. crude oil production, or 18 percent of our output. This
loss is roughly equivalent to Kuwait's total output before the Iraqi invasion, and we
sent 600,000 Americanis to fight a war in the desert to prevent Iraqi from gaining
control over Kuwait's oil.

Also since 1986, our nation's oil import dependence has increased from 32 percent
to nearly 50 percent toawy. That meins 12 supertankers a day entering U.S. ports
at a cot, of around $146 million a day paid out to the Saudi's and other forein sup-
pliers. ('ride oil imports already account for half of the U.S. trade deficit, an
amount which is twice as peat as that represented by automobile importa. This dol.
lar drain could triple to $14.5 million per yar in on ly nine years with oil imports
of' 10.4 million barrels per dav requiring 22 supertanker to sail into U.S. ports each
day, according to a recent analysis of a report by your ovn Office of Technology Aiv-
sessi etit.

Only if we can stabilize anid renew our rapidly declining domestic oil production
and increase natural gas deliverability and consumption, can we prevent foreign oil
imports from increasing to levels that will bankrupt the United States. Even at to.
day's relatively low oil prices, every week nearly I billion dollars is transferred from
the United States to foreign nations to pay for that weeks' worth of imported oil,

There is nothing in sight which can change current trends in time to save our
industry except government action to remove the tax penalties placed on drilling by
independent oil and natural gas producers. Revival of growth and jobs creation in
the independent sector of the domestic oil and natural gas industry must be a part
of any economic growth package. This revival can be accomplished by sending a sig-
nal to capital markets to erase the red line from oil and natural gas investments
in their portfolios, and to a great extent, this could be done by removing the AMT
penalties imposed on tile ordinary and necessary business expenses of independent
oil and natural gas producers.

riHE AI.'rF.RN^rIV MINIMUtI TAX PiXNAIYF ON DAIIiNO

The alternative minimum tax (AMT) is a second laver of federal taxation based
on a broader dehfiition of taxable income that applies' to both individuals and cor.
porations. When the AMT exceeds the repalar tax liability in any year, the higher
AMT is the tax liability owed. Independent, producers, whose ordinary and necessary
business are severely penalized under AM r, are increasingly finding that the AMT
tax liability is the larger number. This is in large part det to dramatic changes
made to tlie AMT in 1936 as a part of overall tax reform. These changes, enacted
to end a perceivedi abuse tlit taxpayers were reporting healthy financial ent'si ngs,
Vet not paving aly federal income tax, penalize most capital expenditures and par-
ticularlv singled out nitural resource extraction.

Indeplendent producers are not asking for a tax-free business etnvironment; and
We have offered recommendations to denl with th- "zeroing out' concern that some
Senators have indicated that the AMw was intended to address.

Because the AMT can dramatically increase the effective rate of tax, it reduces
the return on capital, and makes continued investment more difficult. Across the
board, industries del)endent on liigh levels of capital investment for survival are
particularly vulnerable to the AMT, especially during times of economic downturn
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when profit margins are squeezed. As has been seen perhaps most dramatically in
the domestic oil and gas industry, the AMT has spawned a number of surely unin-
tended consequences-4ncluding reduced economic growth, declining investment in
domestic businesses, and loss of U.S. jobs.

A survey of independent producers clearly shows that the AMT has altered plans
for domestic exploration and production and reduced the level of drilling by between
17 pei vent and 25 percent. In addition, our statistics show that as many as half of
the independents not already subject to AMT are carefully limiting their drilling to
specifically avoid the AMT. Frankly, that's a smart business decision considering the
tax policy, but it is a questionable tax policy that discourages the creation of jobs
in domestic drilling and production.

The independent sector of the domestic energy industry is the only industry group
that is singled out for special treatment under the AMT. Intangible drilling costs
and percentage depletion, analogous to the fully deductible ordinary and necessary
business deductions in other industries, we often nondeductible in calculating the
AMT. As illustrated in attached Charts 1 and 2, the AMT penalty on drilling costs
and depletion increases both the amount of tax and the effective rate of tax imposed
on domestic producers, relative to both other domestic industries and to industries
overseas, More precisely, the AMI' has acted as a cap on the level of drilling that
a producer will undertake. As Chart 3 shows, once a producer finds himself facing
the AMT, there is no tax benefit and little incentive to invest another dollar in ex-
ploring for oil and natural gas. As a direct result of misguided tax policy, invest-
nent dollars are redirected to other, often less productive, domestic uses or to for,

eig r treasuries.
Intangible driling costs (Il)Cs) are basically the expenditures incurred by a pro.

ducer to drill a well. T'17his name is misleading because there is nothing intanible
about these cost other than the fact they have no salvage value. I1)Cs include the
aniount paid to drilling contractors, the cost of' other labor, the cost of cementing
casing in) place, clearing the drill site, building roads, etc.-the cost. incurred up
until the thie the well is capable of production. Many of these expenditures are re-
quirel to comply with state and fe-deral environmental protection regulations. These
costs can equal as much as 80% of the coot of an exploratory well. In today's market,
to a great extent because of the AMT penalty outside financing is not available for
drilling costs, but must be paid for from the producers' internal cash flow. In fact,
in 1990, because of a lack of external capital, internally generated cash and cash
from other oil and gas investors accounted for an estimated 80% of the operating
funds available to the independent.

The percentage depletion deduction, calculated as a percentage of the revenue
from oil and gas 1but subject to a number of limitations), allows a producer to re-
cover the economic asset value created through the entrepreneurial risks under-
taken in exploring and developing oil and gas reserves-a concept uniquely appro-
priate in the extractive industries. Percentage depletion is vital to maintaining pro-
duction from the over 460,000 stripper wells in this country (77 percent of the total
number of producing domestic wells). These small oil wells are owned by "mom and
pop" independent producers, but collectively they produce over 1,000,000 barrels of
oil each day mid contain reserves estimated at 3.6 billion barrels of oil. Stripper
wells are a valuable and precious resource for our country. If they are abandoned
prematurely and the pipe is pulled and sold for scrap and the holes pumped full
of cement, these reserves are lost forever.

The full deductibility of l1)C and percentage depletion, sanctioned by the tax code
for over 60 years, is critical to the independent oil and natural gas industry, where
the key to economic survival in a risky, capital intensive business is cash flow. Yet
under the AMT to the extent II)Cs exceed 66% of oil and gas income, they are often
nondeductible. this is especially detrimental in an industry where producers have
traditionally reinvested over 10 percent of oil md gas income in new drilling. In
addition, corporate taxpayers are required to make a second adjustment with regard
to Il)C in the form of the AM T adjusted current earnings ACEM adjustment. Some.
what perversely the higher the level of drilling, the more likely a producer is to
find himself in*AM'T. Percentage depletion is also entirely nond'edtctihle under the
AMT.

Serious problems demand serious solutions. Without immediate reform of the al.
ternative minimum tax through the elimination of the tax penalties on drilling costs
and percentage depletion, a domestic oil and natural gas industry is on its way to
becoming a memory and our vast remaining resource base of oil and natural'as
will remain undeveloped as our foreign oil imports increase to volumes which
threaten the financial system of the Untited States.

Thank you for the opportunity to deliver this message.
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SIMPLIFIED AMT CALCULATION
(Smaller taxpayer at 15% regular corporate rate)

HA i

This simplified example illustrates the inequity created when ordinary and necessary business
expenses are subjected to IDC and percentage depletion preference treatment under the AMT.

RFG U LAR TAX CALCULATION

GROSS INCOME
ORDINARY & NECESSARY

BUSINESS EXPENSES
IDC
OTHER OIL & GAS EXPENSES
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION
RI-GULAR TAXABLE INCOME
(I) REGULAR INCOME TAX

(@ 15% corporate rate)

OTHER

IAXPA#1R

700,000

(650,000)

50.000
7,500

OIL & GAS
TAXPA Y.ER

700.000

(450,000)
(150,000)

50.000
7,500

AITERNATIVF. MINIMUM TAX CALCULATION

REGULAR TAXABLE INCOME
IDC PREFERENCES
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

PREFERENCE
ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM

TAXABLE INCOME
(2) ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX

(@ 20% corporate rate)

TOTAL TAX LIABILITY
(Higher of I or 2)
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE

50,000

50,000
10,000

10,000

20%

50,000
76,750

176,750
35,350

35,350

70%

Note: This example has been simplified for illustrative purposes and ignores, among other things,
the ACE adjustment, the special energy deduction, and the $40,000 exemption amount.

TAX LIABILITY HAS MORE THAN TRIPLED!

(3) EXCESS IDC iIDC IN EXCESS OF
AMORTIZABLE AMOUNT)

NET INCOME FROM OIL & GAS
GROSS INCOME
OTHER OIL & OAS EXPENSES
AMOITIZABLE IC

t4)

(3) its% (4)

405,000

700,000
(150.000)
(45000)
50S.000
X 65%

328.250
76,750
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SIMPLIFIED AMT CALCULATION
(Larger taxpayer at 34% regular corporate rate)

.MABT

This simplified example illustrates the inequity created when ordinary and necessary business
expenses are subjected to IDC and percentage depletion preference treatment under the AMT.

a9ULA R TA< CALCULATION

GROSS INCOME
ORDINARY & NECESSARY

BUSINESS EXPENSES
IDC
OTHER OIL & GAS EXPENSES
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION
REGULAR TAXABLE INCOME
(1) REGULAR INCOME TAX

(@ 34% corporate rate)

OTHER
TAXPAYER

OIL & GAS
TAXPAYER

(2,800,000)

200,000
68,000

(2,000,000)
(600,000)

200,000
68,000

ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAXfAJ".,AI..0

REGULAR TAXABLE INCOME
IDC PREFERENCE*
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION
PREFERENCE

ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM
TAXABLE INCOME

(2) ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX
(@ 20% corporate rate)

TOTAL TAX LIABILITY
(Higher of I or 2)
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE

200.000 200,000
370,000

770,000
154,000

154,000

200,000
40.000

68,000

34% 77%

Note: This example has been simplified for illustrative purposes and ignores, among other things,
the ACE adjustment, the special energy deduction, and the $40,000 exemption amount.

TAX LIABILITY HAS MORE THAN DOUBLED!

*IDC PREFERENCE
(3) EXCESS IDC (IOC IN EXCESS

AMORTIZABLE AMOUNT)
NET INCOME FROM OIL AND OAS

OROS$ INCOME
OTHER OIL & OAS EXPENSES
AMORTIZABLE IDC

1,800.000

(.000,000
tf X,OQO)

2.2OO00

1.40,000

370,0000) ku 14)
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SIMPLIFIED AMT CALCULATION
IDC PREFERENCE AS A CAP ON DRILLING
(Larger taxpayer at 34% regular corporate rate)

Despite the increasing level of IDC expenditures, total tax liability remains essentially the same. The IDC
preference acts as a cap on the level of drilling activity because producers will not invest cash in
nondeductible expenditures,

SCENARIO SCEiNARIO SCENARIO
2 3

REGULAR T A ACULI M~fQ

GROSS INCOME 3,000,000 3,000,000 3.000,000

ORDINARY & NECESSARY
BUSINESS EXPENSES

IUC (1,300,000) (2,0(X),000) (3,000,000)

OTIIER OIL & GAS EXPENSES (600.000) (600,000) (6001000)

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION I&" aQm M?,
REGULAR TAXABLE INCOME 400,000 200,000 (800.,00)

(i) REGULAR INCOME TAX 136,000 63,000 0
(@ 34% corporate rate)

REGULAR TAXABLE INCOME 400,000 200,000 (8O0,000)

IDC PREFERENCE' 177,000 370,000 1.335,000
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

PREFERENCE 200,000 200,000 200,000

ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM 777,000 770,000 735.()

TAXABLE INCOME
(2) ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX 155,400 154,000 147,000

t@ 20% corporate rate)

TOTAL TAX LIABILITY 155,400 154,000 147.000

'HiMr of I or 2(

0i) EXCESS IDC OIDC IN EXCESS
AMORTIZABLE AMOUNT) 1.6W20000 14300,000 2 1% ow

NET INCOME FROM OIL AND OAS
GROSS INCOME ).000,000 0,000.000 000 M

OTHER OIL A GAS EXPENSES (600,000) 6000) (6m 000)

AMORTIZABLE IDC LLM 2) LM.-M
2,.o0,000 2,200.0o0 .,100000

(41 1,443,000 1,430.) I 365 "U

0) It"t 4) 17,000 370,0( L.335000
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PIRPARED STATEMENT OF fRANCis M. BAToR
Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood, Members of the Committee: I am Ford Founda.tion Professor of Political Economy at the Kennedy School at Harvard. I learned mypolitics from Lyndon Johnson: during 1966-1967 1 served President Johnson as dep-uty national security adviser with responsibility for American-European relationsand for foreign economic policy.
I am honored to be here.Getting fiscal policy right is never entirely easy. But I believe your current task,Mr. Chairman, is unusually complicated. We are plagued by two macroeconomic nil.ments. They call for opposite fiscal actions. And the public believes-mistakenly-that the action that is more immediately needed is in and of itself wrongful,
* The problem for the long term is to overcome twenty years of slow growth inproductivity and almost no growth in real wage rates, A necessary remedy for thatis more investment both by business and by government-in machinery, in tech.nology, in people, o free up the workers and capacity that will be needed toproduce the investment-once the economy is approach ing/ l employment-we willave to reduce the relative sharp of constumption (including defense that is in

crease national saving, The only reliable method for that is to make the deficit inthe federal government's structural operating budget much smaller, indeed, to turnit into a surplus by the end of the decade.* The problem for the near term is to reverse the rise aince mid- 1990 in unem-p loyment. It has been caused by a still worsening shortfall in total demand relativeo potential output. As a result, a large gap has opened up between what we areactually producing and what we cm safely produce without speeding up inflation.To mafe more certain that the gap begins to narrow this summer, we should nowtake budgetary action to boost demand; perforce, that will make the FY '92 idearly '93 budget deficits-but only those deficit--substantially larger. (The graphon page II shows the gap clearly. Measured at current prices it is now rundng atabout $260 billion per annum, or $3,300 per representative family.)
Curing the Iong term malady will be both hard and painful; overcoming the imme.date problem is both technically relatively easy and the opposite of pain ful-every-one benefits. But it is politically complicated by the notion that budget deficits arein and of themselves wrongful. That notion is mistaken.Deficits, even very large deficits are not bad as such, any more than are taxesor government spending. It depends on the economic situation, and on what effectone wants the budget and money to have on the economy: on total output, employ-ment, and inflation; on how output is divided among coniamption and investment,private and public; on the after-tax, after-transfer distribution of income, especiallybetween the poor and the non-poor; and last, on the microefficiency of the economy.Those are the things that really matter. (We sometimes talk as though whatmattered was the effect of the economy on the budget. The truth is the opposite.The test of the Federal budget is not what it does to the government's financial sit-uation but what it does, together with monetary policy, to the economy.)Please don't misunderstand, I believe that the 1984-89 deficits were very baddeficits-they did grave dam ae. Coming on top of the decline in private saving, ex-cessively stimulative Federal budgets caused public and private spending on con-sumption to grow much faster than the economy's inflation-safe recovery path. Tomake room-to prevent an inflationary boom-the Federal Reserve was forced tocompress by means of high real interest rates the other two components of spending:domestic investment and net exports. As a result, the share of those wealth-increas-ing shares fell from over 9% of ONP during 1960-79 to less than 4% during 1982-

But for now, with the already large gap between actual output and potential out-put getting larger, consumption and investment are not in practice rival. As longas there is a large supply of unemployed workers and idle capacity, and inflationis under control, a temporary increase in the deficit and one time jump in the Fed-eral debt need not crowd out either private domestic investment or net exports, andconsequently need not impose a significant burden on the future. On the contrary,as long as the Federal Reserve aggressively counters any upward pressure on inter-est rates, tax-cut induced spending on consumption that itmproves capacity utiliza-tion is likely to give rise to more rather than less business investment.

'That outcome was predictable. I enclose, for the record, a draft 0pEd piece I recently foundin my fles dated 9/10f84 ("Why Vice President Mondale is Right on the Budget, and PresidentReagan Wrone'). The fifth paragraph predicts that what happened would happen. Many othereconomists said the same thing.
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THE IMMEDIATE TASK

According to the mainline forecasts, the economy will turn up this spring or sum-
mer even if we take no fiscal action. That seems to me a good two-to-one, perhaps
even three-to-one bet, assuming that the Federal Reserve drives interest rates still
lower, and collaborates with the Treasury to flatten the yield curve. But those odds
imply a one-in-four chance that the economy will remain flat, or worse, go into a
far more dangerous downswing. The longer final demand remains flat, and unem.
ployment and idle capacity keep ising, the greater the risk of stall-out.

I do not think that risk is worth taking. Prudence demands that we take prompt,
self-terminating fiscal action designed to produce a first-round increase in total
spending on the order of $0-60 billion during the next year (approximately 1% of
GNPl. think of it as insurance against a one-in-four chance of continued stagnation,
or a nasty second recesioi. The likelihood that a one year fiscal push of that size
would produce an inflationnry boom seems to me negligible.

The precise content of a stimulus package matters less than that it be prompt,
large enough to matter (though not larger), and temporary. There are many choices.
Two months ago, Robert Solow and I suggested one possible program, consisting of
an across the board, one-year-only flat percentage increase in all grant-in-aid checks
written by the Federal government to thte states, cities and localities, and an across
the board flat percentage reduction, for one year only, in all Federal income and
payroll tax rates. (Today, I'd be inclined to make the sum of the two rather larger
han we suggested two months ago.)
But whatever temporary fiscal actions you choose to take, please do so quickly.

I would respectfully urge you not to get bogged down in debate about income dis-
tribution, tax justice, and who is middle class; it is bound to get in the way of
prompt action. After all, the measures would be for one year only; the simpler and
more straight-forward the better. The goal is to increase total demand, not to redis-
tribute income or even to try to shift its composition in favor of investment. All that
is enormously important, but cannot be wel/decided quickly, especially in an elec-
tion year.

I'm afraid the President's program is not that kind of program. So it's up to the
Congress. You might even want to make yours a two year program, but stoppable
or reducible by a single presidential decision, when he believes that evidence of a
turn around is clear ancd strong. You, the Congress, choose the precise content of
the package. He the President, chooses when to stop within the two year limit. (it
would be a useAl first step toward removing counter-cyclical fiscal policy that is
distributionally neutral from its current straitjacket and putting both authority and
responsibility for it where it belongs: in the Oval Ofce.)
You are being told not to take short term action that will harm us in the Iona

term. It's a good rule, but I would couple it with another: take whatever action will
help in the short term as long as it does not harm us in the long term. The first
part says that permanent tax cuts that stimulate consumption are a very bad idea.

e second part says that temporary, self-terminating action to stimulate demand
in the near term is a good idea.

In a perfect world, steps to boost demand this year would be made part of a dec.
ade-long plan of budget tightening and monetary easing designed to reduce substan-
tially the share in CI NP of defense and consumption and increase the share of pri-
vate and public investment, including investment in R&D and education. Restoring
the net national saving rate by the end of the decade to what it was during 1950-
79 would be a reasonable target. But an election year is not the time to launch such
an extraordinary effort.

TIlE LONG TERM TASK

The attached short article, "Why We Must Raise Taxes" (Challenge, March-April
1990) spells out what I think we need to do over the longer term to make the econo-
ry's productive capacity grow faster. Here, I would like to supplement it only as
follows:

(1) Absent a fortuitous increase in private saving, merely balancing the govern.
meant's structural operation budget by the end of the decade will not suffice to re-
store the national net-worth increasing shares in GNP to their 1950-79 level. To
supplement private saving we are likely to need positive Federal saving.

(2) Tryins to increase national saving by tax concessions designed to stimulate
private saving is a losing proposition. Evidence indicates that the total amount of
private saving-the amount of their after-tax incomes that private parties choose
not to spend on consumption-is affected hardly at all by changes in the after-tax
return to saving. Moreover, most tax measures aimed at boosting private saving will
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reduce revenue and thus government saving (measured properly, along a given in.
flation-safe GNP path). The net result is likely to be a reduction in total national
saving-and that is what matters-as well as a more unequal distrlbiition of in-
Comes.

(3) The peace dividend will help. But even a dividend on the order of .3 percentage
point of ONP will take us only about half way to the saving we need. To achieve
the rest, we will have to cut civilian s ending and increase taxes.

4) In light of that arithmetic, I dont see how we can get away without a substan-

tial increase in taxes. My own preference would be for taxing energy and pollution,
and for Pome kind of value added or nationtd sales tax, carefully tailored to protect
tile por. (When thinking about the tax burden, we should remember that the share
of all taxes relative to potential GNP in the United States, currently at about 327,
is significantly lower than in any other western industrial country.)

(5 )Contrivhng n large shift from consumption to investment, private and public
im a delicate operation. Budget tightening by itself will only compress demand and
free up workers and capacity, 'o make sure that they are drawn into producing ma-
chirle tools, bridges, computers for schools, and trained teachers and exports, the
Federal Reserve will have to offset budget tightening with still more aggressive
ionotary easing. Public investment will have Lo increase. We may even need some
cnrefill% pin )intod tax devices for stimulating investment, such as an investment
tax credit. GNver the long pull, reducing the capitol gains rate will not increase na-
tiontl setting mid is it on, case a grossly inmffcient and inequitable way to Atima-
lato productive besinos iivesont. I t

A6) When thinking nbout the long term problem we should keep in mind that we
are a very rich country, much richer than in the past, and signfi 1cantlv richer still
than any of our richeot friends. The notion that we cannot afford to do w;hat we need
to do - oth here and abroad--seems to rie nonsense. In 1990, GNP per family of
standard size (t3.21 persons) came to about $71,000. Ten years ago the corresponding
figure in inflation adjusted dollars was $61,(00, twenty years ago $61,000, 11) 1960
$34,000. The figures for after-tax, after-transfer disposable income wore $62,000 in
1990, $44,000 in 1979, and $23,000 in 1960. Personal consumption per famlnily
amounted to $48,000 in 1990, $39,000 in 1979, and $21,000 in 1960.

(7) The bad news is that:

* Since 1973 we have not been growing richer fast enough. Moreoer, much of
the growth we've had hat been due to our working more and harder.* The distribution of income and conum ption is extraordinarily uneven, and

has becoui" distinctly worse since 1979. Were I to revise the above statement,
I would probably list income distribution as our third major problem. But that
too is for the longer term.

Attachments,

WiY VICE PRESIDENT MONDAIE 18 RIOIIT ON THE BUDOET, AND PRESIDENT RAOAN
WRONO

[By Prancis M. Bator, September 10, 1984)
President Reagan says that we need not raise taxes because rapid economic ex-

.pansion will make the deficit shrink, Is he right?
The President's major premise is certainly right: the faster total spending and

thus output and employment rise-indeed, the faster prices rise-the faster will tax-
able Income and thus tax revenues increase, unemployment and welfare payments
fall, and the deficit shrink. Suppose that the President's minor premise turns out
also to be right-the forecast that the economy will continue to expand rapidly. Sup.
pose, in other words, that during the next several ,ears the deficit does shrink rap-
idly as a result not of legislative action but of continuing rapid economic expansion.
Would it follow that the deficit has been harmless and that Vice President Mondale
has been wrong to cry wolf?

The opposite is the truth. The faster the deficit shrinks, if that shrinkage is the
result not of legislative action but of continuing rapid economic expansion, the more
damage the budget will have done.

Paradox? Not once you consider that it is not the effect of the economy on the
budget that matters but, rather, the effect of the budget on the economy. The base.
line budgets for fiscal years '86-'87 are dangerous precisely because they will tend
to make total spending and thus output rise too rapidly, unemployment and idle ca-
pacity shrink too rapidly and thus cause wages and prices to reaccelerate. When un-
employment was in the 8-10% range, and capacity utilization well below 80%, 6-
7% rates of anual expansion in real demand and output were a good thing. But
as the unemployment rate drops below 7Va% and capacity utilization approaches the
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efficient 86%---nd if expansion does not decelerate to the 2-3% rate at which the
capacity of the economy is growing-the result is bound to be a rekindling of the
inflation that we paid such a large price to cure.

Is too rapid economic expansion, a demand driven boom of the sort that caused
inflation to accelerate in '66-'69, inevitable unless we take legislative action next
winter to reduce the '86-'87 deficits? Not at all: total spending and thus ouput de-
pend both on fiscal and monetary policy. In principle, the Federal Reserve can over.
ride excessive budgetary stimulus and p-revent a boom. Failing legislative action, the
budget will cause the sum of government purchases and personal consumption
spending on non-durables and services (driven by rising after tax, after-transfer in-
come), to increase rapidly. But the Fed -an keep the lid on total spending by using
tight mnd expensive money to squeeze the other, interest- and credit-sensitive com-
ponents of spending: residential construction consumer durable purchases, plant
and equipment investment and, through the effect of interest rates on the exchange
rate, net exports. If the Fed manages to do that just right, we will avoid an infla-
tionary boom despite the excess stimulus in the budget. Instead, we will have com-
promised the future growth of the economy's capacity to produce goods and services
hy reducing the amount of capital formation in housing mid plant mid equipment
and state and local capital, and increased the debt we owe to the rest of the world.

If we do not fix the budget next winter, that is just what the Fed will try to do-
prevent a boom by squeezing the components of spending over which it has leverage
and thus make room for the rapid, budget causedrise in government purchases and
nondurable private consumption. But for teclmical If not political reasons that's a
hard act to pull off. Trying to contain a boom by tight money, in the face of a highly
expansionary budget, makes for very grabby brakes. Getting the degree of monetary
tightness just rght is difficult. Aware of the danger of overkill, the Fed may not
make money quite tight enough; if so, we will reproduce the '66-'68 demand-pull
boom, driven by a very expansionary fiscal policy, insufficiently restrained by tight
money. On the other hand, aware of the danger of a reaccelerating inflation, the
Fed may step on the brakes too hard causing too large a drop in credit sensitive
spending, and produce a recession sometime in late '86-'86. Whatever the outcome,
whether the Fed is too loose, overkill or gets it just right we will have an unhappy
result: an inflationary boom, a recession, or sustainable growth in the near term
with, however, insufficient capital formation, and large amounts of borrowing from
abroad.

To improve the menu, we need to take large fiscal action next winter, That need
is in no way reduced by the fact that continued expansion-that is, rapid economic
expansion raster than the growth in the economy's non-inflationary capacity to
produce goods and services-would shrink the deficit ra idly, automatically as it
were. The President's economists ought to explain that fact to him, The analytic
point is that the actual movement of the deficit is a very poor measure of what the
budget Is doing to the economy. It is a consequence of what the economy is doing
to the budget, as much as a cause.

The question of what kind of legislative fiscal tightening is appropriate remains
open of course. In principle, expenditure cuts and tax schedule increases are in this
respect substitutes. Here, it is the arithmetic that makes Mondale right and Reagan
wrong. Assuming that the Fed avoids both a boom and a recession, and that there
is no further budget tightening next winter, 1987 revenues at existing tax rates will
fall short of expenditures by about 19%. For good macroecono;ic results we should
take legislative action to try to reduce that deficit by about 12 percentage points.
To bring that about without cutting defense and matdatory entitlements, and with.
out raising tax rates, one would have to cut non-defense discretionary spending-
it, has already been reduced a lot,-from 16% of the budget to less than 6%. Cuts
of that sort are not only infeasible but would be undesirable. Indeed, though some
economies are to be had, we should increoe spending for those categories. Be that
as it may there is no good solution, failing large legislated increases in the tax
schedule. Mr, Mondale is dead right when he says that the President ought to be
made to face up to that fact and to tell the country how he intends to cope with
it before the election.
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Why We Must Raise Taxes

Net national saving and investment
by Anericans--what we devote to
increasing our net worth in the form
of business plant, machinery, and in.
ventory, housing, public civilian in-
frstrucre, and claims on the rest of
the world-fell from 9 percent of
GNP during 1950.79 to 2.7 percent
during 1982-88. Dunng 1950-79 it
never once fell below 6 percent.

The shortfall in national invest-
ment, and not the trade deficit, is our
major resource allocation problem.
Had we offset the growth in
America's foreigai debt by enough
extra domestic investment in pro-
ductive plant and equipment-had
rotal national investment by Ameri-
cans. domestic plus foreign. been
sufficient-he inflow of foreign
capital and the associated trade def.
icit would have been a bargain,

Insufficient investment ,vill not by
itself cause an action-forcing crisis
But it wil causca gradual slowdown
in the growth of national income.
Imperceptible year by year. the cu-
mulative effect on the quality of
American life would be profoundly
harmful. With not enough new
wealth to go around, any one
person's gain would have to come
increasingly from other people's
losses. Conflict over the distrbution
of wealth could easily become our
main political preoccupation.

Increase national saving

To make room for enough invest-
ment-public and private, hard and
soft (to support research and educa.

SO ChailleneSMarch-Apil 1990

tion)--we must sharply increase na.
tional saving, the combined total of
private saving and government sav-
ing. Government saving consists of
the operating budget surpluses of all
levels of govermnent; government
operating deficits cotstitute dissav-
ing, a subtraction from national sav-
ing. The only reliable method for
increasing national saving is to in.
crease federal government saving.
That means gradually shifting the
government's structural operating
budget-what the budget would be at
high employment, including social
secunty, but excluding federal civil-
i tan investment-from a large deficit
to a large surplus.

Trying to increase national saving
by tax concessions designed to stim-
ulate private saving is a losing prop-
osition. Evidence indicates that the
total amount of private saving--the
amount of their after-tax incomes that
private panics choose not to spend on
consumption-is affected hardly at
all by changes in the after-tax return
to saving. Moreover, most tax mea-
sures aimed at boostig private sav-
ing will reduce revenue and thus
government saving (measured prop-
erly, along a given inflation-safe
GNP path). The net result is likely to
be a reduction in total naiodal saving.
as well as a nyv unequal distribution
of incomes.

Suppose we wanted national in.
vestment to regain its 1950-79 sham
of 9 percent of GNP by tht mid-
1990s. Barring a large spontaneous
jump in private saving, we would
have to shift the government's struck.

rural operating budget from a deficit
measuring 2.9 percent of GNP in
1988 to a surplus by the mid- 1990s
on the orderof 5 to 6 percent! Merely
balancing the federal budget would
not restore national saving. To sup-
plement meager private saving, we
need positive federal raving.

Ido not say that a 9 percent invest-
ment share is the right target. But
unless we are willing to hobble
along with much less investment
than during 1950-79, the conclusion
is hard to escape: We have to raise
taxes. Even heroic cuts in defense
and entitlements will not yield
enough federal saving soon enough
to make room for anywhere near
enough national investment. (The
President's "flexible freeze" would
result in grossly insufficient invest-
ment for at least another decade.)

Reduce interest rates

For more investment, tightening the
budget is a necessary but not a suf-
ficient action. By itself, it will sene
only to reduce personal consump.
tion and government purchases, thus
freeing up resources: workers and
capacity, Drawing those resources
into producing capital goods and ex-
ports-avoiding a recession-will
require aggressive Federal Reserve
action to drive down interest rates, a
liberal investment tax credit, and
more public investment. Real inter-
est rates would have to be driven
much lower, both to encourage do-
mestic investment and to cause the
dollar to become cheap enough to
induce foreigners and Americans to
switch more of their spending from
foreign goods to American goods.
To keep such switching from caus-
ing a recession abroad, foreign gov.
emnments, especially the Germans
and the Japanese, would have to take
expansionary fiscal action.

Cutting the U.S. capital gains tax
would not help. Over time it would
reduce revenue and government
saving, have little effect on private
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saving, and thus would almost cer-
tainly reduce national saving,
Moreover, it is a notably cost-inef-
fective method of stimulating pro.
ductive new business investment. It
would encourage real estate specu.
lation.

Responsibility for the collapse of
national saving and investment falls
squarely on the federal government
Statistically, the decline in private
saving has accounted for about half
of the collapse in national saving.
But the federal government could
and should have offset falling pri.
vate saving by increasing federal
saving, that is by running a large
structural operating surplus. It did
the opposite, If you turn the steenng
wheel of your car sharply to the right
when the road is clearly turning to
the left, to say that the road made the
car crash is missing the point.

Since late 1983 the Federal budget
has been much too stimulative.
Sharply rising government non-
insestrent purchases and transfer
payments. and insufficient tes-
all in the face of a falling private
saving rate-have caused public
plus private spending for consump.
tion to grow much faster than infla-
tion-safe GNP, To prevent an
inflationary boom-to keep total
spending on American goods within
the inflation-safe capacity of the
economy-the Federal Reserve has
had tu use high real interest rates to
"crowd out" the other two compo-
nents of spending on U.S. goods:
domestic investment and net exports
(the proceeds of which go to in-
crease American ownership of
claims on foreigners)

That more net exports were
crowded out than domestic invest-
ment--hat net foreign investment
by Americans was hurt more than
domestic investment-was coinci-
dental. Had foreign money been less
attracted by the high interest rates
available in New York, the ex-
change rate would have risen less,
but U,S, interest rates would have

risen even more. As a result, net
exports and thus net foreign invest-
ment by Americans would have suf.
feted less, but domestic investment
would have suffered more.

GNP budgeting

The good news is that even an ambi-
tious program for increasing invest-
ment need not be very painful. For
example, even without cutting de-
fense-and without any improve-
ment in the sluggish 2.5 percent per
year pace at which potential, infla-
tion-safe GNP has been growing re-
cently-we could restore the
natiotial investment share in a half
dozen years to what it was dunng
195079 and increase public ser.
vices in step with potential GNP,
without ever having to reduce the
real personal consumption of a rep-
resentative family of 3.21 per.ple
below the roughly $45,000 that it is
now, If Mtkhail Gorbachev does
what he says he will do-if we can
cut defense safely by more than we
need to increase spending on the
poor, on public services, and to sup-
port a forward-looking foreign eco-
nomic policy-we can do even
better.

The reason is that we are a rich
country: GNP per representative
family exceeds $67,000. But to
maintain the vigor of our own soci.
ety, and to keep playing our part in
the world at large, we need to be-
come better-off still, and that will
take more investment. For that. we
have to increase taxes, not to provide
the government with money to pay
its bills, but to hold down taxpayers'
spendable incomes and consump.
lion and thus to free up enough
workers and capacity to produce the
additional investment.

In comparison with the rest of the
industrial world, we are an un-
dertaxed nation. Relative to gross
domestic product, the current re-
ceipts of all levels of government in
1987--the last year for which com.

parable figures are available-mea-
sured 32 percent in the United
States, 33.2 percent in Japan, 34.5
percent in Switzerland, 39.5 percent
in Canada, 40.7 percent in the
United Kingdom, 44.4 percent in
West Germany, 47.6 percent in
France, and 62.7 percent in Sweden.

Taxes are not good or bad as such,
any more than are government
spending, deficits, debt, high or low
interest rates, and a cheaper or
dearer dollar, They ate good or bad
according to what effect we want the
budget together with monetary pol-
icy to have on total national output,
employment, and inflation; on the
division of output among personal
consumption, public services, and
private and public investment; and
on the distribution of income after
taxes and transfers, especially be-
tween the poor and the rest of us.
Those are the things that really mat-
ter.

In our political debates about eco-
nomic policy we typically ignore
those large questions of GNP bud-
geting and argue instead about taxes,
government spending, and interest
rates in no relation to what allocation
of the GNP we want those policy
instruments to achieve. Yet there are
real choices to be made here, choices
not about deficits, or debt, or taxes,
but about the best use of our scarce
labor and material resources.

Opinions will differ about the best
choices; that is what makes the prob-
lem political father than merely
technical. Helping to form, com-
pare, and compromise such opinions
is the task for political leadership at
its highest. Unless our elected lead-
ers take the trouble to understand
what these choices are, and have the
courage to help explain them to the
rest of us, we will continue to make
them blindly and get what we want
only by chance.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. BLOC!I

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Thomas
H. Bloch, President and Chief Operating Officer of H&R Block, Inc.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to present
H&R Block's views on the tax burden of middle income taxpayers.

H&R Block is headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri and is the
nation's largest income tax preparation service. We have close to
9,000 company-owned and franchise offices worldwide employing over
56,000 people during the tax filing season. Last year we prepared
11.7 of all individual U.S. tax returns for a total of over 12
million returns. In addition to our U.S. operation, we have
offices in Canada and 13 countries overseas.

We have been serving America's taxpayers since 1955 when my
father, Henry Bloch, and his brother founded the company. I am
here today because the vast majority of our customers are middle
and lower income taxpayers. We have more experience working with
and listening to middle and lower income taxpayers than anyone
else. As a result, we are in a unique position to learn of the
practical problems and concerns faced by America's taxpayers.

What we have found over recent years is a growing sentiment by
middle America that they are not being treated fairly by the
federal tax code. Increasingly they tell us that they are paying
more than their fair share and they feel frustrated and angry about
that, Our customers have expressed their concern that they were
loft out of the boom years of the 1980's. They perceive, and
studies support this perception, that the rich experienced no
significant adverse effect from tax legislation enacted during
these years, and in fact, may have gotten richer because of it.

Our clients feel that this same tax legislation, in
particular, the Tax Reform Act of 1986, increased their tax burden.
They point to the elimination of the deductions for personal
interest and sales tax, as well ap the restraints on deductions for
medical, job related, and moving expenses, as contributing to this
burden. Our customers know we strive to provide more than quality
tax preparation services -- they know we are equally committed to
Listening to their concerns, and in turn using our expertise to
help them get a fair shake from the federal tax system.

CHANGING THE WITHHOLDINO RATE8

Before addressing the need for middle income tax relief, I
would like to talk about the recent change to lower the withholding
rates. In his State of the Union address, President Bush announced
that one of the keystones of his economic recovery proposal was to
lower the withholding rates so taxpayers will have less withheld
from their paychecks this year. This is not a tax cut, but merely
puts a few extra dollars into taxpayers' pockets now rather than
allowing them to receive a large lump sum refund payment next
spring. Under the new tables, single taxpayers receive on average
an additional $3 per week in their paycheck. However, this means
that tax refunds for single taxpayers will be reduced by
approximately $172 next year. Married taxpayers who both work and
who file jointly will receive $690 less next year. Since the
average refund is over $900, we know that many taxpayers are going
to be unpleasantly surprised to discover next year their refund is
substantially lower, or that they owe money to the IRS.

A NEW PAPERWORK AND COST BURDEN

A major concern for us is the fact that this action has
created a new paperwork burden of needless complexity for taxpayers
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as well as for employers, and an additional cost to the federal
government, The fact is that this change creates an inconvenience
for our customers who must take action if they want to get the same
refund amount next year. We know they have had the choice over the
years to file now W-4s so they could have less withheld -- the
fact is they didn't do it. Now, those same taxpayers who have
shown their acceptance of the current system, must take the steps
to keep the status quo. Those new W-4s create an additional
paperwork burden for taxpayers, their employers, and for the IRS.

POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE PROBLEMS

Another issue you should be aware of, is the potential
compliance problems that could be created by reducing, and in some
cases eliminating, taxpayers' refunds. This Is not a business
concern for II&P Block, but will be a problem for the IRS. If, for
example, certain taxpayers expect to owe taxes, instead of retoive
a refund, they may be lose inclined to file a tax return next year.
Consequently, the IRS will have their workload increased because
they will have to Identify and locate those new tax avoiders. This
is a very real possibility which will create unanticipated problems
and an additional burden for the IRS.

TAXPAYERS LIKE REFUND$

We have found over the years that most of our customers like
gettir g xofunds. In fact, nearly 70% of all taxpayers got a
refund. For many of them, their federal tax refund is their
preferred savings program, one they believe they would be unable to
manage otherwise. In order to help our customers adjust to this
new action, we are now offering free preparation of their W-4 forms
so they can contInue their withholding at the same level. This
free service is available to all taxpayers, whether or not they are
Block customers. We hope this move will help those taxpayers who
otherwise would be very disappointed next year to find out they
cannot afford a major, consumer purchase like a new appliance or a
d1-WnPdl .i#nt on a new car.

At .,tatcd jroviouuly, taxpayers have had the choice for years
to havo loss withhold, but they did not do it. They prefer the
fotcod savingu program that their tax refund provides. Is it
right, then, for the government to automatically cut the amount of
withholdingi without first asking the taxpayer if this is what he or
she want.ii

W11Y MIDDLE INCOME TAX RELIEF IS NEEDED

Reducing rotfundu is not going to solve the real problems faced
by Amoria*! middle and lower income taxpayers. Study after study
has shown that middle income taxpayers are justified in fooling
unfairly taxed. For instance, the Congressional Budget Office
released a comprehensive study last year which looked at the entire
spectrum of federal taxen and found middle income taxpayers now pay
a higher share of their income in overall federal taxes than they
did before the tax breaks enacted in 1978 and 1981. In fact,
according to CDO figures, the top I% of taxpayore will pay on
average $83,457 less in overall federal taxes in 1992 than they
paid in 1977 (Includes personal and corporate income, social
security and excise taxes). At the same time, the middle 20% of
taxpayers will pay an average of $280 more in overall federal taxes
in 1992 than they paid in 1977 (these figures reflect income shifts
and inflation).
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Yt5le 1 .-'Jt,-;.i troublin -- troubling enough that we have
,-. o', .,.icrd ,i ,wn study y to further investigeto the shiftirj tdx

ha.r d,. n on r' I (IfIlt I ". o- taxpayers . The retiult s of thdt stud7
,, u' i.t0- available otherr thi i molth.

WIIAT I' .O :UOl)UT PROVIDING TAX RELIEF
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rof 10o110f :

1. Tax Crod i ti; Thotie pro~poti- Is vat y and InclIude nion: afundabl e
tax credits for children (Chrnirran Ponrttion'r, bill, (1.1921 ),
r o f usidabIe t4x crodi tfi for children intfitoa u(iof the p1-i oronal
o xorlp t ion (GCoro/Downoy, S.955 & HR .2242) ; ref undableo tax
ciedt t for young chl(iren ( Coa ta/Gi ous Iey/Wol f ,. .1009 6 H
2633); and Rop. Rostenkowski's bill, HH. 3730, to provide
refundable credits up to 20% of Social Security and Medicare
payroll taxes.

2. Incroaning the Pernonal.Exomi)t ion: These types of proposals
include President fush's proposal to increase the personal
exemption for children by $500, Rep. Wolf's bill, 11R.1277, to
increase the dependent deduction for children from $2,150 to
$3,500. Representative Schroeder has introduced a similar
measure, 11R.3148, which also adds a new 361 rate for
individuals and a surtax on high income taxpayers.

3. Llboralizing IRAs: Those types of proposals allow IRAs to be
fully;deduct ib, 1for S) taxpayers and allow taxpayers to make
penalty-free withdrawals from IRA funds for home purchases,
tuition and medical costs (Chairman Bentsen's bill, S.1921)

Mr. Chairman, we have studied your proposal, S.1921, and
believe it is wall intentioned and a step in the right direction,
because It strives to offer tax relief to a range of taxpayers
through a child tax credit and by loosening restrictions on IRAs.
We recommend that the tax credit be refundable and perhaps not
limited to Just children. H&R Block supports enacting a tax relief
package that will benefit the largest cross-section of low to
middle income Americans -- a tax package that will work to restore
tax equity to the federal tax system.

What we have found in our experience as America's largest tax
preparation business is that tax credits that are refundable will
benefit the largest number of taxpayers in an equitable way. The
advantage of refundable tax credits is that lower income taxpayers
would get some relief, as compared to nonrefundable tax credits
which shut out lower income taxpayers. Ideally, these would be tax
credits which are not limited to families with children, but which

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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would be available to all lower and middle income taxpayers,
regardless of their family size or situatioie. For instance, it
would help young single or married taxpayers (with no dependents)
who may be struggling to purchase a home or save money so they can
afford a family.

Refundable tax credits would also help older, lower to middle
income taxpayers whose children are grown or who may need to save
for their retirement. This group of older taxpayers often cannot
take advantage of Itemizing because their homes are paid for, and
they are too young to take advantage of deductions and/or credits
for age.

We prefer refundable tax credits over increasing the personal
exemption for children. Increasing the personal exemption for
children has merit, but most proposals would provide the largest
dollar benefits to upper income families with children. Adjusting
the amount of increase in the personal exemption so it is greater
for those in the lower income brackets would help to provide some
equity to this type of benefit. However, it still limits the much
needed relief for those in the lower and middle income brackets to
a smaller segment of these taxpayers, namely those households with
dependent children.

Liberalizing IRA's is of some interest to Block's customers.
However, many of our customers do not have the resources to invest
in IRAs and consequently could not take advantage of the
opportunities for penalty-free withdrawals. Additionally, we have
concerns about allowing full deductibility for IRA's, since it will
gonorally benefit only upper income taxpayers (under current law,
couples covered by their employers' pension plan who have AOl's
over $40,000 cannot fully deduct their IRA contributions).

While my focus today Is on proposals to help middle and low
income taxpayers, I do not believe it is unreasonable to pay for
such tax relief by increasing the tax rates on wealthy taxpayers,
the same class of taxpayers who received the greatest benefits from
tax cuts in the 1980's. In particular, proposals to impose a
surtax on million dollar incomes and/or create a new tax rate for
wealthy taxpayers merit your serious consideration.

MODIFICATION OF THE EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

Now, I would lIke to move to another topic and briefly discuss
changes to the Earned Income Tax Credit. Last year, an estimated
1.6 million of our customers claimed the earned income tax credit.
We understand and support the intent of Congress in 1990 to expand
the earned income tax credit. Last year we submitted comments to
the IRS when they released the new draft form for EIC making our
recommendations on how to improve the form and instructions to meet
the now requirements. Now, we are in the middle of the tax filing
season and can see first hand that the only effective solution is
to modify the credit by repealing the provision that links the
ability to claim the "woo tot" and health insurance credits to
other tax benefits. We also support other provisions under
consideration to increase the basic credit, amount and to increase
the family size adjustment.

CONCLUSION

I would like to close my remarks today by saying that HKR
Block firmly believes that middle atid lower income taxpayers
deserve a break in the federal tax code. Specifically, we
recommend tax relief in the form of refundable tax credited to
provide relief to the greatest number of middle and lower income
taxpayers. We have witnessed firsthand our customers growing
unhappiness with their current federal tax liability, their
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declining confidence in the economy, and their very real concern
that their economic future is at risk for them and for their
children. Providing tangible tax relief to middle and lower income
Americans, not Just tax gimmicks, will go further to restore
confidence in the economy than anything else you do this year.

Mr. Chairman, we would be happy to provide any assistance to

you as you consider middle income tax relief. As I stated
earlier, we have more firsthand experience with middle income
taxpayers than anyone else and naturally have extensive expertise
and information we can offer to assist you and the rest of the
Committee during this debate. Thank you for allowing me to appear
before you today. I would be happy to answer any questions you may
have.

PREPARn-| ) STATEMENT OF MIC3|AE, J. BOOKIN

Chairman Bentsen, Senator Packwood, and other distinguished Members of the
Committee, it is a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss the Administra-
tion's economic outlook and programs, and their relation to the budget.

The United States is the most proaperous and productive Nation on earth. With
less than 6 percent of the world's population, America produces a quarter of the
world's total output. However, no economic system is inmime to disruption. Even
well.functioning market economies face the risk of temporary setbacks from external
shocks, policy mistakes, or other disturbances. This was starkly demonstrated in the
first 2 years of the 1990s. The American economy, which already was experiencing
slow growth, fell into recession in the second half of 1990. Between the third quarter
of 1990 and the first quarter of 1991, output fell 1,6 percent and 1.7 million jobs
were lost. Growth resumed in the second and third quarter of 1991, but at a slug-
gish pace. Real G)P1 was essentially flat in the fourth quarter. The recession and
very slugoish growth reflect the serious difficulties that the U.S. economy has faced
in correcting structural imbalances while adjusting to previous monetary tightening,
the credit crunch, and the August 1990-January 1991 oil shock,

Structural imbalances had developed in the financial and real estate sectors, in
household and corporate debt positions, and in governments' fiscal positions. A
major reallocation of resources from defense to other sectors is under way, reversing
the trend of the 1980s. The economy also has had to deal with changing national
demographics, and a productivity growth slowdown that began two decades ago.

The monetary policy initiated in the late 1980s to ease incipient inflationary pres-
sure slowed growth beginning in 1989. The anticipated increase in demand for world
capital resulting from the historic changes in the former Soviet bloc, especially the
unification of Germany, increased interest rates substantially in early 1990. Prob-
lems in financial market have limited the availability of credit.

The other industrial countries also were buffeted by many of the same problems
that hit the United States--the oil shock, oinking consumer and business con.
fidence, and high interest rates. Several of these countries also were experiencing
structural problems related to government budget positions and serious difficulties
in their financial and real estate m,,rkets. Recessions began in Canada ad the
United Kingdom earlier in 19941, and with jobless rates at or exceeding 10 percent
in late 1991, the recessions have been deeper than in the United States. Growth
in other industrial countries including Prance and Italy, slowed in 1991, and the
unemployment rate for the Euro ean Community as a whole was about 9 percent
in 1991. Growth in Japan and Germany slowed considerably in the second half of
1991.

The current economic difficulties in the United States and other industrial coum-
tries should not obscure the fundamental strengths of market economies. The Unit-
ed States is the world's bept example of the interrelated strengths of democratic plu-
ratism and market-;riented economies. Americans have the highest standard of liv-
ing in the world. U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) per capita of $22,066 in 1990,
the latest year for which comparable data are available, places the United States
more than 36 percent above Germany and more than 26 percent above Japan, when
calculated usuig purchasing power equivalents. The United States has the highest
level of productivity of any country in the world, with output per worker about 20
p percent above the average of the other major industrial countries. As of 1990, the
ast year for which comparable data are available, the United States produced a

larger share of the industrial output of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development-24 of the largest industrial economies--than it did in 1970.

55-026 0 - 92 - 5
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Modern market economies such as the United States are constantly restructuring

in response to changes in thegoods and services that consumers desire, innovations
in productive technologies, and external events that affect the ability of the economy
to produce goods and services. In the last decade, for example, computer technology
has transformed the workplace and greatly increased the demand for skilled work.
era.

In responding to structural change, however, even a fundamentally sound market
economy can occasionally develop imbalances. Or external shocks or policy mistakes
can knock it off track. A flexible and productive economy generally can adapt to
such events with a minimal amount of disruption to the economy as a whole, al-
thou gh the costs of adjustment usuall, are concentrated in specific groups of the
population or regions of the country. But if an unusual confluence of imbalances,
mistakes, and shocks occurs, then the self-adjustinf mechanisms may be inadequate
to sustain overall economic growth. And if productivity growth is slow, the economy
has less of a cushion to absorb the adjustment that markets undertake naturally
without sliding into recession. The American economy is struggling today with such
a confluence of events.

For the year and a half prior to the recession that began in the third quarter of
1990, the 11.8. economy was growing at only a 1/4-percent annual rate as it ad-
justed to policies and worked to correct its imbalances. When the recession began,
the Admiistration and most private analysts believed that it would not be as Ie-
vere as the last recession, or even the average of postwar recessions. Partly as a
consequence of expecting a less severe recession, the subsequent recovery aim) was
expected to be more moderate than those following other postwar recessions. More-over, mony, including the Administration, believed that the continuing resolution of
structural imbalances would lead to a slower than average recovery.

'lle recession appeared to end i the spring of 1991, and signs ,91 ,A moderate re-
covery began to emerge, 'lhe index of leading indicators, industrial production, real
income, and retail sales all bottomed out in the first quarter mid showed upward
trends into the second quarter. Other key data also pointed to a recovery. Housing
starts, new orders for durable goods manufactured in the United States, and manu-
facturers' shipments reached their recession troughs in the first quarter and then
climbed through midsummer. Real GDP grew modestly in the second tnd third
quarters of 1991.

Rather than continubig its modest rebound, the economy flattened from the late
stummer to the end of 1991. Payroll employment, industrial production, and retail
sales all turned down. Real ODP was essentially flat in the fourth quarter. On the
positive side, exports continued to rise aid housing starts continued their slow up.
ward progress. The Administration, along with most private analysts expect the
economy to be sluggish early in 19.92 but then to pick tip in the second half of the
year. Some indicators of future economic activity reinforce this view.

Fmndamentals that promote growth are beginning to fall into place. Declining real
and nominal interest rates should help boost interest-sensitive spending. Inflation,
too, is expected to remain near its current, relatively low levels, Imbalances in inter.
national accounts have been v bstantially reduced, and exports should continue to
Frow as the Nation's nternatiorl competitive position strengthens. Some structural
imbalances are being righted: Households mid corporations are reducing their credit
burdens, and banks are improving their capital positions. It will take time to correct
all the imbalances but a start has been made.

With the exception of a few industries, there does not appear to be a widespread
inventory imbalance that would foreshadow further cuts in production. Increases in
domestic and foreign demand will therefore be met mainly from new production and
not from drawing down existing stocks. New production will generate income in.
crease consumption, and lead to further gains in production, employment, and in.
come.

The international competitive position of the United States has improved. After
adjusting for exchange rates, the pattern of unit labor costs in manufacturing has
been favorable relative to that of the Nation's major trading partners. As foreign
economic growth rebounds, U.S. exports should increase.

A particularly positive factor is the reduced inflation rate. Although special factors
in agriculture energy, and excise taxes may cause an occasional temporary blip in,
for example, tie consumer price index, underlying inflation is widely-believed to be
down. The economy currently is operating well below full capacity. Thus, during a
moderate recovery, resource constraints that could rekindle inflationary pressures
are tulikely to emerge. Furthermore, a credible and systematic monetary policy that
is desi ned to reduce inflation gradually has ample room to accommodate a healthy
expansion.
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Nominal interest rates generally are at their lowest levels in two decades. Real
rates may not be as low as they have been around the trough in some other cycles.
But the lagged effects of lower interest rates already in the pipeline should help the
economy in 1992. The lowest mortgage rates in almost 20 years should spur housing
starts and sales. Low rates also allow households to refinance mortgages, improving
their balance sheets and providing a foundation for consumption growth. For many
businesses, lower interest rates reduce the cost of borrowing to finance new invest-
ment. They also increase corporate cash-flow. Some corporations are using the
strong stock market to issue equity and repay debt, thu improving their financial
position and freeing funds for investment. There is some offset to the expansionary
effect of these factors because lower interest rates reduce interest income and the
consumption based on it.

Because their capital po&'.ions have improved greatly, banks should be in a better
position to lend than they have been for some time. Furthermore, the Administra-
ti on under the leadership of the Treasury Department and in conjunction with
banking and thrift regulators, has been working to ensure that lenders make pru.
dent loans and that examiners perform their reviews in a balanced sensible man-
ner. Still, bank lending remains tight- many banks are investing in Treasury securi.
ties rather than making loans. A combination of slack demand, due to the soft econ-
omy and the need to rebuild balance sheets still further, and skittishness, in re-
sponse to regulatory overreaction, is preventing the banking system from playing its
normal role in financing economic expansion.

The Administration forecasts real GDP to grow 2.2 percent in 1992 and 3 percent
in 1993 if the President's policies are ado!p ted. The unemployment rate may rise
slightly early in the year, but if the President's policies are enacted, should start
to decline thereafter. Inflation and interest rates should remain relatively low. If the
President's proposals are not enacted, the economy is less likely to improve and the
improvement is likely to be slower and weaker.

Table I compares the Administration forecast to that of the CBO and the so-called
Blue Chip consensus--actually the average of the 62 private Blue Chip forecasters.

As was the case last year, the CBO is somewhat more optimistic about real
growth than the Administration. The Administration outlook is slightly below the
Blue Chip average real GDP forecast. By way of comparison, summing the forecast
errors for 1991 over real growth, unemployment, inflation and interest rates, only
8 of the 49 Blue Chip private forecasters (3 did not forecast all variables) were more
accurate than the Ai nistration. The Administration also was more accurate than
the CBO. But the differences were modest, Virtually none of the private forecaster;
predicted the flattening out in the latter part of the year. CBO had real growth of
about 3 percent for the second half; the Administration 2.4 percent; the Blue Chip
average was 2.2 percent.

These developments serve to remind us all of something I say each time I deliver
the economic outlook and that is well to bear in mind. Economic forecasting is an
imprecise science. Unexpected events and policy changes can cause actual events to
be substantially different from the forecast and forecasts are based largely on pre-
dictions about human behavior, usually taking previous patterns of behavior as a
guide. But human behavior is complex, difficult to predict, and subject to change.
People do not always respond the same way, or with the same speed, in what ap-
pear to be similar circumstances. Hence, there remains some uncertainty about the
outlook for the economy.

If the problems the economy has been facing are resolved relatively quickly and
confidence is restored, growth could rise faster--and to a higher rate-than is ex-
pected. The relatively low rate of inflation combined with the large degree of slack
in the economy is particularly noteworthy, as it could allow the Federal Reserve to
keep interest rates low--or cut them further if necessary-to help boost growth with
little immediate concern about reintroducing inflation pressures. A quick shift to a
significant rebuildhig of inventories alone could add a percentage point or more to
the rate of growth over the next year. Alternatively, if the problems are solved very
slowly, the economy could perform worse than expected. Tight credit and slow
money growth, along with the continuing structural adjustments described earlier
could continue to hinder the economy, and under those conditions confidence could
remain low and the rate of growth likely would be lower than expected.

The President has presented a comprehensive and coordinated growth agenda for
the N ation. The agenda includes fiscal and other measures that will make near-
term recovery faster, stronger, and more certain while solidifying the foundation for
long-term growth to help ensure that the United States remains the world's leading
economy in the 1990s and beyond.

The Administration's policies for raising long-run productivity growth and thus
the standard of living are based on five principles: a pro-growth fiscal policy that
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enhances incentives for entrepreneurship, saving, and investment in the context of
the final discipline necessary to slow the growth of spending to reduce the multiyear
structural budg t deficit; a trade policy that promotes growth through opening mar-
kets worldwide a regulatory policy that avoids unnecessary burdens on business
and consumers; a human capital Investment policy that focuses on education, train-
ing, and preventive health care; and strong support of a monetary policy that keeps
inflation and interest rates low while providing adequate growth o( money and
credit to support solid real growth.

The short-term agenda includes executive actions and proposed legislation that
will stimulate economic growth immediately. Executive acions with immediate im-
pact include it reduction in excessive personal income tax withholding and accelera-
tion of previously appropriated Federal spending. Reducing the burden of unneces.
sary regulation and prudent measures to reduce the credit crunch will improve the
environment for growth. Proposed legislation focuses on spurring job-creating in
vestment. The proposed 1-percent investment tax allowance and simplified and lib.
eralized treatment of depreciation under the alternative tax, as well as the reduc-
tion in the capital gains tax will stimulate business investment. The reduction in
the capital gains tax rate will quickly raise asset values, improving confidence and
encouragbg spending. A $,000 tax credit and penalty-free withdrawal from individ-
ual retirement accounts for first-time homebuyers, along with other incentives, will
increase housing construction and sales.

Bolstering the short-term agenda are proposals for the long term that invest in
the Nation's future by increasing the productivity of people and business. Record
Federal investment in research and development and infrastructure, and the exten-
sion of the research and development tax credit will help increase business pro-
ductivity. Record Federal investment in Head Start children, and education, as well
as proposals that strengthen the war on drugs and improve the implementation of
job training through Job Training 2000 will help increase labor productivity. The
long-term growth agenda also includea continued efforts to expand international
markets through multilateral regional, and bilateral negotiations.

Some of the President's reform proposals are awaiting congressional action. Edu-
cation reform through America 2000 will revolutionize education strengthen ac-
countability, and improve performance. Financial sector reform will strengthen the
financial system, improve, its ability to contribute to business growth, and sustain
its international competitiveness. Civil justice reform will curp wasteful litigation
and enhance productive activity. And the National Energy Strategy will increase en-
ergy security and conservation.

The President has repeatedly proposed reducing the tax rate on capital gains.
This will encourage entrepreneurial activity, create new products, new methds of
production, and new businesses. These in turn, will generate new jobs. A capital
gains differential will reduce the tax bias against equity financing and the overall
cost of capital, thereby increasing investment and growth. Moreover, the Adminis-
tration has supported a zero capital gains tax for areas Jesignated as Enterprise
Zones to spur investment and encourage entrepreneurial activity in inner cities and
rural areas.

Innovation increases productivity growth and the standard of living. The Adminis-
tration has advocated making the research and experimentation tax credit a parma.
nent part of the tax code and has proposed large increases in both basic and applied
research and development spending in the Federal budget

There are also proposals to assist families. These policies include an increase in
the tax exemption for each child, a new flexible individual retirement account, and
deductibility of interest paid on student loans. Comprehensive health reform will in.
crease the affordability and security of health insurance at a cost that is economi-
cally sustainable. The incentives for first-time homebuyers, mentioned above will
encourage homeownership--one of the most important ingredients to family fian.
cial and social well-being. The homeownership and opportunities for people every.
where (HOPE) program helps low-income residents of public and assisted housing
to manage and eventually own their own homes.

Fundamental banking reform is critical to ensuring efficient operation of credit
markets. The recent bi passed by the Congress is at best only a start. Important
provisions in the Administration's proposal that would remove many unnecessary
and antiquated restrictions on the banking industry are missing from the legisla-
tion. These reforms are needed to rebuild the soundness of the banking industry and
enable it to be internationally competitive.

The Administration believes a well-functioning legal and regulatory system should
increase, not impede, economic activity. Through its Agenda for Civil Justice Reform
in America, the Administration has proposed a comprehensive set of reforms to the
civil justice system that will improve the efficiency of the legal system and reduce
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unnecessary and costly litigation. This would free up resources and enhance pro-
ductivity.

The Administration believes that investments in the Nation's human capital In-
crease its productivity and living standards at home and increase its competitive.
ness abroad. The National Education Goals, America 2000 Excellence in Education
Act, and Job Training 2000 all are directed at improving the quality of our most
important resource-our people. The America 2000 Excellence in Education Act fo-
cuses on setting world-class educational standards, measuring performance against
those standards, and increasing the educational choices available to American fami-
lies so as to generate the competition that will improve performance and account-
ability of schools. The Admiinistration's Job Training 2000 system is designed to
train millions of workers in the skills needed in the evolving labor market.

Moreover, the President has initiated a variety of measures to expand opportuni-
ties and improve the well-being of individuals and families. Although not often
thought of as economic policy, expanded tax relief for child care, -Head Start,
Healthy Start, protecting the civil rights of all Americans, the strategy to eliminate
substance abuse and measures against violent crime all serve to improve U.S. pro-
ductivity in the fong term. Starting our children off on the right path, providing our
children the finest education, and continuing to provide programs that ensure safety
are sound economic policies.

The President's economic and domestic agenda also includes investing in Ameri.
ca's future by improving the Nation's infrastructure, enhancing energy efficiency
and security, and improving the quality of the environment and life. The Adminis.
tration continues to promote an energy policy that relies on the flexibility of market
forces to ensure that the Nation's resources are used most efficiently. Implementa-
tion of the Administration's National Energy Strategy would enhance competition
in the generation of electric power and in their delivery of natural gas and would re-
duce vulnerability to oil disruptions abroad.

This Administration is committed to free and fair trade. Because trade enhances
long-term growth, the Administration is following a multipronged effort to open
markets, expand trade, and spur growth. The Administration is committed to
achieving a successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade nego.
tiations, under the auspices of the General Areement on Tariffs and Trade. These
ambitious talks, which were initiated in 1986 nvolve 108 countries and cover topics
ranging from the elimination or reduction of tariffs, to the strengthening of inter.
national rules for trade in textiles and agriculture, to the extension of rules to cover
trade in services and intellectual property. A successful Uruguay Round would ex-
pend market opportunities globally for our exporters, increase jobs, and provide last-

mng gains for bh the United States and world. The Administration also has impor-
tant proposals to expand trade in this hemisphere--notably the Enterprise for the
Americas Initiative and the historic North American free-trade area-and is con-
tinuing to achieve market access through bilateral negotiations.

Taken together, the President's proposals constitute a comprehensive agenda to
stimulate short-term economic growth and support long-term productivity growth.
1Tese policies will expand opportunities for workers and families, increase living
standards, and support the global competitiveness of the U.S. economy.

Table I.-FORECAST COMPARISONS

Percent chig, 41h quitwer b 41h quitter
R GOP (1ge7 dolsrs):

AdmNfItson ........................................... 22 3,0
W Ci p .................................. ............. . . ....................................................... ........... 2 .4 3.0

coo ............................... ......... .......... 28 3.3
CP-U:

AdmI sh lon .................................................... ............................................. 3.1 3.3
W C h ......................................... ............... ... ............................................. . 3.5 3.8

Coo ........ ........ ........ ...... ..... ....... . ................... 3.4 3.6

Calenr year avwage, percent
Cl4lwn Unemployment Rate:

Adm i stalon ........... .......................................... . .................................. ........... 8 .9 6.5
B*A CN4 .................................................... 8 .8 8.3
C O ....................................................... ..................... .......... . . . . . . . . . .......... ,9 8.4
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Table 1.--FORECAST COMPARISONS--Continued

3-month Trllry blI rate:
A *h, salon ............ ................... ......... ... .............. .................................. 4 .1 4.9
l ue C h p .. .................. _.... ........ ........ ...... .. ....... ........... 5............................. . 4 2 5.0

c 8 0 .................................... ............................................................... ................... ..... 4 .4 5.1
I O-ywr Tresawry woe rate:
Admnseauon ............................................. 7.0 6.9
Blue Chi . ................ .................................... 7.3 7,7
C80 .... ....... . ..... 1 ... ................... 7A1 7.1
Nte 5* Chp vakno am yurM w hee trm to Jawy 1991 8* Chip oU*'y 1O-yo Tmotuy not rw fat Oka CV a

ewfwiW frm #ti.o"I A44 bwo" w

PRFWARFD STATEXENT OF NiCloLAs F. BRADY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am pleased to testify today on
the economic proposals announced by the President in hie State of the Union ad-
dress and detailed in his Budget for FY 1993. The President's actions and proposals
will accelerate economic recovery in the short term, stimulate the nation's long-term
economic growth and increase the competitiveness of American goods and services
in the world economy.

The President's comprehensive program for growth includes initiatives beyond
those we shall discuss here today, for example: record federal investment in re-
search and development; in Head Start and in children generally; in education;
crime and drug abuse; and in preventive health. The President's program for Job
Training 2000 will improve the delivery and effectiveness of job training and voca-
tional education and his proposal to combine law enforcement and social services
is designed to reinvigorate impoverished and embattled communities.

When enacted by the Congress the President's plan will expand opportunity and
enlhace the nation's standard o? living. The President's tax proposals are specifi-
cally addressed to the fundamental economic concerns of American families.

As you well know, Mr. Chairman, many factors have coalesced to make the eco-
nomic recovery sluggish: We experienced a mideast crisis and a war, during which
oil prices rose to over $40 a barrel. We have had two and a half years of restrictive,
high interest rates that only recently have abated. The nation's businesses and its
families and government borrowed too much. And, unfortunately, improving the cli-
mate for increased jobs and investment has not been a congressional priority.

8OME ENCOURAOINO SIONS

Nevertheless, there are some encouraging signs.
American corporations and families have moved to pay down their debt burden.
The spiral of rising prices has been halted so that American familes need no

longer ear that run-away inflation will rob them of their purchasing power. And
American businesses do not have to worry that rapid price increases will render
American products noncompetitive in world markets.' Ainerican exports are strong,
and business inventories lean.

Interest rates are now the lowest in twenty years. The decline in interest rates
could, in 1992, save American families as much as $26 billion in interest costs on
mortgages, and other household debt. Lower interest rates also should mean a sav-
ings of about $10 billion for American corporations, and federal, state, and local gov-
ernments will save another $10 billion.

And all of this has occurred against the backdrop of the end of the Cold War, an
economic stimulus that none of us can now calculate, but which will be, over time,
of enormous proportions.

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WANT ACTION

But positive signals are ody the beginning, The American people remain con-
cerned about the strength of their nation's economy. People who have worked in in.
dustries or companies that have contracted want to be confident that they can find
new jobs and if necessary shift careers. Families who own no home want to be sure

IGraphs I and 2 show changes over time in consumer and producer prices, respectively.
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that they will someday and homeowners hope to see strength in the value of their
house, their most valuable asset.

American families deserve to be confident about their children's future, the qual-
ity and safety of their children's schools, and their ability to afford the education
necessary to raise their children and grandchildren's standard of living.

The public is entitled to assurance about the soundness of the financial institu.
tions on which they have long depended for help and security. Witnessing 'the fail-
ure of a savings and loan or bank where you or your neighbors have saved and bor.rowed is extremely unsettling. The country worries that American banks, which for
so long were dominant in the world, are now overshadowed by foreign banks. Small
butsinesses and other investors have had difficulty obtaining loans they need to ex-
pand their businesses and create jobs. And the Congress so far has refused to mod-
ernize the legal framework governing banks that was designed decades ago for a
totally different economic era.

The American people deserve to be certain of our ability to compete in the now
global economy. TheY demand that we maintain our advantage of superior tech.
nology aid our capacity for staining innovation.

ECONOMIC (IROWT 18 TIF, ENGINE OF PEROORESS

Mr. Chairman, there is only one response that we, the Congress and the President
working together, can make to fulfill the hopes of the American people. We should
embrace policies that foster economic growth. We should move at once to enact into
law the President's proposals that willaccelerate economic recovery, We must dem-
onstrate an unwavering commitment to creating an environment for sustained
growth over the long term.

Over time gains in family income depend upon improved national productivity.
Only sustained economic growth can improve the incomes of wage-earing men id
women; only sustained economic growth will provide the resources to feed and house
the poor and guarantee health care to all Americans. And only sustained economic
growth-not higher tax rates-will increase the resources of federal, state and local
governments.

There should be no misunderstanding about this important point. A one percent
decrease in real GDP growth in 1992 alone could decrease federal government re-
ceipta by nearly $80 billion and increase the federal deficit by more than $100 bil-
lion during the period F*Y 1992-1997. A one percent lower annual real GDP growth
rate during each of the years from 1992 to 1997 would decrease the federal govern-
ment's receipts by more than $260 billion and increase the deficit by nearly $360
billion during that period. The productive power of economic growth as a contributor
to government revenues is not controversial.
If the collapse of communism and the disintegration of the Soviet Union this past

year have taught us anything at all, it is that government policies that concentrate
on managing how limited resources are distributed among the people are a poor
substitute for concentrating on ensuring economic growth.

TIE PRESII)EN148 ECONOMIC ntROWII! AGENDA

The President's economic growth agenda will accelerate economic recovery and
job-creating investments, create opportunities for home ownership foster a real es.
tate recovery and help families build for the future. The economic growth agenda
set forth by the President is about jobs.

The plan calls for a new investment tax allowance, which would produce nearly
$11 billion of tax savings in calendar 1992 for businesses that acquire new equip-
ment, thereby increasing their cash flow and lowering their cost of capital. The
President also recommends permanent adjustments to simply and liberalize the al-
ternative minimum tax to remove tax impedimenta for modernizing business plant
and equipment. Both of these measures will provide manufacturers strong incen-
tives to create new jobs.

Jobs and global competitiveness also demand that businesses carry on vigorous
research and development. Tie President's plan would make pernnent the credit
for research and development and extend the rules for allocating R&D expenses to
foreign and domestic income. Although, as the largest economy in the world, the
United States continues to be the largest investor in R&D activities, the rate of
growth of nondefense R&D has recently been much higher in West Germany and
Japan, as Graph 3 demonstrates.

The President has increased funding for basic research by 29 percent since 1989
and continues to recommend record levels of federal funding for R&D. Each year
since taking office, the President has proposed making the R&D tax credit perma-
nent. This is the year for Congress to act.
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The President also urges Congress to cut the capital gains tax rate, which will
raise American living standards by unlocking job-creating investments, boosting
productivity, and raising the value of productive assets. The President has proposed
cutting the capital gains tax to 16.4' percent for taxpayers now subject to a 28 per-
cent capital gains tax rate and to 8.25 percent for taxpayers now subject to a 15
percent capital gains tax rate.

Reducing the capital gains tax will be particularly helpful to America's new com-
panies and small businesses in attracting start-up capital, Small businesses and
start-up companies traditionally rely on equity capital-they cannot float bonds,
issue commercial paper or compete with big corporate rivals for bank loans. These
firms continue to be the source of new jobs; businesses with 20 or fewer employees
generate over two-thirds of all net new private-sector jobs.

Lowering the capital gains tax to create jobs and make America more productive
is a bipartisan objective. At least 220 Democratic Members of Congres-more than
two thrds--have sponsored or cosponsored legislation to reduce the capital gains
tax.

The argument really is about what kind of capital gains tax to have. The Presi-
dent's proposal is broad in scope, It would reduce the burden of overtaxation of in-
flationary gains for all Americans. It would benefit the large number of middle-in-
come people who realize capital gains and would unlock capital for more productive
uses. A targeted capital gains tax cut could not serve each of these important pur-
poses.

The President's economic growth plan also recognizes the importance of a healthy
real estate sector in our economy and the critical need to ensure that businesses
have access to credit. Real estate and construction represent more than 16 percent
of our GDP, and employ almost 10 million people. More than half of all household
net worth is in real estate.

That is why-in addition to our ongoing efforts to keep interest rates down and
increase credit availability-the Presidenthas asked for a $6,000 tax credit for first-
time homebuyers, modification of passive loss rules for real estate developers, oppor-
tunities for greater pension fund investments in real estate, deductibility of losses
on the sale of personal residences, and an extension of mortgage revenue bond au-
thority.

The President also proposes tax incentives for enterprise zones to stimulate jobs
and investment in disadvantaged rural and urban areas, and an extension of both
the targeted jobs tax credit and the low-income housing tax credit.

President Bush's plan will both hasten economic recovery and help American fam-
ilies--with proposals that specifically address their most pressing concerns. These
include an increase in the personal exemption for families with culdren; and a now
flexible IRA that will allow families to begin saving, regardless of purpose, without
ny income-tax burden.

in combination with the other proposals I have mentioned, the President's $6 000
tax credit for first-time homebuyers will help middle-income families purchase their
own homes and offer protection to current homeowners from declining property val-
ties.

In combination with the President's proposal to increase funding for Head Start
by $600 million and the Admi nistration's other education initiatives, the proposals
to permit deduction of interest on qualifying student loans and penalty-free IRA
withdrawals will help families fulfill their educational goals.

I'he President's comprehensive health plan which he presented last week, builds
on the strength of the existing market-based system. It will provide tax credits or
deductions for the purchase of health insurance of up to $3,760 for poor and middle.
class families. This will provide financial help for more than 90 million people.

These initiatives will provide stimulus in both the short and long term.-They will
make it possible for American families to buy homes, save for college, guard against
major health expenses, and plan for retirement.

The President's plan is directed at the specific needs and aspirations of most
Americans. For families attempting to buy a home save for the future, finance edu-
cational loans, or purchase health insurance, the I resident's plan provides substan-
tial tax savings.

FAIRNINESS

Issues of American justice arise in many contexts. But there can be no doubt that
among them is the requirement that the burdens and benefits of government must
be fairly distributed. The President's plan meets this test of fairness.

The current distribution of taxes and transfers is essentially fair, despite wide-
spread claims to the contrary. As Graph 4 demonstrates, the net effect of federal
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tax and transfer programs is highly progressive. In 1990, households in the top 20
percent paid an average of over $22,000 to the federal government, households in
the lowest twenty percent received an average of almost $8,800 from the federal
government.

But I do not wish to dwell on statistics. Statistics can be used to show almost any.
thing. For example, tax distribution tables depict only the burden of payroll taxes
and leave out entirely the payment of social security and federal health itmurance
benefits. These social insurance programs which are highly progressive should be
included in any fairness charts, but they are not. Comparisons of the tax burden
alone, without the benefits, present a very distorted picture. However, even if
viewed by itself, the federal income tax is also progressive.

TI'e President's plan for economic growth is fair. The full array of the President's
ta:- proposals, including the President's health plan, would dramatically decrease
taxes for low. and middle-income families and wodd only slightly reduce taxes for
those with higher incomes.

TI'E NERD FOR FISCAL RE"rRMAINT

The President's program to accelerate the economy, provide jobs and improve the
climate for long-term growth is accomplished while maintaining the fiscal restraint
of pny-as-you-go. We cannot achieve economic growth if federal spending is not con-
trolled. Confident, stable financial markets live in the house of financial discipline,
and interest rates and long term growth depend on adherence to this principle.

MRF.IE I. No SILVER BULLET

Creatinti an environment through this nation's tax, spending, atid regulntory poll.
cies that invites and sustains long-term economic growth is no simple task. Tl tere
is no silver bullet. However, we now have an opportunity to put some important
building blocks in place.

The President in his State of the Union address requested congressional action
by March 20 on seven proposals:

* The capital gains tax reduction;
* The investment tax allowance;
* The AMT enhancement and simplification;
* The easing of passive loss restrictions on real estate developers;
# The $5,000 credit for first-time homebnyers;
* The waiver of penalties on IRA withdrawals by first-time homebuyers and
* The proposals to facilitate real estate investment by pension funds and oth-
ers.

These proposals should be enacted immediatel to accelerate economic recovery.
The total cost of these proposals over the period VY 1992-1997 is just over $6.6 bil.
lion. The President's budget provides a variety of ways to cover this cost in a man-
ner consistent with pay-as-you-go discipline. There is simply no reason why the
President's economic growth proposals should not be financed through reductions in
federal spending. The President would prefer prompt enactment of all of his pro.
gram. But surely these few changes can be enacted now. It should be done promptly.
And it must be paid for.

CONCLUSION

Today, this nation remains the world's preeminent economic force. The United
States if the world's largest exporter of goods mid services and the world's largest
foreign investor.

No one should underestimate the energy and optimism of the American people,
nor the resilience mid fundamental strengths of the American economy. The govern.
ment alone cannot make American products more competitive, but, in partnership,
the President, the Congress, American businesses and workers can construct an en-
vironment to facilitate the nation's productive growth.
Attachment.
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Consumer Price Index, All Items
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Graph 2

Producer Price Index for Finished Goods
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Graph 3

Non-Defense R&D Expenditures
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Graph 4

Effects of Federal Tax and Transfers on
Take-Home Income, 1990
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN H. CImAFEE

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity for the Committee to examine the
President's budget. I believe our top priority over the coming weeks must be to pass
a tax package that encourages economic growth thereby providing more jobs for
Americans. While, at the same time, striving not to increase the deficit.

Under President Bush's budget for 1993, the deficit is projected to be almost $362
billion; or $1,400 per man, woman, and child in this country. We cannot continue
to ignore the fact that we are leaving a horrible legacy for our children. While the
size of the annual deficit as a percent of our Gross Domestic Product has not risen,
our total outstanding Federal Debt has continued to sky-rocket, In fact, total inter-
est on the public debt will exceed $300 billion for the first time in 1993.

I remember when President Johnson was deeply concerned that the total Federal
Budget he submitted to Congress broke the 100 billion dollar barrier. President
Johnson and the Congress worked together to prevent the budget from reaching
that level. And, now, less than 30 years later the interest costs, alone, in the Fed-
eral Budget will exceed three times that amount.

In my opinion, the most important step that Congress can take to help improve
the long-term growth and competitiveness of the U.S. economy is to reduce the Fed.
eral budget deficit. While shdrt-term interest rates have dropped dramatically over
the last few months, long-term rates have lagged behind. These interest rates have
remained artificially high because of the tremendous borrowing needs of the Federal
government.

Now, let me turn to what I believe are the current deep concerns of the American
people:

# retaining their jobs or finding new one";
* maintaining the value of their homes; and
# keeping their health insurance and controlling rising health care costs.

I do not believe short-term tax credits or individual tax cuts will address these con-
cerns.

If you ask any American if he or she would like to have an additional $500 exemp-
tion, the answer will of course be yes. The real question, however, should be: "Do
you want to increase the Federal deficit by $6 billion (which your children will have
to pay in the future), so that you can receive 29 cents per day per child in reduced
taxes?" I know the answer in Rhode Island is "No." What they are looking for is
actions which will produce more jobs.

FIRST, to maintain and create new jobs we must:
a. establish an investment tax credit that provides a real incentive for businesses

to expand during this sluggish economy;
b. provide some type of relief for capital gains to reduce the cost of capital and

encourage the flow of capital to new investments;
c. make several of the expiring tax provisions permanent: the R&D tax credit' the

moratorium on the 861--8 allocation rules; the targeted jobs tax credit; and the
exclusion for employee educational assistance; aid

d. repeal the luxury tax on boats.
Everyone of these items will lead to increased economic growth and greater em-

ployment opportunities for all Americans.

SECOND, we need to restore the confidence of the American people in the real
estate industry. To do this we must:

a. make both the mortgage revenue bond program and the low-income housing tax
credit permanent;

b. alow penalty-free withdrawals from Individual Retirement Accounts for the
purchase of a first-home; and

c. revise the passive loss rules as they apply to the real estate industry.

AND, THIRD, later this year we must deal with measures to provide greater ac-
cess to health care. Certainly, one of them must be to equalize the tax treatment
of health insurance for all Americans by making the cost of health insurance pre-
miums tax deductible for those who purchase health insurance whether on their
own or as a self-employed individual.
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I look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and with the Administration
to develop a package that will include provisions to address the real concerns of
Americans:

* retaining their jobs or finding new ones;
* maintainig the value of their homes; and access to health care.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE CHiMERINE

My name is Lawrence Chimerine. I am currently a Senior Economic
Counselor to Data Resources-McGraw "ill, Inc., and a Fellow at the Economic
Strategy Institute. I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the
Senate Finance Committee on the current economic situation, the near and
long-term outlook, the President's economic proposals, and on my own policy
recommendations.

In order to look ahead with some degree of confidence, it is necessary
to examine the performance of the U.S. economy during the last several years,
with particular reference to the recession that appears to be still in place.
In particular, there have been several misconceptions regArding the recession
that should be addressed. These include the following:

A. ThiL. & agigtn iSf l. This view has been expressed repeatedly by many
economists and others, but in my view, it is dangerously misleading.
Many measures show declines over the past eighteen months at least equal
to the average of previous recessions, some even worse. Furthermore,
some of the current statistics will eventually be revised downward. BLS
estimates appear to understate the decline in payroll jobs, based on
data being reported by state governments, for example. While the 1990-
1991 recession is far from the worst, it nonetheless is a significant
recession, with a lot of pain and suffering, that should not be passed
off as a mild blip or temporary inconvenience.

8. Th js_" _Qi Mqr O.9L It should be obvious by now that that
is not the case. In fact, it appears that the national recession may
have begun one or two months prior to the Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait;
furthermore, many regions and industries were in fact already
experiencing recessionary conditions well before the national recession
began. And, overall economic growth averaged only a little more than It
at an annual rate for the eighteen months prior to the beginning of the
recession, indicating an extraordinarily high degree of vulnerability.
The aftermath ot .oe invasion clearly made the economy worse, thus
making what might ' -e been a milder recession more severe.

C. Th~j~-A_ ftd -. uA te siu. It has been fashionable to also blame
the recession on the Federal Reserve. However, the Fed began to ease at
least a year before the recession began, as indicated by a near 200
basis'point decline in the federal funds rate from the spring of 1989 to
early summer of 1990. While we can all debate whether they should have
eased earlier and/or more sharply (as I believe), the recession
nonetheless was not preceded by a sharp reduction in reserves, and an
upward spike in short-term interest rates, as has frequently been the
case in the past.

D. rli . DJq1o Ypjs . Regardless of the cause, many economists
view this as another in the long string of recessions that have occurred
in the post-war period, with very similar characteristics. Many of
them, therefore, expect a rather typical recovery. I believe, however,
that this recession is in fact very different than virtually all of the
other post-war recessions. As discussed below, it has been caused more
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by structural, long-lasting factors than the relatively temporary
factors that have been responsible for most previous downturns.

TIL3 3CSOE I DXFERZNT

There are numerous differences between the 1990-1991 recession and the
previous eight that have taken place in the post World War II period. The
major ones are as follows:

1. The Long transition between rapid growth and recession. As discussed
earlier, economic growth had fallen sharply by early 1989, averaging
only 1.2% from that time until the summer of 1990. This is
unprecedented--every other post-war expansion moved into recession
almost immediately, without the long period of stagnation or transition
that occurred this time around. In my view, this suggests that an
adjustment process was under way well before the recession began,
reflecting numerous factors that did not play a major role in previous
recession periods.

2. Behavior of labor markets. Unemployment always increases sharply in
recessions, reflecting both the difficulty of new entrants into the
labor force finding jobs, and losses of jobs among the previously
employed. However, in virtually all previous recessions, most of the
job losses were concentrated in manufacturing industries, primarily
among production workers, and layoffs or indefinite furloughs accounted
for a large fraction of those job losses. This time around, however,
job losses have been spread across a large number of industries and
occupations, and a larger fraction have been accounted for by
terminations (i.e., jobs were eliminated) rather than temporary or
indefinite layoffs. This is significant because it has created deep job
insecurity across the United States, which may have significant
implications for the recovery.

3. i has been cAuiLtby long-isting structural factors. While cyclical
forces have played a role, I believe that a large part of the recession
and earlier slowdown reflects more longer-lasting, structural factors
than those which have produced recessions in the past. This in part
explains why the sluggishness has already lasted for three years. These
factors include the following:

(a). Both corporate and household debt (in relation to profits and
incomes) exploded in the 1980's, and remain far higher than at
previous cyclical peaks. In my view, high outstanding debt levels
have been holding down spending on consumer durables and on new
investment (especially since both real incomes and profits are
being squeezed).

(b). Rising credit quality problems in real estate and other loans,
coupled with regulatory changes requiring higher capital, have
tightened credit standards--thus, even for households and
corporations not constrained by current debt levels, they are not
having as easy access to credit as during the previous five or six
years.

(c). Despite the rising budget deficit in nominal terms, fiscal policy
has become restrictive. The increases in the nominal deficit are
primarily due to rising interest expense, weak tax receipts due to
the sluggish economy, and the explosion in thrift bailout costs,
none of which are now stimulative. Meanwhile, the deficit package
adopted in 1990 will produce sizable fiscal drag on an ongoing
basis.

(d). Many state and local governments are in the process of cutting
spending or raising taxes to ease budget problems as well--current
imbalances are the highest in decades.

(e). The enormous overbuilding of most types of real estate in many
areas, coupled with weakening property prices, has caused a sharp
decline in new construction.

(f). Nominal and real long-term interest rates remain very high at a
time when most high rate of return expenditures have already been
made.
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(g). Real incomes have been falling, reflecting wage restraint in many
sectors of the economy, job loss, and higher taxes.

(h). U.S. competitiveness in world markets, based on productivity,
quality, technological leadership, etc. continues to decline. The
trade deficit has fallen somewhat in recent years, but this
primarily reflects the weak state of demand and the sharp decline
in the dollar in the second halt of the 1980's, rather than any
shift in fundamental competitiveness.

These factors are very different than the inventory overhangs, oil price
shocks, or other factors which caused previous mild recessions or slowdowns.
This recession has thus been more of a balance sheet, financial recession
than an inventory, tight money, or inflation caused recession. In effect, we
experienced an expansion in the 1980's built largely on cheap oil, large tax
cuts, military and construction booms, leveraging the system, and the
willingness of foreigners to invest heavily in the U.S.-these factors are all
being reversed. At the same time, the factors which are critical for long-
term growth, such as saving and investment rates, productivity growth, the
quality of education, competitiveness n world markets, etc., have all
deteriorated. And, of course, we have borrowed heavily from the future--we
are now paying the price. Therefore, the recession should not be considered
as an isolated event but rather as part of the sharp slowdown which began
about three years ago.

L1RRENT EC0 X 81TUATION

Retail activity, auto sales, and housing did pick up somewhat in the
spring of 1991, but at a relatively modest rate; furthermore, most other
sectors of the economy remained stagnant or continued to decline. Thus, the
pickup last spring was very slow and uneven. Nonetheless, many analysts
believed that this was the start of a sustained recovery, but this optimism
proved false for several reasons. First, many counted on the post-war
rebound in consumer confidence to trigger a surge in spending--however, the
real constraint on consumer spending has been weak income growth and high
debt levels. Secondly, the optimists also counted on easing by the Fed to
trigger stronger economic activity--however, in part because the Fed eased
too slowly, and in part because of the high levels of debt, high vacancy
rates, and the strained financial system, lower interest rates have had a
very limited impact. The uptick in the economy was thus temporary,
reflecting post-war euphoria and pent-up demand, and an early summer in the
eastern halt of the United States (which pulled some summer-related spending
forward). The upward momentum ended by mid-summer when the economy began to
flatten out--in the last two or three months, the momentum appears to have
been slightly downward. Thus, it is now clear that the situation in the Far
East aggravated the downturn, causing additional downward pressure when war
was about to break out, and that that activity was made up in the late spring
aind early summer of 1991. Now that those temporary forces have faded out,
the ongoing structural factors continue to hold back the economy.

It appears that the recession is still in place. Virtually all
manufacturing companies continue to report flat, or declining, orders.
Retailing did pick-up somewhat in January, but the year-over-year comparison
exaggerates the gain. Auto sales remain at rock bottom levels. And labor
markets are still extremely weak, The only area of improvement appears to be
a modest upturn in housing activity, particularly for existing homes.

On a regional basis, there is no region currently experiencing any
sizable rate of increase in economic activity. Some, in particular
California and much of the Midwest, appear to be sliding even more sharply
than they did earlier in the recession. Any economic recovery at this point
is thus still a forecast--there is no convincing evidence that the economy is
now on a rising trend.

There are three factors in particular that are most responsible for
preventing a meaningful sustainable upturn at the present time. First, the
private sector is in the midst of a trend toward deleveraging that began
several years ago, at least partially reversing the enormous buildup of
private debt during the 1980's. Many corporations and individuals are having
increasing difficulty servicing the debt that had already been accumulated.
Many have balance sheets that are lopsided with debt, increasing the risks in
their businesses or personal lives. Furthermore, the decline in the value of
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many assets, especially real estate, has aggravated these balance sheet
problems. Finally, some of that debt was incurred by stretching out the
maturity of loans (auto loans are a prime example)--this too has caused many
people to experience a decline in the value of their assets over time at a
much more rapid rate than they were able to pay down debt. This ongoing
deleveraging is an obvious limiting factor on economic growth, especially in
comparison to the 1980's when the increased willingness to borrow contributed
as much as a halt to one percent per year to the growth rate. It shows up
particularly in reduced demand for debt sensitive products, like autos, other
consumer durables, housing, capital goods, and inventories.

Secondly, a significant trend toward disinflation is occurring in the
United States. This is most evident in declining property values, in
extremely weak commodity prices, in slower growth in wage rates, and in the
difficulty that most companies in most industries are having in raising
prices (many have been forced to cut prices). This trend toward disinflation
is the result of many factors, including widespread excess capacity, intense
domestic and foreign competition, efforts to improve productivity, and buyers
resistance. The latter is particularly apparent in the corporate sector,
where the weakness in profits is forcing many companies to increasingly
resist price increases from their suppliers, pushing the disinflation process
throughout the system. Price restraint and weak volumes in most industries
are combining to hold down revenues--many companies are reporting revenue
declines for the first time in many decades. While economists focus
extensively on real GNP and other such measures of economic activity, nost
companies run their businesses off revenues--the weakness in revenues,
coupled with the absence of any meaningful recovery, is causing the most
widespread cost-cutting in the corporate sector that has been experienced in
many years. This is taking many forms, including additional efforts to cut
inventories, cutbacks in capital spending, wage freezes, benefit cutbacks,
and mostly, an extraordinarily high rate of layoffs. All of these are
further restraining economic activity--the layoffs are doing so in two ways,
by reducing household income, and by causing widespread anxiety regarding job
security (which has caused consumer confidence to plummet again).

Thirdly, the income imbalance at state and local governments has also
become a major constraint on the economy. In particular, disinflation and
poor income growth are restraining state and local government tax receipts at
a time when rising medical costs, higher wages for government employees,
federally mandated program increases, etc. are causing expenditures to
continue to rise. The result has been the largest fiscal imbalance at the
state and local government level since the depression--this in turn is
causing widespread expense reductions (including layoffs) and increasing
taxes.

While these factors continue to pull down the economy, there are some
favorable elements in the near-term outlook, perhaps more so than at any time
since the recession began. First, inventories are so low in may industries
that additional cuts are likely to be very limited. Secondly, while the
deleveraging trend remains in place, continued Fed easing can help the
economy by lowering the cost of debt servicing. In particular, the declines
in long-term rates that have finally started to occur are not only reducing
monthly payments on many variable rate loans, but are causing a wave of
refinancing which will also reduce such payments on many fixed rate loans.
Thirdly, real incomes will be further bolstered by the sizable decline in oil
prices over the past several months. Finally, lower mortgage rates have
already begun to strengthen the existing home market over the past month or
so.

The outlook for the near-term depends upon whether the increase in
purchasing power from lower mortgage payments and lower oil prices is enough
to offset the declines in purchasing power caused by higher taxes and job
losses, and in how much of such added purchasing power will be spent in view
of the low level of confidence. My best guess is that we will begin to see
a slow upturn in consumer spending, and in new housing, sometime in the next
several months, which will ultimately lead to a gradual overall economic
recovery beginning by late spring. Because the structural factors listed
earlier will continue to hold down demand for the foreseeable future, the
recovery is likely to be very slow and uneven. It will take a number of
years for debt to be brought down to levels that it is no longer a constraint
on new spending; for banking problems to be worked out so *hat normal credit
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standards can re-emerge; for vacancy rates to move toward more normal levels,
so that new commercial building can increase; and for many state and local
governments to eliminate their fiscal imbalances.

The strength of the recovery will also be held back by the fact that,
even with recent declines, long-term rates remain extraordinarily high,
particularly in relation to current short-term rates. These high long-term
rates primarily reflect the massive Federal budget deficit still in place,
combined with our low saving rate and a reduced flow of foreign capital. The
recovery will also be held back by a slowdown in export growth, reflecting
the weakness in economic conditions in many European countries, in Japan, and
in Canada.

Thus, after a flat first quarter and a small uptick in the second
quarter, I would expect to see GRP growth in the 2.5% range during the second
half of this year and into 1993.

I continue to believe, however, that there are major downward risks
which could delay the recovery even further, or cause it to be even weaker
when it does begin. First, as mentioned earlier, it is not clear whether the
added disposable income that will result from lower mortgage rates and lower
oil prices will be spent in view of the weak state of confidence and the high
debt position of many consumers. This is also true in the corporate sector--
with the trend toward cutting costs, lower debt servicing costs for many
corporations will not necessarily translate into more capital spending or
hiring. Second, announcements of additional job cutbacks over the next few
months cannot be ruled out--if such were to occur, the adverse effect on
incomes, coupled with the possibility of even weaker consumer confidence, may
adversely affect spending. Third, the longer the economy remains stagnant,
the more likely that capital spending plans will be scaled back--this could
become a problem later this year. Fourth, it is possible that the
improvement we're now getting in the housing market, and any gains that might
occur elsewhere in the economy in the months ahead, could stall out later
this year if these gains do not produce an increase in new jobs, and/or if
they simply represent the fulfillment of some pent-up demand, or a brief
response to recent declines in long-term interest rates.

LONG-TEAM OUYTL2QX

Thus, a sustained recovery at this point is by no means a sure bet. And
without significant changen, long-term prospects remain very poor. The
underlying weaknesses and deterioration of the economy were hidden during the
1980's by the long expansion which began at the end of 1982, and continued
unbroken until very late in the decade, but have now come to the surface. As
indicated earlier, that expansion was by no means the result of a supply-side
miracle or other magical transformation of the economy, or of favorable
fundamentals.

As a result, now that the driving forces of the 1980's expansion have
faded out and in fact are being reversed, there is nothing to take their
place. In effect, we not only didn't build for the future, but we mortgaged
our future at a time when our competitiveness in world markets continued to
deteriorate. It was thus inevitable that the U.S. economy would stagnate--a
temporary surge in exports reflecting the sharp decline in the dollar, and
the continued inflow of foreign capital, delayed the day of reckoning
somewhat in the late 1980's, but now the day has arrived. It already has been
a very long day, with the likelihood that it will be even far longer.

The warning signs are numerous. They include:

- The virtual elimination of U.S. advantages in productivity in a
growing number of industries (we've actually fallen behind in
many), due largely to productivity stagnation in this country.

The shrinking technological leadership that once characterized the
U.S. economy.

Massive trade deficits, reflecting declining U.S. shares of
worldwide production in a large number of industries, in
response to these changes.
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The dismantling of many important companies and industries,
with many others headed in that direction.

Widening gaps between the United States and other countries in
the quality of reduction.

Stagnate real wages for the majority of Americans during the last
fifteest years or more.

- A distribution of income which is becoming more unequal.

- A banking system which is in shambles.

- An increase in resources devoted to essentially non-productive
uses.

Very clearly, we have been going in the wrong direction as a country, at
a time when our economic performance is more influenced by global factors.
But, despite the assertions of some economists who point to the recent pick-
up in exports as an indication that we are becoming more competitive in world
markets, quite the opposite is the case. Witness, for example, the fact that
the 1991 trade deficit. probably exceeded $70 billion despite relatively low
oil prices, despite the severe consumer-lod economic decline, and despite the
0 decline in the exchange rate for the dollar since the mid-1980's. And

witness the fact that we continue to lose share in many manufacturing
industries, especially in high-technology.

What is most disturbing is that it is difficult to expect productivity
growth to accelerate, and our relative competitiveness to improve, in light
of the following:

- Our net investment rate is half of Japan's, and far below that of
other major competitors.

- Our national saving rate is at a record low level, despite the
so-called supply-side savings incentives.

- Our business sector is highly leveraged, which is causing
additional downward pressure on non-defense R and D (which has
already fallen below the rates in Japan and Germany).

- Declining SAT scores and other measures show that the quality of
education at the elementary and secondary school levels continues
to deteriorate, falling further below our major competitors.

- Our infrastructure continues to decay, reflecting the neglect
of the 1980's.

- No systemized effort is underway to improve job training and
provide the needed skills for the 1990's.

It was fashionable in the 1980's to brand anyone who made these
observations a doom and gloomer or a pessimist. But you can't grow an
economy forever by building empty office buildings and Patriot missiles, and
by doing leveraged buyouts and stock kuy-backs. The lessons are clear: the
factors that were largely responsible for the highly prosperous 50's, 60's,
and early 70's, namely our enormous competitive advantages in world markets
and our strong growth in productivity, no longer exist. And it should be
obvious that the economic policies, and indifference and neglect, of the
1980's are not the solution--if anything, they made things worse.

PODRCTXVIZX-OR X1OR CQOOIIC MORITY

The ultimate goal of any effort to restore economic health is to raise
living standards for the vast majority of the population, and in so doing,
significantly improve prospects for the next generation. This can only be
accomplished by achieving a much higher rate of productivity growth than the
less than one percent average between 1973 and 1991.

An acceleration in productivity growth is also vital for a number of
other reasons. First, it is clear that the major factor in the loss of
international competitiveness of the United States has been an erosion of the
productivity advantages that most U. S. industries previously enjoyed. This
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has resulted not only in the loss of U.S. market share in an increasing
number of global industries, and enormous trade deficits, but has created
downward pressure on the number of high-paying manufacturing jobs$ on average
wages, and on the U.S. dollar, all of which have reduced real wages and
living standards for many Americans. Secondly, the lack of significant
productivity growth in non-tradable sectors has also prevented any meaningful
improvement in living standards for workers in those industries--only if
productivity picks up can this trend be changed. Finally, only a meaningful
improvement in productivity growth can produce the necessary economic growth
to enable us to address the serious social problems which exist in this
country, including drug abuse, illiteracy, crime, social decay, etc.

It is important to note that what is required is not merely a one-time
increase in productivity, such as has occurred in many companies as a result
of staff cutbacks or closure of relatively inefficient plants. What is
needed is an acceleration in the trend in productivity growth, or repetitive
year-after-year gains, such as this county experienced in the first thirty
years after World War II, and such as is now occurring in Japan and many
other countries. And it must be economy-wide--improvements in productivity
in some industries which take place primarily as a result of outsourcing and
other measures which shift the problem elsewhere will not effectively solve
most of our problems. Finally, it is also important that acceptable gains
in productivity take place in a relatively fully employed economy--
improvements in efficiency, or downsizing, which reduce employment in some
industries is only acceptable in an environment where the demand for labor is
rising sufficiently in other industries to keep the economy fully employed.

UTIONL 1CNoMIQ O TAEUGY

I strongly believe that a national economic plan to restore productivity
growth, competitiveness, and improving living standards is absolutely
essential; these will not materialize without such a plan. I believe that
the national economic strategy must be consistent with the following basic
principles:

1). As mentioned earlier, there has been a dramatic change in the
global economy, and the United States position in that economy,
during the last fifteen years. In particular, the United States no
longer has the vast advantages in productivity, product quality,
and technological innovation and implementation that it did in
earlier years. These declining advantages have come at a time when
world trade represents a larger share of the U.S. and world
economies, so that declining competitiveness has a more adverse
effect on economic performance now than it did in earlier periods.

Most significantly, these changes suggest that economic and trade
considerations can no longer be secondary to political, national
security, and other factors in setting policy in the United States.
Thus, we can no longer "give away the store" by providing unlimited
access to U.S. markAts to other countries (who do not reciprocate)
for State Department considerations, or to buy their support on
other global issues, because we no longer have the competitive
advantages to offset the differential in market a,-cess and other
such factors. Similarly, we can no longer afford to spend six
percent of our GNP to defend the free world when our major foreign
competitors are spending only a fraction or that.

2). The guiding principle of domestic policies in the U.S. has been
"what's good for the consumer is good for the economy". This, in
addition to political factors, has underlined our trade policy--it
also lies at the heart of our domestic anti-trust and tax policies.
But the jobless, or those earning lower real wages, cannot maintain
their standard of living no matter how favorable these policies
are. The key to consumption is real wages and employment--I
believe that our economic and other policies have to be shifted to
better balance between consumption and production.

3). The national economic strategy must be multi-dimensional. Any
simply-minded, narrowly focused solution, whether it be in macro
economics (such as simply cutting marginal tax rates, or a capital
gains tax cut), or in education, or any other policy area, should
be rejected. I strongly believe that the decline of the United
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States has been caused by a combination of factors, none of them
devastating individually, but all of which have added up to the
economic malaise which characterizes the U. S. economy at present.
In my view, each of these areas must be addressed in order to turn
the situation around: this includes effective macro policies that
will increase our investment in productive assets; reversing the
decline in the quality of education; stabilizing health care costs;
preventing the continued disappearance of major industries,
particularly those that have important linkages to others;
restoring our leadership in technology; etc.

4). 1 strongly believe that the development of a national economic
strategy, and to some extent its implementation, must be led by the
Federal government. The Federal government has always had a major
role in the U.S. economy, starting with the industrial revolution
which resulted in U.S. economic leadership in the world for almost
a century.

5). I believe that the focus of the national economic strategy
should be as follows:

a). To significantly increase the amount of productivity-enhancing
investment, so that the capital stock per employee, in both
quality and quantity, will begin to approach our major foreign
competitors;

b). To bring about a dramatic improvement in the skills of our
work force, both by improving the quality of public education,
and by increasing public and private job training;

c). To reverse the slide in United States technological
superiority by beefing up basic research, and by speeding up
the process by which new technological breakthroughs are
translated into new products and into higher productivity.

6). Finally, the economic strategy should be based on the principle
that what we make as a country is important. In particular, I
strongly reject the notion that all goods and services are alike--
that there is no difference between wood chips, potato chips, and
semiconductor chips. Quite the opposite, it is extremely important
to make certain that the United States has a major presence in
those industries which represent the growth markets of the future,
if in fact we want to experience strong economic growth; in those
industries and products which have high multiplier impacts on the
rest of the economy; in those industries and products which
generate high value-added and thus produce high paying jobs; and in
those industries and products which are leaders and drivers of new
innovation, and without which the process of new technological
development will be set back. Thus, we cannot accept another
period of economic growth accounted for by the construction of
empty office buildings, Patriot missiles, and the like, while more
and more of our key industries are permitted to deteriorate.

This does not mean significantly greater economic management of the
economy, or that the Federal government should consistently pick winners and
losers. But, some industries are important for the well being of the country
as a whole, so that if they are not permitted to develop, or if certain
existing industries are permitted to go under, the entire economy will lose.
Thus, permitting the development of some key strategic industries will be a
win-win situation for the economy, rather than coming at the expense of other
industries, because they will help create a higher employment, higher wage,
more vibrant economy, thus increasing the demand for other goods and services
as well.

ROle of the National Government

The Federal government should have the following role in bringing about
a better economic environment in the years ahead:

a). To set targets for various measures of economic performance.
Included should be desired rates of saving, investment, and
non-military R&D; average SAT scores; health care costs and
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health care inflation; and productivity growth and overall
economic growth, for the next ten years.

These goals should be monitored on a year-by-year basis, and
if the trends are unfavorable, policy changes should be
considered to increase the chance of achieving them. It is
also important for these targets to be presented to the
country at .large, so that individuals, corporations, etc.,
have some understanding of where we want to be,

b). The Federal government should act as an example for the
private sector by channeling as much of its own funds into
productivity-enhancing expenditures as possible, by
eliminating waste and inefficiency, etc.

c). It seems clear that one additional role of the Federal
government will be to act as a catalyst in achieving our
economic objectives. Thus, there will be times when the
Federal government should bring various segments of the
economy together in order to help them roach some agreement
which might be in the national interest, or might facilitate
some event or direction that might be helpful to the national
economy.

d). It may be necessary for Federal funding to be increased for
various activities if it is determined that reliance on the
private sector alone will not be sufficient. For example,
increased funding for pro-competitive research may be one area
where the Federal government's role may need to increase in
the years ahead. This implies a significant change in its own
priorities.

0). Perhaps the most basic function of the Federal government is
to create the proper business environment. This includes
effective macro policies to increase saving and investment to
bolster productivity and competitiveness, and taking prudent
steps to reduce the budget deficit in order to cut the cost of
capital to the private sector. Other policy measures, such as
those which will encourage more private R&D, which might slow
the growth in health care costs, etc., also need to be
implemented.

f). Final)y, micro policy changes will also be necessary, such as
relaxing anti-trust laws to permit more industry consortium
providing assistance to key emerging or existing industries,
more vigorous enforcement of existing trade laws, developing
a trade policy more in tune with today's economic realities,
etc.

It is my view that some significant changes in the basic structure of
the economy and its major entities will also be necessary to facilitate a
healthier economy in the years ahead. In particular, I believe that the
current structure discourages patient capital--that is, investments with a
long-term payoff--thus promoting a short-term orientation which limits our
ability to compete in long lead-time industries. It is vital that we begin
to make the long term investments which are needed to improve productivity
and increase capacity, rather than the ahort-term, speculative, financial-
type investments that were so prevalent in the 1980's. It is thus essential
that we find ways to stretch out the investment horion in the United States.

POLICY RICOO(ZNDATIONA

In my view, a proactive program to stimulate the economy is needed to
insure a stronger sustainable recovery, and simultaneously to bolster our
long-term growth prospects. The way to meet both of these needs is with an
investment-oriented program that will dramatically increase our rate of
investment in new, productive assets, thus helping raise our abysmal
productivity growth and improve our competitiveness in world markets, while
at the same time increasing short-term economic activity. I am therefore
suggesting that the short-term stimulative program that we put in place be
the first step in developing and implementing an economic plan to rebuild the
U.S. economy on a long-term basis.
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In my view, any stimulative package to address our short and long-term
needs should adhere to the following guidelines: First, we should address
our problems without widening our mind-boggling structural deficits (which
will already be much higher than OMB is now estimating). These deficits are
keeping long-term interest rates at least 2 percentage points higher than
they otherwise would be, given the weak state of the economy and current
levels of short term rates and inflation, and thus are another drag on
economic growth. They are also increasing our dependence on foreign capital,
squeezing out productive investment, and placing an unconscionable burden on
future generations. Widening the deficit could cause long rates to go even
higher, as recent nervousness in the bond market suggests. Deficit-
neutrality would of course require creativity--it means that any actions that
are put in place will have to produce a "big bang for the buck" by being
targeted and focussed, and/or, are temporary. Second, we should accept the
fact that most of the income growth and tax benefits which occurred during
the 1980's accrued to people in the upper income groups. Any proposals to
stimulate the economy must be fair by not making the tax structure even more
regressive--in fact, some of the regressivity now in place should be reversed
if possible.

We thus need an investmert-led recovery, but weak profits, poor sales
and the overleveraged condition of many companies are now, if anything,
further depressing capital spending plans. However, many large corporations
do have substantial cash and other assets that can be turned into new capital
spending. The objective essentially is to encourage them to do so in order to
prime the pump in the short term and improve productivity in the long term.
My own view is that direct incentives to investment are a much more effective
way to stimulate new investment than measures designed to increase private
savings, especially since there is no reliable policy measure that affects
private savings in the United States.

Some are suggesting that this can be accomplished by cutting the capital
gains tax rate. However, capital gains tax changes by themselves simply do
not impact fixed investment significantly. And its fixed investment that
what's needed to help the economy off its back, and begin the process of
boosting productivity and competitiveness. A straight reduction in capital
gains tax rates will simply provide a windfall on investments already made
(and thus raise the budget deficit in the long ritn), and perhaps generate
some more trading on Wall Street. Studies by Professor Shoven at Stanford
University, and by my colleague Roger Brinner, show that a reduction in the
capital gains tax rate by itself has a relatively small impact on the cost of
capital. The estimate that such a cut will generate more than a million jobs
in thus ridiculously optimistic.

A better approach is to combine a restructuring of the capital gains tax
with enactment of more effective investment incentives. In particular, the
investment tax credit , which has had an excellent track record in
stimulating new investment in the past, should be restored.

I suggest that a large credit (i.e. 20-25%) be implemented, but only on
incremental investment, in productivity-enhancing equipment, over and above
a base period. For any company, the base can be calculated as the average
of investment during the last several years. Dramatically accelerated
depreciation, or total expensing, on incremental investment would work just
as well. Ail would not only provide a big incentive at the margin, but
revenues would not be lost for investments that were previously planned.
Thus, if they do not stimulate new investment, there would be virtually no
revenue loss to the Treasuzy; if they do, the increase in economic activity
will generate enough added revenues to basically pay for the credit or
accelerated depreciation.

Changing capital gains taxes can help shift the pattern away from the
short-term, financially-oriented, speculative type investments that
characterized the 1980's to badly needed longer term investment. However, to
accomplish even that, a much larger
difference between the rates on short-term and those on long term gains would
be necessary. This can best be accomplished by enacting a sliding scale
capital gains tax structure, incorporating an increase in the rate on short-
term gains, with the rate declining the longer the asset is held (to perhaps
near-zero for five years or longer). Furthermore, the relatively low long-
term rate should apply only to investments in productive assets, and not to
vacation homes, old buildings, etc.
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The other arguments being used to support a simple cut in capital gains
taxes are also flawed. For example, the assertion that cutting capital gains
tax rates will help real estate is misleading at best. Commerical property
prices and rents are falling because of the overbuilding of the 1980's,
aggravated by declining service sector employment resulting from the current
recession. And housing prices are declining in many areas because the
speculative binge in the 1980's carried them too high, and because near
record low consumer confidence, reflecting anxiety regarding job security, is
short circuiting the normal moving-up process. In the long term, the only
way to stabilize real estate values is to reverse the current weakness in the
job market and in confidence.

I also suggest an increase in the top marginal tax rate, or implementing
a third marginal tax rate (perhaps at about 35%) on relatively high incomes.
while many advocate doing this on the grounds of restoring some fairness to
the tax system, there is an even stronger reason to do so. In my view, such
an increase would be pro-Investment--it, coupled with a decline in the
capital gains tax rate on long-term, productive investments, will encourage
relatively high-income individuals to shift some of their safe investments
into the riskier, long-term investments that the country needs. In addition,
it would encourage more employees to enter the world of entrepreneurship.
Both effects will come about because the changes suggested above will produce
a large difference between the tax rate on long-term capital gains and that
on short-term income (and short-term capital gains)--it is this difference,
rather than just the level of the capital gains tax rate, that is important
for venture capital, business start-ups, and other risky long-term
investments. While a higher marginal rate might reduce new savings (this in
fact is debatable, because if personal savings do fall, it will at least
partly be offset by a reduced Federal deficit), the key is to make more
effective use of the savings already in place. The current low marginal tax
rate and the relatively high capital gains tax rate discourage risk-taking
and long-term investing. As a further inducement, the low rate on long-term
capital gains should be available only on new investments, further
encouraging those now holding securities to shift to new investments, since
they would not be eligible for the lower rate unless they do so. This would
also have the advantage of unlocking a lot of existing investments, thus
creating a short-term tax windfall.

I believe the country cannot afford a large broad-based income tax cut
at the present time, especially if it is on a permanent basis. Even a short-
term tax cut would probably do little good in that a relatively large
fraction is likely to be saved. And, many of the proposals regarding
expansion of IRA's would neither increase savings nor spending, and would
probably widen the budget deficit.

To help improve the investment climate, some stimulus for consumer
spending should be provided, however, as long as it does not widen the
deficit, and is not offset by other restrictive measures. This can be
accomplished by adjusting the Social Security wage ceiling and tax rate in a
revenue neutral manner, Such a change would reduce taxes for a large
majority of American families (and those which need it the most), would make
the tax structure less regressive, and would provide a modest amount of
stimulus by shifting income to those who would spend more of it. I also
suggest that we further extend and wider unemployment benefits, and other
safety net programs that were cutback during the 1980's, not only as a humane
measure, but because the marginal propensity to spend out of these benefits
is relatively high. Finally, I suggest enacting a refundable income tax
credit on purchases of autos, other durable goods, and other discretionary
items, for 1992 only. The size of the credit can be made to vary with
income. It could also vary with domestic content in order to provide maximum
stimulus for the U.S. economy. This is likely to be more effective than a
straight income tax cut in stimulating spending in the short-term because, at
the margin, it will make it more attractive to spend, because temporary tax
cuts are usually saved, and because it will pull some spending forward. If
in fact it does not result in any increase in spending over and above what
would have happened anyway, it would be like an ordinary income tax cut
that's saved--if it does result in more spending, it will help stimulate the
economy.

The country also desperately needs more public investment. A much-
needed rebuilding and upgrading of our infrastructure is essential if
productivity growth is to be accelerated. This can be financed without
enlarging the deficit by privatizing a modest amount of government-owned
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energy facilities, such as the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Bonneville
Power Authority. And over time, we should commit to using any additional
cuts in defense spending to fund more public investuent.

Because the decline in real estate values is having a depressing effect
on the economy, any measures that would stem that decline, and allow banks to
resume lending, but without encouraging more new building, would be
desirable. I thus support the partial restoration of changes in the passive
tax rules that were rescinded in 1986, but only for those involved in the
management of real estate properties (and not for investors who use real
estate write-offs to offset other income). In addition, an extension of the
period over which banks can realize real estate losses, or reserve against
them, might be helpful by enabling them to recognize such losses without
curtailing other lending.

In order to carry out this program, and to pay for it, some changes will
be needed in the current budget law. First, measures that are truly self-
financing ought to be adopted without the required offsets (this would
include the incremental ITC referred to earlier). Secondly, temporary
budget-widening measures should also be permitted without offsets, which
would otherwise dilute their stimulative impact. Thirdly, the firewalls from
the 1990 budget law should also be eliminated, ro that over the long-term,
additional cuts in defense or other programs can be used to pay for some of
the measures outlined above, especially more public investment.

Finally, r would encourage the Federal Reserve to continue to ease
monetary policy. They probably will have to wait until the bond market
begins to rally again, but additional easing could be helpful by bolstering
real estate prices and confidence, both of which are added drags on the
economy, and by further reducing the cost of servicing existing debt.

I believe the proposals above are far superior than the program
outlined by the President in the State of the Union address, based on the
early information on his proposals. In particular, I have the following
concerns with the President's program:

1). The amount of near-term stimulus is very limited, especially since
the increase in the per child exemption does not take effect until
October 1. The shift in withholding will have very limited impact
because most people deliberately over-withhold as a means of forced
savings, and because at best, it will be considered a temporary tax
cut to be offset by a tax increase (or lack of a refund) next year.
The marginal propensity to spend from temporary tax cuts has been
very small in the past. Furthermore, the tax credit for first time
home buyers affects only a small portion of the marketplace.
Housing is already far more affordable than it has been in many
years, but uncertain job prospects are limiting the willingness to
buy new homes. Finally, the credit might stimulate the purchases
of existing homes, now owned in many cases by the elderly, who
might then move to recently built condominiums that are now empty,
resulting in little new building and economic activity.

2). While the tax credit for health care costs might help some people
(the degree to which it will help will depend upon whether it's
refundable), it does absolutely nothing to address the big issue of
health care costs.

3). The President's proposals to permit penalty-free withdrawals from
IRA's for various purposes will also be of limited value because
many of the people who are considering buying their first home, or
need to use their savings to cover medical costs, don't have IRA's
to begin with. Furthermore, these new IRA's would likely cause a
reduction in savings in the long-term by essentially permitting tax
free deductions to cover various expenses, while at the same time
increasing the deficit as people shift away from other non-taxable
forms of savings.
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4). The President's investment allowance in my judgement will provide
a minimal incentive for new investment. This is so because it
simply shifts some depreciation forward, while not reducing the
total depreciation over the life of an asset, or the price of the
asset. It thus reduces the cost of the capital only marginally.
Furthermore, it will permit this acceleration in depreciation even
for investments that would have been made in any case, resulting in
some short-term revenue loss from those investments.

5). What is especially troubling is that the budget predicts deficits
of $200 billion plus for the entire period, with a high likelihood
of even larger deficits later in the decade once the military
cutbacks are over, once social security surpluses are drawn down,
and once the gimmicks which will hold down near-term deficits start
working in the other direction. And this doesn't even factor in
the coit OFCthe-President's health care proposals, the mythical
savings, and the optimistic assumptions and gimmicks that are
holding down their deficit estimates. In my view, acceptance of
these deficits is unconscionable--they will continue to erode the
vitality of the U.S. economy and further limit our long-term
growth, exactly the opposite of what is needed,

6). My biggest concern is that the program does virtually nothing to
improve our long-term productivity and competitiveness. I view the
investment incentives as inadequate, especially since the cut irt
the capital gains tax rate that is the centerpiece of the
Administration's program, as discussed earlier, will have only a
small impact on investment and economic growth at best. And
infrastructure and job training are hardly addressed at all.

7). Despite the high deficits, and despite the absence of any
significant measures that will improve productivity and U.S.
competitiveness, the Administration's budget asserts that the
President's program will increase average economic growth by about
1/2 percent per year for the next six years (including 1992). I
find absolutely no evidence whatsoever that any of the
Administrations proposals will add anything to long-term economic
growth--the sum total of these proposals, by substantially
increasing long-term budget deficits, is more likely to reduce
long-terz economic growth,

PREPARED STATEMENT OFROI)ERT CIZIK

My name is Robert Cizik. I am Chairman, President and CEO of Cooper industries, Inc.,
a diversified manufacturing firm headquartered in 11ouston, Texas. I also asn presently
serving as Vice Chairman of the National Association of Manufacturers. On behalf of
NAM's more than 12,000 member companies and subsidiaries, I am pleased to be here to
present the Association's views on the tax proposals outlined in the Administration's recent
budget mesmge, as well as on a number of other proposals being considered by this
Committee.

The first observation I want to make is that the size of the federal deficit constrains the use
of typical fiscal policy tools-tAx cuts and spending increases.to stimulate economic
recovery. As a practical matter, the deficit situation tends to rule out both large increases
in spending and large tax cuts.

Thus, while it seems clear that changed circumstances justify some revision of the 1990
budget agreement, NAM believes that, as the President has recommended, such changes
should occur in the context of continued fiscal discipline. Accordingly, we recommend that
any such changes be guided by these principles:

Any spending increases directed at short-trm job creation should also have a
long-term growth aspect. Two examples of this would be accelerated
infrastructure spending and increased outlays for research and development
(R&D).
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Tax changes, overall, should be tilted in favor of investment rather than
consumption and should not be illusory, CAg, they should not be offset by tax
increases on the same class of taxpayers and should be available against both
regular and alternative minimum tax liabilities. Tax reductions should be
matched to the extent possible by offsetting spending reductions, not neutralized
by offsetting tax increase,

-- Any overall increases in annual deficit levels should be modest and, when
possible, offset by decreases in subsequent years--as should occur if spending
already planned is advanced to an earlier year,

Revisions of the 1990 budget agreement ti'hin the foregoing limits would in our view have
a more beneficial impact on the economy for both the short and long term than literal
adhere to the terms of the agreement as it is presently structured.

Turning now to the specific subject of tax law changes, I want first to make a number of
observations and suggestions on various elements of the President's proposed economic
growth package.

Business Investmnt Incentives

President Bush outlined sever proposals to stimulate capital investment in his State of the
Union address, One of those proposals included changes to the Alternative Minimum Tax
(AMT) which Is having a negative Impact on investment in many basic industries such as
airlines, chemicals, steel, paper, motor vehicles and energy.

The Administration's proposal would eliminate the Adjusted Current Earnings (ACE)
depreciation adjustment for property placed in service after February 1, 1992. While this
approach is a major step forward conceptually and therefore deserves strong support, it
should be recognized that it will not significantly reduce the cost of capital for many AMT-
paying firms until sometime later in the decade.

This is because the AMT is by design intended to recapture depreciation benefits from
property placed in service in prior years. Thus, in most cases a firm's current year capital
spending has little impact on its current year AMT liability. The vast majority of the
depreciation recapture under the ACE calculations is a result of prior year capital spending.

The President's proposal would be more effective if the ACE depreciation adjustment were
entirely eliminated for property placed in service since the ACE adjustment went into effect.
Thi would help to Immediately reduce the cost of capital for-and spur new investment by,
AMT taxpayers, which now represent the majority of basic industries.

The seond objective of the Administration's AMT proposal is to simplify the calculations
and recordkeepln associated with the AMT. Again, because the proposal is effective only.
for property placed in service after February 1, 1992, the complications of current law will
continue until all pre-1992 property now subject to the ACE adjustment has been fully
depreciated, which can be as much as 10 or more additional yems for some basic
manufacturing equipment. In other words, meaningful simplification wouldn't occur for
many AMT taxpayers until after the end of the decade. Her again, the problem would
easily be solved by dropping the ACE depreciation adjustment for all property placed in
service since ACE became effective.

NAM believes the fundamental premise of the AMT-that for the sake of appears
corporations should pay some tax every year whether they have profits or not-is
fundamentally flawed and ignores the realities of business cycles. It is not a practical
problem for most taxpayers during periods of strong economic growth and high corporate
profits, when most taxpayers pay the regular tax. During recessions, however, when profits
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are low or nonexistent, many corporations find themselves writing checks to the Treasury
even though they're not making any money. These payments, which essentially are a
prepayment of future regular tax liability, would be much better used for job creation and
factory modernization.

For this reason, we urge the Finance Committee consider carefully the AMT relief provision
proposed by Senator Boren in S. 2159, which would provide for more effective utilization
of AMT credit carryforwards. Senator Boren has correctly recognized that this recession has
been prolonged by reductions and delays in capital spending projects due to increased AMT
liabilities associated with past investment spending. Speeding up a taxpayer's ability to use
credits for AMT paid in prior years will help alleviate this problem.

The second capital investment incentive proposed by the Administration is the temporary
15% Investment Tax Allowance (ITA). While we think the ITA is somewhat helpful, we
are also constrained to note that its incentive effects are likely to be rather weak due to a
number of fairly obvious design limitations: (I] its extremely limited I I-month duration and
(2] the fact that it reflects only a timing difference. On the other hand, it has the great
virtues of simplicity and broad applicability.

It is especially gratifying that the Administration has avoided both the massive complexity
and inherent unfairness of an incentive designed to apply only to so-called 'incremental"
investment. NAM suggests two modifications to the proposed ITA:

Make it permanent rather than temporary so that it can contribute to sustained
long-term growth and productivity increases. If this is not possible, the period
of availability should be increased by at least another year, through December
31, 1993, provided property acquired by this date is placed in service by July
1994. Otherwise, we are quite concerned that the ITA's limited 'window' of
availability will fail to stimulate increased orders of advanced custom-designed
manufacturing equipment which cannot be installed before the proposed cutoff
date of July 1993.

.. Eliminate basis adjustment, so that the ITA provides a meaningful incentive in
lieu of the modest stimulus offered by limiting its effect to solely a timing
difference.

As a possible alternative to the ITA, NAM recommends that this Committee consider
reinstatement of a permanent Investment Tax Credit (ITC) that is available against both the
regular tax and the AMT. History has shown the ITC, implemented without any incremental
feature, to be the most powerful and efficient of ll investment incentives. Under dynamic
revenue estimating techniques, the assocatd revenue loss Is probably quite moderate. We
believe the ITC generates greater revenue feedback than any other tax reduction showing the
same amount of static revenue loss; in other words, the most *bang for the buck.*

Even more important are the positive long-term effects, Our preliminary econometric
analysis indicates that, with a permanent 10% ITC in effect, annual ODP after six years
would be nearly $120 billion higher than under current law. At the end of the same period,
employment would be 1.6 million jobs higher than under current law.

Cital ans Tax Reduction

NAM supports the capital gains tax reduction proposed by the President. Here again, we
believe the time is long overdue to rectify one of the major policy errors contained in the
Tax Reform Act of 1986. Lowering the current excessive rate of tax on capital gains would
have these major positive effects:

- It would restore badly-needed incentive for entrepreneurial rfik-taking, making
more venture capital available,
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It would "free up' large amounts of capital currently 'locked in' old
investments, capital that could then be reinvested in new, dynamic ventures.

It would provide at least a rough measure of relief for the fact that many so-
called capital gains on paper are in fact capital losses due to Inflation.

NAM urges that the President's capital gains reduction plan be enacted without any offsetting
tax increases, such as marginal rate increases for upper-bracket taxpayers. The net effect
of a zero-sum tax change is, as a practical matter, also pretty close to zero. Moreover, the
unproductive distributional argument which has surrounded this issue for the past several
years ignores the fact that the increased economic activity resulting from a capital gains tax
cut benefits all Americans, not just those realizing the gains.

simplification

It is widely acknowledged that the nation's tax laws are much too complicated, especially
as they apply to business taxpayers. This excessive complexity often unjustifiably increases
tax liability and almost invariably adds unnecessary compliance costs, impairing the ability
of many U.S. firms to compete in the global marketplace against foreign-based producers
not similarly burdened. It is thus appropriate to include simplification measures, particularly
in the foreign income area, in a economic growth package, In this regard, we particularly
recommend adoption of a number of proposals contained in S. 936, the Foreign Tax
Simplification Act, introduced by Senator Baucus of this Committee. The approaches taken
in that bill could achieve considerable simplification with only moderate revenue effect,

R&D a-Chanes

NAM supports the Administration's proposal to make the current temporary R&D tax credit
permanent. Technological innovation is one of U.S. industry's most important weapons in
the battle to stay competitive in an increasingly global economy. Making this credit
permanent will greatly enhance its effectiveness as an incentive for increased R&D activity
by U.S. manufacturers. NAM also supports the Administration's proposal to extend, for an
additional 18 months, the current compromise rules on allocation of domestic R&D expenses
under Section 861 of the Internal Revenue Code. We urge, however, that this extension be
made permanent, since the same rationale for making the R&D credit permanent applies to
this situation as well.

Luxuryax Rca

NAM supports the Administration's proposal to repeal the so-called *luxury tax" on boats
and airplanes. We urge, however, that this unwise and counterproductive tax also be
repealed on automobiles and other items to which it presently applies. NAM has long
opposed the selective imposition of taxes on narrowly-defined product lines since they are
inherently unfair and distort economic activity. While under certain circumstances NAM
would support increasing the relative burden of taxation borne by consumption--provided the
increased revenues are used to reduce the deficit and lower other taxes, and not for
additional spending-- we believe any such shift should cover the broadest possible base of
consumption.

Since we are still engaged in analyzing the details of the President's health care reform
proposals, we will not make any overall comment on it at this time. We do want, however,
to make known NANM's vigorous agreement with the Administration's decision not to include
two items in its strategy for dealing with the health care issue: [1) employer mandates, and
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(2) increases in the tax burdens of either employers or employees. NAM would strongly
oppose any proposed health care reform package which relied on employer mandates and/or
tax increases on either employers or employees. Similarly, we believe it is critically
important to avoid financing expanded access to health care by further shifting costs from
the public sector to the private sector.

While we are quite supportive of the President's overall economic growth package--which
contains many significant nontax features such as reduction of unnecessary regulatory
burdens and important initiatives in education and workforce training--we are frankly
concerned that the plan's tax components are somewhat out of balance. lPermanent consumer
or 'middle class' tax cuts measured in the tens of billions annually will have but transitory
effects on growth at huge revenue cost. We believe a more productive.-and much less
costly--approach to improving long-term growth and competitiveness would be to offer
permanent investment incentives and only temporary consumer tax cuts. We are firmly
convinced that capital investment incentives, especially a permanent, non-incremental ITC
available against both regular tax and AMT liability, will generate more economic growth
apnnTr.jtba, dollar for dollar, than an equivalent amount of consumption-oricntcd
individual tax cuts.

I would like to comment briefly on the approaches taken in other bills introduced last year
for consideration by this Committee, applying the principles outlined at the beginning of my
testimony, Some of these bills, such as S. 995 introduced by Senator Gore, would provide
large "middle class* tax cuts paid for entirely by tax increases on upper-income taxpayers,
This is an extremely poor idea. The problem in this country is hardly that we underconsume
and overinvest. It is, rather, exactly the reverse, To shower some classes of taxpayers with
tax cuts that will largely be spent on consumption, and to withdraw offsetting sums from
those taxpayers having the wherewithal to save and invest meaningful amounts, is bad tax
policy and even worse economic policy.

A more useful approach is that taken in S. 1921, introduced by this Committee's
distinguished chairman, Senator Bentsen. That bill wisely employs the technique of pairing
tax cuts with offtsung spending reductions ratherU than attempting to raise taxes elsewhere,
The improved Individual Retirement Account (IRA) Incentives offered in S. 1921 are
particular-y welcome and would generate a much-needed increase in long-term retirement
savings. 'h bill's additional tax credits for dependent children, however, are subject to the
general comments we have made herein on the relative efficacy of consumption-oriented tax
cuts versus investment-oriented tax cuts.

Finally, I want to express NAM's support for the President's goal of prompt enactment of
an economic growth package, We urge the Committee to nke every effort to enact a
responsible and balanced economic growth package as soon as realistically possible,

This concludes NAM's prepared testimony on this matter, I would be pleased to address any
specific que4ions any member of the Committee may have.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD G. DARMAN

2. DIRECTOR'S INTRODUCTION
(AND OVERVIEW TABLES)

HOPES, FEARS, AND FALLIBLE
FORECASTS

4k year ago, the Budget was published
in a context of major uncertainty. Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait had destabilized the Middle
East. That caused obvious problems for the
American economy, which was already experi-
encing alusgish growth. The allied military
counter-offensive had begun. But the outcome
was not yet clear. Understandably, the mood
was somber.

In the intervening year, the International
situation improved dramatically. Kuwait was
liberated. A proud and grateful nation wel'
coined its returning t-ops with near-euphoric
celebration. Comprehensive Mideast peace
talks commenced. Imperial Communium and
the Soviet Union were disbanded. And clearly,
market-oriented democracy has been on the
rise.

Yet, here at home, the euphoria of summer
has been displaced by another winter's gloom.
The domestic economy has not recovered
in the manner that, had been widely forecast.
The economy turned up, as predicted. In
the middle of the year. When the Wall
Street Journal published It. mid-year survey,
39 of 40 private sector forecasters predicted
positive real GNP growth--an average of
2.4 percent-for the second half of 1991.
Thirty-eight of 40 predicted positive growth
for the first half of 1992. But the recovery
faltered. Economists scurried to reestimate.
The sputtering economy seemed to support
the cautionary note in last year's Introduction:
macroeconomice is a highly fallible 'ecience';
mac-oeconomlsts are often closer to each
other than to reality."

By several conventional statistical measures,
the economy is not as weak as in some
previous recession. But confidence is remark.
ably low. And although the unemployment
rate is not as high as in some earlier
periods, its level is unacceptable.

Many current problem are different from
those associated with traditional business
cycles. In general, there has not been an
excessive inventory build-up. Rather, It is
the accumulation of public and private debt
that has been viewed generally as excessive,
The financial sector has been under unusual
stress. The real estate sector has been de-
pressed. Much of the service sector (as well
as white collar employment within the manu-
facturing sector) is in the proess of restructur-
ing. Such problems have been felt across
a wider geographic and socio-economic range
than was characteristic of earlier "blue collar"
(or "rust belt') recessions. A more generalized
sense of worry has developed among "middle
ciass" workers and families.

For them reasons, and for all the conven-
tional reasons, the current context requires
a strong program and prompt action to get
the economy moving again. But the character
of the underlying problems makes clear- There
must be more than just a short-term program.
What is required is a comprehensive program
to address not only the short-term, but also
the long.

The President has advanced such a com-
prehensive program- -to renew confidence, and
to secure American growth in a competitive
global economy. This Budget reflects that
provn=
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THE PRESIDENTS
COMPREHENSIVE AGENDA FOR
ECONOMIC GROWTH

In his State of the Union Addres, the
President has highlighted his agenda for
growth.

Because unemployment remains high, the
President has proposed a further extension
of Unemployment Insurance Extended Bene-
fits. But such benefits are obviously not
a satisfactory substitute for a program to
restore, expand, and secure jobs.

The President's agenda for job-creating
growth is comprised of both short-term mess-
ure to get the economy moving and longer-
term measures to secure American growth
for the future.

The short-term agenda for growth includes
the following.

(1) Executive Actious to strengthen co-
nomic activity in areas where the execu-
tive branch can proceed without depend-
ing upon Congressional action,

• a reduction of extmie personal income
tax withholding by an average of $346 per
year (johit return) for those taxpayers who
wish to have this burden reduced;

* continued acceleration of previously appro-
priated federal spending;,

9 prudent execution of measures to reduce
the "cewlit crunch',

# reinvigorated action to reduce the burden
of regulation; and

a management of monetary poliy (through
the Fedoral Reserve) on a basis that yields
both lower interest rates and low inflation;

(2) New InVestment Incentes: to stimu-
late job-creating investment (see Chapter
22),

" a capital gain. incentive that reduces the
tax on long-term gains to 16.4 percent
(also important for the long term);

" a new 15% i'wetmet Tax AUowance

" simplified and liberalized treatment of de-
precidation under the Alternative Minimum
7btm

(3) New Re4 Estote Inosritit to in-
crease home ales and real estate value.
(see Chapter 22),

• a new 85,000 tax credit for first-time
home-buyers;

, a modified "passive los rue" for active
real estate inwrstors;

* penalty-frev IRA withdrawal for first-time
home-buyers;

9 extension of tax preferentxs for mortgage
revenue bonds and low-income housing,

allowance of deductions for losses on per,
.onal residernce-

* all in addition to the favorable effects of
a capital gains incentive.

This set of short-term initiatives unquestion-
ably would help get the economy moving.
But to strengthen growth for the intermediate
aod longer term, as well, a serious agenda
must be more complex and comprehensive.
The list of necessary initiatives is long,
and its reach is broad. A narrower focus
simply will not get the long-term job done.

The President's comprehensive agenda for
growth involves both reform and restructuring.
In addition to short-term measures, it includes
such initiatives as the following:

(4) Invetnwnl in the Futuw to shift
public expendltures toward invettment In
the future and to improve private pro-
ductivity,

i record investment in federal research and
development ($76.6 billion) and in federal
support of both basic research and applied
civilian R&D (see Table 6-2 and Chapter
6)-along with permanent extension of the
R&D tax credit (see Chapter 22);

* record investment in Head Start ($2.8 bil.
llon)-4or the first time covering all par-
ticipating eligible 4-year-olds;

* record investment in children (over $100
billion) and in preventive health (see Ta.
bless 5- and 5-I and Chapter 5);

* record investment in Education generally,
and in Math and Science Education (see
Chapter 4);,

55-026 0 - 92 - 6
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* record investment in combatting crime and
drug abuse (see Chapter 9);

* record investment in infrastructure (we
Chapter 7);

* 'Vob Training 2000", to improve the deliv-
ery and effectiveness of job training and
vocational education programs (see Chap.
ter 4);

" major expansion of 'Weed and /Aed" ($6WO
million-see Chapter 8) linking law en.
forvernent and social servicea-and linking
these, in turn, with:

* Enterprise Zone--to bring entrepreneur.
ahip and opportunity to areas of Thard
core" distremj (see Chapter 8).

(6) International Market &pontiow to
expand opportunlties for American ex-
ports in a regime of free and fair trade,

* GA7T negotiations;

* negotiations to establish a North American
Fee 7)rvd Agreemen,

* the Ptesident's Enterprise for the Ameri.
coa's Initiative; and

• continued bilateral effort to open markets
for U.S. exports.

(6) Pro-family Inoentthe: to ease the U-
nanclal burdens of raising a family and
raving for the future (see Chapter 22),

a new Flexible IRA-with penalty-free
withdrawal for medical and educational
expense. (in addition to first-twe pur-
chase of a home), and with tax- fre with-
drawal after 7 years;

* tax deductibility of interest paid on stu-
dent loans;

an increase in the peronal income tax ex.
erption of $600 per child (i.e, $2,000 per
year for a family with four children)-"
well as:

(7) Health Reform- t. increase the af-
fordability and security of health Insur-
ance for all while making the high-qua)-
Ity American health system ost-efective
ad economically nuts Inable,

. The Pnaid,'e Plan for Comprthensive
Health Reform (outlived further below)

(8) Budget Disclpline: to bring the
growth of the federal budget and deficit
under control (and to reduce the draln
on savings),

* a free on federal domestic discretionary
budget authority; and a cut in total discre-
tionary budget authority;,

• complete elimination of 246 programs and
over 4000 projects whose funding is not
sufflcimtly justified (see Chapter 16);

* a freeze on federal domestic government
employment, and a cut of total federal per.
sonnel by nearly 4 percent (see Table 2-8).

* in response to changes in the external
threat, an orderly and carefully-planned
further reduction in defense spending of
$60.4 billion by 1997--making the total
real defense cut 29 permint since 1989.

" an enforctable cap on the growth of
unfinanced "mandatory" spending (see
below and Chapter 18);

" a cap on cumulative subsidies of hidden
liabilities (see Chapter 18);

" extension and refinement of the caps, ac.
counting improvements, and pay-as-you-go
discipline of the Budget Enforcement Act
(see Chapter 18);

# initiatives for Management Improvement
(se Chapter 16);

* all in addition to the most important defit
cit-reduction measure: enactment of the
rest of the President's agenda for growth.

Most of the elements of the President's
growth agenda noted above are new. In
addition, there are major reform proposals
stl before the Congress awaiting action.
The fact that the Congress ha. not yet
acted on the does not make them any
les important for long-term growth. They
are, indeed, essentit.

Among the comprehensive reforms still
awaiting Congr sional acton are those to
reform education, modernize the financial
services sector, increase productivity, and re-
duoe energy vulnerability:

Part One- 9
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(9) Aswr~a~ *XM to revolutionize Amer-
ken educemion, strengthen accountability,
and improve performance,-through a no'
tion-wide reform movement and such fed-
eral programmatic initiatives e New
American Schools and Educational
Choice (see Chapter 4);

(10) Finncil Servioe SecWo Reformr in-
eluding deposit insurance reform, inter-
state banking, and provisions for Into-
grating finnia services (see Chapter
12);

(11) LqaI Reform including tort reorm.
product liability Weorm, malpractice re-
form, and civil Justice reform and

(12) The Prvoident's NoatonoJ Enrgy
Strasw~ which received heightened, if
fleeting, interest after the Iraqi invasion;
and which. Wle the other major arm of
unfinished business, continues to await
Congressional action. For convenient rof-
erence, this outline of the President's
Agenda for Growth is presented as Chart
2-1.

CHART 2-1. THE PRESIDENTS GROWTH AGENDA
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2. DUGOC1 n DMOO I (AMD OVBRVYIW TABLXMU)

OF DEBT AND DISCIPLNB-
RESTRAINING DEFICIT
GROWTH

Almost all would arse with the proposition
that eomomic growth should be ncased.
Most would also agree with a *med propo-
sitimx that growth of the federal dedt
should no be k lr-se. that deficit
growth should be restrained and then re.
versed.

Fortunately, theme two propositiona need
not be in conflict. A responsible growth
program can have a powerfully favorable
effect on the deficit. And a responsible deficit
reduction program can have a favorable effect
on gowth The two popular Propositon
can coMplement and rewuorv each other,

That might be thought of as rood news.
It might suggest that If the political sysem
were to reflect thee two propostlonga it
would not only do what is popular, but
also what Is rsponaDbe.

Unfortunately, however, the pleasant politi.
cal comnplemntarity of the two positions
depends on their being abstrat. Regrettably,

when it omm to Particulars, only one of
the propositions remains widely popular,

To cite the obvious as example.: A middle
clai tax cut Is popular. But restraint on
the growth of middle class entitlements is
not. Investment in inrastructure is popular.
Restraint on the growth of arguably "worthy*
discretionary spending is not. Tax incentives
to iwease private savings are widely popular.
The removal of broad.besed tax preferne
in order to incrase public savings (i.e.,
to reduce deficits) is not.

Similarly, financing current expenditures
with futur payments (i.e., debt) is naturally
much more popuLr than financing with cur-
rent taxes or spending reduction. The tax.
payers and onsumaers o the present are
hem and voting. Those of the future are
not. (Th lack of democratic representation,
and the need to protect future rights, is
the Justification for a constitutional amend.
ment requiring a balanced budget)

The pmtal facts of political reality amount
to a formula for rising deficits and rising
debThat, of oourse, Is the observable patter
(See Chart 2-2.)

Part 01w- I I
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While Individuals and corporations have
recently bee strengthening their baae
sAoot, the Federal govern ent has not. It
is ltte wonder that, in observing the political
dynamics of Washington, those in long-term
financial markets have reflected concern about
inAbdOqute fiscal discipline.

The concern is legitimate.
With this concern in view, the President

ha, proposed a budget that can fully acoommo-
date his growth agends-.nd that can be
enacted in Its entirety without abandoning
the discipline of the Budget Enforcement
Act. That is, the Presdent's program does
not require increasing any discretionary spend.
Itg caps. It does not require tranes from
one category of penditure to another. And,
if fully implemented, the President's program
can meet the psy--asyou.go requirements with.
out rigring a sequedr. Indeed, it can
nood the pay-as'you-.o requirements, and
thereby contribute further to deficit reduction.

A numary of the pay-as-you.g amounting
is at Table 2-1, with related detail at Tables
2-4 and 2-6. There will, as usual, be dif.
ferences with respect to particular proposal.
niflected in these tables. But it is important
to underline: Tw Preidhn's strong and re.
epmuibLs ogeda for growth can be fully
vnce without abandonkV the budget dis.
cipline of the Budget Rnfurrmm*s Aat

It Is clear, however, that some in Congress
do not wish to stay within the Budget
Enfo6rcemot Act. Some wish to abandon
It. disoipline entirely. Others with to amend
the Act in order to re-allocate defense avings
for other purposes.

With thee Congressional Interests in view,
the Preident's proposed defense svings art
displayed at Table 2-2. The defense outlay
svings are roughly sufficient to offset the
President's proposed $600 per child increase
in the personal exemption. Such an offset
is not now possible under the Budget Enforce-
ment Act, nor is it necessary u the
President's prqam But if the Congress
were unwilling to accept fully the President's
proposed pay-s-you-o financing of tax Ini-
tiatives, the President would be prepared
to consider modifying the Budget Enforcement

Act to allow the projected defense outlay
savings to offset the proposed increase in
the personal exemption. This would be contin-
gent, however, on the following:

• limitation of any defense savings to those
that are consistent with national security
Interests;

* extension and refinement of the discipline
of the current system of caps, mini-seques-
ters, and pmy.as.you.go requirements;

# allocation of savings primarily to deficit.
reduction and to families via tax reduc.
tion;

* corresponding downward adjustment of
the total discretionary spending cape.

Even with adherence to the discipline of
the Budget Enforcement Act, the near-term
outlook for debt and deficits remains unattrac-
tive. (See Chart 2-3 and Table 2-3.)

There are three major reasons for this:

Canrvm -. One major reason is the carry.
over effect of rising debt, the asoctated
interat burden, and the coverage of de-
posit irmernoe. Chart 2-3 shows graphi.
cally that Interest and deposit insurance
alone are almost equal to the entire fed-
oral deficit. Indeed, if interest and deposit
insumncs were not Included, the federal
deficit would quickly turn to surplus. This,
of course, is not meant as a policy suggest.
toni It is simply to underline again a
point that is increasingly evident continu-
ing to build up excessive debt and hidden
liabilities has substantial costs that carry
forward to the future. And at some point,
the future is now.

Recession. A second major reason for the
near-term deficit problem is the recession
and the continuing uwAn of the econ.
omy. Chart 2-4 shows the extent to which
enactment of the President's growth agen-
da would improve the deficit outlook rel-
ative to the likely pattern if Congress were
to follow a conventional 'business-as-
usual" approach (The deficit effect of al.
ternative economic assumptions is dis.
played at Table 3-2, Chapter 3.)
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Table 2-1. PAY-AS-YOU-GO PROPOSALS
(Savilnp, in billion of doI~ae)

IMJ 19M 1994 199 1106 1997 1992-47

Canlwrpay- ..beI. ..................... 1.1 1.1
Mandaua7 outlay proposal taopt health me

(am i W U /BB) ......... . ......... .......... .... 0.6 3.4
Reee popose(e p(Monot enpt s um) -6.2 0.7
8ubtolaL betors sooral and pernal ex.

Deposit ..ur .e reorm.................... 7 1.8
PaO y 4 I.............. ......................... ...... 6.7 2.6
Subtoal. before personal eampon awd

Rztendod b n)tWnmpnyaynst
............... .... ...... ...... 6.7 0.8

unployments IzieuR wtmnded Benefit. -2.2 2.2
PWVUwAIaent * .....M - -4.4

0.6 1.0 1.4 -0.9 4.2

6,3 6.9 9.9 9.8 34.9
31 0.9 0.9 -1.2 -0.7

6.4
3.3

38.3
16.2
218

1LI 130 2 D.0 14.1 71.3
- - - - -4.4

-4.6 -4.7 -6.0 -6.2 -23.9
(10) To & oori ....................................... 3.0 7. 9.1 15.9 4 0

roi"the~ MCO) the Raaen uqs n Rma ies DfC*n eot Act 0 1986 am mewoed by tbA tr= *omAdt,ti I uIma~mak of sANUtl w I I iaw i0met 1!o h 1! 1 t al d.t ..... aiulw#4U/M

d.m tb tmH ne p I b eI II m I I Imdll I eq uI I I I IwIIItI IIe bnrpc Ilaevr . I IUI

Table 2-2. BUDGET IMPACT OF PROPOSED DEFENSE SAVINGS AND
INCREASES IN THE PERSONAL EXEMPTION

(In blion. of doUas)

190 1996 194 9NS 1w6 1997 1992-9?7

9ea (mn o "f Def am brUmwaryX
Summit baselin {otended)

Budget Autbcwt...............-..... ... 278. 278. 279.0 281.6 283.4 W.82 1,6889
Outlay.s............. I..... .... 2W3. 279.7 274.0 276.8 279. 284.8 1,677.1

lnfatic Adjuuntsh
budget Aut~writy ....... 0.0 -2.8 -2.4 -2.4 -2.7 -2. -12.6
outiay,............................ 0.0 -1.0 -1.7 -2.0 -2.4 -2.6 -9.7

Adjstd Basline
Budget Autbc. ty. ...... .......... .............. ..... 278.2 276.3 276.6 279. 20.7 286.4 1,676.4
Outla, ............ . ....... 3.3.9 278.7 272.3 273.3 277.0 282.2 1,667.4

PropMWe Defese Levl$
Budest ........ .......................... 271.8 2W. 276.8 270.7 271,. 216.6 1,626 .0
ouayt ............................... 3.8 273.6 26. 26.7 271.7 274.6 1,6.9

ppoed Savinp
Budgt Aut ty -0.6 -7.9 -8.0 -8.4 -49.4 -10,0 -604
Ovila -0.8 -6.2 -4.1 -4.6 -6.2 -7.7 -- 27.4

lIceas i the PmcsaI EzunpWm by 8W par
&W.(.6-U 4o4 4 1.0 2 -.............. ............ . -4.4 -4.6 -4.7 "6.0 -6.2 -23.2
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Cart 2-3. THE IMPACT OF MWEREST AND) DEPOSIT [NSURAN(
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2. DJUCTOR [?R ON (AN OVRMVW TAPnS)

*Mandatory Progmrm Growth. A third
major reason for both the near-term and
the long.term deficit problem is the con-
tinuing unrestrained growth of so-caUled
mandatory programs. These are programs
that do not come up for annual review
or decision by either the Congress or the
President. They are not "discretionary" in
that they do not require annual appropria.
tion; and they are not available for vote
or veto. They just keep on going and grow.
ing automatically. Sometimes referred to
as "uncontrollable," these programs are
clearly out of control.

'"Mandatory" programs for 1993 now
amount to $766.8 billion in spending per
year ($980.6 billion including interest).
They are projected to grow at an average
of 7.2 percent over the next five years (ex.
cluding deposit insurance). Mandatory pro.
grans now account for over half of the

federal budget (64.4 percent including in.
terest). By contrast, it is interesting to
note that such programs amounted to only
23 percent of the budget in President Ken.
nedy's day. (See Chart 2-6.)

Apart from returning to strong economic
growth, slowing the growth of "mandatory"
programs is the most important key to bring.
ing the deficit under control. To illustrate
this point, one might suppose that "manda.
tory" programs were allowed to grow only
at the rate necessary to accommodate in.
creases in the eligible population and increases
in the CPI. (These are, perhaps, what many
naturally assume to be the causes of manda.
tory program growth.) But if mandatory pro-
grams were to grow only for population
and the CPI, there would be enormous savings.
Indeed, the cumulative deficit savings (relative
to business.as.usual) would amount to a shok-
ing total almost $390 billion!

Chart 2-5. "MANDATORY PROGRAMS ARE TAKING OVER

$ BILUONS (01MAYS IN 1993 DOUARS)
1,000
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1997
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THE BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1993

Chart 2-6 shows graphically how much
this seemingly rather modest proposal could
do for deficit reduction. There is no realistic
or responsible set of additional discretionary
program reductions that is remotely close
in its deficit-reduction potential. Chart 2-4
also suggests what in inescapably the case:
the budget can" be brought into balance
in the intermediate term only by enacting
both a growth agenda and restraint on the
growth of "mandatory" programs.

For this reason, the President's Budget
goes beyond defense reductions and a domestic
discretionary budget freeze. It also includes
proposals to reduce the growth of mandatory
spending by $68.4 billion by 1997. (See
Table 2-4 for a summary of the proposed
mandatory program changes.) This total does
not include the very substantial additional
savings that can and should be achieved
with a serious approach to health reform
(as discussed below).

In addition to specific proposed program
changes, the Budget proposes to reduce the

growth of hidden liabilities by capping cumu-
lative total subsidies. (See Chapter 18.)

Further, the Budget proposes to remedy
what in a fundamental flaw in the present
system of budget discipline. The Administra.
tion supports an expanded and refined vari.
ation of the "entitlement cost cap" recently
endorsed by the majority of the House Budget
Committee. In order to give the Budget
Committee's general concept focus and to
move toward workable legislation, a more
specific proposal is offered here:

* to cap "mandatory" program growth in ag-
gregate;

o to set the cap at one growth rate prior
to the enactment of comprehensive health
reform, and at a lower growth rate fol.
lowing the enactment of comprehensive
health reform;

* to set these growth
population-plus-CPIlplus an
2.6 percent and 1.6 percent,

rates at
average of

respectively;

Chart 2-6. ALTERNATIVE LONG-RANGE DEFICIT PRWECTIONS

PRESIDENTS BUDGE
PU5 MANIATORY
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to require that any projected growth be-
yond the mandatory cap trigger the legis.
lative roonciliatio process to correct the
excess spending growth; and

as a fail-safe, to taufy the pay-as-you.
go system so that any uncorrected breach
of the aggregate, ndatory cap automati-
cally tigers tly, sequester provisions for
mandatory prr grams (while exempting So-
cial Security from any such sequester).

If enacted, this addition would force legisla.
tive action on what is now "uncontrollable".
It would slow the growth of the "mandatory"
spending that is the largest part of the
budgetary prQblem. This one procedural reform
would go a long way toward remedying
the most serious weakness in the discipline
system of the current Budget Enforcement
Act.

The existing Budget Enforcement Act system
is really a combination of two systems. One
is te old "Gramm-Rudman-Hollings" system,
enacted in 1988. It was the principal dis-
ciplinary system for fiscal years 1986 through
1990. It returns to full force for application
in 1994. But while that may be somewhat
helpful, its earlier record does not offer
great promise, The originally legislated
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit target for
1990 (Its frith year) was $36 billion. The
actual result was $220 billion] It was this
failure of the original Gramm-Rudman-Ho)-
lings system, in part, that necessitated the
addition of a second system in 1990.

The second disciplinary system includes
credit reform accounting, discretionary spend-
ing caps and associated mini-sequesters, and
the pay-as-you-go system for new "mandatory"
and revenue legislation. Each of these reforms
has proved valuable and workable. All have
been honored. But unfortunately, there is
a vast area of spending they do not reach.
the entire inherited structure of automatic
expenditure under pre.1990 law governing
mandatory programs.

This inherited structure is built into an
explosively expanding spending "baseline."
And although it amounts to more than half
the budget, It is largely exempt from budgetary
discipline. Hence: the inescapable need for
an enforceable cap on the growth of total
mandatory spending.

THE NEED FOR
COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH REFORM

Individuals, families, businesses, and gov.
ernments-all am increasingly strained to
meet the growing burden of financing health
(or more correctly, financing health care).

Within the vast "mandatory" program struc.
ture, health is increasingly dominant in its
influence upon spending growth. It is the
most rapidly growing. It is about to surpass
Social Stcurity in scale. And federal spending
on health is rising sharply both as a percent
of the federal budget and as a percent
of GDP. (See Chart 2-7.)

What is true for the federal budget is
also true for the nation as a whole. U.S.
national health expenditures per capita have
been rising dramatically in real terms. (See
Chart 2-8.) U.S. per capita health expendi-
tures have grown out of line with other
developed countries. (See Chart 2-9.) Total
U.S. public and private spending on health
is literally on an unsustainable path-threat-
ening to consume an impossible proportion
of Gross Domestic Product. Even assuming
a slowing of the trend, health expenditures
will soon exceed 15 percent of GDP-up
from slightly over 6 percent in President
Kennedy's day. (See Chart 2-10.)

The fact that the current financing trends
are unsustainable is sufficient to necessitate
reform. But in addition, there is a strong
equity argument for reform.

Part One- 17
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Chart 2-7. FEDERAL YIEAL0H OUTIAYS:
GROWING RAPIDLY - BY SEVERAL MEASURES
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Chart 2-10.
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Notwithstanding the enormous national
health expenditure, millions of Americ s
have inadequate or insecure health insuran e
coverage. For many middle-income Americans
there are reasons to worry that insurmane
may become unaffordable or unavailable. And
for millions of poor and working poor Ameri-
cans, basic health insurance is already
unaffordable. Further, to the extent that
federal health expenditures are thought of
as filling the financing gap for the needy,
there is a basic misconception. In reality,
most of the growth in federal health spending
has gone to the non-poor. (See Chart 2-11.)

With both the cost and "aeces." problems
in view, the President directed the Secretary
of Health and Human Service., Dr. Louis
Sullivan, to lead the development of a com-
prehensive approach to health reform. The
President determined that several principles
should be applied in this effort.

The approach to reform should:

* build on the strengths of the high-quality
American health system;

" assure access, to basic health insurance
coverage for Americans and increase the
affordability of such coverage;

* strengthen incentives for cost control and
consumer choice;

9 emphasize prevention;

* reduce abuse and wasteful excess;

* meet the requirements of fiscal respon-
uibility and budget discipline.

The approach should not:

* lead to comprehensive governmental price
controls and rationing by government;

* create new spending mandates for states

and employers;

* require a net increase in taxes; or

* threaten older Americans with the pros.
pect of either benefit cuts or premium in-
creases.

These tests cannot be met by either "Cana.
dian-*tyle" or "Play-or-Pay" approaches to
reform. Such approaches necessarily involve
comprehensive governmental price controls,
governmental rationing, or major tax in.
creases. Over time, they threaten to degen-
erate and require a combination of these
undesirable characteristics.

Chart 2-11. FEDERAL HEALTH SPENDING
* an~ ,e (0UTIAYS AND TAX WOPODflMfS IN 1993 DOLLARs)
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By contrast, the President's Plan meet.
the test, of a responsible approach-without
forcing either a mao tax increase or a
government tak*-ove of the health sector.
It gives far greater emphasis to individual
chowe and to incentives for more coetfectiv
delivery of high-quality American health care.

The details of the President's Plan will
be released in early February.

RESTRUCTURING AND
REFORM-
LOOKING BEYOND THE
MOMENT

At the moment, the number one concern
for most Americans is to get the eomomy
moving again. Understandably, this is the
immediate priority. Hence, the President's
call for prompt Contressional action on his
Agenda for Growth.

Among other major isu of current con.
cer, perhaps the highest priority is to reduce
the burden of rising health costa. Hence,
the President's Plan for comprehensive health
reform.

These two area of concern have received
the most attention in the discussion above-
as they have in decisions about the allocation
(and reallocation) of budgetary resources. It
is likely that they will also be the predominant
focus of near.term Congressional interest.
The American political system is better d.
signed than any to reflect the public's concerns
of the moment.

This is thoroughly appropriate. If the politi.
cal system acts responsibly in these areas
of current concern, It will not only make
the economic lives of most Americans better
in the near term. It will also go a long
way toward relieving the current sense of
uncertainty and insecurity-the sense of worry
noted at the start of this Introduction.

But a President's Budget must not only
address concerns of the moment. It must
also look toward the future

Whether axPlitly or implicitly, a budget
Inescapably addresses the future. In respond.
WS to cutnt cmrns, for example, a budget
mi& allow debt to rise (s a percent d

GDP) without attention to future returns.
If there were no such attention to future
returns, that would be an important (although
regrettable) value statement. It would implic.
itly weigh the interests of future generations
less heavily than the interest, of the present.
The President's Budget rejects such a perne-
tive. As each of the Preaident's previous
Budgets has done, this Budget explicitly treat.
both.

" Hidden liabltie (see Chapters 12
through 14); and

" Investment in the Future (see Chapters 4
through 11).

In assessing, a budget's relationship to
the future, one must also look beyond the
balance sheet and number. Numbers can
be misleading. This is true not simply because
specific numbers can be wrong (as has been
amply demonstrated). It is also true because
even their relative proportions can be a
poor guide to returns on investment.

Small investments can have large future
returns. One might consider, for example,
this Budget's investments in high performance
computing, materials proesaing, bio-
technology, and a host of other generic areas
of research and development. (See Chapter
6.) Several of these have enormous and
exciting potential to increase radically both
American productivity and the quality of
life.

Conversely, the mere fact that an area
of investment is large and increasing does
not necessarily nean that its return will
be high. Education, for example, is an area
of Investment that should have high future
returns. But the history of the past several
decades shows that a rise in investment
can be accompanied by a decline in perform.
ance. In such cases, clearly, one must look
beyond the numbers to the associated policies
for reform and restructuring. (See Chapter
4.)

As a general matter, particular budget
proposals an given greater meaning by ref.
e ne to the larger policies with which
they are associated. Te chapters which follow,
tharson, attempt to frame the Pissident's
bugtary proposals in their larger police
contet They are p t in reltion to
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longer-tem themes that comprise an agenda
for rest-uturing and reform.

Thus, for example:

• Increing Investment vs. Consump-
tion. The Budget includes thousands of
recommendations for dictionary funding
of specific projects-in areas ranging from
high-technology R&D to low-technology in-

u. Although the projects have
specific merit, their funding should be un-
deritood as part of a larger pattern: an
intended shift (at the margin) away from
current consumption, toward inmoetment in
the future (See Chapters 4 through 11.)

* Limiting Future Liabilities. The Budget
includes mandatory caps, subsidy caps, ac-
counting reforms, and other such arcane
technical modifications to the Budget En-
forcement Act. These should be understood
as part of the larger effort to limit the
future burden of debt and hidden liabil-
ities. (See Chapters 12, 13, and 18.)

* Enoour-aging Entrepreneurship. The
Budget includes proposals for tax ince-
tives to inrea investment in capital as-
sets, R&D, and Enterprise Zones. These
should be understood not merely a short-
term economic stimuli. They are also part
of a lonwe-term effort to reivorate
American rish-takin pioneerin& and the
entrepreneurial spirit.

* Using Stat. as Laboratorles The
Budget includes seemingly technical pro-
posals to consolidats federal grants to
States and to facilitate the use of waivers.
These should be seen as part of a larger
effort to take greater advantage of the in-
nooative power of the American federal ys.
tem by uing "States as Laboratories." (See
Chapters 19 and 2D)

* Fostering Prsonal Responslbility. The
Budget includes increased invesment in
crime prevention, drug-sbum prevention.
incentives for savings, h rm ership,
and preventive health. Thls should be seen
in conjunction with a related effort to
otr then the alue, and hablt of per-
sonal r tponsiblily, (See Chapters 5, 8, 9,
2, and the Prosident's Plan for m.
prehenaive health refom.)

SIncreusing Choice and Competition In
Service Delivery. The Budget includes
measures to encourage States to adopt
educational funding system that allow
funds to "follow the child" in accordance
with parental choice. Similarly, the Budg.
et increases investment in housing vouch.
em and child care certificate.. And the
President's Plan for health reform p"o-
poses a major shift toward transerrable
tax credits for basic health insurance. All
such measures should be understood as
means to increase individual and family
choke. They are also necessary to provide
bottom-up competitive pressure for innova.
tion and reform. They thus help in the
larger effort to axlrite the coot-effective
restructuring of larscale, bureaucratic
service s'stem.. The. service systems (as
in health and education) are now often in.
efficin or inffective-and in many cam,
in need of radical, loner-term reform.

While the American political system is
uhrivaled in its sensitivity to current interests,
it is often les-than-exemplary in its attention
to the longer term. So, one can be relatively
confident that the short-term economic agenda
will command intense attention. But It may
be somewhat more difficult to sustain a
focus on the long-term agenda of restructuring
and reform.

It is important to emphasize, however,
that America's economic difficulties are not
merely a function of a cyclical short-term
downturn. Many problems would have de.
manded. attention with or without a recession.
The most important of these, perhaps, is
the need to increase America's long-term
productivity growth. This is a key to future
economic growth, to the capacity to support
qn improving quality of life, and to American

mpetitivene in a global economy.

But substantial improvement in productivity
will not come quickly or easily. It will
demand more than just a tax incentive here
or a bridge there. It demands action on
the full agenda for restructuring and reform.
invesdng in the future; limiting future liable.
ti; encouraging entrepreneurship; using
States as laboratories; In-eusing choice, cm-
petitio, and et-ffectiveness in the delivery
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of services; and fostering personal responsibil.
ity.

Th Budet include, important initiatives
in all these areas of reform. They are rooted
in policies which seek to remedy current
weaknesses by building on traditional Amer-
ican strengths and value.. They look not

only toward economic recovery for the short-
term, but toward a reqonuible bauis for
confidence in the future.

Rztc mw DAwm
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Additional Tables Attached:
Table 2-3: Outlays, Revenues, and Deficit. (Excluding Comprehensive

H ealth Reform ) ...........................................................................
Table 2-4: Mandatory Outlay Proposals (Excluding Comprehensive Health

Reform) ...........................................
Table 2-6: Revenue Proposal (Excluding Comprehensive Health Reform) ......
Table 2-0: Proposed Spending by Agency (Excluding Comprehensive Health
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Table 2-7: Diretionary Proposals by Appropriations Subomittee .
Table 2-8: Federal Employment in the Executive Branch .....................
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Table 2-8. OUTLAYS, REVENUES, AND DEFICITS (Excluding
Comprehensive Health Reform)

(In b/l/w d dolan)I

1.1 1. . I I II II 0 I I7AotWs &Ws 130441 Bud#0 Bud#* sudot

Do .................................. 196.4 216.2 224.7 229.3 2322 238.9 236.8

Depertht oDt ....... 800.0 800.4 278.7 2702 289.6 271.8 274.4
Otw M .....D...s .I ............ 10.7 12.6 12.9 13.4 13.9 14.7 16.3

Total D N ................... 319.7 312.9 291.6 283.7 283.6 286.6 289.8
Intrm Uomad .......................... 19.7 20.1 20.6 21.4 21.3 21.6 21.2

Total Dieronary ..... ........ 8 49.2 637.0 634.8 637.0 644.8 647.8

Deposit IwuvAne ............... 66.3 80.1 76.7 -26.0 -27.2 -21.7 -32.2
Federal reatrmt .................. 76.8 78.3 81.1 86.6 88,7 91.2 96.4
1ets.-tast" MsUt1Aet. 82.6 74.8 77.4 82.6 87.6 89.4 96.6
Medicaid...................... 62.6 72.6 84.6 98.2 113.7 131.1 160.7
Medicare ................................. 102.0 116.0 126.6 140.1 166.0 176.2 127.7
Sol 8ecwity .............. 2686.8 284.8 299.7 316.1 30.8 347.4 364.8
Unmaploymnit insur ce ....... 26.3 32.0 26.6 26.0 24.7 24,3 24.6
Oth ................... -57.7 -10.9 -4.6 -12.0 -17.8 -28.2 -24.9

8ubtotal Mandatory ............ 603. 727.2 786.9 709.6 768.8 809.6 872.6
Net Intw t' .............. 194.6 198.8 213.8 231.0 242.2 26.0 23.2

Total Outlays ........ ...... 1,323.0 1,475.1 1,516.7 1,474.8 1,56. 1,807.6 1,683.6
Revmue .................................... 1,064.8 1,076.7 1,164.8 1,283.4 1,343.5 1,427.5 1,601.8
Deficit ................................. -268.7 -399.4 -861.9 -211.4 -192.1 -180.0 -181,8
DeidWurplus (excluding into-.

set) ........................ -74.2 -200.6 -188.1 #19.8 460.1 473,0 481.4
Deficlturplus (ezcludinS ca.

posit Insurance & I )..est) -7.9 -120.6 -82.4 -6.6 422.9 +61.8 49.3

Deficit oD an actual basi ......... -288.7 -386.2 -332.7 -242.8 -217.8 -193.7 -203.3
Social Secwlty (included Abos.

Operat.ng Surplus ................. . 63.5 0.2 63.4 76.9 86.9 101.1 116.0
intert ...... ............. 20.2 23.9 27.0 81.1 36.7 41,1 47.4

TOta.................. 73.7 74.1 90.4 107.0 122.6 142.2 162.4
Shlt vriatio bom etimaw printed in appmdie due to a le = it the ra. of rdept, f B:Le and 1,Wl

pvuoumtaboldip of Traaauy Securities
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rl"able 2-4. MANDATORY OLMAY PROPOSALS (fecluding Comprehenuive

Health Reform)Ian~ UMilo, of 4oilau)
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Fitm heWpte updeoe Lem.adw Yew beeo _ __
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hih kwos. p i ro or ($1001K eingldI2SK weep!) -
10tabLish a elnhe fee hr mepeaTeery &e0etA4*A MWute -
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to "eAec Owut f&acto
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Table MAMATORY OtMAYS PROPOSALS (Excluding Comprehensive
HeWth Reform -Continued

On maUms dd*Usn) 
I

IM IM low 1995 I"S 1997 1"2-07

, MNMMJ
8w%"d*"kww*msmdP90C(wvvWb"W- -9AW -4AW

-&M -AWI -ISAW -16.13D -0,02
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IWArtW

Ardk N*UwAI Wildlits Paw (ANWW ed wd Ps apk,
mom rwo

&AU of AI&As's sham of ANWR oll md pe a*1w*U*a

CMWW OMMUWUN hDV" &W&MAMM. OWW CmUnorAW

MwN (000) rewsaw sbarWs
JUSUW.

CIYU IwV" puUk sdumLwa hirA roquw &"UmW

humb r"ukrw 1w "dUAMW Q&k rodomts
LAbo.

Tra& 4usUmset mWA=,tw oonWW" wM KDWAA
UvAmPkYwant WpowAs wtanded benAW wireM md a.

tmd to Dwowbbw 31.
Tr"4w,

UM: =Uwu wokatwo to so Wa4m, 0(46 do WeDow
boo rule

Vs"n".
fkw Wow wft"W 10"rmawt kam on mak wbm do.

ddhw whojw to pvchot fa*dewd pq Ww ty w M
k"dw, UM Vamty dAhr.. OW row4m V*tw*M wt* an

owmd md wA9*qum4 uw* to w * 2A% ke wW 10%
dOMMMUN" ---

MA" *$A roewovio wt d suwA m autbsrky to m

offw ows 610 hmm hwom d *wVkw4wwAdw "i,

Wow Aw w"ba" of bm-Mvw ownedw *ft*tkw -
PWW W*: wWnd 9WWlty "d1kation with INS watax m

awt.
hiq baso cam and stbw provWmo

N*4UsWWM bmeft PWWW 44"Ity Ow "adknW roba.
bUllaUen to votwow f*W V* dia"W w smUr, and
M$Un 9-1 swviw I - bobefiVem#"Usa nA* hr

embibuUmw to 01 bal
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8P*CbVw iNUOU00

PUM Or$& SYStan FWAcW A040ADO 0WPW*UW
AaftlwvU wyv&w r"*YMWIU S(W (MBOA)

OMM f(POWhOW Mwm#mwr4,
CH wo reUrvntmL pwmansab atUad ObalwAke d

IWAwet" spuse ---
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AvOy Modkwv Put 9 payumt UWI& to &U FKHBP me-
r*Uow a" 66 and okkr (not just MiNYMedia" duW

ewou*")

crew-Mukr.
cr"t Wwdift sk

Subt" awA&W? prepwak (wwW dwok kwurwm and
PBOO
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PWKt One-28 WM1 BUD=E FOR FISCAL YEAR IM6

Table 2-8. REVENUE PROPOSALS eludingig Comprehensive Health
Reform)

OIn million ddf & , See Table 2-1 for pay-wme o-go total. that maet the Budget Enforoement

IMs 196 1994 19NG 1996 1997 199247

hhmssaf 1410,ur 6 n No"l vivo - - 600 MD0 2,10 800 80 -300 6"M0
Pawi& ea gion relldOw raw odds -180 -418 -96 -4 616 -92 4501
Ade60 *V*86" ta ellee'. -406 -1.58 WO6 941 810 -1,72
Sb*,* SW nhanaAM & e .2N- -M7 -U64 -261 -179 -1U8 -1.497
bimadw A a*&t - -18 -M2 -1.85 -1*77 -1*04 -V,104 -7.844
9Ita a411 eless~ ruls -156 -482 -27 - - - 4916
Xxrnd lwM w.~si e M ta a*&t -87 -167 -312 -800 -416 -417 -1,739
Zaxumd tered Jews ta a*&i ______w~~ 6 -1.54 -161 -02 -48 -96 -67w
asd bealarnees irnsr e crus1. -43 -17 -7 8 a -70

Raised &v4hm Swmr b _ _ _ _ - - -0 -0 -6 ..
Neabblisk edue'prle mom ________-____ -180 -810 -6M -75 -1.790
F"Okae" roew a"". 14"Ate by Paula im esi& d OUi-

an= - - - -0 -9 -9 . .

Rasel kSway Umt so ekpka aSd beaui Sad repea d~ee
t"eli60 ' -7 15 14 12 8 7 49

11I&%HAkt Idbmle aid 8ebw
1'w"n debadmat eiru lan sbgidW Isoein __ -N6 -44U -W5 -721 -796 -M8 4A"6
RAtabli Bm~k EPA ewsei 112 481 00 -871 4-W -. 006 .796
Fteala reoksam esetog aewdwp "mum Saztl 1pWAM

dlaoutltm as_________ 38 a 8 79 M so 1.148
Weiks Ofast for setlobwbm MwIAS Our aes" aid

Osedae 0*mee -22 -118 -128 -19X -18X -1I-1 4
ned b""b 1wea d&&bmume 1r esfwaqspd -67 446 -961 - - - -M6
bledft orI n toaq 944 Sltowa low 0aiy' - 84 6 1.4 164 1.8L bd I44 1*48 8,061
D"" smareldmu6PUad e daetiu ___ _ . 4 -8 - - -8 -8 -16

10dpli11". uue -.. 11,1hI 7 -12 -18 -14 -16 -17 -78
Hombayom

IProviii a*&dl t& ftrothae headvyw - -20 -2,07 -2A58 -4W 167 110 -5.163
Alow &PAaitl hrm o sne Opetaip reeldemee -41 -41L2 -M -872 -854 -M8 -1.97
Wet"s ION* hr stibdiml 6ea IRA. hr b-irs

1%e"0-- 1- -4 -79 -V7 -117 -1N -92 -615
KANaid ;;a;W "esbmb___________ -1 -90 -62e 2 - 77 -78 -815

PlyAvW ndwhr barib" eouitbile ... _V.. 1 108 116 1.2 144 1S6 an
Cwers beek mw tea &"SWAI for .eett hwerte - 24 97 758 78 796 89 8$992
Dhefllw MowA &ngo Sebelim wepreteemd Ue Wow,

emom les _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 121 29 5361 591 660 2,68
ltrebb dutele dippia by *heA. realbq Fedas welflmi

860 417 57 4 -40 148 931
BOA"l~ We treahmesi .1kr la*& us1 ma md thif. ... 108 177 187 197 205 219 1.091
Idedl4 taaUui. ammulthoe wktlist Ide amtmse - 42 1I6 289 818 4006 13 1.076
aso EqmmesealeMae~ a MAN UN 15 82 86 91 96 102 472
adow wpm^ *w wxe&dl -2 .12 .13 -14 -18 -16 -72
Rota" V.bC MON-OPPLleespssse 1____AS_ - 71 71 71 71 71 868
asda dmud 1 Nth" rsdetLOOM les 0 - - - Zi 251 479
classes 1aip eSlbbodem 10 Can__ _ _- 448 1L053 1.216 1.219 1,V 6.146
Cemlurm &hwf at eeapnssihs mider roatd "eIme

mlA 7a Aetd * saceeut woo___ -q is 17 17 17 17 8t
ImpkaemUng,#aa 3-ow -4 21 13 -60 -86 -108

Td.J a&*et Peagesi (m"Na veesa mad - -6X24 72. &,08 883 OW8 -1,108 -790
PO *moo" ~U aw0 pwdu -4.85 -4.86 -4,740 -4.96 4C176 -. 819

O geel 6,9-44 8,81 -1.01 -W5 -000 -4"7 -24M0I1w 'wme a b
I Ns "AI m"N
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. DnUfrM I'DUMION (AND OVRVMW TABLES) Part One-29

Table 2-6. PROPOSED SPENDING BY AGENCY (Excluding Comprehensive
Heath Reform)
(In bllov of doflam)

192' 199

AiyDwaiwn UsadsMa TOW Dwavi M-ad TOW~ery ~ W7 cOgU"j
BA w~s 0 . WVS BA 0VUa0w OAVay

CabbKt Awow
Aagncumtuni .............................. 14.9 14.0 47.8 61.A 14,4 14.4 46.0 69.4
C o ....................................... 8.0 8.0 -0.1 2.9 2.9 8.0 -0.1 2
~ea Mi i lw ...... .......................... M 300,6 -6.8 294,7 267.9 278.7 -0.8 277.9

dui t4 n ....... .................... ......... 22.6 20.9 6.6 28.6 24.3 22.8 7.8 80.4
am w ............ .................................... 18.9 17.8 -1.9 18.0 19.4 18.4 -1.9 16.6

Iluith & Hun= i ................. 2.90 30.3 613.8 644.1 2.3 808 664.4 686.2
Houwn & Urban Delopowat ........ 24.7 22.9 1.8 24.2 23.7 26.6 2.7 28.1
lt W .......................................... 7. 1 7.2 " 7.2 6.6 8. 6.7
Justke ..... ... ...... ..... 8.8 8.8 1.1 9.4 9.7 9.8 1.1 10.4
L r . -- 9.4 96 84.7 44.2 4 9.6 28. 87,8
Stat .............. 4.8 4.2 0.8 4.6 6.0 4A 0.4 6.2

......................... 14.2 33.1 0.8 83.4 12.8 84.2 0.8 84.6
..... . ................. 9.6 9.6 2.1 11.6 10.2 10.2 2.7 12.9

V tw aw Afairs ..................... ......... 16.6 16.2 18.4 88.8 16.8 16.1 181 84.1
Makw Apncide

Corps OIEw , ........................... 8.6 3.4 ' 8.4 3.6 3.6 ° 3.6
D p it Law rmnx ............................. ' 0.1 80.1 80.2 * 0.1 767 76.8
Enirora1 Protctim Aro 6..7 61 -0.1 6.9 7.0 6.4 -0.2 6.2
Gu i8Wvi AMiotrstki ...... 0.4 0.6 -0.2 0.4 0.6 1.4 -0.2 1.2

N&tUJ Aarevauti and 8pos Ad.
minatt" ..... . ................ 14.3 13.8 " 18.8 16.0 14.1 " 4 1
ofa a( Pw3Ma ti ....... 0.1 02 86.9 86.1 • 0.1 37,6 87.8

8maU Nains Admntrumtan 0.8 0.7 -0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 -0.3 0.3
Otb.r Agnciat.

Rzswtjv, Ofs 0 the PtusMkat ..... 0.2 0.2 * 0.2 0.8 0,8 * 0.3
Foire Aeitane aM related pv

I....I.-....... . -..... 2.7 12.9 -0,7 12.2 13.7 12.7 -0.7 12.0
Judk& -anh ................ 2.2 2.2 0,2 2.4 2.8 2.8 0.2 2.8

iA6 U s Brs d ) . ............................ 2.4 2.4 0.4 2.8 2.6 2.6 0.8 2.8
Othw Indpeant Apack............. 112 10.8 83.0 43.8 10.7 10.7 86.9 46.6
Allowans .. ..... 0.0 0.0 -01 -0.1 -0.6 -0,4 0.0 -0.4
Undierz et rwswpu ....... 0.0 0,0 -388 -88.8 -1,4 -1.4 -40.1 -41.6

Net Lnura t..... ..... ............................ 0.0 0.0 198A 1908 0.0 0.0 213.8 213.8

Tbt1 ............. 633..... ......... 6M.9 492 9.0 1,476.1 606.3 637.0 979.7 1,618 7
Incude. kmpwactc erqpW=*La" and ro~usna

* M0 u~nnn or kee
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Table 2-7. DISCRETIONARY PtOPOSALS BY APPROPRIATIONS
8UBCOMIT'raIn wlio.o dollar)

092r bus*' M3~ BgQpt ChauT 1092 to

FAA "msy BA Oaau B

Comam , Jsto, Stat M JudicM ...................... .... 16,971 16,619 16,678 16,619 607 1,100
D . 1..... ..... ... ... .... ........... ....................-... . 76 50 - 13 -76 46
D ,t,c d Coolumbia .............................................. .......... 700 8 0 688 6M -12 8
H asrv And Wae .................. ...... ........ ............ - 9,60 9,261 8,910 8,462 -%0 -790
lotri ........................................... .............. 13,141 12,610 12,486 12,476 -06 -136
L bor, I4, ducatm .... ...................... 80,3 0,407 61,9136 61,848 1,422 2,381
L Bra h ....................................... ...................... 2,343 2,338 2.4 4 2,436 151 9
Rural De".omant. Asricultrur ......................................... 11,812 11,071 11,166 11,172 -040 101

v ti -...................................... ....................... 13,764 8 436 1 368 33,6 0 -1,39 1,066
Tre .ry-PoaJ 8.vwo, am ouwsl oomwnu4 ....... 11,050 11,3 11,217 12.124 167 796
Votws Affarsk, HUD, 1zdpandms Amweg% ....... 66,406 61,430 06,748 86,927 840 4,497
Alawarme.s ...... .... . ...... .... , - - -6M -624 -662 -624

Low Designated amw e nd Desert 8Sh 4s ert
8torm amouc ts ........................................................... -1.931 -1,372 -142 -644 1,789 828

Total Dossstlic Dtecrwtlonar t"1A Frest" ...... 7,77 114,87 202.6 224.19 179 9,8

Intermiotoml Discreo4 ry
Ccsnaww Ju.tu* & stPto-P-zn 160 .. 4,978 4o886 6,083 6,477 683 601
Poimip Operstims.. ....... 16,683 13,A7 16,144 13,724 -638 27
Albor, 11118, and Mdueston ........ . -. ....... ................ 11 12 11 11 1-

Rurs] Dedopmnmt. Arlture tnd lated ........... 1,484 1,474 1.323 1,378 -161 -96
LeA. Designsad Emergencte amd Deert fai4'leset

Stom amount ................. .................... - -80 - '23 - -67

Total ntnhurtloaM ................ ......... M1,56 19,M0 ,1*9 30,6i6 -17 579

D)elea, including Military C trcUm 21,7 800,429 2"7,967 278,748 -14,030 -21,681
Enw and Water, Fuw im 060 11,90 11,86 12,132 11,901 162 216
Conme , Jsuos, Stte &M 234 227 487 46 263 239
Prstport atsi .................... .... -. 0 7 -, I86 -4 -39
Vtoeru Affairs, UD, .n t ...end .s............ 836 33 3 20 3. -13 -7

Losw DssMattd Ecwrpns and Deset Bbe44)esmt
Storm wniiats.......... ... -10,3 -17,136 - -6,622 10,366 11,613
Toal Don.. Dleor.Uonary - .I ...., . ..... 4 2 ,8M 277 281,101 286,107 -8,.. - 960

To l cr lkw I ... ...... 6... .... .. 806,176 .. 0 87 - 3.. 12.......... ...28

SPY 1992 aswo~ knrJ& wpewete an r**dA*m b~u sulsittd oasqusm ts F Y 1992 &Wdssc
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2. rnRIcw)R IN7ODUMIOt4 (AND) OVMJVIEW TABLES8) Part On"-3I

Table 2-8. FEDERAL EMPLOYNT~ IN T7LE EXECUTIVE BRANCH1

(Pull-Time Equivalent Pniploymont)

Ar.uryu --- ... 1.1. ., -1- 1 10,12 162949 1611,924 -M)

E A tbw ... -c .......un~ ......... .. d -..... 4,347 4662 4.,45410
(tFJM - "I- - --. .. I2..... ...- .. .. 4- 7,24 2'7,92 17.444
Gefti.al ,'lervw AJU mIUI ar swv ~ -..... .... ... .. 11,704 1L2r#7 19,680 -10

Nicu*r# Reul [at' [AmaeAua 13,60 133 13,77 -42
111ta Wior na iunn. ....... . 736 6,9W 6,1 -

-4 1"V .1 a 11- n 1 .a.a -1-n.la..1- 8,1 8,03 W 83,67
mI lAuzXaA ...t... ... .. . 47,7W 18.247 4,6'

Tswnee ,.. Authe -- 2.,43 2600 2,00 2.00

Al Thmn s ew u . , 11 .1 -1 38--6,16 40,146 4041324

PDIC and ItTW......... 1 6274 ,1709 1,%496 -W

A 4pulltay Intnsumwa........ . .6.6 9337 ,662 4.7,77 -0,89

branc.............................. 2,21 2772 276,444 -2,1

NsqnsuiAw.............................. ...... ,2,14 249,70 24,47, 12106
NCe e ud (DeOMMUMW .. 'Pa.p .c) 37,663. --. U 3,U5 3,17 42
MeTotaluore Man.rtom -.- . . .... ........... 8S,762 1,66 ,2 1 1.88

S rm toall huu a mita rnh .zap...... n ...... 4107 44,7 4.3,6347 60

Twta*# Volley Authsity .. ......... ....... ..u ...... .sU n m~ 2227 26,000 Z id., u-2.0t0

Suto t. van employment (excw.ludi199
FDICla (30 UJ. C. .... -eam ... . ) ...-... .... . .1270 1 0,W1e0

T r~ .m r b --....... ....... .......... .... IZ 3 16,30 169 660ai. .po~~
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Pa One-32 "M BLJD(Wr Volt rSCAL o 1993

Table 2-9. ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS ASSUMING PRFSIDENS
PROGRAM

(Calendar ypan; dollar amount in billions)

INO 199 1992 1993 1994 1996 1996 1997

Grow Domestlc Product (GD7);
Lvelii. dollar amounts in bill~mi;

Current dollarv --- 6....................... 5,614 6,676 ,9W 6,307 6,712 7,141 7, F8 8,064
cattrant (1997) dolls" ................... 4,886 4,848 4,919 6,066 6,218 6,374 632 6,689
Implicit p-ice defletar (1987 100),

annual average ..................... .112.9 117.3 1 0.6 124.6 128.6 132.9 137.2 141.6
Pcet change, foth quarter ovr

fourth quartw-
Cwm nt " Ian -............................. 4.1 3.6 6.4 6.6 6.4 6.4 6.2 61
Consat (1907) dollarJ ..........-.. 0.1 0.2 22 3.0 30 3,0 2.9 28
lmphcft prie ddlator (1987 a 100) 4.2 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.3 32 3.2

Peromt chng, yw over year
CiTarwt dollar ................ 6.............. .1 2.9 4.4 64 6.4 6.4 63 61
Cwona.ant (1987) dollars ............. 1.0 O.8) 1. 3.0 3.0 30 2.9 28
Implit p-ue daIstor (1O67- 100) 41 3.7 2.9 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.2

Groe. Natlona Plroduc (ONP)i
Lev*U, dollar amounts in billowt
Current dollar, ........................ 6,624 6,689 6,938 6,310 6,726 7,166 7,604 8,070
Cc trtant (1997) dollar ........... 4.896 4,060 4,9W 6,076 6,22 6.386 6,644 6,701
Implicit prime do1.tor (19972100),
annual NA .1129 117.1 120.6 1246 128,6 132.9 137.2 1416

Inoomo, bIllions o( current dol
lar'v

PI*Msnal income .............. ....... 4.60 4.32 6,07 6,378 6,712 6.094 6.468 6. KA
Wa" and malaria ...................... 2739 ,810 2,943 3,134 3,336 3,648 3,771 4,012
Cavort prortt before W ........... 332 313 341 423 460 493 624 6

Consumer Price Index (all urban): I
1*. (1962-.84 a 100), annual ave-

age ". ............... . -. . ...... 130.7 136.2 140,2 144.8 149.4 164.2 169.2 1641
Purent chwg, Q4A4 ........ ... 6.2 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 31
Percent change, yeaea....... 6.4 4.2 8.0 3.3 3.2 3,2 3.2 3.1

Unemployment rate, eivilatn, per-

Fourth quatr level ................ 6.9 69 6,8 64 6.0 6,7 63 6,3
AnnuavJ average .......... .............. ..66 87 6.9 6.6 6.1 68 6.4 63

Federal pay rai", Janury, percent . 3.6 4.1 4,2 37 47 47 4.6 36

teoret rate, percent
91 - y Treasury bi 4 .................... 7.6 6.4 4.1 4.9 6.3 6,3 62 61
10 year Treasury e ................... 8.6 7.9 7.0 6.9 6,7 6.6 6.6 66
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. FISHER

Mr. Chairman and Members:

I am William L, Pishr, Director of the Bureau of Economic Geoloy and
Professor of OcolugicaJ Sciences at The University of Texas at Austin.

1.

I want to address briefly the current status of U.S. energy supply
and demand, the future energy outlook relative to the Nation's economy,
and the steps necessay ror maintaining productive capability, including
certain charges in the Tax Code.

At the prcscnt time, oil supplies are ample and ready. In real
terms, prices for natural gS, gasoline, and oil products ar among the
lowest in a decade nd a half and, of course, positive to the economy in
the short term. Domestic bupplies of natural gas have exceeded demand
for the past scvei years, and since 1985, even with substantially reduced
levels of drilling, rte~rves have been added In excess of production.
Domestic oil production in the lower 48 states, In decline since the oil
price collapse io 1986, has stabilized, albeit at a reduced level, In 1991, oil
production was actually up in the lower 48 for the fIrst time since 1985
and up in Texas for the first time In two decades,. Some of this Increase
was in response to higher prices induced by the Iraqi War, but not much.
For the past five years. oil reserves auJded in the lower 48 have
essentially equaled production. and critically, average reserve to
production ratios in recent years arc at the highest level since the late
1960's. Coal production Is now two-thirds greater than In the eary 1970's
and since 1984 has been j.he Nation's largest source of domestically
produced energy (33 percent , followed by natural gas (27 percent), and
oil and liquids (26 peiccit).

Substantial sides have born made In energy conservation and
efficiencies in use. Since the 1973 oil embargo, U.S. GNP has incrued 50
percent in real terms, but energy consumption has increased less than 10
percent and Is one-quarter less per real dollar o ONP. Oil consumption
today is slightly less than In the early 1970's, and natural gas
consumption, ironically in this age of-environmental concern, Is 15 percent
less. Net imports of petroleum products now ran about 42 percent of
total U.S. petroleum demand, or lower than peak level of imports in the
late 1970's.

The Nation's ability to produce energy Is substantial with current
total domestic production the highest in history. Coal reserves have long
been viewed as ample, and remaining U.S. oil and natural gas sources,
judged scarce and rapidly depleung in the 1970's, ar viewed by most
analysts to be substAndal in the aggregate, In fact, the average of several
recent estimates, assunng moderate prices ($25/bbl for oil and $3/Mcf
for gas) and advanced technology, peg the potentially accessible
remaining oil reserves at 120 Bbo and gas at 875 Tcf. equivalent w nearly
50 years of production at current levels. At somewhat higher prices M
with advanced technology, a greater volume of the remaining resource
base is accessible.

tWith he Inefficiencies that iaune with higher and rapidly Increasing
drilling levels in the late 1970's and early 1980's behind us, the influence
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of long-term advances In technology and wochoologli deployment hu
returned. Over the past five years, U.S. operators have added about 5
MMboe per annual operadn S rig, a level 2.5 times grezar than that at
the beginning of the last decade. Gao drilling over the past six years is
barely half the level averaged in the late 1970' ad early 1980's, and the
average wellhead prices, in real tens, mie the lowest In 15 year. StiU.
gas reserve additions have equaled in volume additions made when as
drilling and prices were higher. Since the oil price cruh i o1986, oil
drilling has managed only 40 percent the level of U early 1980's. Yet,
oil reserve additions In the lower 48 states have bean about 85 percent
of the level during higher volume drilling. In fact, recent addltions per
completiun in die lower 48 states excecd the all-Une average since the
beginning of oil and gas filling in the United States. further, as reponed
by Arthur Andersen, finding costs for U.S. oil and gas companies from
1988 throtilh 1999 have been marginally lower I nthe United States than
abroad.

II.

On the face of it. thI U.S. energy situation looks reasonably good
and in fact many po. sitive 'elements, like increased eflclencie* and
recognition of laJiler icsource base, at fundaental. Others, like
prices, import levels, and production levels, arc quite illusory. It Is, to
me, central to U.S. energy policy that we imako keen distinction between
the fundamental and the illusory, betwcn the shorter and the longer
terms. In such manner, the strength of our domestic producing
capabilities, which are considerable, can be appreciated and the problems
of the moment, which are also considerable, can be recti fed.

In fact, If one couples the recent OTA projections of U.S. petroleum
production and consumption with [1A's projections of oil prices, Imports
climb to 73 percent of consumption at an annuaJ ptico ota o( $900 billion
(then current dollars) by 2020. Further, the cumulative volume of
import dollars projected over the next 30 years exceeds $10 trillion, well
above the sustaining ability of even the U.S. economy.

Low oil and $as prices unquestionably have a positive impact on
our consuming-oriented economy, but it they ae too low to maintain our
production capacity over the longer term, which they are, long-term costs
will greatly exceed short-term benefits.

Ill.

Oil prices Ire widely and rightfully perceived to be voladle despite
relative stability In recent months. The extent of stability of oil prices,
absent U.S. Involvement, Is wholly dependent on the desire of the OPEC to
provide such stability, and much more critical than their desire, their
ability to finely balance slort- and Ions-term supply and demand and to
preclude physical interrupti.in. As a result, domestic operators do, and
indeed must, discount pricot for that uncertainty. As a result, the
amount of oil drilling con cted in the United States since the middle
1980's I about 25 percent4ess than it would have been had prices been
perceived to be stable. This translates Into a substantial social cost. It
need not) be, for a stable $20 price is no mor coaty to the consumer than
a volatile price that averages $20. Yet, the volume of domestic resource
development is less when unstable prices must be discounted, The plea
for Price stability huIbeen made by many over the pats decade; that It
ha gone unheeded dbes nOO lessen Ilt critdcality mW conomic propriety.
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Natural s prices ha fallen to cxtraordinsrily low levels. The
situation Is caused I combination of ither sqiaat d d ad d
ability of operators o reduce hiding ;os W and to add vserves at
relatively low pricoA Although our ability to add resres and produce
Sas at lower 'prices,*chiefly through advanced technoloSy, is posltive, the
current collapse ofr.Iccs is trggering sgnnlcant- decline In drilling
activity, Obviously, a reduced drilling effort over oven, the m lnendlat
time frame wiU lessen reserve additions and as productive capability.

IV.

Many resource analysts and aioil believe, u 1 do, that the U.S.
oil and gas resource base is sufficient to support Increased natural gas
production and stable oil prucdon over the nextf our to five decades
and to do ao at moderate costs, provided that prices ame stable and
perceived to be so; access for exploration Is assured; provisions in the tax
code are supportive and not vounterproductlive; and research and
development, especially in oil and gas recovery, are pursued with vigor.
The steps to be take are ntx necessarily Herculean, but they need to be
dedicated and firm if a vital encigy production capability in the United
States is to be secured.

I. Oil prices should be s4i tlited At about $20 per barrel In real terms.
Such a level is n~ar thellcurrent price and well below the projected
future prices or EIA a 1 other analysts and thus is not jnflaionary.
With he United States, as a major consumer and producer. stabilizing
prices, the likelihood of world price) fallIng below the U.S. support
base is not groat. But suuh stabilization would bring domestic rtsource
development to a level about 25 percent treatr than ba occurred in
recent years. T ohsingle rationale for stabilization Is that market
forces can set oil prices only in the widest of ranges, say $8 to $50 per
barrel, given the wide range In disulbuton of oil resources and
productivity. As a result, oil prices have been set historicaly by one
government or the other or sume combination and will contnue to be
so set or attempted.,I A stable moderate pice Is sI the Interest of both
consumers and produces, and the United States, as the world's largest
consumer and yet one of th world's la~rest producers, hu the most at
stark and should tike the single lead.

2. Access to domci4 fronier areas., now Chely offshore and in Alaska,
Is essentiaJ to maintaining U.S. oil and gs productive capability. The
President's Natioial Energy Strategy, as well as Introduced but
unpassed Conessional legislation, called for opening to lease of part
of the Arctic National Wildlite Refuge In Alasks, a site of powntially
large oil reserves. Jrondws like this need to be open to explornUon
and development It stable domestic production Is to be achieved.
PFther, pomising areas of the OCS ar now off limits by either
Execudve Order or Congressional moratoria. Such actions are totally
Inconsistent with maintained productive capacity despite what other
aims might be accomplished.

3. Historically, the U.S. Tax Code has been used extensively to encourage
the development of the U.S. oil and gas resource base. In oil and ia
as in other areas of the economy, such use of the Code has been
demonstratively In the Interest of the Nadon. Dut tax incentives bave
been substantially reduced over the past decade, and oven signIflcant
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discentives, like the AMT, are In place. It Is clearly the Independent,
smaller operato, who would benefit from such incentives and who
does most of the more margioal resource development. The removal
of disincentives would significantly rMvyLtlze the endangered
Independent operator, an essential ingredlent for maintaining U.S.
productive capability.

4. WhIle the remaining U.S. o and gas resource base is large In theJggregate, it iv, by" its 8co* gic nature, convertible to proven reserves
In relatively small Incremenu. Economics of scale that charscterizd
earlier giant field discovery onland In the United States (ad now
charactedze much of the OPEC production) constitute very little of the
remaining U.S. resource bue. Remaining oconomies are those of
efficiency, and efficiency must be lagely basd on advancing
technology and increasing the ability to deploy both existing ad
advanced tou.lmlogy optlmJly. The average of several recent
estimates of the U.S. oil rvsourcc base, under usumptioas existing
technology and oil prices of $25 per barre, Is 71 Bbo. At the sam*
price, but under the usurnptlon of advanced technology, the
accessible volu c Is Increased by 70 percent. The difference is
50 Bbo, the equivalent of 25 years of lower 48 production at curret
rates. At a price level of $3 per Met of gas, the volume of the
ias resource base accessible by advanced technology Is 50
percent greater than with existing technology .Is fact, for
iuch of theo remaining oil and &as resource se, recovcry is as
sensitive to technology as it is to price, above a moderate price
threshold.

The biggetr potential for rcscive additivas of oil and sgniflcant
potential tor gas Is in aicas of impuvcd recovery from existing fields and
reservoirs, Jmproveicniet of rescovesy is almost wholly dependent on
technology and the ability to deploy it, Por example, the President's NES
projects an additional increment of 3.8 MMb/d o oil ptWuctton over the
next 15 years; this increment, if achieved, would re&Wit in oi production
15 years hence almost 50 percent more than otherwise projected by the
NES and almost 30 percent greater than at present. Of the 3,8-MMb/d
increment, a massive 85 percent Is projmted to come from advanced
recovery of oil from existing re ervoIrs. Such a goal, or something near to
It, 1s Achievable In context of the recovery resource base, but It will
require a substantially greater growth effort than is now being
contemplated. Speciically, tax incentives should be provided to
revitalize -corporate sector research, and public expenditures for oil and
gAS recovery reasearch need to be expanded and focused.

o Tax incentives were enacted recently by the Congress to encourage the
deployment of certain kinds of extraction technologies, so callod
enhanced oil recovery (BOR). Such Incotivos are napproprite but
should be extended to the advanced geophysical doUtlon.
technyIogles, Most of 1e oil expected to be recovt-od In the United
Statest over the near a4 intermediate term Is conventionally movable
oil yapped In Isolated ompartments of geologicaly complex
reservoirs. The deplo honeat of advanced soophyeicaJ detection
technologies, like 3-D lsmIc, crus-borehole towOgplphy, lJging
through casIng, and several other techeologles, will allow sophisticated
geologic reconstruction Jf these oumplex reservoirs ad the resulting
ability to develop the id of reservoir model that will allow the
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recovery of substantiull more oil economically. Clearly, these
technologies should be ecompassed by the BOR credit, and I urge the
Congress to express its view affirmatively on tis, subjct. An
elaboratlon Is provided by attachment to Wis statement, Further
research and development tax credit. or a persuasive nature should b!
put into place io encourage private research and development in oil
and gas recove.'. According to a 1988 NPC study, the U.S. indusity
spent an average of $160 mIllon annually and directly on oil and gs
recovery reait& h from 1980 through 1988. That volume is now
substantially r~1 uced, and much ,of it has also been redircctcd abroad.
The amount nw expended on recovery research is on the order of 0.1
percent of the fproduccd vaJue of domestic oil and gas. Corporate
research and development needs to be revitalized.

0 Public sector research and development in oil and gas recovery needs
to be expanded substantially from its current, essentially Insignificant
levels. Federal expenditure for oil dnd gas recovery research, on
which the NIS relies very substantially, Is Ies than $50 rnltlon per
year, The Gas Research Insditute (ORS) expends about $50 mlJIon In
gas supply reseach, about half of which is on recovery research.
Thus, the combined amount spent on oil and gas recovery research by
(i) GRI, (2) the Federal government, and (3) Industry ila substantially
less than the Federal expenditure alone on coal research and clean coal
technology on renewable, and even a much smaller percentage of the
amount expended by the Federal government on nuclear energy
research. In addition to expanding both private and pubic oil and gu
recovery research, efforts to transfer the results of research and
technology, especially that conducted at public expense, to user, must
be dedicated, focused, and enlarged.

V.

Many of the underlying fundamentals for domestic oil and g8s are
& positve, I say that with full rocogniUon that drilng rig counts are

Approaching htfstoricil lows, oil prices are perceived as volatile, natural
ga price, are inordinately low, major companies are redirecting their
exploration effort broad, and independent operators are besieged by an
Inappropriate dlrectdo6 of the tax code and fluanclag dIfficultes, But we
should not lose sigh4of our pluses else we assure the dewWie of U.S.
productive capabiliv,

The resource !ove i& adequate if It Is made accessible, and
technologies are s~gnlfleantly lcreasing te ability of oparaws to add
reserves per unit of effort. Sustaidn U.S. production for the long trm,
As called for In the NIS, Is .*ell within reach It certain steps, relttvejy
modest, are taken and held t. For example, It the current level of
efficiency In addIns oil and %as resources could be maintained while
Increasing the annual rIg oant to 1,500, annual reserve additions wouJd
amount to 7.5 Bboe A oil, , and liquids, tifticent to support a U.S.
production level of S"2 MMbd of oil and liquids and an anual
production of nawratgm at 5 Tcf. The crtical "LfA" ae increasing rig
count while maintailng eW1clencies.
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I. steps are not taken and soon. much more of the U., production
capAbility of oil asnd natura gas will slip away and U.S. dependence upon
and vulnerability to torcighssources will increase to staggering and
unaupportahle lovelA.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

TAX INCENTIVES FOR IMPROVED OIL RECOVERY THCHNOLOGE.S

Background

Currnty, the avente recoveryof oil from known U.S. reservois is about 35 percct. In
short, for each barrel of oil being produced todxy thetaAre, on average two bamls of oil left in
the reservoir for possible future recovery. This volume of nowcovered oil in known domeatic
reservoirs exceeds 300 bilion barrls. By any rneuuM, it forms a subtmntal moirm tirgand
if it indeed can be sucss sflly attacke4, afford the Natioo a coalderablb oppomfnity to roduoe
ius depend ocy on Imported oil.

Portions of the remaining oil are and will be added to psxxicbk crrtsa lust how much
is, to A large extent, dependent on the degree of understanding we develop in reservoir
architecture and its control on fluid behavior and how fully we exploit that undmtandlng In
actual field drilling, An ultimate recovery ol'50 prtAt of orginal oil in plam up from the
current 35 percent, is not beyond expectable technological grasp. Indood, the 50 percent

r, very benchmark should be adopted a a s itg-tem aL to gppg iocreasI lcl ency of the
idustry, as we move toward full developxmnt o( ow hydrocarbon rq*ourres

Improved Oil Detection Technologies Are Needed

Much or the Nation's u.recavered oil lies in goologicaly owVnlex avoi. Simply put,
as rsttervoirs become more complex, thm recovery of oil talks subsundally. Thus, a detailed
understanding of these complexj reservoirs, so that current ad advancing technology can be
deployed, is essential to more efficient recovery of oil. The key to developing better
understanding of ihe.se reservoiui lies in gtsier use of existing, nd the d"e,.opment of new,
detection technologies, which can provide ilformstion for d pitrat of gological resrvoir
rmodels. t

For geologicaly complex reservoirs, the breakthrough tuchclogk, 1 tjlc#At over the o
and mid.teran, will be chiefly the detecuon .hniques -higreml utlogophs ks, especitlly
downhole, cross.boreholo tornopaphy, throulb-ca~sns loging, and the llke .that will allow
consturucon of accurate geolotical models of then complex resvolrs to Suide tmesip Afeld
dUing for udrccoveced, 6onvenstonal oil An gas uriq advancedsecoodary revry. Thee
same models are uldmateJ necemary i eTlcient deployme of ""ncl oil recovery (teiatry)
techniques for use in tertiary rwuy, t00.

Tax Incentives Direced to Deted Tecitulules Shoild Do Adopted

Congress, In the 1990 FodealL Tax Act. ade a significant start toward providing
incentives for some advanced recovery techniques, parUeLwiy tM 1;5 prtet taxc credit for
tertiary enhanced oil recovery applicats. lnupoItanly, Cpw c wd to the Seatwy 0(
the Treasury the authority to define the scope of qualifying trtlary rcory mothoda. The
Independent Petrolem Associatio of Ameca (PAA) ed th Taas Producrs and R oy*'y
Owners Assoclati n (TIPRO) and others have urged that the Secretary act under
Seatoe 193(bX3) of th Fed"rJ Tax Code to Ilit, as qualifying tatiary ureehiqusl, recovey
netods thti take nto w uowt Sdyflc In ihacd recovery teduchology.

Speelfleally, the Secretary and hsle degalef, the Cosmmlssiocir of the Internal Revnne
Service, have been wpd to include the following techniques:

High-tech Resrvtoir Cha cerizatlon- -The modern technologicalt e has pvtd the way
for advafoed methods of reservoir characterization, new pocmmes that will alow the domesc
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petroleum producing industry to improve dramaiticaily the adivancod rccovacy o(i ocred oil
and gas, Tradiionally, petuoleum is recovered tbrough primuy, secondary, and tertiay
miethodsI..ncluding thermal, miscible, and chemical torhlquves- -Lbat 1hay* bowe idnfed and
defined over many years. Now 11 Is possible through expensive but available reservoir
characttrizion tectniques to enhanicc one or' more of these traditional methods substantialy.
depwndlig on the frtwCr &yui.

High-tech reservoir chacterlruaton and recovery managemcrnt is achieved through
applicaticm of advancd well loggns including.

A. New ionic log tecbnhques tbat define reservoir rock porosity and presence of
hydrocubmv

b. dsusuvity through 41,ng loJ 1 evaluated oil and it*s atturation,

c. Acoustic tborehole imagig Wn mkrvrEs~slvlty scanninS to de~fithinly inierbacd4ed

High-tech characteiuation is also achieved through advatictxigeophysical detection
technologies that define the retelrvotr trunzwork of both stradtiraphic sad sulxtural boundaries.
These tectuioitls iW~dPlL--

I. 3.D seisic turveying. cross hole tomgraphy, or 2-D sc~srnc swath survcying fo
Couhore W s dvlrev eopnLt

2. Advanced 3e) gocelir rgaer o.t?4,tcr mdci for rtervoir imuladon.

I
In additicm t ch otlowing z"e.(orewsubusfaly ircresng r=overies hmgh advanced

techn"qe.were so bfs to the IRS fewor islWderconas qualiying tertiary ticniquex

1. Precisioa dWllng to p$np~n it toe c% twell iMS *w6Xdi rrtto tz*5h1o0al SP.Cing
rt4ufrements. This may nvolve cluster well sites, itht sipcing, hoitotsl Miling,
pattern changes, and lo~tloo of. Injection and production wells to improve sweep

2. Channel blocking wit polym4 s and cross-llnkcri usiag injection and/or high
penneability -tu.ksWllmpro 4 stweiep eiics, and oocalonaly, tuing foams

3. Immiscible Non-Hydiocart or orw 0&1 GaslPlaoeweant utis icarbon dkwxids, fue
gam cdia"" Pgs. or auppkxne nta tkcto( wasw or odw r fuidsAL* so~I)ezt*e
Of theobes aftd/o nuisnto the cl-beuiag zUs$along with mseofctea and&
roagents, in situ generated sudwmsnts and/r solvent, aOW In situ Vez'Wd polyumv
or gums. Plugging of "WteC zune to 10wwMO sweep fidltrs hul be rtotpkaed AS
PW Ofct hNpOCeS.

4. Actual ecaw~don of m r =k ok to the swthc andseartion of the oil by attoniag
solvents* and sutfaCWansThis Wminng Proeen should alo inclufdo hor i rat ka
holes drlled at the base of the producing tfoatorbWow to recover the 0il by
gravity dralnate.

Concluion

CW~loty he Natioo provides some= inadyu lAr pxdtawg to uan e Sezsg erdx
00l MeoMeY or ercuicx A ssaques.such as chemical and cwottadlIami& S b mm ft tor t y
recovery.Inrtives for such listing tOwhnqs elwiy sAMldbe omiawo ut vato mca
the rMoveYW of mare wodcrate coo rcp in geologicafly MOcsuis rrvsas, wMMchshold be tdo
flasii's major resource target, adfances In detecrioe te"logles will be critical. TUN
aidvanes will loAd to better gwloglcal models that WWi n stwo able Wheindustrw tona

I A A A: I''I
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efficiently locat and'comple e wells aimed at unseco'0ero av*Adsftoc oL Is oddidlo. to
Improving rccovcrsy eflicenicy of the lower Cost cOnv"tia o l advIsOdW pcdogal 06ode11
will ao save s foundation for Impmved opptlcdon of eohauxd oih racvy ucMqes
dimct.,d toward the 1high tost ponlon of the resoorc base, thmruoitsl tetiary rcovffY
ProcemI

f Clearly, the payback to ihe Nsdon from tax tnceadvos started toward improved oil
dcecion twohnology uld gcjlogic modeling capability promse to be subruimtaL Support fir
these prmpod incentives f&k detecton tenogie and od advanced recovery wb4lqmtw*
should be 44ressedito the Secretary of.the T1*atury and he Cw igooer ot the Internal
Revenue Services as qualifing under the 19?0 Act. It thee officials conclude that these
methods were not intended by Congress to bf encompa.&Sd by the 1990 asnndoerns, Ihi
Congress should immediately proceed to expressly liet tuch thodi as qltifyin for tbe
25 pcrctl tax cdit applIcabfe to existing teriary methodL

PIWEPAVIHJ) STATEMENT ()F ROIIEIw C. GI[IERINON
,nie American El tonics Amsociation (AEA) was founded in 1943 by 25 California

electronics firms. Since that time, AEA has grown to represent more than 3,000
companies located in technology concentrations throughout the United States.

AEA member companies are- all based in the U.S. and span the breadth of the
electronics industry, from silicon to software to all levels of computers and systems
integration. 'T'he giants of the industry .for example, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Motor-
oln, and AT&T-are AEA nmmbers. At the same time, 65 percent of AEA members
are small to medium sized entrepreneurs with less than 126 employees and less
than $10 million in annual soles.

Data Switch designs, manufactures, sells, and services high-speed connectivity de.
vices that allow users of mainframe computers to assure continuous availability of
computing capability throughout their complex networks. Virtually every major air-
line, bantk, brokerage firm anjd large manufacturing firm in the world uses Data
Switch products to assure tdeir twenty- four hour a day operations.

Founded in 1977, Data Switch currently employs 650 employees, most of whom
work in Connecticut. Data Switch has 21 offices in the Unied, States and several
in Europe. Approximately 30 percent of Data Switch's 1990 revenues of $121.8 mil-
lion were international, tip from one )percent of $32.7 million in revenues in 1985.

Mr. Chairman, I watnt to focus my limited tim today on tax policy capital formal.
tion, and the high technology industry. But let me first note that AEA recognizes
that any plan to encourage growth must be a comprehensive one. No single tax
law-capital gains or any other-will solve our competitiveness problems. We-must
work with Congress on a broad range of issues related to science and technology,
government procurement, trade and so on.

We also realize that industry must do its share-regardless of the policy debates
in Washington. We must provide the best in workforce and workplace conditions,
and we must insist that the quality of our products is second to none. In this regard
I am delighted to report that the three winners of the 1991 Malcolm Baldrige Award
are all members of the American Electronics Association.

I should note, Mr. Chairman, that much of what AEA proposes in the tax area
already has the strong support of Congress On many of our issues, we want simply
to encourage your continued support.

Like most of Congress, for example, we agree that the Research and Development
Tax Credit represents good public policy. A recent study by two highly respected
economists noted the Credit--and this is a conservative estimate-adds 2-3 billion
to average annual R&D spending. We need, of course, to make the Credit a perma-
nent part of the tax code since on-y then will its incentive value be fully felt.

On the research and development allocation rules, we again want to encourage
the support you have demonstrated but also urge that you make the moratorium
on the 8 61 rules a permanent part of the tax code. In this regard, AEA was dis-
appointed to see the moratoritun extended for only 18 months in the presidents
budget. The electronics industry believes that we should not encourage American
companies to move their research and development overseas, which is exactly what
the 861 rules would do.

On capital gains, close to 60 members-including many on this Committee-have
cosponsored the Enterprise Capital Formation Act. AEA believes this legislation will
encourage long-term investment in smaller companies, and we are gratified by the
strong support it has received.
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One tax area of significant concern is legislation recently introduced in the House.
H.R. 3035 requires companies to amortize into ngible assets over 14 years. While
AFA supports the concept of tax simplification, H.R, 3036-as currently drafted-
would deal a major blow to the electronics industry. Unlike many other industries,
the electronics industry receives little benefits from the bill's provision to amortize
goodwill and going concern value.

More importantly, most high technology intangible assets have economic lives of
much less than 14 years. In most cases, actual lives are closer to three and four
years. A 14 year amortization requirement will significantly raise our industry's
after tax cost of acquiring the technologies eraentiad for our continued success. It
will hurt, in no mncertain tennis, our ability to compete with foreign nations. We
strongly urge that software and other high technology intangible assets be exempted
from this hill.

Mr. Chairman, if there in a common theme to AEA's legislative tax agenda it is
that we must begin to encourage long-term investment in R&) md new tech-
nologies in this country. "he need for such investment cannot be overstated. Tle
U.S. electronic industry-the technological engine driving U.S. manufacturing-has
been steadily losing jobs and market share in recent years. The U.S. production
share of electronics has declined by one third since 1986. This translates into the
loss of over 260,000 nufaiufscturitig'joln4. Moreover, U.S. leadership in electronics is
under serious challenge and may soon be eclipsed by Japan.

One of the most telling benchnmrks of American competitiveness pertains to the
ability of emerging companies to raie capital. Tie bottom line is that American en-
trepreneurs--in today's financial environment---are unable to do so.

The lack of capital availability of course, can be seen in the decline in institu-
tional venture capital financing. Ile peak year for institutional fund raising by the
industry was $4.2billion in 1987; in 1990 $1.8 billion was raised; and, in 1991 $1.34
billion was raised. This dramatic decline also can be seen in the number of small
emerging companies that were financed with profcasional venture capital since
1986. 'll peak in the number of companies attracting investment occurred in 1987
when venture investors funded 1,737 new and growing companies. Tliat number has
declined every year since, o that in 1990 just over 1,000 such businesses were flud.
ed.

More importantly, however, has been the withdrawal of the individual or the "in-
formal" investor from the lon-term, high risk marketplace. lhese informal in'es-
tors are citizens with median incomes of $90 000 who typically provide over 90 per.
cent of start-up ca ital in small companies. tley are, should note hore, very sen-
sitive to the tax rares of their investments.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot emphasize enough the seriousness of American entre-
preneurs being unable to raise capital and bring their ideas to market. when equity
financing disappears so do emerging companies, taking their jobs and cutting edge
technology witi them. Entrepreneurs have nowhere else to turn. Generally speak-
ing the conservative nature of the banking industry precludes banks aid other
"debt" institutions" as a source of investment capital for emerging companies.

This situation has not always existed. The early and mid-19M0s were the Age of
the Start-Up, a period when investment in high technology flourished and a period
which produced such giants as Sun Microsystems, MicroAoft, Compaq Computer,
and Conner peripherals. America has benefited from these companies. We have ben-
efited by their exports, the thousands of jobs they have created, the cutting edge
technology they have produced. nut because of to6ays scarcity in seed ad venture
funding, we are failing to create a new generation of such comnies.

The reasons for the decline in U.S. capital availability for emerging companies are
many and cannot be assigned a single cause.

For one thing, the cost of creating new companies has risen beyond com-
prehension. A new Coopers & Lybrand survey says that the average equity invest-
ment required to start a new company between 1986 mid 1990 was $10,400,000.

hliat represents an increase of 49 percent from the amount needed between 1981
and 1986.

Clearly entrepreneurs are also being hindered by a short-term mentality in the
financial world. Instead of being challenged on how we can bring our ll&D to the
marketplace, we are being automatically dismissed for lack of a satisfactory P/E
ratio or because we cannot promise returns before the next quarterly statement.

And finally, we are hurt by the elimination of the differential on capital gains.
It is no coincidence that equity financing for emerging companies began its precipi-
tous decline following the Tax Reform Act of 1986. While not the only factor, elimi-
nating the differential on capital gains has discouraged long.term 'investment in
smaller companie--companies which are the leading source for job creation in this
country.

55-026 0 - 92 - 7
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It is for this reason that AEA mpportA a restoration of the capital gains dif-
ferential and has so enthusitaticallv endorsed the Enterprise Capital Formation Act.

nip ICFA increases capital availability for small companies by providing a 50
percent tax deduction for investors who have gains on the corporate stock of compa-
nies with les8 than $100 million in paid-in capital. The legislation has it five-year
holding period to encourage long-term plmning, and it provides special be fits For
see( capital investments, ofton the most difficult to attract.

l1hwre in, of course one alto'rmiive for fitimicing new techmologies. Japmiee end
Europensv investors 1bave shown, in recent years, a major interest in Americrn tech-
nologv. Am entrepreneurn we accept forigi fimircing with reat trepidation, Such
deals oftell involve giving up exclusive tcirology rights an control of the compa -

ny's future directions UnIortuimtely, in too many instances, American entrepreneurs
fire left with no alternative.

Mr. ('haiirnmi, hol)irig eit ropreneurg find ,equity financing is,. of course, only half
the btittle. As our foreign competitors well know (:ontimuedntid acceler atiiip'l&)
iilvest mitent mumt lie miade t o remain comiletti ve. 'hu global ecoiloIllV d1u1(ids noth-
ing le u Tchnmologies clange overnight mid milsesa coniptili s dt,vo;te euormnous re-
sourcs's to R&), they will fhil.

Thi is why the AEA so strongly mtllul)orJ it pforymentlIl& I) RDTix Credit finmd a1
porniirient solutiomi to the 861 nall oc'tion rulet , amid it is why w it) strongly oppose
the provisions of MR. 3036 affecting higil technology ilitaingiltlo.s,

Eincuc' arngiig lotig-,terimi ilivesthmaien t ini 11,8. l&i) new i n 1oleogigem, i1i1d lhv idelm
of the Aivrictai entreprnetir. That iii ultinittely whkt. ilw A EA is seeking to
flcllievV. We Ix'lieve no gold C1111 (o fAs m1)ulch to c'eante jobs or stimulate eoiollmlliC
growth
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Current Tax Policy is
Stifling Long-Term Investments
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DORCAs HE1,FANT

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is Dorcas Helfant. I am
- the 1992 President of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS,( and a resi-

dent of Virginia Beach, Virginia. The Association represents virtually every facet of
the real estate industry, including REALTOR brokers and salespersons, developers,
appraisers, syndicators, and property managers. On behalf of the more than 760 000
Members of our Association, I want to thank you for holding these hearings and for
receiving our testimony on the Administration's budget and plan for economic
growth.

The President has stated what we believe to be true: real estate can help lead
the Nation out of recession. His package contains some provisions that, if enacted,
could help shore up a sagging real estate economy. Nonetheless, while his heart is
in the right place, the President has made proposals that, in the fine print, could
actually further undermine the real estate market. Thus, the NATIONAT, ASSO-
CIATION OF REALTORS did not join with the organizations that endorsed the
President's plan. In fact, we oppose some of its features. We note with interest, how-
ever, that parts of some of the President's proposals are actually the best parts of
bipartisan legislation already supported by many on this committee. Thus, a pri.
mary goal we have today is to urge you to use your own bills, and to act promptly
on good ideas that you already support.

Ten members of this Committee already have cosponsored a real estate industry-
backed bill to provide relief from the passive loss rules (S. 1267). Senator Packwood
has also acknowledged that the 1986 Tax Reform went too far and has included an
important passive los proposal in his GrowAmerica bill (S. 2120). A huge majority
of the Senate has cosponsored the Bentsen-Roth bill to restore Individual Retire-
ment Account (IRA) deductions and to permit a penalty-free withdrawal of IRA
funds for the first-time purchase of a home (S. 612). Broad bipartisan support exists,
too, for bills to extend expiring provisions for mortgage revenue bonds mortgage
credit certfl-ates, the low-income housing credit and the partial deduction for
health insurance premiums. The Chairman has sponsored legislation, which we sup-
port, to make the partial health insurance deduction permanent, and to increase it
to a 100% deduction. We seek action on this agenda, and affirm our continued long-
time support for the goals expressed in those bills and the related elements of the
President's p!an. We also support reduced capital gaie taxes, but add the caveat
that current law on depreciation recapture must be retained.

PASSIVE LOSS RELIEF

As a preface to our remarks about passive losses, we note explicitly that the Presi-
dent's proposal is unacceptable and that we oppose it in its current form. Our goal
is fair treatment for all people in the real estate business. The President's proposal
does not achieve that end.

Before the ink was dry on the 1986 Tax Reform Act (TRA), the real estate indus-
try began its effort to sec'.,re relief from the passive loss rules as they might apply
to people actively engaged in the real estate business. Chairman Bentsen's efforts
during the final deliberations on TRA in that regard had our full support. Now, Sen-
ators Boren and Symms have introduced S. 1267, with 10 cosponsors from this com-
inittee, and more than 40 Senate sponsors. A companion bill in the House has 323
cosponsors. Two-thirds of the Ways ancd Means Committee support that bill (H.R.
1414). Senator Bob Packwood (R-OR), author of the original passive loss rules, has
also introduced similar legislation providing the type of relief we seek. While we
have taken no formal position on Senator Packwood s bill, many of its features are
consistent with S. 1267, the legislation supported by a broad coalition of real estate
and financial institution organizations. Half of the members of this Committee have
thus indicated support for passive loss relief for all real estate professionals. It's
time to act.

S. 1267 is far superior to the President's passive loss proposal. The President's
Soposal is harshly restrictive. First., the President's proposal applies only to a very

limited class of developers and operators. While the proposal is inartfully drafted,
our reading suggests that most real estate professionals, including many developers,
would be excluded. We are even aware o" circumances where some individuals
would be more adversely affected under the President's plan than under the harsh
rules of current law. S. 1257, by contrast, puts all the people in the real estate busi-
ness back on a Jevel playing field when they are compared with any other similarly
situated business persons.
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S. 1267 builds from the known framework of the material participation test, and
relies on existing Treasury regulations. The President's proposal, by contrast, would
require another set of new, complicated regulations. This is important for several
reasons. First, existing regulations provide some clarity as to what constitutes a real
estate business. Under current regulations, the universe of people identified as
being in the real estate business is ar more inclusive than the President's proposal.
This aspect of the regulations is settled and non-controversial. S. 1267 is fairly simi-
lar to these regulations in their definition of who in fact, is in the real estate busi-
ness. The President's proposal departs radically from these settled definitions, and
creates narrow, oddly-fashioned rules that are very restrictive. If the goal is to help
the real estate industry, the President's scheme is completely inadequate. While it
may possibly benefit some individuals, it would not address systemic market weak-
nesses. Only S. 1257 addresses the broad real estate market.

Another aspect of exist ng regulations that is important is the rule that permits
real property owners to Plect to treat each propert separately and track income and
losses on a property by property basis. This flexibility is an important feature of the
regulations because taxpayers can choose the option tut best serves their cir-
cunistances. The President's proposal removes this flexibility, and requires that the
allowable activities be amgegated. This could limit the taxpayer's ability to use cur-
rently any losses that might be freed up on the sale of a particular property. Again,
S. 1257 is superior, because it retains the flexibility of current law.

A third important aspect of S. 1257's reliance on existing regulations is obvious.
The passive loss rules were enacted in 1986. It took the Treasury Department three
years and 400 pages to implement the basic regulatory scheme. If the President's
passive proposal were adopted, new regulations would be required. Frankly, the real
estate industry does not have another three years to spare waiting for Treasury to
implement new regulations.

The President's proposal is simply unacceptable. Passive loss relief is .ssential,
ane should be modeled on S. 1257. S. 1257 will provide relief to all real estate pro-
fesionals, not just a few developers.

The Committee is, by now, very familiar with the arguments we have maie about
the fundamental fairness of passive loss relief and about the importance of this leg-
islation to the real estate industry. We will not repeat those arguments here. During
the past few weeks however, we have encountered two major concerns about pas-
sive loss relief. We Jo want to address them, and put them to rest.

The first concern is that the proposed revision of the passive loss rules would
somehow reignite the tax shelter industry. There is no sound basis that we can
identify for this concern. A primary objective of the '86 Act was to eliminate so-
called tax shelters. No one can precisely define that term, but it seems to refer to
some arrangement of lawful tax incentives that, in the judgment of some, unduly
combine to reduce the tax burden of an investor in what some deem to be an unfair
manner. While there is some disagreement about the role of incentives in a tax-
based capital formation policy, there is general agreement that some abuses have
occurred and that these abuses have given rise to the disparaging term tax shelter.
Tax bills for the last 20 years have addressed those abuses, not only as they oc-
curred in real estate activities, but in many other endeavors, as well.

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) was extremely generous, and pro-
vided incentives that did lead to an over-heated tax environment for real estate.
Every broad-based tax bill since that watershed bill, however, has contained provi-
sions that have increased the tax costs of real estate development, and made it sub-
stantially more difficult to raise capital for those activities. Many of these were en-
acted with the sometimes warranted, but frequently overly broad objective of cutting
back abuses. Appendix A lists those changes. All of them would remain intact, even
if the passive loss rules were corrected using the model of S. 1257. With all of these
restrictions in place, we would respectfully suggest to the Committee that there is
no tax shelter left.

Providing the industry-wide passive loss relief we seek would correct an acknowl-
edged unfairness. S. 1257 does not amend, overturn, or even affect any of the impor-
tant provisions enacted to curb abuse. Presently, we are preparing to analyze an ac.
tual 1982 tax shelter investment and compare it with what could occur under cur-
rent law. We expect that study to show that the old "tax shelter" industry could not
be revived when we enact passive loss relief. Most of the provisions that drove a
1982 or similar investment are no longer in operation.

The second frequently expressed concern is that somehow enactment of passive
loss relief might spark new construction. While more difficult to state with cer-
tainty, we do not believe this would be a probable outcome. It is well known that
financing for new construction is scarce to non-existent. Refinancing for existing
commercial loans is difficult to obtain, even in cases where properties are fully
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leased. We believe that a modest change in the passive loss rules for real estate pro-
fessionals will have no effect whatever on the availability of credit for new construc-
tion. Thus, acceleration of new construction, or overbuilding as a result of S. 1267
is, as a practical matter, impossible. We are hopeful that passive loss relief can,
however, provide some relief to the credit crunch as it applies to existing financing
by freeing up cash flow and relieving some pressure on individuals still carrying
troubled properties. Oddly, the President's proposal could, in the absence of a credit
crunch, actually stimulate construction because it provides passive relief only for
those properties developed by the taxpayer. Such a rule would do nothing to correct
current market problems. The current owners of rental properties did not nec-
essarily develop those properties. This is true for both developers and non-devel-
opers alike.

Finally, in discussing the passive loss rides, we reiterate that we are looking pri-
maily at the issue of fairness for the real estate industry. Ours is not a capital for-
mation argument, nor are we expressing any intent or desire to return to pre-1987
law. The real estate industry was treated unfairly under the passive loss rules, so
changes should be made to remove punitive burdens that treat real estate profes-
sionals differently from all other similarly-situated business persons. Changes to
current law are essential because current law is indefensible. We will not argue that
all of the ills that beset current markets are traceable to this one provision. Rather,
we ask the Committee to live up to its own standards of fairness and correct the
flaws in the treatment of real estate under the passive loss rules. The President is
correct that real estate can lead the nation out of recession, as it has in the past.
S. 1257, not the President's proposal, is the best way to do that. At a minimum,
Congress must provide passive loss relief to all real estate professionals.

CAPITAL, GAINS

In the best of all possible worlds, Congress would not only enact passive loss relief
for rental real estate, but it would also reenact a meaningful capital gains dif-
ferential. An abundance of anecdotal evidence suggests that many individuals who
own viable properties and who have held them for a long period, continue to bold
those properties rather than sell them and take the tax beating associated with cur-
rent law. This lock-in of capital exacerbates the perception that real estate markets
are dormant or stagnant. We cannot, of course, quantity or measure events that
have not or will not take place because of lock-in. The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF REALTORS has, however, commissioned research on the effect on real estate
values of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, and has discovered that the rules enacted
in 1986, particularly passive losses and capital gains, had, by 1990, contributed to
property value declines of up to 18%. Since 1990, the downward spiral of values has
continued, and many markets have seen values decline by as much as 30%. Our
1990 research has also shown that correcting the tax laws, especially the capital
gains and passive loss rules, would provide the biggest "bang for the buck" in the
same markets that were most adversely affected by tax reform. Accordingly, we urge
Congress to act rapidly to correct these two features of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

The President's proposal to reduce capital gains taxes does, however contain one
very negative feature. The President proposes eliminating so-called "Section 1260
recapture." Thus all depreciation deductions previously taken would be included in
income and taxeA at ordinary rates. In today's market, elimination of that provision
of current law would be unwise and unfair. In many circumstances, real estate could
be worse off than under current law.

When Congress repealed the capital gains exclusion in 1986, it very deliberately
left all of the other superstructure of the capital gains rules intact. The Conference
Report to the '86 Act notes that this was a deliberate choice, so that any renewal
of a capital gains differential would require only the re-enactment of an exclusion.
No wholesale revision of the capital gains framework was deemed necessary or pru-
dent. While we did not agree with the decision to repeal the capital gains exclusion,
we do believe that Conqress was correct in leaving the capital gains structure intact.
We further note that in 1990, when Congress established a very modest capital
gains differential, the recapture scheme was preserved. We therefore urge the Com-
mittee to adhere to that posture, and to leave the section 1250 rules intact.

The President's proposed change to the recapture rules is, in effect, a change to
tax principles that have been settled for 30 years. Worse, his proposal is retroactive
in its application, because it changes the rules for all existing properties. We would
hope that the fiasco of the passive loss rules would have taught us that retroactive
tax increases that apply to real estate serve only to erode values and sap market
strength. Changing recapture would repeat a disaster. We urge that current law be
retained.
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As with the passive loss proposal, the President's capital gains proposal will not
unleash the real estate market to lead the nation out of recession. Failure to retain
the current recapture rules will have very unfair results in a market where values
have sharply eroded. Notwithstanding the very low tax rate for capital gains that
the Administration proposes, depreciation recapture at ordinary rates would put
real estate in a worse position than it is today. We find it shocking that the Admin-
istration would impose a retroactive multi-bilion dollar tax on real estate, and
thereby tilt the playing field further away from real estate investment by making
a proposal that could actually increase the total tax cost of selling property, and also
put real estate at a disadvantage as compared with securities and other assets.

While the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS does support a meaningfid
differential for capital gains, we can only support it if the end product is what it
purports to be: a true reductioW in capital gains taxes. We could not support a pro-
posal that purports to provide a benefit if, in fact, it provides only a penalty. A cap-
ital gains cut proposal that taxed real estate more heavily than current law is just
as odious as the 1986 repeal of the capital gains exclusion, and for the same reason:
It would be using a change to laws applicable to the real estate industry in order
to "pay for" benefits made available to other taxpayers. We categorically and ent-
phatically reject this logic. We therefore urge that any capital gains proposal this
Committee acts on retain current law as it pertains to deprecation recapture.

I1OiUINO AFFORDABILITY

lle NATIONAl, ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS has long advocated proposals to
make housing more available and more affordable to a larger universe of families
and individuals, We are profoundly concerned about the declining rates of home-
ownership in general, and among younger people particularly. To this end, we have
long supported the mortgage revenue bond and mort age credit certificate programs,
as well as the low-income housing credit. We therefore support the President's rec-
ommendation to extend these provisions another 18 months. We would prefer that
they be made permanent, but do nonetheless support this extension.

F'or several years, we have sought legislation that would permit Individual Retire-
ment Account (IRA) withdrawals for the first-time purchase of a home. We were
therefore delighted at the introduction of the Bentsen-Roth bill (S. 612) that permits
these withdrawals for not only the purchaser, but the purchaser's parents, grand-
parents and spouse, as well. We applaud an approach that permits a family to de-
termine how best to use its own resources. The President's proposal would limit
withdrawals to $10,000, and would not permit parents or grandparents to use IRA
funds to assist their children. S. 612 is superior to the President's proposal, as it
permits unlimited withdrawals, and permits withdrawals by parents and grand-
parents. S. 612 is also superior because it permits withdrawals from other savings
plans as well. Taxpayers who participate in so-called Section 401(k) and 403(b)
plans would also be permitted to make penalty-free withdrawals.

One further comment on S. 612 is appropriate. S. 612 would restore the IRA de-
duction for all taxpayers. This is extremely important for several reasons. First, it
is crucial to our nation's future that we increase our national savings rate. Growth,
investment and, yes, homeownership are only possible if we save and plan for our
futures. Second, if taxpayers utilize the expanded withdrawal provisions and draw
down from their existing IRAs, then it is extremely important to their own well-
being that they replenish those accounts. An expanded IRA provision will provide
a means for them to restore those accounts and plan their futures. Finally, restoring
IRA deductions sends a strong signal to all Americans that saving for the future
is in everyone's best interest, and that saving and investment are viable national
policies.

The members of our association have wholeheartedly and eagerly embraced the
proposed homebuyers credit. '[hey report increased traffic among first-time home-
buyers and increased interest in homeownership. Housing is more affordable than
at any time in the past 18 years. Increased homeownership has benefits throughout
the economy. Our research shows that the immediate stimulus would be the cre-
ation of nearly 500,000 jobs in 1992. hle construction and related retail industries
are hard-hit presently, so such a stimulus has great merit on both housing and
growth policy considerations.

We do add one cautionary note, and so urge you to clarity your intentions quickly
,.fid affirmatively. Buyers are staying out of the market while they wait to see what
Congress will do. Real estate cannot lead the nation out of recession while buyers
sit on the sidelines watching Congress. Whether you accept or reject this creditC, we
urge you to act quickly so that markets will not be frozen.
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If you do adopt the credit, we also urge you to modify its timing for eligible tax-
payers,. Our research shows repeatedly that the biggest single obstacle to first-time
homebuyers is amassing a down payment. As the proposal is configured in the
President's pro osal, qualifying taxpayers would not receive the benefit of the credit
until 1993 and1994. This does nothing currently to help solve the downpay"Ient
problem. We recommend that some sort of provision be adopted that would front
oad the credit so that the timing of its benefits would more nearly coincide with

the timing of the downpayment. One solution would be to permit taxpayers to
amend 1990 tax returns, and to claim the credit on 1991 returns as filed or ex-
tended.

CONCI'LUSION

Restoration of values in all real estate markets-commercial multi-family, and
traditional single family residential-is a primary goal of the NkATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF REALTO R and the real estate industry. To that end, we think it is
crucial to first remove punitive provisions from existing law. The Bush Administra-
tion proposals do not address real estate problems in a broad, systemic manner. We
believe it will be impossible to have a sound reel estate market until all people in
the real estate business can deduct their losses from their legitimate business activi-
ties. Fair treatment for all real estate properties will make an im portant and mean-
ingful contribution to creating a better market environment and shoring up our sag-
ging economy. Our priority at this time is to secure passive loss relief as in S. 1267
and a meaningful capital gains differential with current recapture rules. A home-
buyer's credit is also a meaningful residential real estate incentive. When all real
estate has been placed on a level playing field, all sectors of the market will benefit.
We believe this is sound tax policy, not special tax policy, and urge the Committee
to move forward as quickly as possible.

APPENI)IX A.--Cuims ON TAX SiIETI'sa ENAUM'ED SINCE 1981

Since 1982, Congress has enacted a series of provisions aimed at curbing abusive
tax shelters. Ihey are as follows:

Longer depreciable lives for real property;
* Net investment interest limitations;

(C2apitali zation of interest expense;
Original issue discount measurements;

* Interest-free loan limitations;
limitations on deferred rents,

* Alternative minimum tax (individual and corporate';
* Reduced credit for historic rehabilitation;
* Partnership restrictions;
* Increased information reporting-
* Installment method accoutiitg limitations;
* Completed contract method accounting limitations;
* Cash method accounting limitations;
* Taxable ywar limitations;
* At-risk rules for real estate.

In addition, two important provisions ena(td in 1986 significantly increased the
tax costs of both owning and selling real property. These are:

* Passive activity loss limitations
* Repeal of capital gains exclusion
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MOTLEY III

Mr. Chairman, my name is John Motley, and I am the Vice
President of Federal Governmental Relations for the National
Federation of Independent Business (NFIB). NFIS is the
nation's largest small business advocacy organization,
representing more than 500,000 small and independent
business owners nationwide.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify before the
Finance Committee on how small business owners think
Congress should react to the current economic situation.

FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

In anticipation of the upcoming debate over an economic
development initiative, NTIB conducted a random sample
survey of 5,000 NFIS members in early January. The results
of that survey are cited throughout our statement and are
based on the over 1,000 responses we received. NFIB's,
positions on legislative issues are established solely on
the basis of the NFIS Mandate and other polling of our
members.

NFIB members favor deficit reduction and fiscal
restraint over tax cuts and economic stimulus. When asked
how Congress should respond to the current state of the
nation's economy, 72% voted to reduce the deficit, while
only 27% supported cutting taxes. These results are
consistent with the responses NFIB has received In its
surveys over the last decade.

Small business owners remain concerned about the size
of the deficit and the growing national debt. They believe
it hurts our international competitiveness and undermines
their ability to secure adequate long-term financing. In
brief, they are worried about the future.

In a recent letter to President Bush, NFIS President
and CEO James Herr expressed NFIB's desire to avoid an
economic quick-fix that would be detrimental to our nation's
long-term economic health. Small business owners believe
that they are heavily over-taxed. They would oppose,
however, any tax cuts that would increase the deficit.

At the end of last year, NFIB's Chief Economist, Dr.
William Dunkelberg, testified before the Ways and Means
Committee. He highlighted several points I would like to
share with the Committee.

First, this recession is a natural product of the over
production that occurred in the 1980's. During that decade
we experienced a great deal of economic growth, and some
segments of the economy produced goods faster than they
could be consumed. Commercial real estate is a perfect
example of this. To a large extent, today's economic slow
down is a result of consumers needing time to wear out all
the goods they bought in the 1980's.

Second, although the slowing economy has caused a great
deal of pain across the country, there is not much the
federal government can do to encourage consumers to purchase
more than they need. The government, however, can take
certain actions to ensure that the recovery will be as
strong as possible.
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For example, the heavy burden of government regulation
is seriously weighing down small businesses. Hundreds of
billions of dollars is spent by small firms in trying to
comply with a flurry of recently enacted federal laws.

Federal spending is out of control. Congress and the
White House must work together to reduce the government's
appetite for new funds and prevent the government from going
further into debt.

NFIB believes that the President struck the right chord
in stressing the need for fiscal responsibility. We
strongly support retaining the caps on spending negotiated
in 1990, plus freezing the number of federal employees and
eliminating programs that are inefficient or no longer
needed.

In summary, NFIB strongly urges the Committee to
exercise restraint in fashioning its economic development
proposal. While reviving the economy is important, care
should be taken to insure that this is not accomplished at a
price that will damage it in the future.

TAXES SMALL BUSINESSES WANT REDUCED

The political momentum building behind an economic
recovery tax package is enormous, and we recognize that
passage of legislation is almost a certainty. At the risk
of standing in the face of this consensus, NFIB urges that
any changes in the tax code be modest and targeted for the
express purpose of encouraging investment and long-term
economic growth.

According to the Small Business Administration, the
American small business community employed 58% of the work
force and provided 49% of all new jobs in 1988 (the last
year for which complete figures were available). Small
firms were the engine of economic growth in the 1980's, and
they are the perfect vehicle to restore the American economy
in the 1990's.

Convinced that this Committee and Congress will act on
an economic recovery tax package this year, I'd like to
share with you our thoughts on the changes that can be made
in the tax code to spur small business growth.

Individual Rates

While NFIB members are clearly representative of our
nation's small business population as a whole, according to
our January survey, 56% of NFIB members are either sole
proprietors, partnerships, or subchapter S corporations, and
as a result, they pay taxes as individuals. Not
surprisingly, when they were asked how they would cut taxes,
they chose reducing individual income tax rates.

The results of the January survey correspond with
similar results NFIS received during an extensive survey of
its members before the 1986 tax bill. For the most part,
small business owners pay taxes as individuals and would
benefit from a reduction in the individual rates.

Making a significant reduction in individual income tax
rates would be neither modest nor targeted. The large
number of beneficiaries of such a tax cut may make it
politically attractive, but it will either be extremely
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expensive or so small that it will have little or no effect

on the economy. As such, an individual cut in 1992 appears

very unlikely.

Since a meaningful income tax cut is probably not in

the cards for this year, NFIB urges this Committee to do the

next best thing for small business owners, don't raise the

rates. An increase in rates would severely impede any

recovery in the small business community.

SPURRING SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH -- CUTTING THE COST OF LABOR

Small businesses tend to be labor intensive, and as a
result, a disproportionate share of their tax burden is
payroll taxes. Reducing FICA taxes would immediately reduce
employers' payroll costs, allowing them to increase salaries
or hire additional employees.

Payroll taxes have a particularly devastating impact on
small businesses that are just starting and struggling to
become profitable. Income taxes are based on how much the
business earns each year. Payroll taxes, however, are
regressive, ignoring the ability of a business or individual
to pay.

A study by the NFIB Foundation found that almost half
of all new businesses are started with less than $20,000. A
business with this little start-up capital will probably
have to pay little or no income taxes in its first years,
but its payroll tax liability remains constant as long as
payroll remains the same. It is never reduced, even if the
business loses money.

The burden of Social Security taxes is particularly
heavy for the self-employed. Unlike most workers who pay
the 7.65% employee share of the PICA tax, the self-employed
must pay both the employer and employee share, or 15.3%.
This 15.3% surtax on starting your own business severely
limits the ability of entrepreneurs to get off the ground.

Reducing FICA taxes will encourage new business
formation, allow existing employers to increase their
payroll, and put a few dollars back in the pocket of every
working American. NFIB strongly urges this Committee to
reduce FICA taxes.

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment insurance benefits were recently extended
an addition 13 weeks for those workers who found themselves
out of work. This extension in benefits was paid for by
drawing down the unemployment insurance trust fund. NFIB
members are concerned that reductions in the trust fund will
lead to future FUTA tax increases. Unlike PICA taxes,
employees pay no share of FUTA taxes. The entire cost of
the program is paid for by employers.

All payroll taxes are burdensome for small businesses
whether they are used to pay for Social Security benefits or
unemployment insurance benefits. They are nothing more than
a tax on jobs. NFIB urges Congress to seriously consider
the impact any payroll tax increase will have on jobs. If
jobs are a priority, we strongly recommend that you
reexamine the appropriateness of payroll taxes to fund
government programs.
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SPURRING SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH -- CUTTING THE COST OF
CAPITAL

A number of proposals have been offered to reduce the
cost of capital. These proposals will reward investment in
business, and as a result, will spur economic growth and
employment. From the standpoint of a small business owner,
the most important aspect of these proposals is how simple
they are to use. A $1,000 tax benefit is of limited
significance if a small business owner has to pay $500 to an
accountant to figure out how to use it.

Increased Ex_ensinc

Internal Revenue Code section 179 allows small
businesses to avoid the horrors of the depreciation tables
by just writing off the first $10,000 worth of investment

they make in their business each year. NUIB has been a
strong advocate of increasing expensing to at least $20,000,
and higher, if possible.

Increased expensing has all the benefits of other
methods of reducing the cost of capital with one very
important addition -- simplicity. Expensing is extremely
easy to use. Small business owners just deduct any amounts
they invest in their business up to $10,000.

The typical NFIB member invests less than $20,000 a
year in his business. Increased expensing would allow him
to write off virtually all of this investment without having
to worry about the complicated rules of depreciation. Of
all the methods available to reduce the cost of capital,
expensing is the simplest and the best from the small
business's vantage point.

Investment Tax Credit

The Investment Tax Credit (ITC) is also an effective
way to reduce the cost of capital for small business owners.
In our January survey, NFIB members picked reinstatement of
the ITC as one of the bes: ways to encourage new investment.
The ITC is also relatively simple to use.

Prior abuses of the 2TC have resulted in some policy
makers calling for limiting the types of investments for
which it would be available. Although restrictions on the
use of the ITC may satisfy important tax policy goals, they
would also complicate its use to the point that it would be
very unwieldy and difficult for small businesses.

NFIB supports the reinstatement of the ITC for small
firms. Targeting the ITC to small businesses will limit its
cost and greatly increase the probability that it will
affect purchasing decisions.

Investment Tax Allowance

The President has proposed spurring economic growth by
offering an investment tax allowance (ITA). The ITA would

allow businesses to increase the amount they can depreciate
in the first year.

While more complicated for smaller firms, increased
first year depreciation would also reduce the cost of

capital. Its advantages are that it is already the primary
depreciation system used by most capital-intensive firms
and, it can be implemented quickly and without much
confusion.
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Reducing the Capital Gains Tax

Small businesses are capital investments. A reduction

in the capital gains rate would encourage increased
investment in small firms and allow owners who have spent

their lives building their firms to take a little bit more

away with them when they retire or sell their businesses.i

NFIB supports a reduction in the capital gains rate.

One of the primary problems any new business has is finding

capital. A reduction in the capital gains rate tied to the

length of time an investment is held would encourage

investors to seek out businesses as investments. Increased

investment would spur both business and job creation.

The biggest benefit small business owners will receive

from a reduction in the capital gains rate occurs when the

time comes to sell the business. Currently a small business

owner has to pay up to 28% in tax on the increased value of

his firm, even if a good deal of that increase is
attributable to inflation.

NFIB supports the approach to capital gains taken by

Sen. Bumpers, but we prefer the broader proposal put forward

by the President. As mentioned above, a majority of NFIB

members are not corporations and would not benefit from

proposals that focus exclusively on helping corporations.

SIMPLIFYING THE TAX CODE

The complexity of the tax code and the necessity of
having tax professionals review every business decision is a
serious burden for small business owners. Simplifying the
code and removing some of the needless complexities will
allow small business owners to spend more time doing what
they do best -- building a business and creating jobs.

Federal Tax Deoos itRules

The General Accounting Office has estimated that one
out of every three employers is penalized tevfr year for not
complying with federal tax deposit rules. This
extraordinary level of non-compliance is the result of the
insanely complicated nature of the rules.

Sen. Baucus has already introduced legislation, S.
1610, that would solve this problem by greatly simplifying
these rules and allowing employers to determine ahead of
time when they have to deposit withheld taxes. NFIB
supports Sen. Baucus's approach to this problem and urges
the Committee to include it in any tax bill it reports this
year.

Independent Contractors

The confusion surrounding the current status of
independent contractors is damaging both to the
entrepreneurs who desire to work as independent contractors
and to the small business owners who hire them.

The tax law throws a large road block in the way of
entrepreneurs interested in selling their services by
threatening their potential customers with huge penalties.
Independent contractor status is the first step toward
establishing a business. Yet, those who contract with these
budding business owners are subject to IRS harassment and
confusion.
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Current law acts as a real restraint against the use of
independent contractors. The vagueness of the law, coupled
with beefed up enforcement by the IRS, places any employer
who uses an independent contractor in a very precarious
position.

NFIB supports enacting a simple, clear definition of an
independent contractor. This will allow an independent
contractor who falls within this definition to assure future
employers that the IRS will not harass and penalize them.

Pension Simplification

Only one out of every four NFIB members has a pension
plan. There are two major hurdles that prevent small
businesses from starting pension plans -- the cost of
starting and administering the plan and the cost of paying
plan benefits.

Several different pension simplification alternatives
have been proposed. most of these proposals adequately
simplify unnecessarily complicated administrative rules.
NFIB members, however, are unlikely to use any simplified
plan that requires them to pay a fixed percentage of
employee salary in benefits. Most simply can not afford
this.

Small business owners do not start pension plans
because the costs involved are too high. To encourage
pension plan creation and participation, the costs of
administering the plan and paying the benefits must be
reduced.

NFIB supports legislation introduced by Sen. Packwood,
S. 318, the PRIME retirement account, that would allow small
business owners to create a simple, inexpensive retirement
plan. PRIME allows small employers to avoid complicated
non-discrimination and participation rules as long as they
match, dollar for dollar, employee contributions to the plan
(up to 3% of salary).

CONCLUSION

Any action taken by this Committee to address our
nation's economic problems should be targeted, modest, and
take into account the huge size of our budget deficit. In
addition, the Committee should address the root cause of the
economic slow down. It is not the result of consumers not
having another $100 to spend. It stagnated because real
demand dropped and people lost their jobs. Revitalizing
small businesses is the quickest and surest way to put
Americans back to work.

NFIB recommends that the following steps be taken to
boost the economy:

* Reduce federal spending. Federal spending acts as a
drag on our economy because it results in both higher
taxes and government competition with private
enterprise for scarce financing.

* Reduce federal regulations. Every hour a small
business owner has to spend trying to comply with
federal regulations is an hour he cannot spend
building his business and creating new jobs.
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* Cut the cost of labor. The current tax system
penalizes employers for every new worker they hire.
It taxes jobs and is a tax we can no longer afford.

* Cut the cost of capital. Businesses can only grow
with increased investment. Lowering taxes on
investment will funnel funds directly to where they
are most needed.

The most important finding of NFIB's January survey may
be that 75 percent of the small business owners responding
say that they would reinvest any tax cut they receive in
their businesses. If after these hearings you decide to cut
taxes, NFIB strongly encourages you to target your efforts
to small business tax payers. They will give you tht
biggest bang for the buck; they will invest in America and
American jobs.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN D. ROCKEFE.LER IV

Congress and the President are striving to deal with very serious economic prob-
lems. But I hope in all our efforts here we will keep in mind that people want more
than just a feeble increase in economic indicators.

People are looking farther down the road and asking about the lives of their chil-
dren ten and twenty years from now, and about the lives of their grandchildren.

They are calling for a long term change of course. They are calling for investments
that may take years to ripen, such as research in new technology. And they are call-
ing for long term investment in people to enable us to build the America of the next
century.

They are calling for investment in human capital knowing that the engineer we
educate today, the worker we retrain today, the child we save from sickness today,
is the best insurance we have that America's values will survive and prevail in the
new century and the new world opening before us.

This is the strong message from people in the homes and schools and farms and
factories across the country. But here in Washington, there is still confusion, There
is confusion because the public push for government action comes after years in
which Americans have been urgedto lower their expectations about government.

The philosophy of do-nothing government has run up against the common sense
notion of the American people that its government exists to solve problems mid ad-
dress the country needs.

And the list of neglected needs ito long, from a broken health care system, to an
epidemic of child poverty, to anemic economic growth and a lagging ability to prevail
in a world of fierce economic rivalry.I hope that our witnesses today will help us focus on these economic fun-
damentals. I hope they will focus on what we can do today that will reinforce, rather
than undercut, what we need for tomorrow and for the long term.

As the Committee responsible for tax policy, I hope we can look at tax policy as
one piece 6f a broader agenda. We should have learned from the last decade that
indiscriminately throwing tax breaks at the economy does not amount to a serious
economic program that addresses the full range of our national needs.

We need lower health care costs and higher SAT scores. We need stronger banks
and aggressive development of cutting edge technology. Fairer tax laws and care-
fully drawn tax incentives for more productive investment should be a part of a
comprehensive strategy. But let's not waste time on giveaways for paper
entrepreneurialism. Let's not pretend that tinkering with the tax code amounts to
a serious economic strategy.

We need a well thought out economic program with elements that fit together into
a strategy to restore American economic might. The free ride for government is over.
The public is demanding action now that will set a new course for the long term.

The measure of our success should be not only what happens in the next weeks
and months, but how what we do today affects the condition of the country in the
next decade and in the next generation.
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PREPAREDt STATEMENT OF SENATOR WIIAJAM 1. R(OmT, Jn.

The importance of these hearings cannot be overstated. For the first time in many
years, America is poised for what I call a peaceful revolution-a revolution for which
our nation has labored a very long time. Many of the objectives that held our atten-
tion even five years ago have been met, and met successfully. Perhaps the most pro.
nounced of these was the resolution of the Cold War.
Tie people who saw to it that America retrained strong and resolute throughout

the Cold War, are the same people whose economic concerns must be met now that
the Cold War is over. Our immediate need is to create an cnvironment of growth
for American workers, for their families, and their industries-the economic life
blood of our nation. But not only must we meet this immediate need, we must also
take this opportune moment in time-this moment charged with the succepse
abroad and the desire for reform here at home-amid prepare for America's lonigterm
competitive advantage.

Such an agenda must include proposals to increase our national savings rate It
must include proposals to reduce marginal rates in federal income taxes And it
must encourage risk-taking and business ventures, This is how America will create
a successful economic future. We canot tax our nation into prospenty; what we 11
do is promote an environment of growth. And that can only be done by reducing
the ponderous size of government,-by reducing needless federal regulation, In pro
mating efficiency and self-reliance in an atmosphere marked by a lack of conffdon-i
in government.

just as America has realized its successes in foreign policy just #s we hiave raised
technological innovation to a break-neck pace, just as we havo porforimned modital
miracles-we will also succeed in creating an environimet of growth for b,,th the
short- and long-terms. But just as Congress's 1990 record-setting tax increase deep-
ened the recession, further taxes will do to a needed environment of growth wiat
Saddnm Hussein did to the environment of the Persian Gulf.

Instead of more and more taxes, instead of more and more spending, what we
need are more and more incentives to work, save mid invest. Among the many pr,-
posals circulating Capitol Hill are three that I believe are critical toward ,'renting
such incentives. 'They include the Super IRA proposal which I introduced with ,ur
(hairinan, #in investment tax credit, mid a marginal rate reduction in h',eral in-
come taxes. The hallmark of each of these proposals is that they are brood-based- -
not for one exclusive group over another. 'hey benefit across nll segments of' our
economy and create a large dispersion of incentives for economic growth. Such a
broad-based approach will stimulate our economy universally-not just pockets of
our economy where special interests dictate.

With his'March 20th deadline, the President has provided us with a challenge,
and we're here to meet it. While I cannot agree with all of them, clearly, the Presi.
dent's economic proposals are taking us in the right direction. Personally, I wish he
had gone further in some of his economic proposals, such as income tax reductions
and MRA exp asion. I'm not suggesting that (Congrees rubber stamp the President's
budget, but given the current economic climate, am saying that we must work with,
and build upon, the President's proposals to provide, incentives through the tax
structure which will improve our ability to compete both today and in the future,

PREPAItED S'i'A'EMENT OF STEVEN A. W w-i'xia.ER

INTRO)ti(J'ION: 'TWARID I I)NALI TAX I')I.I(IES J"( IEAl. EMiA IT'

In 1981--11 years ago-National Realty Committee was invited to testify before
this Committee', then engaged in a similar effort to exailite the tax cod' 'with im
eye toward restoring growth to the national economy. While we certain! v then
shared the view-and do today-that overall economic growth wae nn urgent aiml
tequii'ing nimmediate action by Congress, we Said then thilt specalt!il in u'o liv o'
were not necessary to ensure the construction of' the ofnice huinli ngl hot lM. wie,.
houses and shopping centers that the notion required.

"Frankly," we said in our testsininy, "we are concerii'd t)t it' E'1r's.i , wwl,1-

tives are offered for the cost ruction of ioni esidentio! '.,iildings, the ln' uaviible re-
suit will be a boom in tax shelter-motivated invests, .t followed by the nv ittlde
bust resulting from uneconomic overpricing or overproduction." tni'ortutnatolv. ,ir
concern was all too prophetic as the 15-year accelerated doprecition adopted l t iat
year helped fuel the wave of tax shelter-motivated investment our industrY expe-ri-
enced over the next five vears.

In 1986, as Congress debated tax refo'm, National Realty Committee eigin oke
out for rational ta.A policy for real estate. We applauded the concept of tax re ori
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and the need to eliminate noneconomic, abusive tax shelters. But we vociferously
opposed the passive loss provisions, which overreacted in the extreme to the tax
sheltering unleashed in 1981 going so far as to brand all rental real estate activities
as "passive... regardless of how much time or effort one spends actively involved
in the real estate business.

If you understand our views on tax policy today, our views in 1981 and 1986
should come as' no surprise. That's because National Realty Committee-as Real
Estate's Roundtable in Washington-takes a long-range approach to policymaking
at the national level. Our views on tax policy and other matters are in fact grounded
in our commitment to the long-range health of real estate and the national economy.

So pervasive and fundamental is real estate to the way we live that many often
take this important national resource for granted. Fortunately, that's not the case
today with Iresident Bush. Two weeks ago, in his State of the Union address and
FY 1993 budget, he signaled his recognition of the vital role real estate plays in our
nation's economy through a set of critically important tax initiatives aimed at sta-
bilizing conunercial real estate markets, facilitating homeownership, and encourag-
ing necessary new home construction--all important goals if real estate markets are
to recover and help lift the nation out of recession, as it has so often in the past.

Needless to say many members of Congress have made-and are making-the
same points as well, underlining tie linkage between a strong real estate sector anid
the health of the overall economy.

After all real estate-valued at $12 trillion-is America's greatest tangible capital
asset. Reaf estate generates more than two-thirds of the taxes raised by local gov-
ernments to support schools, hospitals, roads, and other essential services. 'Tihe real
estate industry, although made up of relatively small businesses, produces about
$675 billion o(gods and services every year, while employing more than eight mil-
lion people. And real estate, whether it be our homes, farms, parks, factories, com-
me rcial or public buildings, is an asset directly or indirectly owned by a cross sec-
tion of Americans.

As the past 18 months have dramatized, when real estate suffers, so do people
and businesses in lii walks of life. And tlt's what's happening now. Real estate
is in trouble ...as are the banks ...other financial intermediaries ... and the
economy. Capital and credit are virtually non-existent--everi for existing assets.
Property values remain in freefall. State and local tax revenues-already strained
from federal cutbacks and the recession --are drying up. And, from our point of view,
whether we've yet hit bottom is highly questionable.

It would be unfair to say that unsound tax policies alone are responsible for to-
day's real estate crisis. They are not. Bit what is clear is that a combination of
flawed national policies and poor business udgmonts are at the root of today's prob-
lems . . . problems that must be addressed for real estate markets to stabilize and
the national economy to recover tnd grow.

WHERE DO WE (30 FROM HERE

As Real Estate's Roundtal. , we appreciate the opportunity to offer our views
toda,--to help provide insight to the question before us now, "Where do we go from
here?

In short, our view is that a long-tern, rational tax agenda for real estate is nec-
essary to restore stability to today's highly volatile, largely dysfunctional real estate
market. Unless aid until real estate is on a sound economic footitig grounded in
sensible and fair tax policies, we believe a meaningful national economic recovery
is unlikely.

It is imperative to note that the real estate industry is in no way endorsing a re-
turn to the tax sheltering of the early 1980's. Claims that changes to the passive
loss or other rules would revitalize thoe tax shelter industry are misleading at best
and ignore the fact that the other numerous tax provisions of the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 (and the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984) provide an incredibly effective back-
stop to this type of activity. Likewise, the legislation we support would not reignvite
a speculative'real estate development boom--new commercial construction, in large
measure, is neither needed nor deirable. We know that these issues are fill too easy
to demagogue and can make for sensational headlines, but assertions that the
changes we advocate would bring back tax shelters or spur the construction of
unneeded office buildings ar simply not supported by facts. Nor are such ground-
less charges constructive today-the, itomore thIe severe problems facing existing real
estate assets, financial instituitions,'tbe federal government, and the general econ-

faving said that, the President, in his recent State of the Union address, advo-
cated several responsible tax policy changes that we support and believe are fun-
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damentally needed to rationalize the tax treatment of real estate and help put the
economy on a growth track. They include modification of the passive loss rules, fa-
cilitation of pension investment in real estate, reduction of the capital gans tax ex-
tension of the low-income housing tax credit and other housing-relatedsteps. Mem-
bers of Congress, including several on this Committee,, have also put forward serious
proposals on these and other issues that should be included in any legislation to
comprehensively address today's economic crisis. Our recommendations are outlined
below.

* Passiue los. We agree with President Bush and the m ority of members of
this Committee-the passive loss tax rules should be modified. We believe Con-
gress should adopt S. 1267, introduced by Senators David Boren, Steve Symms
and John Breaux. This legislation, which has over 40 Senate cosponsors, would
modify the passive loss rules so that individuals engaged in real estate are
treated the same as people in other businesses by allowing them to currently
deduct losses from rental real estate activities in which they materially partici-
pate. We are extremely encouraged that the President has recommendedaction
in this critical area, and believe his passive loss proposal is a major step for-
ward. However, we are concerned that the Administration's proposal, in addi-
tion to being narrower than S. 1257, addresses only losses incurred on prop-
erties developed by the taxpayer. This falls short of equal treatment for those
in the real estate business and fails to address one of todays principal prob-
lems-stabilization of existing properties, whether or not developed by the tax.
payer.
* Capital Gains and Depreciation Recapture. With respect to capital gains, we
agree with President Bush tnd many members of the Conunittee-the capital
gains tax should be reduced. But we completely disagree with the Administra-
tion's related proposal to repeal the depreciation recapture rules for real estate
that have existed for almost 30 years. Clearly, a lower capital gains tax would
be a very effective tonic aimed at economic recovery and the restoration of real
estate values. However the Administration's proposal to repeal the current de-
preciation recapture rufes for real estate substantially reduces the value of such
a cut for real estate owners. Because only the gain in excess of all prior depre-
ciation deductions would qualify for a lower capital gains tax tinder this ap-
proach, the effect on an owner selling property for the same amount for which
it was purchased would be an 11 percent tax increase over current law. What
is worse, ii, as some advocate, Congress increased the top individual tax rate
to 35 percent as a trade-off for capital gains the tax increase on this common
transaction would be a whopping 25 percent. This astounding tax increase could
not be proposed at a worse time for the real estate industry or the economy-
a time when values are substantially depressed and many sales are below, at,
or just above cost. Moreover, given the fact buildings really do depreciate over
time while nominal values increase due to inflation, requntd g full depreciation
recapture would be tantamount to eliminating depreciation deductions for real
estate-hardly something designed to stimulate the economy or real estate val-
ues. Congress should lower the capital gains tax and retain the current depre-
ciation recapture rules.
* Pension investment. We agree with President Bush and many members of
this Committee-tax rules should be modified to facilitate prudent pension ii-
vestment in real estate. As has been suggested by Chairman Bentsen in the
past and has been no'ed by the Administration in its economic growth plan,
pension funds, with their long-term liabilities, are a logical source of capitaland
credit for long-term real estate investment. Yet, several tax and regulatory poli-
cies create unnecessary obstacles to such investment. Without undermining pro-
tections against undue risk already in place, several rule changes should be
made to allow for prudent pension investment strategies in real estate. For ex-
ample:

-- REIT ownership restrictions should be modified to permit domestic pension
funds to invest in real estate through REITs on terms equal to those permitted
foreign fumds. This should be done by amending the "five or fewer" owvnership
rules to allow domestic pension funds to be counted as more than simply a sin-
gle investor as is currentiv the rule for foreign funds and domestic corporations;

-tax rules concerning pension capital investment in debt-financed real estate are
too restrictive and should be revised to allow pensions, and other tax exempt
organizations, to engage in transactions involving: standard post-closing pur-
chase price adjustments; "cash-flow" or "participating" loans; sale-leasebacks;
and, seller-financing. The Administration proposals in this area are significant
steps, but we believe more comprehensive proposals are needed. For example,
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the Administration proposal to allow leasebacks of up to 10 percent of the
leaseable floor space is very helpful. However, modifying this proposal to allow
leasebacks of up to 10 percent of gross revenues wouldbe more responsive to
situations involving large shopping centers ohned by large anchor tenants or
an affiliated party. Allowing the type of post-closing price adjustments that are
standard in commercial real estate transactions today would provide the type
of credit enhancement necessary to attract pension fund investment. Further,
the Administration proposal regarding seller financing allows loans with equity
participation of up to 26 percent of the loan if a financial institution is the sell-
er, but no equity participation if the seller is a non-financial institution. We see
no reason to have a different standard and would urge that the proposal for fi-
nancial institutions be applicable to all sellers.

-rules controlling partnerships between pension funds and taxable investors,
particularly the "fractions rule," should be clarified. Here the Administration
has proposed modifications helpful in cases involving large partnerships, but
has not addressed the ver real problems current law poses for small, private
partnerships between taxable and tax-exempt organizations.
* ,Secondarv Market. The existing secondary market for real estate debt and eq-
uity should be made stronger and more attractive. Strengthening the secondary
market for commercial real estate securities would infuse significant capital and
liquidity into the banking and real estate sectors of the economy. There are a
number of steps the Federal government should take to greatly bolster this
market. In the tax area one of the most important changes would be to allow
subordinated interests in investment trusts to be tradable. IRS rulings restrict
the ta- pass-through benefits of "trust" status to cases where the subordinated
intereat is. permanently retained by the issuer and is neither transferred nor
traded. This limits the liquidity and reduces the value of subordinated interests.
Legislation or an IRS announcement, is needed stating that the transfer or
transferability of a subordinated interest in a fixed investment trust would not
affect the classification of the trust.
* Lou.Inicome Housing. The tax credit for low-income housing should be made
permanent. The on again/off again low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) is
a perfect example of the type of changing federal policy that prevents the con-
struction of affordable housing. The annual battle to extend the IIHTC inhibits
more investors and builders from undertaking the arduous task of qualifying
for, and winning an allocation for, any given development. Many are simply un-
willing to devote the time and manpower necessary to earn the credits for a
project when it is uncertain whether or not the LIHTC will even be extended
year-to-year.
# Workouts. Tax rules that do not unnecessarily penalize real estate debt
restructurings or workouts should be adopted. The tax liability associated with
debt restructuring, foreclosures, or deeds in lieu of foreclosure generally results
in taxes owed in excess of cash received in the transaction. Congress should ap-
prove Representative E. Clay Shaw's bill, H.R. 3661, which would allow tax-
payers to defer current tax liability in these transactions by reducig the tax
basis in other property by the amount of forgiven debt. This would not avoid
the tax, but would delay its payment until a sale generated cash to satisfy the
liability. This rule existed prior to 1986, when it was repealed for all taxpayers
except fahners. It was retained for farmers because of the "credit crisis' that
was disabling the farming sector at that time. Real estate should now be equal-
ly treated.
* Leaselold Improvemente. Depreciation rules should recognize the true eco-
nomic life of leasehold improvements. Taxpayers now are required to depreciate
leasehold improvements to real estate over 31.6 years, even though in practice
these leasehold improvements have little or no value beyond the expected term
of the lease. This makes the after-tax cost of building-out space to accommodate
a new tenant artificially high at a time of limited credit availability. In addition,
construction employment opportunities are reduced. Congress should permit
leasehold improvements to be recovered over the life of the lease term-which
is really their true useful life.
* At.Risk Rules. The "at-risk" tax riles for banks and thrifts selling rea.l estate
held in their portfolios should be clarified. Financial institutions are inhibited
from providing financing for the sale of properties held in their portfolios be.
cause the at-risk rules do not count any nonrecourse seller financing in deter-
mining at-risk amount for buyers, even when its financing provided by a finan-
cial institution selling properties held temporarily in its portfolio. Congress
should adopt H.R. 3650, introduced by Representative Shaw, allowing
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nonrecourse financing provided by institutions selling real estate-owmed prop-
erties to be treated the same under the at-risk rules as nonrecourse finmicing
provided by a third-party lender.

CONCLUSION

As President Bush and many members of Congress have observed, healthy real
estate markets are essential to an overall healthy national economy. With todays
credit crisis continuing, real estate values in freefall and real estate markets large-
ly in disarray, fair and rational tax policies are needed immediately to stabilize the
marketplace and put the economy on a course for growth.

It is in the long-term interest of both real estate and the national economy to put
in place policies that facilitate prudent real estate investment without openg the
door to the excesses of the past.

We believe our views both in 1981 and 1986 reflected this outlook, and we believe
our views today are similarly reasonable, responsible, and responsive. We hope you
agree.

National Realty Committee serves as Real Estate's Roundtable for national issues
vital to the real estate industry. A leading public policy advocate, NRC primarily
addresses capital and credit, tax, environmental and investment-related issues.
NRC members are America's principal real estate owners, advisors, builders, inves-
tors, lenders and managers.



COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF nuE AFL-CIO

The AFL-CIO appreciates this opportunity to present its views on the important
subjects of tax policy, and economic growth.

As the recession drags on in an election year, the same Administration which for
more than a year denied the recession's existence, then declared prematurely that
the recession was over, now proposes to mask the bankruptcy of its economic polio.
cies by means of massive tinkenng with the tax code. Most of their proposals are
ill-advised. In place of programs to create jobs, stimulate the economy, reform the
health care system, meet housing needs, and invest in the nation's future the Ad-
ministration offers costly and ineffective tax gimmicks, primarily of benefit to cor-
porations and the well-to-do.

These tax gimcks would be paid for by a combination of spending cuts, account-
ing tricks, and the creation of enormous and growing tax expendi tres in future
years, They will provide little of the economic stimulus that this sick economy and
the suffering unemployed urgently need. They will further undermine the nation's
ability to meet its long-neglected public investment requirements.

THE NEE) FOR AN ECONOMIC RECOVERY PROGRAM

The stimulus so obviously needed would be provided far more effectively on the
budget's expenditure side. This recession is not going to go away by itself. The econ-
omy is locked in a vicious downward cycle of production cuts, job loss and reduced
consumer spending. Only vigorous government action will break that cycle. Con-
gress and the President should act immediately to develop and implement a recov-
ery program that will create jobs repair the nation's crumbling infrastructure and
get this economy moving again. A5 the AFL-CIO explained more fully on January
Din testimony before the Senate Budget Committee, history tells us the best way
to lead this nation's economy out of recession is through fiscal stimulus-"priming
the um" with an immediate shot of direo't government spending for desperately
needed, job-creating public works projects and for maintaining the purchasing power
of the unemployed.

We believe this short term strategy of investing in the rebuilding of America's in-
frastructure, its public services and its social safety net, should be combined with
other long term measures to put the economy on a solid footing and make the nation
more productive for years to come.

The AFL-CIO recommends an immediate overall fiscal stimulus program in the
neighborhood of one percent of Gross National Product-about $60 bill ion-to be
spent on (1) ready-to-go-projects for infrastructure, (2) housing and (3) aid to state
and local governments to maintain services.

Cities and states require emergency federal funds to forestall further public serv-
ice cutbacks- infrastructure projects must be accelerated to provide jobi now while
meeting public investment needs; the unemployed urgently need a further extension
of benefits; and housing programs which have been allowed to languish must be re-
vived.

Spending programs for infrastructure create as many as 22,000 jobs per billion
dollars of expenditure. Half of these jobs would be in the hard-hit construction in-
dustry, where unemployment has skyrocketed to 16,3%; the other half would be in
industries ranging from manufacturing to mining, and from transportation to serv-
ices. Under the Surface Transportation Act of 1991 only $23 billion of spending is
scheduled for 1992. Much of the spending scheduled for later years can and should
be accelerated to create jobs now, while adding lasting value to the nation's econ-
To get these projects started quickly, any existing state and local matching-fund

requirements should be waived. Expenditures for public works at the federal, state
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and local levels should also be accelerated and expanded, and federal funds for this
purpose should be provided immediately. According to economist David Aschauer
the nation's infrastructure needs have been neglected so badly that every additional
dollar spent on infrastructure at this time would stimulate between two and five
times as much economic growth as would an additional dollar of private invest-
ment. I

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE BENEFITS

To alleviate the suffering of the jobless and their families, a further extension of
unemployment benefits is urgently needed. The extension currently being consid-
ered by the Congress is a modest step in the right direction, but it does not go far
enough. The Emergency Federal Unemployment Compensation Act of 1991 should
be extended until unemployment falls below 6% with additional benefits of 26 weeks
for all beneficiaries. In past recessions, a far higher proportion of the unemployed
received benefits, and the duration of benefit eligibility was far longer than is the
case today.

While it is important to extend these benefits, this emergency program highlights
the serious weakness of the nation's unemployment insurance system. Three out of
every five of the nation's unemployed workers simply do not get unemployment in-
surance. We urge this committee to reform the unemployment insurance system.
Initial coverage should be expanded by removing the many criteria used currently
to disqualify workers. The recommendations of the 1980 National Commission on
Unemployment Compensation should be enacted as basic federal minimum require-
ments, including a requirement that state benefits be no less than two-thirds of the
state's average weekly earnings.

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS OF COMPREIMNAVE RECOVERY PROGRAM

In addition, a comprehensive recovery program should include the following com-
ponents:

# Reform of the nation's health care system including cost control and guaranr
teed access to basic health services for all Americans.

* A tax cut for the middle-class that would be paid for by raising rates on the
wealthiest one percent of Americans.

* Implementation of a realistic trade policy that supports rather than undermines
American jobs and industries.

ADMINISTRATION PROPOSALS DO NOT PROVIDE STIMULUS

These are the elements of an economic recovery program worthy of the name; the
Administration's tax proposals most emphatically are not. In the current economic
climate, with household debt and joblessness so high, and consumer confidence, job
security and income growth so low, even the meager portion of the Administration's
proposed tax cuts that would flow through to taxpayers of moderate means would
likely be used to pay off debt rather than be spent. As eminent economists Francis
Bator and Robert Solow noted recently, tax cuts would provide only a weak stimulus
to the economy at the present juncture. They estimate that a dollar of tax reduction
is likely to generate only 30 to 40 cents of additional consumer spending, in contrast
to the emergency countercyclical federal aid to the states and cities which they
forcefully advocate. 2 Nor ae tax breaks for business likely to spur new investment,
if the prospects for increased sales, production and profits remain so bleak. To the
extent that the proposed tax cuts would be paid for by cuts in spending, they will
not provide any stimulus to the economy at all, rather they would eliminate jobs.

Indeed, the impending reduction in military spending, however desirable on other
grounds, will cause further job loss in the already-weak economy unless it is offset
by well plmmed economic conversion and new public spending on infrastructure and
other programs to create badly needed jobs. The resources freed up by reductions
in military spending are far too valuable to be relegated to the growing scrapheap
of closed factories, or the lengthening lines of the unemployed. They must be redi-
rected to help the cities and states, to reform health care, to improve education, and
invest in housing.

'Aschauer, David Alan, "Public Investment and Private Sector Orowth," Economic Policy In.
stitute, 1990, pp. 2-3.2 Bator, Francis and Solow, Robert, 'T1'wo Ways to Wake Up the Economy," New York Times,
December 4, 1991.
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MIDDLE MLASS3 TAX CU

While tax cuts are not the beat form of economic stimulus at this juncture, work.
ing taxpayers of moderate means clearly need and deserve a tax cut on equity
grounds. It should be paid for by means of higher taxes on the well-to-do.

The purchasing power of workers' earnings has fallen $64 per week or 16% since
the 197Os; familyncomes for the bottom 60% of the income pyramid have de-
creased. Incomes of the well-to-do, by contrast, have increased sharply. Between
1977 and 1989, pretax incomes rose 47% for the nation's richest 5%. For the richest
1%, pretax incomes rose 77%, to $560,000. Their 13% share of the nations economic
pie ins grown as large as the slice received by the entire bottom 40%. Yet while
workers at the base of thel income pyramid faced sharp increases in regressive pay-
roll taxes and state and local taxes, the federal tax rate on the richest one percent
fell by 26%.

'lhe sums involved are far froim trivial in terms of the nation's revenue needs. It
is estimated that tax cuts since 1977 will be worth an average of $83,000 this year
alone to each of the nation's richest one per cent of taxpayers." The resulting drain
of public resources amounts to the huge sum of $164 billion per year, including $84
billion of tax revenues directly foregone plus $80 billion in interest paynents on the
cumulative increase in federal debt which has been incurred as a result of these tax
cuts for the super-rich.

Of the numerous tax proposals unveiled during the last few months, including
those contained in the lPresident's State of the Union address, the AFI,-CIO finds
that only two, the refundable payroll tax credit and the refundable per child tax
credit, restore a measure of fainiess to the tax code without absorbing resources
needed for other more pressing purposes. They are far superior to the President's
gimmicky plan to change the witloiding schedule, and his minimalist, inequitable
proposal to increase the personal exemption. We urge adoption of both the payroll
an dper child tax credits with offsetting increases in taxes on the richest one percent
so that the net impact over the next five years is revenue-neutral. If the tax cut
provisions of both plans are adopted as the AFL-CIO urges, a working family in
the 16% tax bracket with two children will get a tax cut of as much as $1,310 per
year this year and next year, and $910 per year thereafter.

The payroll tax credit proposal would cut taxes by up to $400 per year for middle
income working taxpayers this year and next year. The cut would be provided in
the form of a refundable federal income tax credit equal to 20% of employee-paid
social security and medicare payroll taxes, up to a maximum credit of $400 for joint
taxpayers, or $200 for individuals.
Ih contrast between the refundable payroll tax credit proposal and the Presi.

dent's tax withholding gambit is sharp. The payroll tax credit would provide hard-
pressed working taxpayers with modest but real relief; the President's will provide
many of them with a nasty surprise in April 1993, after the election, when the
short-term loans from the IRS must be repaid.

The AFI,-CIO also supports replacing the personal exemption for children up to
age 18, currently $2,300, with an $800 refundable credit per child. Replacing the
exemption with a credit would be worth $455 per child to taxpayers in the 15%
bracket, $156 to taxpayers in the 28% bracket, and $87 to taxpayers in the 31%
bracket. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) for working poor families needs to
be expanded for working families.

The Administration's initial proposal to raise the personal exemption for depend-
ent children by $500 with a deferred effective date of October 1 is distinctly inferior
to a refundable tax credit. It would provide a pittance or nothing at all to taxpayers
who need relief the most; taxpayers in the 15% bracket would receive a $75 tax cut
per child, as against $455 per child under the $800 tax credit proposal. Fully 25%
of the nation's children including most or all who are being raised m poverty live
in households that woufd get notlfng at all under the Administration's proposal, be-
cause unlike the $800 tax credit, the increase in the personal exemption would not
be refundable. Only affluent taxpayers in the 31% bracket would do slightly better
under the Administration's proposal than with a tax credit; they would receive a
$155 per child tax cut, as against $87 under the tax credit. For 1992, the 31% brack-
et starts at taxable income of more than $82,000 for joint taxpayers. 4

Tax cuts for the middle class should be paid for by tax increases on taxpayers
with th. highest incomes. Under the original payroll tax credit plan, only one per

3aMclntyre, Robert S., "Tax Inequality Caused Our Ballooning Budget Deficit," Challenge Mag.
azine of &onomic Affairs, Novenber/December 1991.

4 For comparison of the President's $500 exemption and the $800 tax credit proposal, see Ap-
pendix 11.
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cent of taxpayers would pay higher taxes. This affluent group would face a modest
increase to 36% in the marginal tax rate on taxable incomes in excess of $145,000
for joint filers, or $85,000 for individuals. In addition, the 30,000 taxpayers with
taxable incomes above $1 million would pay a 10% surtax on the portion of their
income that exceeds $1 million. The original per child tax credit plan differs in its
details, but it too would be paid for by raising taxes on the well-to-do. The per child
tax credit plan would raise taxes for an estimated six million taxpayers in the top
10% of the income distribution.

Though we do not have precise estimates, a 38% top bracket, coupled with a Our-
ta.-. on the highly affluent of somewhat more than 10%, and a modest increase in
the Alternative Minimum Ta' (AMT), would go a long way toward providing com-
bined payroll tax credit-per child tax credit middle class tax relief. At 38%, the top
bracket would be little more than half what it was in 1977.

The benefits of these middle class tax cuts would be widely spread. Under the
payroll tax credit plan, taxes would be cut for an estimated 80% of taxpayers. Joint
taxpayers having annual earnings between $26,000 and about $150,000 would re-
ceive the largest credits. The payroll tax credit plan provides relief to working tax-
payers overburdened with payroll tax increases, in a manner which neither curtails
contributions to the SocialSecurity trust fund, nor gives employers an expensive
and ill-deserved tax break. The refundable per child tax credit plan would provide
36 million families, some 136 million people, with the means to partially offset the
consequences of prolonged federal abdication of responsibility for the welfare of the
nation a most precious asset, its children.

In terms of fiscal impact, the original payroll tax credit plan would add to the def-
icit over the next two years, would be revenue-neutral over the next five years, and
would generate an increase in federal revenues of about $10 billion per year over
the long term. These fiscal impacts result from the fact that the tax credit for work-
ing families is temporary, while the tax increases on the top one per cent are not.
The original per child tax credit plan would be revenue-neutral. These fiscal impacts
are in sharp contrast to those of the Administration's proposals which achieve fiscal
balance only through "smoke and tirrors" accounting gimmicks and the diversion
of resources needed for public investment.

CAPITAL GAINS

The AF1,-CIO is strongly opposed to proposals to cut taxes on capital gains. We
believe that it is unfair to tax the wages and salaries of working people at a higher
rate than the profits made by the wealthy on their sales of stocks, bonds, real estate
and other property. To do so would create a double standard that unfairly discrimi-
nates against one form of income-wages and salaries--in favor of unearned income
in the form of capital-gains. By contrast, working men and women, who pay the
lion's share of taxes must meet their income tax obligations in full every payday.

Cutting taxes on capital gains would benefit overwhelmingly the super-rich, those
same taxpayers who have benefitted so extensively and so underservingly for the
last dozen years. According to Joint Committee on Taxation estimates, more than
two thirds of all the benefits would accrue to taxpayers with incomes in excess of
$200,000. Members of this privileged group would receive tax cuts 83 times the size
of those that would be realized by taxpayers with incomes below $60,000 who have
capital gaiis at all.5

Cutting capital gains taxes would further undo the provision of the 1986 tax re-
form which equalized for a brief time the tax rate on ordinary income and capital
gains. By doing so, the 1986 Act ended one of the most costly and unfair features
of the tax structure and did much to eliminate the tax shelter industry which was
so heavily based on schemes to convert ordinary income into preferentially taxed
capital gains. Cutting the tax on capital gains would produce no benefit for the econ-
omy, apart perhaps from reviving the tax shelter industry. As economist Robert
Eisner notedin recent testimony, such a tax cut might even depress the stock mar-
ket if successful investors rush to "cash in" their capital gains.

claims that cutting taxes on capital gains would somehow increase federal tax
revenues is a cynical affront to the intelligence of the American people, redolent of
voodoo economics at its worst. In reality, it would cause a huge, permanent revenue
drain, continuing a sorry legacy of pushing problems off onto the future for short
term political gain. The evidence that a cut in capital gains taxes would sharply re-

6 Esenwein, Gregg A., "Current Tax Cut Proposals: An Economic Analysis," CRS Issue Brief-
Major Planning Issue, p.4.
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duce revenues is overwhelming; we urge this Committee to review it carefully before
being seduced by bogus estimates that it could not."

TIALI! CARE

The AFL-CIO opposes the Administration's attempt to use the tax code to paper
over its disgraceful failure to develop comprehensive, effective proposals to overhaul
the nation's health care system.

Skyrocketing health care costs have placed a tremendous drag on the nation's eco-
nomic growth, making employers who provide health care coverage less competitive
at home and in international markets and forcing millions of Americans, who cannot
meet the high cost of care, into the ranks of the uninsured.

In 1992 expenditures for health care are expected to consume 14 percent of Gross
National product (GNP) and exceed $00 billion. At the same time, 37 million
Americans are uninsured and another 60 million have coverage that is inadequate
to meet their needs. While economic barriers to health care coverage have put the
nation behind many third world countries on measures of health status, such as in.
fant mortality and morbidity rates, approximately $150 billion of what is spent on
health care annually is going towards wasteful and inappropriate procedures.

The Administration has responded to these trends by proposing that low income
families be given tax credits to help pay for the high cost of private insurance. In
our view, changes in the tax code wilr Ihave little impact on the broad, urgent prob-
lems in the health care system. No tax credit program will contain rising health
care costs, which are expected to exceed $1.6 trillion by the end of the decade; nor
will tax credits stop the costly and harmful delivery of unnecessary tests and proce-
dures or reduce administrative costs, which consume 26 percent of every health care
dollar.

No tax credit program will ensure that all Americans have access to health care
coverage. It is a voluntary effort which may allow some uninsured families to re-
ceive coverage but, at the same time, provide strong incentives for employers to drop
employment-related protection and reap a competitive advantage in the market-place. lven if the original credit covered a signi ficant amount of the insurance pre-
mium, the value of the credit will erode quickly with health care costs rising at dou-
ble digit rates.

At present less than 40 percent of families with incomes below the federal pov-
erty line qualify for Medicaid. These are the individuals that the tax credits are do-
signed to help. Unfortunately, the tax credit proposal is an ineffective means of com-
p ensating for the structural inequities in the current system, Subjecting poor fami-
lies to the whims and unfair administrative practices of private insurers gives little
piece of mind to those that have been locked out of the system that was established
toprotect them.

te time has passed for band-aid approaches to health care reform. Now is the
time for comprehensive reform that would create a single national cost containment
program, put a cap ol the rate of increase in total health spending, contadn fair and
equitable financing, provide a core benefit package to which all Americans would
be entitled, mid requre all employers to contribute fairly, to the cost of care.

Providing for subsidies to offset health care contributions for low income families,
ending the unfair pricing and administrative practices by private insurers, expand-
ing consumer choice and encouraging the development of managed care should be
part of a national reform strategy but cminot substitute for such a strategy. Re-
cently, the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee reported out coi-
prehensive legislation that would address the problems of cost, access and quality.
This body has a number of' proposals before it that reflect our principles. We urge
you to act deliberately and expeditiowIly to move legislation forward.

FLIFMIBLE INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (FIll

iPlroposds to further mortgage the nation's future by creating so-called "Flexible"
IRAs have no place in any economic recovery program worthy of the name.By allowing up -front contributions in after-tax dollars only, including rollovers
from conventional IRAs, FIRAs would create the appearance of raising revenue tem-
porarily. By allowing subsequent tax-free withdrawals of interest and principal, they
would result in an enormous and growing hemorrhage of revenues for years to come.
In conventional IRAs, investment earnings compound tax free, but income tax must
be paid on those earnings when they are withdrawn from the account. Under the
FIRA proposal, by contrast, investment earnings not only would com pound tax free;
no tax would be collected on those earnings even upon withdrawal. Thus, wages

0 Oravelle, Jane 0., CRS Report for Congress, 91-161 RCO, March 23, 1990.
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would continue to be taxed, while dividends, interest and other investment earnings
sheltered in a FIRA would never be taxed, even when they are withdrawn.

Few taxpayers could afford the up-front payment of income taxes on contributions
that a FIRA would require. Those that could afford to do so would reap a substan-
tial reduction in future taxes. The short run revenue gain would in a few years' time
become a huge and growing revenue drain. One similar IRA proposal analyzed by
the CBO would lose $8 billion in tax revenues per year, far more than the Adminis-
tration estimates for its FIRA proposal. 7

TAX CREDITS FOR HOME BUYER

As the AFI-CIO testified before the House Banking Committee on January 29
Representative Gonzales' proposal for the Home Ownership trust is the right kind
of help for first-time buyers, rather than the tax gimmick put forward by the Presi-
dent, that will cost the Treasury more than $5 billion over the next 6 years.

Representative Gonzales proposes that the Home Ownership Trust, authorized by
the National Affordable Housing Act, but never funded, receive $600 million in addi-
tional funds for this year. This is a highly targeted progam aimed at providing
down payment assistance and interest rate buy down aidto perhaps 60,000 first
time buyers who would otherwise have difficulty purchasing a home. The help would
be targeted to moderate income families buying modest homes. It would be repay-
able to the Trust. Buyers would pay at least one percent down.

If in place now, it might be possible, for example, for a worker with a moderate
income to buy up to a $126,000 home with a down payment of only $1,260, instead
of a down payment of $6,000 or more. The homebuyer would receive $4,800 at time
of settlement. This is preferable to the proposed $6,000 tax credit over two years,
which would not be as highly targeted and would not be available at closing when
the home buyer would need the aid.

CORPORATE TAX S

The AFI-CIO has serious reservations about the wisdom of cutting corporate in-
come taxes, whether in the form of Administration proposals to create an Invest-
ment Tax Allowance (ITA), reduce the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT), or by other
means. Corporate income taxes today account for only 9% of federal revenues, com-
pared with 23% in 1960 and 17% in 1970, and 13% in 1980. One of the goals of
the 1986 tax reform legilation was to eliminate several distortions and loopholes
such as the investment tax credit from the tax code. The "base broadening" that re-
suited from elimination of these loopholes was an explicit tradeoff for a reduction
in tax rates, which in the case of the corporate income tax, were reduced from 46%
to 34%. The AFL-CIO opposes tax breaks for corporations without offsetting in-
creases in other corporate taxes sufficient to achieve revenue-neutrality within five
years and for the longer term. Failure to do so would be a breech of faith with mid-
dle income working taxpayers, and could deprive the Treasury of billions of dollars
in badly needed revenues.

Corporate tax cuts are slow acting and difficult to target. They are distinctly infe-
rior, as a form of economic stimulus, to job creating expenditure programs, or to tax
cuts for the middle class. As long as prospects or sales and production remain
bleak, tax cuts for corporations will do little to stimulate the economy or create jobs.

If this committee nevertheless goes forward with the ITA proposal, we urge that
it apply only to domestic goods and services, not imports. Failure to limit the ITA
in this way will add to the trade deficit and further erode the industrial base. We
also urge that other taxes on corporations be increased in subsequent years, suffi-
ciently to make up for the ITA revenue loss.

TRADE POLICY AND TAA

Trade policy is also within this Committee's jurisdiction; it is an area where the
Administration's proposals are of great concern to the AFL-CIO. We have set forth
and will continue to set forth our detailed views on trade policy in other forums,
but we wish to emphasize that long term revitalization of the nation's economy re-
qw res proper trade and industrial policies, which have not been forthcoming from
this Administration or its predecessor. Jobs gained as a result of temporary eco-
nomic stimulus will be of little lasting benefit if trade and industrial policy failures
continue to permit erosion of the nation's industrial base longer term.

7Greenstein, Robert "The Gingrich Tax Plan," Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, Decem-
ber 16, 1991.
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This means trade agreements such as the proposed General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) mid the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAIFA) must
be scrutinized carefully, not rubber stamped; the nation cannot afford any more
such agreements unless it can be demonstrated unequivocally that they are in the
interest of American workers and the American economy. It is also essential for the
Congress to reenact the super 301 provision of U.S. trade law and paw the Trade
Enhancement Act of 1992. Experience has shown that strong U.S. laws are needed
to open foreign markets and reduce this country's trade deficit,

Furthermore, we urge this Committee to rescind tax provisions such as deferral
and the foreign tax credit which presently encourage corporations to disinvest from
America. We also urge you to address the problem of intercorporate pricing gim-
micks of multinational corporations that allow them to escape taxation on their prof-
its. We are particularly concerned with the low rate of taxes paid by Japanese mul-
tinational corporations.

Another important program within this Committee's jurisdiction is Trade Adjust-
ment Assistance (TAA). TAA is the governments often-reaffirmed but never fulfilled
commitment to help workers who are injured by trade. The Bush Administration
and its predecessor have sought. repeatedly to terminate TAA. While they have not
succeeded, the program was gutted in 1981 and has remained cut back throughout
a decade of massively higher trade deficits and worker dislocation.

The Administration's insistence on negotiating NAF'1A and GATT agreements un-
derscores the urgency of improving TAA. Whether such trade agreements are other-
wise deserving of support or not, the workers who are injured by them need and
should be entitled to compensation and assistance. Far too often in the past, work-
ers have been let down by illusory programs which turned out to be an empty shell.

Unfortunately, the Bush Administration is dishing out this sort of shabby treat-
ment of America's workers once again. While paying lip service to the need to help
workers who will be injured by NAFTA, the Adnnndstration's new budget would
eliminate TAA. Instead, as the AFlCIO testified before this Committee on October
3, 1991, TAA requires major improvements in benefits, eligibility and funding if it
is to provide meaningful help to workers injured by these and other proposed agree-
ments. We urge this Committee to reject the Administration's heartless and cynical
proposal to kill TAA, and to support comprehensive improvements in this vital pro-
gram.

RISK OF A BIDDING WAR

While the original refundable payroll tax credit and refundable per child tax cred-
it proposals have great merit, it is deeply troubling that the Admimistration's pro-
posals may have set the stage for a tax cut bidding war, of the kind the nation is
still paying for that occurred in 1981. The AFL-CIO opposes any outcome which
amounts to a Christmas tree of tax breaks for business and the well-to-do, with or
without the accompanying gift-wrap of modest tax cuts for middle income working
families. We oppose even more strenuously any outcome which does not provide sub-
stantial and immediate economic stimulus to put an end to the recession, create
jobs, and alleviate the suffering of the unemployed.

The President's program would create few jobs, and would do little to end the pain
of this stubborn recession. The bulk of his program consists of a myriad of tax gim-
micks that would provide little economic stimulus, but would seriously erode the tax
base, primarily for the benefit of those who are already well-to-do.

Fairness requires adoption of refundable payroll and per-child tax credits for the
middle class. Both fairness and the country's pressing revenue needs require that
they be paid for by tax increases on the well-to-do. Corporations must also pay their
fair share.

Economic recovery requires a comprehensive program of economic stimulus, help
for the unemployed, and longer term policies of the kind we have urged in this testi-
mony. Congress and the President should act immediately to develop and implement
such a program to create jobs, repair the nation's crumbling infrastructure, mid get
this economy moving again.

Thank you for considering the views of the AFL-CIO on these important matters.
Our views on several of the other revenue proposals put forward by the Administra-
tion, and by others, is set forth in the attached Appendix

APPENDIX I

The following are the views of the AFL-CIO on several additional revenue propos-
als put forward recently by the President and others.
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TARGETED) JOBS TAX CREDIT

The AFT.-CIO opposes the proposal to extend the targeted jobs tax credit. This
tax credit is an unwarranted wage subsidy to employers; it simply provides windfall
profits to employers for hiring workers they have on their payrolls already.

ENTERPRISE ZONES

The AFIr-CIO is opposed to Enterprise Zone proposals. These proposals will not
create additional jobs or help to revitalize depressed areas. Rather, they will encour-
age the reshuffling of existing jobs from place to place, and heighten destructive
inter- and intra-state competition for industry.

The recent history of enterprise zones set up under various state programs in.
eludes numerous instances where existing firms have relocated into zone areas, con-
tributing nothing to net job creation, but nevertheless involving the expenditure of
public funds." It is difficult to determine whether businesses have set up, expanded,
or relocated in enterprise zones due to the availability of tax subsidies or due to
other factors, such as nearness to markets and adequate public facilities.

Eliminating capital gains for property located in a zone would benefit owners of
older businesses, not new industry and even then, only when they sell out. The
expensing of contributions to capital proposal also is a measure that would be most
helpful to highly profitable businesses which need rapid write-offs to offset other in-
comes, rather than newly started businesses.

The proposed refundable tax credit for "qualified" employees would result in an
inequitable tax situation among workers depending upon where they work. In many
distressed areas, existing and potential employment would be outside the zone, and
workers with the same income would not receive the credit. Thus, residents of the
zone would not receive the credit if they worked elsewhere, while nonresidents
might. Further, though it is an improvement over the existing targeted jobs tax
credit which goes to the employer not the employee, we suspect that employers
would use the credit as an excuse to pay lower wages.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

We are not unmindful of the tremendous popularity in the Congress of proposals
to restore some form of investment tax credit, but we urge this Committee to review
carefully the overwhelming evidence that the investment tax credit is slow-acting,
difficult to target, and extremely costly in terms of revenues lost as compared with
economic stimulus produced. 9

If the Committee nevertheless goes forward with an investment tax credit pro-
posal, we urge that it be temporary rather than permanent; that it be targeted to
those industries which will use it most effectively and are in greatest need, and that
the credit apply only to domestic goods and services, not imports. Failure to limit
the credit to domestic goods and services will add to the nation's trade deficit and
enormous external debt, and will further undermine the industrial base, Fur.
thermore, we urge that the revenues lost as a result of any temporary investment
tax credit be made up over the next five years, by means of an offsetting increase
in the corporate income tax rate.

ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX (AMT)

The AFL-CIO opposes the proposal to scale back the corporate AMT with regard
to depreciation. Tie AMT is essential to assure that corporations pay their fair
share of taxes. The AMT should be strengthened, not weakened as the Administra-
tion proposes.

"PASSIVE LOSS" REAL ESTATE TAX BREAKS

We oppose restoration of so-called "passive loss" real estate tax breaks. Phasing
out these tax breaks was sound tax policy when it was adopted in 1986; there is
no valid reason to reverse course now. They distort economic activity, and are of
benefit almost exclusively to the very wealthy, The only stimulus they would pro-
vide is to lawyers and accountants employed in the tax shelter industry.

"Enterprise Zones, Leseona from the Maryland experience. GAO Report to Congressional Re.
questers, December 1988. Publication number OAO/PEMD-89-2.

SGravelle, Jane 0. and Kiefer. Donald W. "The Investment Tax Credit: An Analytical Over.
view," Congressional Research Service Report No. 79-77 K, March 6, 1979.
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INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (TRAS)

The AFLCIO opposes proposals to restore full IRA tax breaks to upper income
taxpayers. The 1986 tax reform did not limit IRA tax breaks for the vast majority
of taxpayers. Breaks were eliminated only for taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes
above $60,000 (joint filers) who are not covered by employer-sponsored retirement
plans. According to a recent Joint Committee on Taxation study, only 18% of tax-
payers fell into this category in 1991; 73% of all taxpayers were still eligible to make
fidly deductible contributions to an IRA, while another 9% with adjusted gross in-
comes between $40 000 and $60,000 could still make partially deductible col-
tributions.10 The weil-to-do would therefore be virtually the sole beneficiaries of re-
storing full deductibility of IRA contributions. It is estimated that 96% of the bene-
fits from restoration of full deductibility would accrue to the richest 20% of tax.
payers; nearly one third of the benefits would accrue to the richest 6%.
We see merit in allowing penalty-free loans from IRA accounts, to finance the pur-

chase of a primary residence, and to pay for educational and extraordinary medical
experts, under rules similar to those which currently apply to loans from 401-K
plans. The Administration's proposal to allow penalty-free withdrawals without re-quirig repayment goes too far; it would undermine the ostensible purpose of IRAs,

which is to provide a vehicle to save for retirement.

TAX EXEMPTON FOR EMPLOYER-PROVIDED EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE AND GROUP
LEGAL SERVICES

Proposals to extend for six months the existing tax exemption for employer-pro-
vided educational assistance and group legal services do not go far enough. The
AFL-CIO strongly supports making permanent the extension of these tax exemp-
tions. Employer provided educational assistance (Sec. 127) allows a worker to ex-
clude from taxable income certain amounts paid by their employer for the purpose
of educational assistance. Many workers use this assistance to improve their skills.

Group Legal Services (Sec. 120) should also be extended permanently. However,
the Committee should consider increasing the annual premium in order to account
for increases in the cost of providing this necessary employee benefit.

PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTEE CORPORATION

The AFL-CIO has long supported measures to bolster the financial stability and
growth of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC). However, we oppose
proposals contained in the President's budget that are aimed at "reforming" the
BC, as they pose serious problems for the long-term pension and even health

benefit security of workers.

INCREASE EMPLOYEE CONTRIBITIONS TO CSR8

The proposed increase of 2% in federal employee contributions to their old pension
plan is a break in faith to these workers who were told that the old system would
be maintained. A basic element of that system was a 7% employee contribution, and
a federal government share to provide the agreed upon benefits. Any shortfall in
the trust fund, if there is one, is due to past failure of the federal government to
pay into the fund.

PROHIBIT DOUBLE DIPPING BY THRIF S RECEIVING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

The proposal to prohibit "double dipping by thrift institutions receiving federal
assistance appears to have merit. The savings and loan debacle will cost taxpayers
more than $600 billion, including interest. To add insult to injury, the resolution
of failed thrift institutions has been mishandled almost every step of the way, there-
by adding tremendously to the cost to taxpayers. To the extent that the proposal
to prohibit "double dipping" represents a small, overdue step in the direction oflim.
iting the hemorrhage it will have AF'L-CIO support.

TAXATION OF CREDIT UNIONS

The AFL-CIO opposes the Administration's proposal to tax credit utuona. Credit
unions are depositor-owned and controlled co-operative associations, not privately-
owned, profit-seeking corporations. It is therefore not appropriate to treat them for
tax purposes in the same mamer as commercial banks.

10 Oreenstein, Robert "The Kindest Cut," The American Prospect Fall 1991.
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STATEMENT OF THwE AMvRICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

This statement is submitted by Peter L. Faber, Chair of the Section of Taxation
of the American Bar Ass5)ciatiol), on behalf of the Association.

The Association recognizes that many forces are driving the consideration of sig-
nificant tax legislation this year. The sluggish economy and continued high levels
of unemployment, along with other factors, have generated numerous proposals in-
tenided to stimulate savings and investment, to jump start" the economy, and to
create jobs. Considerations relating to the progressivity of the Tax Code are simulta-
neously * ving rise to another body of proposals, as well as raising concerns about
the distributional effects of proposals intended to address the Nation's economic ills.

This Committee has the difficult task of weighing a number of diverse-and often
competing-policies in evaluating proposals for legislative change. These policies in-
clude social policies, such as how progressive the federal tax system should be; eco-
nomic policies, such as the appropriate balance between short-term economic goals
and long-term economic goals; and policies that relate to using the income tax as
a vehicle for raising needed revenues in a fair and efficient manner.

The ABA Tax Section does not claim expertise in matters of social or economic
policy, nor have we been elected to make ultimate decisions that balance competing
economic policy, social policy and tax policy concerns. Our primary expertise lies in
the design of the tax laws pursuant to policies adopted by Congress, in the applica-
tion of the Internal Revenue Code to business transactions and investments and in
the determination of the proper treatment of such activities on tax returns. Through
our 26,000 members we have broad experience with the extent to which cor-
porations and individuals respond to opportunities to reduce taxes by arranging
their activities to make itse of tax incentives or preferences. We also have first-haid
experience with the extent to which complexity and uncertainty in the tax law can
have a chilling effect on business and investment activity.

My testimony today will not argue for or against any particular proposal based
on our experience and expertise. The other policy considerations that must be taken
into account by this Committee may well justify a different conclusion in a given
instance than would be reached based on the limited tax policy considerations that
I will address.

Our general position is that the Committee should proceed with great caution in
adopting changes that run counter to the overall purposes and achievements of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986. As you may recall the ABA strongly supported the fun-
damental objectives of the 1986 Act-Lbroadening of the tax base and reduction in
tax rates-in 1986 and 1986. We also testified before this Committee in February
1990, expressing our continued strong support for these principles. As tax practi-
tioners, we continue to believe in the benefits to the tax system that have flowed
from the 1986 Act,

While social and economic policy considerations may lead the Congress to reintro-
duce certain tax incentives in order to stimulate economic behavior that is deter-
mined to be desirable, we would urge the Committee to think back to the reasons
for tax reform:

(1) Fairness: The preferences that had accumulated in the tax code before
1986 caused tq ,payers with similar incomes to pay widely varying amounts of
income tax. Individuals and corporations with substantial economic' incomes
were able to pay little or no tax by using these preferences. These factors fos-
tered the perception that the tax system was unfair and undermined respect for
the tax laws.

In addition to addressing these fairness concerns, tax reform's elimination of
preferences and tax shelters had a significant impact on the effective progres.
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sivity of the tax system. Even with lower nominal rates, the broadening of the
tax base has caused ninny people with significant income to pay a higher effec-
tive tax rate on their income than they did before tax reform.

(2) Efficiency or Neufrality: Preferences distorted economic decisions, channel-
ing fitn& into investments based on their tax results rather than their economic
return. Tax shelters threatened the continued viability of our income tax sys-
tem.

(3) Sirnplicit or Adminstrability: The existence of preferences and special
rules forced taXpay ers to determine whether they fit within the favored group
or not, and the Il9 had to make similar determination as part of the audit
process. Taxpayers understandably sought to fit their transactions within one
of the favored categories, thus giving rise to transactional complexities and the
artificial structuring of transactions and investments.

Many of the proposals that have been put forward to solve the Nation's economic
ills are problematic when examined from the perspective of the goals of tax reform.
Even though a proposal may seem harmless enough in isolation, it was the accumu-
lation of such innocent provisions over time that made tax reform essential. We are
concerned that the reintroduction of preferences--in the name of economic incen-
tives--will lead to the very problems that tax reform was intended to solve. We are
also concerned that the reintroduction of preferences will lead the country down the
road of narrowing the tax base, a path that must inevitably also lead to higher
rates. While we do not pretend to advise this Committee as to the proper setting
of tax rates, we firmly believe that it is desirable to have a broad tax base together
with rates as low as possible in light of the country's revenue needs.

Ile types of problems that concern us can be illustrated by many of the proposals
that have been put forward, Without suggesting that any particular proposal raises
these concerns more than others, let me give some examples of how several propos-
ale can be viewed when one focuses on the goals of tax reform:

(1) Fairness: Fairness concerns are raised by such proposals as a targeted in-
vestment tax credit or allowance, which will result in taxpayers with similar in-
come paying different amounts of tax. Taxpayers investing in equipment that
falls outside the target will question the fairness of the provision, as will tax-
payers in ioncapital-intensive industries. Similar issues are raised if the credit
or allowance is incremental since those who have made substantial recent in-
vestments will be ineligible for the benefit. A temporary credit or allowance
would raise fairness issues for transition rules at both the beginning and the
end of the period during which it is in effect. If incentives are adopted, they
should be carefully crafted so as to encourage legitmate economic activity and
not spawn a new generation of dubious tax shelters.

(2) Efficiency or neutrality: While an ITC could also be used as an example
of a proposal that is contrary to the principle of tax neutrality, the enterprise
zone proposals serve equally well. The proposals are specifically designed to in-
duce certain types of investments as opposed to tax reform's goal of letting
market forces direct investments. serious attention must be given to preventing
enterprise zones from becoming the tax shelters of the 1990's.

(3) Simplicity or Administrahility: An example of a proposal that raises com-
plexity concerns is the proposal to reinstate a significant capital gains pref-
erence, which will reintroduce transactional complexity that was eliminated by
the 1986 Act. As intended by the preference, taxpayers will seek to structure
their activities, transactions md investments so as to receive favorable capital
gains treatment. Attempting to convert ordinary income into capital gain will
once again become a central feature of tax planning. The concept of limiting a
favorable rate to only certain types of capital assets would introduce a dimen.
sion of complexity not present in prior law and would undoubtedly lead to ef-
forts to convert nonqualifying gains into qualifying gains through various tech-
tuques. Multiple tiers of capital gains subject to different rates dependin on the
length of the taxpayer's holding period would place more pressure on the rules
for determining holding periods and place a greater burden on taxpayers to
keep track of the precise date on which an asset is acquired.

Having undoubtedly offended almost everyone who has put forth a proposal by
pointing out what we perceive to be tax policy problems, let me hasten to reiterate
that I do not mean to suggest that, all things considered, any of these proposals
should be rejected. While they may raise important tax policy concerns, economic
and social policy considerations may well outweigh these concerns. It is the
unenviable task of this Committee to weigh all of these considerations in reaching
its decision.
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Before closing, I would like to make two final comments. First, I would like to
pause for a moment on the subject of the complexity of our tax law. We believe that
complexity ,yha-reached the point that a substantial number of taxpayers are unable
or unwilling to comply with the tax law. Ma'or contributors to the current level of
complexity are the frequency of legislative change and, in a number of instances,
a striving for conceptual purity that resists practical compromise with the real-
world concern of administrability. This latter force is reflected in highly targeted
proposals, the scope of which may also be constrained by revenue considerations. We
hope that in drafting targeted provisions including those that phase out as income
levels increase, the Committee will be mindful of the complexity being engendered,
particularly whore the provision will affect large numbers of individuals. In this re-
gard, we urge the Committee to measure the number of affected individuals not sn-
ply by counting those whose returns ultimately reflect application of the provision

ut by also counting those who must analyze whether they fall within the affected
group or not.

Second, while we understand the desire to move quickly on a tax bill, we urge
the Committee, to the extent possible, to release legislative language for study by
groups such as ours before the legislation is agreed to. Chairman Rostenkowski is
to be commended for following this procedure with respect to recent legislative pro-
poeals (such as the intangibles bill). Affording affected taxpayers and professional
groupss the opportunity to review legislative language in advance improves the qual-

ity of the legislation and goes a long way toward fostering faith in the fairness of
the legislative process. The ABA Tax Section would welcome the opportunity to
work with the staff in ironing out technical issues raised by legislative proposals.
We volunteer our services mid believe that as experienced practitioners and advisers
we can be helpful to the process.

In sum, the ABA urges the Committee to be mindful of the achievement of tax
reform and to proceed cautiously with provisions that may run counter to that
achievement. Nonetheless, we recognize that many factors outside our area of exper-
tise should properly be considered by the Committee in deciding whether a particu-
lar type of tax legislation is advisable.
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February 20, 1992

Senator Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Dental Association respectfully requests that the
Committee on Finance reinstate the tax deductibility of
interest paid on student loans as part of a viable economic
growth package for the middle class. Reinstating tax
deductions for interest on student loans will foster two
desirable goals in a fiscally responsible manner - providing
sorely needed tax relief for the middle class and increasing
accessibility to higher education.

The cost of higher education has increased 50% nationally in
the last decade, while access to grants and scholarships has
been restricted.' Such trends do not pose a problem for
wealthy students or those who receive comprehensive, low-
income grants. However, for the 90% of students who must
finance their own education to some degree, the increased
costs pose significant obstacles. In fact, the great majority
of students are low or middle-class, and over 50% of them rely
on federally-backed student loans as the primary means of
financing their education.'

Dentists, newly graduated from school and desirous of
establishing a practice, face the dual burdens of repaying
exceptionally high student debts, while financing the capital
outlays necessary to set up practice. In February 1990, Dr.
Michael Crete, a dentist from Michigan, presented the
situation of the average young dentist in testimony before
Representative Rangel's Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures. The average dental student graduates with $52,000
worth of debt from strirtily educational costs.3 An investment
of approximately $90,000 is necessary to begin even a modest,
one operatory practice. When weighed against the fact that a
significant percentage of young dentists earn less than

I Senator Bill Bradley (0-NJ), testimony before the House Committee on
Education and Labor, February 6, 1992.

2 Ibid.

American Association of Dental Schools, "1991-92 Senior Survey"
(Washington, D.C.: American Association of Dental Schools), 1992.

55-026 0 - 92 - 8
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$20,000, a strong case is made that tax relief in the form of

deductions for interest on student loans is necessary and

equitable.4

Reinstating the deductibility of interest on student loans

would lessen the burden on students, removing a disincentive

to students considering a career in dentistry and making it

more feasible for young dentists to practice in rural and low-

income areas. Without legislation which makes dental

education more affordable, young dentists will be forced to
seek only the most remunerative practice situations to support
their obligations. The existing problem of inadequate dental
services in rural and urban low-income areas will worsen.
Furthermore, the expense of a dental education contributes to
the continuing decrease in the number of applications and the
closing of several dental schools, creating a looming threat
to even middle-income areas.

Restoration of the tax deductibility of interest paid on
student loans would increase the opportunity for under-
represented groups to pursue higher education. The current
state of dental schools is of course critical to the future of
the profession and the services it can render to society. The
American Dental Association is committed to creating a diverse
body of dental students to meet the oral health needs of all
Americans. At present, fifteen percent of dental school
students are black or Hispanic. One out of every three
students is a woman.) This composition is not yet
representative of the population at large, but it is improving
through the efforts of the schools. However, the continued
expansion of opportunity in this field is jeopardized by its
high cost.

In light of the length and breadth of the problem, the
American Dental Association supports full deductibility of
interest paid on students loans. Such action would reduce the
burden on the individual, reduce the default rate on student
loans, and facilitate provision of dental care to all segments
of society. Legislation addressing the financing of student
loans would recognize the importance of higher education to
the ability of a nation to compete globa.lly. Access to
science education is particularly important to the smooth
functioning and advancement of a modern economy. FoL" these
and other reasons, legislation providing tax relief for
educational loans has won bi-partisan support in both houses
of Congress and was recently supported by the Administration
in the President's State of the Union Address.

A further point supporting deductibility of interest on
student loans is that a dental education is a requisite to the
practice of dentistry. The cost of this education is an
unavoidable business expense, yet loans to cover this cost are
currently labelled consumer loans. The American Dental
Association believes that this treatment of these loans is
inappropriate, and could be corrected with the incorporation
of full tax deductibility of interest paid on student loans in
an economic growth package. Inclusion of such relief would
aid dentists in providing quality oral health care to society
now and in the future.

4 Bureau of Economic and Behavioral Research, "1991 Survey of Dental
Practice" (Chicago, American Dental Association), 1991.

S The source for the demographic information in this section is the
Council on Dental Education, "Annual Report on Dental Education, 1991-92
Academic Year" (Chicago: American Dental Association), 1992.
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There is legislation before Congress which will assist in

moving towards these goals. The American Dental Association

endorses S.2160, sponsored by Senators Boren and Grassley,

which would provide some degree of relief for all students.

With passage of such a measure, loan burdens would be

lightened by either a credit or a deduction, with the benefits

being enjoyed by the government and society as well as the

individual. Moreover, the targeting of the most extreme cases

makes this a fiscally sound instrument. Relief as proposed in

S.2160 is limited to needs-tested loans, and would be

applicable to c..ly 48 months of the life of the loan. The

Joint Committee on Taxation reports that this selective

interest deduction program could save 70% of the revenue that

would be spent in a universal program.
This legislation will stimulate the American economy in both
the short and long-term. Upon enactment, it will provide
relief for middle class families and struggling students with
almost no effect on government revenue. As a first step in
making higher education more accessible, it works towards
maintaining and increasing the education level of our work
force. Reinstating the tax deductibility of interest on
student loans is an investment in our future we cannot
afford not to make and deserves inclusion in the growth
package under consideration.

Please let me know if I may provide any further information on
this subject. Thank you for your attention to this important
matter.

Sincerely,

William E. Allen, D.D.S.
Associate Executive Director

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

The American Farm Bureau Federation represents almost four million member
families and is vitally concerned with the economic growth proposals that you are
discussing today.

Whether the economy is weak, sort of weak, about to recover, in a recovery or
about to go back into a slump is not the reason to change U.S. fiscal policy direction.
The reason to change economic policy direction is that businesses and households are
laboring under tremendous tax and regulatory burdens which mean that a lasting economic
recovery will not be possible, federal revenues will continue to erode, spending will remain
out of control and the deficit will worsen.

World events demand that the U.S. economy be stronger than ever. We should be
showing by example to the former communist world that we really do support free
enterprise, private property rights and the economic opportunity these institutions provide.

The facts of the matter are that households and businesses, which include all of
Farm Bureau's membership, are under tremendous economic pressure from ever-growing
federal spending and tax burdens and an explosive growth in federal regulations.
Businesses and households need permanent relief if we are to return to a long period of
economic growth and private sector opportunity.

During the last 12 years, there was one year of positive tax policy change-.1981.
The year of 1981 was followed by nine years of tax hikes and federal government growth.
The economy grew for the rest of the 1980s because the 1981 tax changes favored the
private sector, the Federal Reserve resolved to reduce inflation and all government
regulations were under intense administrative review for their potential negative economic
impact
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The demise of the 92-month economic recovery of the 1980s was assured when
Congress passed the 1990 budget agreement with White House help to raise taxes. Prior
to the budget agreement, federal domestic spending had been reduced to less than a 5
percent annual increase in FY 1989. Federal domestic spending increased over 12 percent
in FY 1991. It will increase over 8 percent in FY 1992 and by over 7.5 percent for FY
1993-95 according to the budget agreement of 1990. These increases are unconscionable in
light of the economic adjustments now going on throughout the private sector.

The current tax and regulatory burden on businesses and households must be
reduced if Congress and the administration are ever to resolve the nation's fiscal problems.
Without the prospects of a growing economy it will not be possible to bring federal
spending under control, and federal revenues will continue to grow slowly as the downward
spiral feeds on itself, During the 92-month economic expansion, the deficit was declining
as a percent of the GNP because federal revenues rose with expanded economic activity
and the rate of spending was growing more slowly than the GNP.

Congress must begin to do what businesses and households do each year-.adapt its
spending to a level of tax revenue which a growing economy can support without
impairing future economic growth. Congress must also enact economic growth tax
incentives that are long-term and provide certainty in the tax code.

We recognize that any tax legislation drafted by the Senate Finance Committee will
contain components of many of the bills under review. It is not timely for Farm Bureau
to endorse specific legislation, but we can offer our position which we believe will be
beneficial to the economy and taxpayers.

Farm Bureau supports all fiscal policy alternatives that have the net impact of
reducing the tax and regulatory burdens on businesses and households. Specifically, we
support the following fundamental changes in economic policy:

Adjust capital gains for inflation and cut the capital gains tax rate;

Change depreciation schedules to allow quicker recovery of investments;

Cut Social Security taxes, especially the burden on self-employed, and con ,ert to a
pay-as-we-go basis;

Increase the personal exemption for income taxes to offset the negative impact of
inflation over the 1948 to 1991 period and to keep pace with wage and salary
increases due to productivity gains. This is one area where middle class families
have been put further and further behind;

Put a two-year moratorium on alj federal regulations;

Freeze AjU federal outlays, including entitlement outlays, for the coming year at the
current year level;

Pass a constitutional amendment to require Congress to operate on a balanced
budget through spending control;

Give the President line-item veto authority; and

Reinstate a permanent investment tax credit.

These recommendations reflect the position of nearly four million member families
who are directly affected by the decisions you will make within this Committee. Farm
Bureau asks you to review these points and approve those that lie within its jurisdiction.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMRicAN HOTEL & MOTEL ASSOCIATION

The American Hotel & Motel Association is a federation of state associations located in the
50 states, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia. Our membership
consists of over 9,000 properties comprising more than 1.4 million ientable roorns. Included
within our membership are properties from all major hotel chains as well as a large number of
smaller independent properties.

As with many other industries, the lodging industry has suffered through an economically
devastating year in 1991. The decline in business due to the recession in this country was
exacerbated by the Mideast war and the fear of travelling which that engendered Vacations for
many Americans became a time to stay at home and take day trips, not time to travel far and utilize
lodging facilities. With the recession causing decreased business, business travel naturally
slackened, also.

Now, as 1992 dawns our economy is still struggling, as yet unsuccessfully, to get moving
and growing again. Traditionally, recovery in the lodging industry trails business recovery
generally; business travel and recreational travel are a reflection of confidence in the economy and
a response to a healthy business climate. Due to this lagging behind the general economic
recovery, the lodging industry anticipates 1992 to be another troubled year. If, as many predict,
true recovery is under way by the second quarter of 1992, the lodging industry can reasonably
expect its own recovery to be delayed until the end of 1992 or the beginning of 1993.

As an affected industry, we particularly appreciate the willingness of the Finance
Committee to recognize the need to promote long-term economic growth and short-term fiscal
stimulus to the economy and for taking steps to reach those goals at this time. We also understand
that there is no clear blueprint for recovery and that competing interests will be offering
,.ontradictory suggestions to the committee. Despite the difficulties this will create, if economic
growth remains the goal we are confident appropriate measures will be adopted. With that in
mind, we offer the following suggestions.

We believe you should include in your tax package specific employer incentives to train
and retain employees. Specifically we believe that the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit should be made a
permanent part of our tax code. There has been a 'epetitive history of short term extensions and
even a time of lapse and retroactive application ovr, the history of TTC. The tentative nature of
this credit has limited its usefulness. As a permanent pan of the tax code more employees could
integrate utilization of TTC into their Human Resources policies. The lodging industry is one of
the major industries providing entry level jobs to a broad range of individuals in our society, A
permanent TJTC would enhance our ability to continue this practice and increase the prospects of
those individuals intended to be benefited by TITC.

Similarly, we believe that some form of capital gains treatment must be returned to the tax
code. We are aware that capital gains has been a polarizing political issue with different opinions
as to who is helped and the revenue effect from capital gains. However, we believe that the return
of capital gains to our tax code is an effective means of benefiting a large segment of our society
and is a sign of confidence by the Congress that our citizens should invest in the business of this
country and should be appropriately rewarded for taking risks attendent to such investment.

Likewise, we join in the concerns expressed by many elements of the real estate industry to
address numerous existing problems. As you are likely aware, the lodging industry has
substantial real estate holdings and has also been affected by the downturn in real estate. Revisiting
items such as passive loss, among others, can also be expected to have a salutory effect on certain
segments of our industry

There has been some attention given to a return in some form of an investment tax credit.
However much of what we have read has been targeted to the manufacturing segment of our
economy. We would note that before its repeal, investment tax credit had application in the
lodging industry, typically considered part of the service sector of our economy. We believe it
inappropriate to return ITC to only one segment of our economy ignoring completely the service
sector. As deliberations continue on this item we request you to keep in mind the previous
application of the ITC.
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As consideration of tax legislation to help provide a spur to our economy goes on, the "pay
ai you go" philosophy of last year's budget agreement will inevitably complicate and bog down the
process. We believe that a healthy economy with growing employment and thriving business will
return to th. :ederil government in tax dollars the cost of starting that process. To look to take
from an industry by increasing a tax on the healthy portion of its business whether to benefit that
industry or another will inevitably cause the attempt to spur our economy to fail. In many
industries, but in particular in the lodging industry, the economic condition is fragile. Over the
past decade, wave after wave of new costly regulations, other expenses and taxes have hit the
lodging industry. From spiralling health care costs, through forced wage increases, the costs of
complying with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the partial disallowance of business meals
and cnteriamnment. the lodging industry has been repeatedly bartered.

For the lodging industry, and others, to participate in the economic recovery Congressional
tax action must help, not hinder that recovery. We call on the Finance Committee to be mindful of
the difficult circumstances which industries such as lodging find themselves in, and we pledge our
cooperation in working with you to reach your goal of economic growth.

STATEMENT OF THE BEAR, STmRNs & Co. INC.

I am pleased to testify before the Senate Finance Committee on tum &ad the

economy,

As a general matter, the economy shows very few sips o( recovery. The long.

awaited and much.anticipated recovery is stil a forecAut. not a really. LIndeed. a number o{

si s suggest that the recession may be spreading from the two cousu into the Mi&*est. and

possibly the South. Revisions to the fourth quarter data oa GDP may produce a negative

number from the meagre rite of 0.3% at a annual rate reported inltia4y. Ealy reports for

the winter quarter ending in March are mixed, but do not suggest mor than a flat or tcro.

growth quarter, and they do not rule out a quarterly decline.

In these clrcumstances I stron*ly recommend that t e Committee report oit

an expansionary tax-cutting policy. The pubbc should be able to clealy daerm a stlmulattve

fiscal approach, which might move the economy towrds a 41 resl rats of r cov*ry durtm

the next few years, in line with the averap ipwth rate durtV the eiti prior post.World

War II expansions.

Tax measures to reduce the cme o( ce W aW labor shosid be clearly

announced and quickly implemented. Lo .irua kandva to rewad produce,. saver

and Investors should be the centerpiem, atd them uincn should be mad permanent,
not temporary. Efk* dams should be reiaoeci o J 0 aaay la at Februaiy la 1992, to

avoid the cO niious postponement or defcrrl of icoe decio to invest or spend a

factor which may already be at work boldn tack econosioc -*ca.
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The Committee should am be ha W by nw.,,rm cowArmn over the

budget OWIL Defldt estilmato foiownS the l"0 budst dea Ma beern rbe

sisnificantly, Just siie mid-yeU 1991, the deficit projected for the &e years, endluV i

has been raised by $4 0 bdlon. This extraordinary mishap is a function o( the longer than

expected period of stagnation and recession, utelf a result of rsig tax and regulatory ow

burdens which have created ignificant obetacles to economic growth.

While I certainly agree with the goal of steady deficit reduction dunrI the

years ahead, I emphasize the view that this goal will never be achieved In the abeen of a

strong recovery in economic gpowth. Should fscal policy decisions be taken to reutcentrvue

work effort and capital formation, then a historically normal recovery rate of 4.2% real

output grovh over the nex three year, and a 3.7% raw over the five-year period, would

reduce the Federal budget deficit to neg lgible Wvls by 1996-1997.

But ths will never be achieved if the restrictive nd aWutere fscal policy of

recent years is continued. instead polcy must stiuf to in expansionary mode. We wll

never tai. spend or regulate our way to a balanced budpt. We can, however, Vw out way

toward budget balance, provided that proper econon* ui4satives are put il place along

with spending restrainL In t" scne I recommend that tbe Commite reJct the timid

advice given by many economy experts. This is a time (ot bold asctlow to e1the economy

moving and to expand Its long-w potential to grow.

Economic Situadtom

While real output began to recover in the middle quarters of 1991. nsing at a

1.4% annual rate, real GDP expanded at only a 0.3 percent annual rate in the founh

quarter. What's more, recent trends for a number of key ikators suugget that the

economy may be again tuning down, and the winter quarter ending In Match could even

register a modest decline. The most recent employment report for January revealed a

surprising 102,000 reduction of private non-farm payroll. Within this report, manufacturing

jobs dropped by 5 1,000, marking the fifth consecutive monthly decline, totaling 204,000 loll

jobs in this sector. Also, retail employment fell by 5 1,000 in January.

Overall, during the mos recent three months payroll have 1et another

31&OO jobs after temporarily stabilizing over the prior three months. This latest declining
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jobs trend has been accompanied by three consecutive monthly decline In Indunal

production. More than likely, January wig bria fouirt decUoe. Moreover, the Pu'cha !

Managers index has declined in each of the peat fout months, while the trend in durable

goods orders has been down in each o( theM t monthsf

Mesinwhie ret sales have dropped La (ou of the pest 1ve months. end

excluding car sales this measure has lost ground (or rv st right months. TIN combinton

of declining recent trends In empl"mcnt, produce ion and sales raise serious questions u to

whether there wi be any recovery et aU in the flu hailo 1992L

Economic indlcatofs hivE slipped consideebly in recent months.

Ec onomtC

'dox of Not
ustess Formaieon

e'duemtal PeodwcOon

4APM Syrwy

Outile Gooe Oroers

IVmoi0Od MISS)

Pnvet* Nontfam Payrolls

Manufacturing Payrolis

Self- E played Workers

petal Sates

Retal Sales E-Autos

LAing indicator: Index

Costcident inckators Index

N a- Torm

August

Septernu

September

S40term'er

September

August

Sepembe

Juy

July

Augut

J*i

Percent Chamge
ji:o F,_M C g_qff!_fiqP

- 1 4% Oowf two Of he Iast Jtiree monster

-0 6% Oown three slaghlt months

-6 5 Percenta"e Oown fourtralght mones
points

-3.1% Oown ttee Stright months,

-0$% 00w fou straight monO&

-1 1% 00wvi Re ittom montts.

-4 3% Oown three of the lam fOwu momths.

-1 3% OM fou of trfar i As lve moril.

- 1 7% 00" RVestajgltr monte

-0 6% Oow three of t eA tow montets.

-IQ% Do"t" 01 helastOVIDM001tts.1

Whle reviewing thee dippointfig economic trends, I wish to draw special

attention to tworelsaionAhpe Pi st is the lIuksgi between new business formations and new

jobs. Second Is the lImp between rising unermploymnt claims and declining consumer

confidence.
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As i result of tax increase meuurva Implemented In recent ye the cost of

both labor and capital has been ianS.my rae while returns have been lowered. On the

margin, many believe it no longer pays to wort and vuit. Perhaps this is best illustrated by

the failure to reigrute new business formation, which is the backbone of the entreprentura

economy and one of the best indicators of risk.taking animal spirits, According to Dun A

Bradstreet, new business incorporations peaked in the 1986-1988 period at around 66.X00

per month, or 78&0(X) per year. mo,,lng up from around 41,000 per month or 48&000 per

year in the early 1980%. However, through September 1991 this measure remauo 2V%

below its prior peak.

The continuing weakness of new business formation is responsible for the *ak

of jobs growth. Since the cyclical jobs peak in June 990, employment has declined by 1 68

million. This declne can be directly traced to the lack of new business creation. When the

1982.1990 expansion generated over 18 million no jobs, more than 90 o( these new obs

were created by small businestes and new business. People forget that the lArgs

American companies have beea downsizing and restrucn for yeas; It wu not thi

established corporate sector which created the job surge of the last deadd.

Not only has overall employment powtl sunated, but minority employment

appears to have come to halt Black umpiom foa r f example, which dropped from

21.296 in 1983 10.5% In the spring of 1990. stands curensly at 13.7% through Janua 1992.

For Hispanics. the unemployment rate dropped 13.7% ia 1M il the way to 6.7% In 1980.

but dunng this rece"nJohas rWa to 11.3%. From IM2 thmruh 197 Hls spnic w

business creation rose by 80.5, and new buinemse owved by blacks Inresed by J76%.

While more recent data am no yet available. the disappowuntl unemployment In

these minority areas Ugges th minodty entropmb W" ho sagge

Zero Inflatloe

The most optimistic side of the economic outlook is the Fed's 1950s Bretton Woods.

style monetary policy, which has significantly reduced inflation and interest rites over the

past ten years, and has reintensifled this effort over the past three yean. The return tO low

inflation is important: there is no better foundation for economic growih than low in'lation

and its near cousin low Interest rates.t u Ow monenw equiOl4Nt o0a tax cia. Price stability
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and strong monetary purchasing power are the keys to successuNI long.run economc

performance. This is a greatly underrated actor in the economic outlook.

Under Greenspan's stewardship the theme of zero-inflation, or price stabibry, with a

gold and commodity.backed dollar, Is becoming more and more a reality. Despite nearly

three years of discount and fed funds rate cuts, both gold and the CR8 futures n<du reman

steady. As a result a forecast of a 2% C?! and no change in the PPI over the nou twe

months is not out of the question.

In just the past year, three-month Tleasury bills have declined from 63% to 3 8%.

while ten.year Treaury note yklds have eased from &2% to 7.3%. This explaus the sharp

rise of the stock market, whkb has increased real household net worth by an esumated $"

billion since 19 and whikb is pointing to some improvement in businem conditions durimg

the year ahea.

The bernftts of a zero.inflaotin monetary pobcy ast enormous. Low innataon and

declining interea rates ne generating sipricAntly reduced debh burdens. Monpem

interest savings alone could amount to $40 bn im 1992. AddUn L potential interest

expense reductions for non-flnnmial buairtau ram the total interest savi n p to the

private sector to weiU over $50 billion in 1992. And while households are paying dow thtur

debt positions, nslng financial asset prices are bolstering the shdt to balance-shee

improvement. Moreover, price stability significantly enhances the purchasing power of

household and business incomes.

On the other hand, the Fed's zero-inlaio poicy is forcing sipificant downsiing

and cost.restructunng by ali types o( business and aU levels of government. Since neither

corporate revenues nor governmqn tax revenues wil be inflated by loose money, buswns

and government will be forced to control costs and continue their efforts to(rad jpcater

efficiency and productivity. Business products and government programs of dubious eent

or efficiency must either be reduced or elininated. By suipping away the veil o( iLnlanon. a

US corporate and government operations wdl have to stand on tki own arts.

Under a policy regime of price stabi t, the auUon period to prdtAbil/Y 'A the

private sector or budget balance in the public sco requ s o p il djuaent&

most recently symbolized in the restructunl annnmeawn of IBK OK an Ciuwrl u
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well as downsizing in numerous state ad local ovtrm net entida. But tbe real story a not

the transition, not the tempiruzy recesson. but the tremendous oppornWUes Wor long.term

growth given very lower !nanclq mtes, stronger purching powor for incomes a lower

break.even poLLai for business profitabil.y and gJob.J compeutiveness. Hower, to full

these growth oppof tunides, d" poic7 mus be redirected and retnedzv e4

FsIal Maladles

Regrettably, In recent yean the nation's rsd po" has become h4l restrk1mi

and the economy has suffered. Ideally a sound ffnusary polcy aimed at zero inflation

should be accompanded by a more relaxed fiscal policy designed to enlarge after.t

incentives to work and invest, to reduce regulatory and trade bamers and to enhance

business entry, credit access and entrepreneuial opportunity. In other words, the night

fiscal.monetary mix is tax cuts and tight money.

Instead, since the late 1980. rscal policy has generated regulatory and tax incremes,

along with tight money, all of which created a tightening noose around the economy's neck,

leading to stagnation and recession. Since 1988, the real economy has rown by only 0 6%

at an annual rate.

0 Tax rates on personal income, capital investment, corporate income and real

estate have increased in both nominad and real tern, accompanied by higher

state, city and local tax burdens. On balance, the federal tax bills of 1986 and

1990 were signifIcant economic depressant.

* At the same time, regulatory barriers for S&L's, commercial banks and the

high.yield bond market have severely limited the normal flow and

disintermediaton of credit.

* Additionally, numerous environmental regulitory costs have similarly

punched entepreneurs and business Oppetions.

Largp FederW spending increase an ao inhibiting economic grwth. -ew

Office o Manaeement ad Budgpt (oMB) budget totals show that mandatory
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spend"n In 1992 Is proJected to rbe by a remarkable 22%, while totlI budget

outlys are expected to riso by 11% ov'e 1992. From 1988 to 1992, the budget

outlay share or GDP is expected to increase from 22.1Z% to 2.1% of COP

Many economists believe that budget spending is the truest measure of the

economy's tax burden; whatever is spent must be financed through h goe

taxmdig borrowing. inflatn& or ell thtee. This absorbs real reource from the

private sector, and it provides strict limits on the economy's potcntid to grow

GROWTH DEFICITS

1968 loe 1990 1991 loe 108 1$04 19s 19OO0 100
bwul De$. of Caesma., 03 CIO & lowm Mimne

Lo Pow atil

Av a reult of these polky erro tw poma of the i w my tow In the 1991i

has been stigfoicantly Um4ed Co aequrntly, wnhm a rairecto of acal pliUcy, the acual

level of real output in the next five years seems hiktly to remain below the .% post.World

War 11 path ssociated with longl-term real economic growth. Thi, wiU create a substantial

growth deficit and by implication a jobs deficit. And it is a serious problem for

policymnakers.

The numbers here are startling. Both the Office of Management and Budget and the

Congressional Budget Office (C8O) are forecasting subpar recovery rates. Compared to

6250
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the long run 3% post war growih trendline. OMBs implied estimate Is an output loss of

S498 billion (measured in 1987 dollars) from the trendhine in 1997 and a cumulative $3.3

trillion loss over the 1992.97 period, assuming their 2.7% real ONP growth forecast.

For CBO the numbers are similar: a $532 bdIon loss in 1997 and a cumulative $3.3

tnllion los over the six year period usin a .6% average growth path. No resposibe

economic policymaker should accept Otis subpsr record. By my calculattos, ou o jobiu

implied by CBO's and OMB's 8iv w projecdo re~iw so th Loqrmm frmd baOw comug

to a whoppiri8 8 million. It is precisely this point which must be immediately addressed in

order to prevent a protracted period of U. economic slpaution.

ECONOMIC RECOVERY GROWTH

Trough Real GOP gtowvI over the next
yew 3 yowr 4 yea 5 years

1949 7s 06 S0
196 30 a. I.a
1960 3$ 3.9 4.0
I961 49 5 1 53
1970 42 2.9 21
1976 49 42 &3.
100 1.0 s 2?
1192 40 43 4.2

Aveii 42 3.0 " 3.71

Note: GOP growth Is ca culaisa "m 06 y*& in whkh
the trough occurred.

Now Goelst 4% Sollisdoa

But the Congress need not accept this subpar economic oudook. By reversing ,he tu

and regulatory mistakes of recent yearsl the US economy could equaJ the 3.7% average 6--e.

ye growth rate which followed the prio eight po-World Wat I remeulonL .ew policies

could raise GNP growth by as much U 196 per yes compared to the OMB economic

baseline, thus generating sufficient budgeutry resources over the next five years to

accommodate tax cuts and modest hlgh pnonty Uwtment.reilted spending increases,

while still permitting steady deficit reduction.

Note that the fastest po.wu recovery periods followed the recesons of 1949, 961

and 1962, Those were periods charucterized by apenmlve iscal poles generated through
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uignicant tax reduction. Overal for ow of& reovef pr"o. real prowth averaged 4 ZI

during fth ffra three yeaw of recovwy.

TWO Shouid sev as bosh a kew and a goaL ConlMa Should adopt a poal of at

les* 4% real omlc* powib for the neu tvgI *cr~c y ygau Mwor. Conpres

should seek to reduce the unamplomnt rate to the 4% tw. The pimpg of siiuilnt

new tax incenives ax key Ingredlents to the &chaetemn o these pal&

ECONOMIC PROJECT*"N AND THE BUOGE [M9C
(EniS of red g'w~we PercAn.O cawvg 04ow

t) A dftnrcn &mekxweAs m (* Pb GOP 2.4% 2.5% 2.0% 2.6% 2.4%

2) Adf nonsv a i #A fseU nm $N1 SM3.2 9,S 2 5319 8 2406
AMoW ft.. 4) OPOO IrWc M75. (MQ (W2 (M.1 (3,

b)~f~&~OlWflk$=55.I 82654.2 SMA W3.0 SM.$6
c) AewwtofG 4.0% 4.0 3.% 34% 35%

3) Adm#*VaPokyG"Add- On 0.4% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4%1 0.4%1
M*itm a) ft&- p. Inanrw 5272 5236. 8210.3 =1 7 521401

b) A Potof~ 4.3% 3,8% 3&0% 2.0%j 2.6%1

,4) KstodPost-WvWI Aecoly PAO 4.1% 3.9% 3.2% 2.5% 3.7%l
1 wn 44 iteM: 4)D*"c~&-D*I InV*W ~ I. $164,2 $12.4 $121. W49~

Ib) As ftv" ofC & 5% 2.2% 1.4% 160% 12%!

$40W Oft* o $MAn "e and UvdgO A SW aa"e

New Tax Fotiq

To achieve a 4% growth go*l I belay, the Ce' W* .shudmiop an

expansMYion Intve*azind 1taxPcwh pokyt WIiat acxou4she.d t-ama

reductions for labot and capitaL Ph., I reowomod a *eebaJe r~dc I ^# Ae ciw

t~ ~~~~J wisulldaos~~AftWAAu bVl~ios, Th1. if neceary 00 unlock w~dnl mmsa
and reliU the economy by rechAnnewng the proe~ ed ne w lm'n At a doe
when commercial bank am e o lndn the realkakand reuI'es m of capitlphs

may be one o ths few availb souces ofcedk in the priod ahe"

The 45% exclusion of loq.Wr capita pkV6 , aproposed by "h gob

Administaslon, 1s eqivat to a IS.4% traw os apples fmop*% inl the 28%
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bracket. It Is a good idea, but does not go far enough. The decision to extend capalns na a

preference Item under the provisions of thi alternative minimum tax (AMT) could put the

marginal tax-rate on capgains i a range of 24% to 30% for a large number of taxpayers.

including middle-income taxpayer who take a large one-time capital gain. This wnuk

virtually negate the Incentive effects of the proposal.

On the other hand, if the capains, exclusion Is removed as an ANIT preference item,

then a significant reduction of captains could unlock as much as $350 billion of capital U.ins

realizations In 1992 and 1993 thai could be rechannelled into new and more profitable

inv stment If only 109 to 20% of this ia shifted Into high-risk diret business Investment, it

would provide a much-needed $35 billon t $70 billion bn loan to the economy in a

period when neither commercial hannk nor S&, nor Insurance companies, nor thi junk

bond market, nor Japan ar exending new ko The disncentve effects of AMT,

however, could limit the icres in capital pins realisUons to perhaps only $20 billion,

which would amount to a negligile ifto of new capitaJ of only $2 billon or $3 billion.

I would go further and recommend that for middle-incom taxpayers in the 15%

bracket, station of capital pins should he eArnlinated altogether. This would provide

strong incentive to capital fonmnatoa (riddlf.or ncome taxpayers who make up the

backbone of Amercan bsinesses. It wotld also address the fainxs issue. Also on the

fairness issue, the capital pins tax should only be levied on real capital gais-i.e. gain after

alwnS for the effects of Inflation. Th cu ent system of utadn nominal gains results in

tax.rates on real pins that are far higher tanl he statul*y rates and can sometimes exceed

100*. Similarly, income derived from Inter es dhidendis sMuld alo be indexed in

order to provide turtb Incentvet for aviqn and capitl formation. Finally, we should be

mindful that ocr mnt law acually provide for the trtpl-taaton of coapak mm a

corporate profit second u dlidend income, and third as a capiud gsUn

These reforms would raise after-tax rew rds for capital investment and anenwatl

to promote the risk-takng iovadon and new butsess creation ateesry to rbm the

economy's long run potendaJl to gow. With a proper incentive structure tohie th capma

will be wlng to ivest in new projects tiatod by tho without capitaL Poto*ZJ *w*&oM

innovators and entrepreneurs may come ftom the Inner cit1*, or the research Wngl@4 or

Route 128 or Silicon Vally, or the Tae-Mexico border, but they will never rela tbek

dreams unless they have wess to new capitaL
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Capital costs would also be reduced by an azmuvm d e U N Of IRAL TWO

Bush proposal to Introduw Boxible RA. (FRMA) is uN but dont as atM 0 the

Bentsen Super lMA proposal whi would rewm the wdkersavsltabft deof

IRAs for all save repdko of thb* Inome W"4 - wS u prmodln po w M f em

to IRA or employsr.#ponsored 410(k) ph f ome purwe b eduatio or devskb

meal "pensfm Lprovt te sc to thee kMa of ta-ddeferd or taz -aew sswbs

plan will encourap uwWt l a w'tm rad t m e thM ow of capltaL

In addi o tr thme now eterprises bIoMMw so to her sufciant caphM

funding& the ow ofb ikwdm be ralwW in order so enhabum new aimse pdv&"s

and incu u labor prtlpo raa. Poicy shoul aW to mmuw mcau All hs

sInto the OASI tazabli wap bams lamftel to S340 thb would be a tax cu M the

mdle cleh. A direct pafod is cut would do ova to red the ow o lMa, cmaw wm

jot ad Impro e IWentt And wouM be a tuo aav*.46 b ta Cu. By oaM, the

proposal to cease the personal exemption for dependent children does not idm these

vital supply-side iaues.

Finally, both new start-up and existing business frms would beneft fom accdwti d

deprciadon of pan, equipmwn: and mcvw es whacv the dqepte is tdPuxafc /or OqUfla%

Ideally, this reform would generate a neutral cost recovery system th would brin the

present value of write.offs up to 100% of the co for all assets and for all rates of unfanon.

An alternative method of lowerings the cost of capit& to equal the frt year write-o would

be a temporary investment tax credit (ITC) but capital coot reducion should be pernent,

not temporary or ad hoc, and the ITC does not offet Iaflation, aor does it help new start-up

firms with no net income, Either of thes proposals, however, would be superior to the

proposed 15% temporary additional firs yewr depreciatio allowsane whicl b "gh the

equivalent ofonly a 19 rTC
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STATEMENT OF THE CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS

I. INTRODUCTION

As President of the California Association of REALTORS*, I am grateful to have the
opportunity to present C.A.R.'s perspectives on President Bush's FY 93 budgetary and
tax proposals to stimulate the housing and real estate industries and overall economic
growth in the United States. C.A.R. is the trade assoc stion representing 135,000 real
estate practitioners in California and our testimony today will focus on the real estate-
related growth proposals recommended for approval by the president.

Before proceeding to our specific comments, however, C.A.R. would like to preface its
testimony by expressing to the Finance Committee our appreciation for the timely
manner in which the committee has commenced hearings on these economic growth
proposals. California is a long way from Washington and part of our reason for -
submitting this testimony is to express to the members of the Finance Committee that
economic conditions in our state are not good. Job losses in California have now
surpassed those experienced in the 1980-1982 economic downturn.

The real estate industry in California, as in states elsewhere, has been hard hit by these
job losses and the overall economic recession. Home sales levels which reached over
560,000 units in 1988 descended to just 420,000 units in 1991. Weakness in the
commercial sector of the real estate market is also widespread, a result of overbuilding,
the nationwide credit contraction and continuing repercussions from limitations of
deductions enacted in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Nonetheless, the fact is that, despite
this weakness, real estate continues to comprise a substantial proportion of the nation's
gross domestic product. And ultimately, California REAUI'ORSO agree with President
Bush's assertion that, as in past downturns, real estate can lead the nation out of this
economic recession.

In general, C.A.R. is pleased with the real estate growth provisions proposed in the
president's FY 93 budget, although wo do believe that the refinements we suggest below
could improve these proposals. We are hopeful that the Finance Committee, and Ways
and Means Committee in the House, will approve a tax-based economic growth package
as quickly as possible so that the nation can turn the corner on the road to economic
health and so that the suffering and distress being felt by so many in the nation can begin
to be alleviated. Again, we commend the Finance Committee for beginning work on a
tax package in such a timely fashion.

II. FIRS'-TIME I (OMEBUYER TAX CREDIT

California REALTORSO strongly support President Bush's proposal to provide first-time
homebuyers with a tax credit on the purchase of a principal residence. The proposed
credit would equal 10 percent of the purchase price of the first home, up to a maximum
of $5,000. Half of the credit would be applied to the taxpayer's tax liability for 1992
while the other half would be applied against 1993 taxes. The credit would be available
for first-home purchases made after February 1, 1992 and before January 1, 1993
(although it appears households would have until June 30, 1993 to actually close their
purchase, provided the sales contract for the home was signed by January 1).

C.A.R. economists estimate that the proposed tax credit would benefit 166,000
households in California; households who will purchase their first home in 1992. The
credit would assist approximately 37,000 homebuyers in the Los Angeles region, 33,000
homebuyers in the San Francisco Bay Area, over 15,000 homebuyers in both the Orange
County and San Diego regions, almost 13,000 buyers in the San Jose area and over
50,000 first-time buyers in the remainder of California.
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In addition to those who will be aided by the proposed credit but who would have been
able to purchase a home even in the absence of the credit, C.A.R. estimates that 15,000
additional renter households may take advantage of the tax credit and realize their
dreams of homeownership. In other words, these are households who could not have
qualified to purchase a home without the proposed tax credit. These additional buyers
entering the California housing market would obviously benefit the real estate brokerage,
homebuilding and lending industries, as well as the overall economy.

One shortcoming of the proposed tax credit is that it would not immediately put cash
into the hands of hopeful homebuyers. The inability to accumulate the funds necessary to
make a downpayment on their first purchase is a fundamental difficulty facing renter
households. The proposed credit would instead reduce the future tax liability of
households, providing them with funds in the second and third years of their purchase,
but not at the onset. C.A.R. is hopeful that the lending industry will assist the president
in his efforts to stimulate the real estate sector of the economy. This can be done by
modifying their underwriting guidelines to recognize tile fact that the tax credit will
increase the net income of households, making them better able to afford the costs of
homeownership.

Virtually all mortgage lenders use gross debt-to-income ratios to qualify borrowers, ratios
which do not take into account federal tax obligations. C.A.R. would therefore
recommend that Congress urge the Federal National Mortgage Association and Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, through appropriate committee report or colloquy
language, to relax their debt-to-income ratios for borrowers using the first-time buyer tax
credit. Congress should also direct IUD and the DVA to recognize the first-time
homebuyer tax credit when underwriting applicants for FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed
mortgages. This would increase the affordability of housing for beneficiaries of the credit
and ensure that the president's proposal provides the fullest possible benefit to the
economy.

While C.A.R. supports the proposed tax credit for first-time home purchasers, the
Association does have concerns with the credit recapture provisions recommended by the
White House. The recapture would evidently apply to beneficiaries of the tax credit who
sell their home within three years. C.A.R. opposes this recapture proposal. At a
minimum, C.A.R. believes mandatory recapture provisions should be waived for first-time
buyer households who are fao by factors outside of their control to sell their home
within three years of purchasing it. While the recapture is waived for taxpayers who
must sell because of death or divorce, there are other causes for exemption such as job
loss, job change or transfer, or illness in the family. In other words, taxpayers should not
be penalized by factors beyond their control which result in them having to sell their
home within the proposed three year recapture period.

IIL PENALTY-FREE IRA WITMRAWALS FOR FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYERS

C.A.R. also supports penalty-free IRA withdrawals for first-time homebuyers. President
Bush's proposal would permit first-time homebuyers to withdraw up to $10,000 from their
flexible individual retirement accounts (FIRA), without incurring an early withdrawal
penalty. A much broader, and therefore more effective IRA proposal, was made by
Senator Bentsen in his "Super IRA" bill, S.612. This bill would allow first-time
purchasers to make penalty-free withdrawals from the individual retirement accounts
without any limit. In addition, their parents and grandparents could also make unlimited
penalty-free IRA withdrawals in order to help them with the downpayment.

The provisions in Chairman Bentsen's "Super IRA" legislation (S. 612) are necessary to
ensure that first-time homebuyers in high-cost states such as California are truly assisted
by the proposed revisions to current IRA rules. In California, the median sales price of
the typical home in November 1991 was $194,470. Accordingly, a $10,000 IRA
withdrawal would amount to just 5.1 percent of the purchase price of the average home
in California. However, in the U.S. as whole, where the November median sales price
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was $97,800, a $10,000 IRA withdrawal would equate to 10.2 percent of the sales price of
the typical home, an amount which would satisfy the downpayment requirements of most
conventional lenders.

Most Californians are already denied access to low-downpayment FHA mortgages
because of the FHA program's unrealistically low maximum loan amounts. While
Californians would obviously benefit from being able to withdraw $10,000 from IRAs
without having to pay a 10 percent penalty, they would not benefit to the same degree as
households in lower-cost states. The proposed $10,000 cap should either be increased or
eliminated so that Californians can use penalty-free IRA withdrawals to make the full, or
nearly full, downpayment on their purchase. As with the FHA program, Californians
should not be penalized by a federal program supposedly aimed at assisting all
homebuyers which does not take into account the cost, and therefore the affordability, of
housing in high-cost states such as California.

IV. MORTGAGE REVENUE BONDS/MORTGAGE CREDTERT!ICATfl

California REALTORS* strongly support a permanent or long-term extension of the
mortgage revenue bond and mortgage credit certificate programs. In his budget
documents, President Bush proposes an extension of the MRB/MCC programs through
the end of calendar year 1993.

The mortgage revenue bond and mortgage credit certificate programs, which are
currently set to expire on June 30, 1992 have helped thousands of moderate-income
households in California buy their first home. MRBs assist homebuyers of modest means
by providing them with below-market rate mortgages. Typically, rates on MRB-funded
home loans are one to two percentage points less than on conventional mortgages, an
important savings which increases the affordability of housing in a state where less than a
quarter of the households can afford to purchase the median priced home.

MCCs assist first-time purchasers by decreasing their federal income tax liability, thereby
increasing their net income and the proportion of earnings which can be devoted to a
house payment. MCCs entitle first-time homebuyers to a tax credit equal to 10 percent-
to-50 percent of the interest they pay on their mortgage debt. Currently, 19 localities in
California operate an MOC program.

The MRB and MCC programs have successfully helped thousands of first-time
homebuyers in California surmount the state's severe housing affordability problem,
Indeed, California Housing Finance Agency statistics show that almost 6,000 homes alone
were purchased in 1991 through the agency's MRB-funded activities. This assistance
should and must continue. We urge the Finance Committee to approve as part of its
growth package a permanent or long-term extension of the mortgage revenue bond and
mortgage credit certificate programs.

V. CAPITAL GAINS

C.A.R. is in favor of a reduction in the capital gains tax rate which would extend to real
estate assets. For taxpayers in the 28 percent tax bracket, President Bush's proposal,
when fully phased-in, would cut the top capital gains tax rate to 15.4 percent for assets
held more than three years. Capital gains realized on assets held at least two yean
would be taxed at a top 19.6 percent rate while gains on assets held at least one year
would be taxed at a maximum 23.8 percent rate. The president's capital gains tax
reduction would apply to real estate and, in fact, would apply to all capital assets except
collectibles.

While C.A.R. is supportive of the president's proposal to reduce capital gains taxes based
on the holding period of capital assets, the Association has strong reservations over the
fact that the White House has tied a cut in capital gains taxes to depreciation recapture.
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Under the president's proposal, depreciation deductions taken on an asset qualifying for
preferential capital gains tax treatment would be fully recaptured and taxed as ordinary
income.

With respect to real estate, the depreciation recapture proposal would dilute, if not
eliminate, any benefit of a lower capital gains tax rate and prejudice, from a tax
standpoint, real property in comparison to other assets. This would inhibit the sale of
real estate assets which would continue to be "locked-up" and any anticipated revenue
enhancements would be foregone. C.A.R. urges the Congress to reduce the capital gains
tax rate but maintain current law on recapture.

VI. PASSIVE LOSS RELIEF

California REALTORSo strongly believe the passive loss provisions of the tax code
should be modified so that real estate entrepreneurs are no longer treated unfairly as
compared to business professionals. Prior to the 1986 Tax Reform Act, losses from
ownership and operation of rental real estate properties were fully deductible against
other income of taxpayers. The 1986 Act changed the passive loss rules by only allowing
losses from passive activities to be deducted against income from passive activities.
Unfortunately, and unfairly from our point of view, real estate operators were singled out
by defining rental real estate activity as a purely passive business activity. Thus, even if
ownership, management and operation of real estate is a taxpayer's full-time business
activity, these taxpayers are severely restricted in their ability to deduct losses incurred by
these rental operations against other income.

As we have testified to Congress before, C.A.R. believes participants in rental real
property operations were unfairly singled out by the passive loss restrictions of TRA.
Accordingly, California REALTORSO are encouraged by the president's willingness to
reopen the passive loss debate through his proposal to restore the deductibility of passive
losses for material participants in real estate development activities. However, we cannot
support the president's proposal at this time because it appears to be limited to
developers and real estate syndicators and does not extend to all active participants in
rental real estate activities.

Passive loss relief will not be effective if it does not apply to all taxpayers who are active
in the real estate business. Because the White House's passive loss proposal is so
limited, C.A.R. would like to again go on record at this time as strongly supporting S.
1257 as an alternative to the White House proposal. We believe S. 1257 should be
approved as a stand-alone bill or that the exact language of S. 1257 should be included in
the final growth package approved by the Finance Committee.

The widely supported S. 1257, the companion measure to House bill HR 1414, would
correct the inequity to real estate professionals which was caused by the passive loss
limitations. Under S. 1257, rental real estate operators who spend 50 percent of their
time or a minimum of 500 hours per year on their rental operations would be able to
fully deduct passive losses from their rental activities from other income. S. 1257 has
garnered 43 cosponsors in the Senate, while 324 House members have cosponsored HR
1414. This means that almost 70 percent of the U.S. Congress is on record as supporting
relief from the passive loss restrictions for taxpayers engaged in real estate rental
activities. This legislation should be enacted, if not alone, then as a key provision of any
economic growth package approved by the Congress this year.
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VII. QXNCLUSION

The California Association of REALTORS@ appreciates the opportunity to testify on
these important tax and growth issues now before the Finance Committee. C.A.R.
wishes the Finance Committee success in devising a fiscally responsible economic growth
package, a key portion of which will increase real estate activity in the nation and help
the economy out of the recession. If you have any questions concerning our testimony or
if C.A.R. can provide the committee with any further information, please do not hesitate
to contact Leslie Appleton-Young, C.A.R.'s Vice-President of Research and Economics,
at (213) 739.8325. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF TlE COALITION OF INDEPENDENT CASUALTY COMPANIES OF AMERCA

1. INThODUCTION

The Coalition of Independent Casualty Companies of America ("CICCA") is an as-
sociation of small property and casualty insurance companies incorporated in the
District of Columbia. it has members located in over 35 states and the District of
Columbia. CICCA commends Chairman Bentsen for holding hearings concerning the
U.S. economy and economic growth.

CICCA and its members are concerned with the effect of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 on small property and casualty insurance companies, particularly as compared
with the treatment afforded small life insurance companies. In particular, CICCA
and it. members are concerned that a failure to address these problems in the near
future will make it difficult, if not imposible, for small property and casualty com-
panies to assist as they historically have, with the next property and casualty in-
surance availability crisis. If this crisis occurs just as the Country is pulling itself
out of the current economic downturn, the consequences could be highly negative.

This statement will contrast the tax treatment of small life insurance companies
and small property and casualty insurance companies and the context in which such
different treatment arose. It will highlight the impact of these provisions on small,
growing property and casualty companies, indicating that the consequence is to
produce dramatically high effective tax rates (frequently in excess of 100 percent)
for such companies as compared with the statutory income they must report to their
state regulators for solvency analysis and other purposes. It will suggest that the
failure to address these problems could have hitlhy negative effect. on the U.S.
economy if the next property mid casualty availability crisis occurs just as the econ-
omy is beginning to recover. Since there is no policy reason justifying the less favor-
able tax treatment of small property and casualty compmes in comparison to small
life insurance companies and because significant negative effects for the U.S. econ.
omy could occur under the current situation, CICCA recommends that small prop-
erty and casualty companies be allowed a small company deduction like that which
applies to small life insurance companies. This would be accomplished by enacting
S. 1314 the "Small Property and Casualty Insurance Company Equity Act of 1991,'
originally introduced by Senator Boren.

I1. CURRENT LAW

A. Property and Casualty Insurance Companies.
Property and casualty insurance companies pay income tax on their taxable in-

come at the rates prescribed by section 11 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
(the "Code"). Code Sec. 831. The taxable income of property and casualty insurance
companies is computed under the rules provided in part 11 of subpart L of the Code,
which partially take into account the need for property and casualty insurance com-
panies to maintain loss reserves and the other special circumstances that affect
property and casualty insurance companies. Notwithstanding these provisions it is
very difficult for small property and casualty companies to grow as a result of sur-
plus requirements restricting the amount of premiums which mat be written and
the inherently risky business in which they are engaged. In addition, an unusual
loss occurrence, e.g., an earthquake, is more likely to financially cripple a small
property and casualty company than is the case for larger companies which have
more flexibility in diversifying their risks. Small property and casualty companies,
nevertheless, play a significant role in the property and casualty industry, providing
competition for large companies and, in some cases, providing coverage where large
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companies are either unable or unwilling to provide such coverage. Their role can
be particularly critical when coverage shortages arise as in the middle 1980s.

A very limited class of small property and casualty companies are either exempted
from tax by section 601(erX16) of the Code (those property and casualty companies,
generally whose yearly premiums do not exceed $350,000) or can elect wider sec.
tion 83 (i) of the Code to be taxed only on their taxable investment income (those
property and casualty companies, generally, whose yearly premium income is be-
tween $360,0(0 and $1,200,000). Even if the election under section 832(b) is uti-
lized, electing compmes are required to compute under the regular method for pur-
poses of computing their alternative minimum tax liability.

The above provismns were inserted in the Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1986
to replace several provisions that previously applied to small mutual property and
casualty companies. As is indicated below, these limited provisions are not com-
parable to the small company provisions applicable to small life insurance compa-
nies, notwithstanding the fact that predicting losses for property and casualty insur-
ance companies is more difficult than for life insurance companies which are able
to rely upon actuarial tables and which are not subject to the greater risks and un-
certainties associated with property and casualty coverage.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 included a variety of other changes in the tax treat-
ment of the property and casualty industry. These changes have resulted in a sig-
nificant increase in the tax burden of smallproperty and casualty insurance compa-
nies, making it especially difficult for them to attract and retain capital, particularly
as compared with small life insurance companies.

B. CICCA Study Analyzing Effect of Current Law on Small Companies.
CICCA has commissioned a study to analyze the impact of the current law on

property and casualty income tax provisions on small, growing property and cas-
ualty companies. While the results are preliminary, they indicate that there is a di-
rect relationship between the rate of growth of these companies and the magnitude
of the Federal income tax rate as compared with statutory income they must report
to their state regulators for solvency analysis and other purposes. In most of the
situations other than where there is no rate of growth, the effective tax rate fre-
quently exceeds 100 percent and almost always exceeds 60 percent. In those situa-
tions where the effective rate exceeds 100 percent, one of the obvious direct con-
sequences is that the capital and surplus of the company is declining not-
withstanding the fact that the company has statutory income prior to the effects of
Federal income tax. Set forth immediately below is a sunmary of the preliminary
results of the study indicating the effective tax rates on statutory income for each
of the growth scenarios examined by the study.

SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVE TAX RATE ON STATE STATUTORY INCOME AS
A FUNCTION OF RATE OF PREMIUM GROWTH

(Tax FoJ

Tax Ywt 1 2 3 4 6

Rate of Premnum Growth:
0% ...................................................................................... 130% 86% 58% 45% 38%
10 ........................................................................................ 130 89 64 53 47
25 ....................................................................................... 130 92 70 84 56
50 ....................................................................................... 130 98 80 73 70
100 ...................................................................................... 130 105 InfirlIe 654 Infinite
200 ...................................................................................... 130 93 374 87 104

The preliminary results of the study clearly demonstrate that the effective rate
of tax as compared with state statutory income increases as the rate of premium
growth increases. Moreover, in companies with moderate to significant rates of
growth the rate of tax as a percentage of statutory income exceeds 100 percent on
a regular basis. The results are clearly supported by the actual situations which
many CICCA member companies are facing.

The preliminary results of the study indicate that the current Federal income tax
rules will make it highly unlikely that small property and casualty insurance coin-
panies will be able, or willing, to rapidly increase their capacity when the next in-
surance availability crisis occurs. Historically, small property and casualty insur-
ance companies have increased their capacity in response to coverage shortages. If
this does not occur in the next 'coverage crisis, the crisis could be far deeper than
has ever been observed i the past. Thus, serious consideration should be given to
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the enactment of pending Federal income tax legislation, H.R. 2768 which would
extend to small property and casualty insurance, companies the same treatment cur-
rently afforded to small life insurance companies. Enactment of H.R. 2768 would
significantly address the extraordinarily high rates of tax compared with state stat-
utory income currently facing small property and casualty insurance companies.

11. IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT TAX STRUCTURE FOR THE NEXT PROPERTY AND
CASUALTY INSURANCE AVAILABILITY CRISIS

Historically, the property and casualty insurance, industry has always been cycli-
cal in nature. During the period of losses, the total plus of the industry contracts.
The typical consequence of this phenomenon is that periods of availability shortages
arse. What has occurred generally in the past is that small property and casualty
insurance companies have responded to these availability shortages by increasing
the amount of their capacity. This is typically done through either incorporation of
new small property and casualty insurance companies, or through addition of cap-
ital to existing companies.

The CICCA study preliminarily indicates that the effective tax rate as compared
with state statutory income increases as the rate of growth of a company rises. As
a consequence, it will be extremely difficult in the next availability crisis to convince
potential investors to contribute capital to new or existing small property and cas-
ualty insurance companies. The return on investment compared with other small
potential uses of capital is unlikely to make investment in a property and casualty
insurance company sufficiently attactive. As a consequence, it can be anticipated
that under the current Federal income tax structure, the next property and casualty
availability crisis is likely to be far more severe than that which has been experi-
enced in the past.

IV. PENDING LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL WWICI WOULD ADDRESS PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED
BY THE 8TUDY

Under current Federal income tax rules, small life insurance companies, defined
as those with less than $600 million of assets, are entitled to a special small com-
pany deduction. This provision was enacted as part of the 1984 legislation rewriting
the tax rules applicable to life insurance companies. This provision was intended to
assist small life insurance companies in competing and growing in the life insurance
industry. The provision entitles such companies to a 60 percent exclusion from what
would otherwise be taxable income up to $3 million of income. The exclusion phases
out between $3 million of income and $15 million of income.

Legislation is currently pending in the U.S. Senate which would extend the small
life insurance company provision to small property and casualty insurance compa-
nies. This legislation is S. 1314, the "Small Property and Casualty Insurance Com-
pany Equity Act of 1991." Similar legislation is pending in the House as H.R. 2768.
Enactment of this legislation would significantly address the problems currently
faced by small, growing property and casualty insurance companies by offsetting, at
least partially, the high effective tax rate on statutory income currently faced under
existing tax rules. Enactment of this legislation would serve to significantly reduce
the negative incentives which exist to contribute capital to new or existing small
property and casualty insurance companies. Moreover, enactment of these provi-
sions would make it substantially more likely that small property and casualty in-
surance companies would be able to play a significant role in addressing the next
availability crisis.

If the U.S. economy begins to recover, or is in a full blown recovery, when the
next property and casualty availability crisis occurs, the current tax rules are likely
to make it impossible for small property and casualty companies to respond to the
crisis. The negative effect on such a recovery, and for the Country, could be severe.
Enactment of H.R. 2768 will avert such an undesirable situation and should occur
as part of any economic recovery package.

STATEMENT OF THE COMtiTrEE OF ANNUITY INSURERS

The Committee of Annuity Insurers submits this statement for inclusion in the
record of the hearings held by the Committee on Finance on February 12, 13 18
and 19 concerning economic growth and the Administration's budget proposals. .he
Committee of Annuity -Insurers strongly opposes the Administration's proposal to
tax the earnings of non-qualified deferred annuities prior to the time those earnings
are received.
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The Committee of Annuity Irsurers is a coalition of 44 life insurance companies
which account for more than half of the annuity premiums in the United States.
The Committee was formed in 1981 to monitor legislative and regulatory issues af-
fecting annuity issuers and their policyholders. A list of the members of the Com-mi'ttee is attached.

TE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL

We urge the Committee on Finance to reject the Administration's proposal. Tle
proposal would dramatically and detrimentally alter the Federal income tax treat-
ment of non-qualified deferred annuity contracts, with the result that few, if any,
of these important saving products would be purchased. As explained below, there
is no justification for the proposal; it is bad tax policy and bad economic policy.

The current tax treatment of deferred annuities is carefull tailored to accomplish
the important objective of encouraging retirement savings. The premiums for a de-
ferred annuity are paid in after-tax dollars, that is, such premiums. are not deduct-
ible in determining taxable income. Furthermore, current tax law does not allow
earnings credited tuider annuity contracts to escape tax-it only pernmits a deferral
of tax. All earnings credited to the contract will be taxed at ornery income tax
rates when money is actually received by the policyholder.

Under the Administration's proposal' a deferred annuity policyholder would be
taxed currently on the earnings credited to his or her annuity contract, i.e., the "in-
side build-up," even though the policyholder has not received the earnings either di-
rectly or constructively. Thus, under the proposal, the policyholder would be put in
the position of paying a tax on income he or she effectively cannot receive, thereby
incurring an ongoing negative cash flow (because of the tax imposed each year on
the inside build-up) for the privilege of purchasing an annuity.

The Administration's proposal provides an "exception" which would continue the
current tax treatment for certain annuity contracts with "substantial life contin-
gencies." However, the exception is meaningless. Under the exception, deferral of
tax would continue only if a policyholder irrevocably committed, when buying a con-
tract, to receive only a stream of income payments over his or her lifetime, and if
the contract required the policyholder to forfeit most of his or her investment upon
either surrender of the contract or premature death. Specifically, the contract would
not be allowed to guarantee (1) payments for longer than V/s of the policyholder's
life expectancy at the time payments begin, or (2) an amount (such as a death bene-
fit) greater than Vs of the policy's accumulated value. The proposal's exception
would require people, as the price of deferring tax on the inside build-up, to take
a gamble that might cost them up to aVi of their retirement savings. For example,
assume that at age 66 a policyholder began receiving payments under an annuity
that met the Administration's proposed requirements and that had a $30 000 value
when payments began. If the policyholder died immediately thereafter, his or her
heirs could receive only $10,000 of the policyholder's $30,000 retirement savings!

No deferred annuity contract sold today would meet the requirements of the pro-
posal--and, in all likelihood, no purchaser would want to purchase such a contract.
It is true that all deferred annuity contracts, including both those currently sold ald
those which would meet the proposal's exception, provide protection against out-
living one's income. Contracts accomplish this by offering a life annuity payout op-
tion which guarantees a payment stream to annuitants for the remainder of their
lives. However, to lessen the risk of forfeiting their investment in the event of pre-
mature death, most people who choose this option couple it with a minimum giar-
antes feature (e.g., a 10-year or 20-year certain payout).

The Administration's proposal would prohibit this desirable structure and. in-
stead, would retain current tax treatment only where there is substantinl risk of
loss of the annuity value. The effect of the proposal would be to eliminate one of
the best retirement products available to the American public, with a resulting de-
cline in the level of long-term investment in the larger economy.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL ON RI.JTREMENT SAVINOS

One of the greatest challenges faced by middle class people in the United Statem
is achieving financial security for their retirement years. Today many people face,
and fear. the prospect that their fixed incomes after retirement Will not be suflicint
to meet financial needs which may arise, including the oflen burdensome expenses
associated with long-term illness. Many also question the stability and adequacy of
Social Security to meet such needs. Moreover for middle age individuals who are
not covered by tax-qualified pension plans and who cannot at their stage in life ef-
fectively utilize IRAB for retirement savings, these concerns take on heightened
meaning.
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To deal with these challenges, many people today rely on deferred annuity con.
tracts. Deferred annuities are widely used as savings vehicles by middle class people
who are at or beyond middle age and who are planning for retirement. The flexibil-
ity offered by these contracts, together with the long-term nature of the investment
provided, make them ideal for people looking to retire in the next 10 to 20 years
and seeking to fund part or all of their retirement needs over that period.

Indeed, the flexibility offered by deferred annuities is of paramount importance
in retirement planning, since it is difficult to know in advance exactly what needs
will arise for any particular retiree. The typical deferred annuity offers a variety of
payout options, but also may be surrendered if a policyholder needs to access his
or her savings when an emergency arises, e.g., a serious illness giving rise to medi-
cal expenses. It was for this reason that in its 1990 report on long-term health care
funding, the same Treasury .Department that now proposes to destroy the viability
of deferred annuities urged their use as a means of savings to provide for long-term
care needs. Further, the payout options available under a deferred annuity permit
the selection of a payment method, including guarantees, offering the best overall
protection for the policyholder and his or her spouse.

For the millions of Americans who are not covered, or not covered adequately, by
qualified pension plans, the availability of deferred annuities is crucial. Although
qualified plans have much greater tax incentives associated with them, since pay-
ments into such plans are either deductible or, if paid by an employer, excludable,
people who have no access to such plans can today use the deferred annuity to help
them achieve suitable retirement income objectives, In addition, the deferred annu-
ity is available to those who need to supplement their retirement savings as, for ex-
ample, in the common case where the employer's qualified plan is not adequate to
meet a retiree's reasonable projected income needs. Hence, for a sizable group of
people, the deferred annuity provides basic retirement savings, quite apart from pro-
viding a flexible means for meeting retirement needs.

The Administration's proposal, however, would prohibit such flexibility and would,
instead, mandate commitment to a life muity payout (with the accompanying risk
of forfeiture on early death) at the inception of a contract, many years (sometimes
even decades) before the payout is to commence. The proposal would arbitrarily cut
off use of one's retirement savings to ftuid emergency needs, such as the often great
cost of long-term nursing home care necessary in old age. Moreover, the proposal
would effectively prevent policyholders from passing along retirement savings at
death to a surviving spouse or other beneficiary dependent on the policyholder.

The reasons advanced by the Administration in support of its proposal are spe-
cious. The premise of the Administration's proposal is that deferred annuities are
similar to other investments where income is taxed currently, and thus, the earn-
ines under deferred umuities should also be taxed currently. However, this premise
is incorrect. During the past decade, Congress has carefully crafted (in four tax en-
actments since 1982) a variety of restrictions on annuities in order to ensure that
such contracts are utilized for long.terns investment and retirement purposes (thus
distinguishing deferred annuities from investments where earnings are currently
taxable).

As a result of these changes, if a policyholder makes a premature withdrawal
from an amnuity contract, the amount withdrawn is considered to come first from
earnings which have accrued under the contract, until all such earnings have been
taxed. In addition, with limited exceptions, a ten percent penalty tax is imposed on
withdrawals from a deferred annuity that occur before the policyholder has reached
age 69V2. For these puroses, a loan against, or a pledge of, the annuity contract
is treated as a taxable distribution. Furthermore, the tax law now requires that dis-
tributions must commence from a -contract on the death of the policyholder (unless
the contract is transferred to a surviving spouse), thus providing an outside limit
on the deferral of tax on annuity earnings.

Moreover, the tax treatment of deferred annuities is broadly available to, and is
broadly used by, the Nation's middle class. These individuals could, of course, invest
in other assets offering a similar deferral of tax on accumulated earnings, e.g., unr-
alized gains in stock. Indeed, these alternative investments have substantial tax ad-
vantages in comparison to annuities in that if the gain is not realized during the
owner's lifetime, his or her heirs will receive a "step-up" in basis and the gain will
never be taxed. However, deferred annuities are unique in that they offer necessary
security for retirement savings unavailable in other investments.

Experience has shown that the numerous changes enacted in the past ensure, as
Congress intended, that deferred annuities are used for their intended purpose-to
provide for the long-term retirement needs of the American public. Adoption of the
Administration's proposal would eliminate a finely honed part of the tax law which
encourages retirement sav- js md efficiently prevents abuse.
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IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL ON INVESTMENT IN THE ECONOMY

Savings, particularly the kind of savings that results in long-term investment,
plays a vital role in promoting strong economic growth. The importance of savings
has been recognized by the Treasury Department, which has emphasized that "sav.
ings is the life-blood of the economy." Indeed, a clear objective of the Administration
and Congress is to increase national savings.

Individuals are the largest single source of savings in the United States, and the
savings dollars held in, and annually added to, deferred annuities represent a sig-
nilicant portion of the total savings of Americans, particularly their retirement sav-
ings, More importantly, deferred annuity savings dollars are invested by policy-
holders for long-term retirement-oriented needs and are locked into satisfying those
needs partly by the tax law itself (via the penalty tax on premature withdrawals)
and partly by contract design. As a consequence, life insurers issuing deferred annu-
ity contracts, with a view to the contracts purposes as well as their own investment
policies and restrictions, typically make longer-term investments.

In view of the foregoing, we must disagree with the Treasury Department specula-
tion that the Administration's proposal will not affect the Nation's level of savings.
As Dr. Martin Feldstein, chairman of the N'rtional Bureau of Economic Research
and former chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors, told the
American Insurance Amsociation's annual conference last month:

"[Insurance is a potentially very powerful vehicle for savings [and] for
national capital formation .... But, insurance can only be fully effective
in increasing our national savings rate if tax laws and other rules that dis-
criminate now against savings through insurance are changed and if legis-
lation is adopted to encourage savings .... Other countries are much more
aggressive in using their tax laws to encourage the... use of life insurance
as a vehicle for savings . .. . [Tihe Japanese . . . combine insurance and
savings even in the property insurance area .... I think insurance should
play a central role in increasing our national savings rate."

Deferred annuities are insurance products that promote savings, and preserving
the sensible tax treatment that now exists for deferred annuities can encourage
more savings, as Dr. Feldstein has suggested. By severely reducing the
attractiveness of deferred annuities, the Administration's proposal discourages sav-
ings (primarily middle class savings for retirement) and simultaneously discourages
the long-term investing by life insurers made possible by annuity savings dollars.
Such consequences surely should be avoided at any time, let alone when Congress
wishes to spur economic recovery and growth.

CONCLUSION: THE PROPOSAL SHOULD BE REJECTED

We strongly urge the Committee on Finance to reject the Administration's pro-
posal, The existing tax treatment of deferred annuities is grounded in sound policy.
Middle class people should be allowed to fund efficiently, and effectively for their re-
tirement needs through the purchase of deferred annwties, as the tax law now al-
lows but which the Adminstration's proposal would effectively prohibit. The Admin.
istration's proposal represents unsound tax policy and, even more importantly, un-
sound economic policy. As such, we respectfully urge the Committee to reject the
Administration's proposal.

COMUMIE OF ANNUTTY INSURERS MEMBER COMPANIES

Aetna Life & Casualty Insurance Company, Hartford, CT; Allstate Life Insurance
Company, Northbrook, IL; American General Corporation, Houston, TX; Amer-
ican nternational Group, Inc. Wilmington, DE; American Investors Life Insur-
ance Company, Inc., Topeka, kS; Broad, Inc., Los Angeles, CA Capital Holding
Corporation, louisville KY; Charter National Life Insurance Company, St.
Lotus MO Church 1,ife Insurance Corporation, New York, NY; Ci NA Cor-
poration, Philadelphia, PA; Confederation Life Insurance Company, Atlanta,
GA, Conseco Insurance Companies, Carmel, IN and Amarillo, TX; Delta Life
and Annuity Memphis TN; Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United
States, New york, NY; Equitable of Iowa Companies, DesMoines, IA; F & G Life
Insurance, Baltimore MD; Fidelity Investments Life Insurance Company, Bos-
ton, MA; Great Northern Insured Annuity Corporation, Seattle, WA; Hartford
Life Insurance Company, Hartford, CT; The Holden Group, Los Angeles, CA;
IDS Life Insurance Company, Minneapolis, MN; Integrity Life Insurance Com-
pany, New York, NY; Jackson National Life Insurance Company, Lansing MI;
John Alden Life Insurance Company, Miami, FL; John Hancock Mutual Life In-
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surance Company, Boston, MA; Kemper Investors Life Insurance Companies,
Chicago, IL; Keyport Life Insurance Compan, Boston, MA; Life Insurance

Company of the Southwest, Dallas, TX; Life Insurance Company of Virginia,
Richmond, VA; Lincoln National Corporation Fort Wayne IN- Manufacturers
Life Insurance Com pany, Toronto, Canada; Merrill Lynch Life Insurance Com-
p any, Princeton, NJ; Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, NY;
Monarch Financial Services Inc., Holyoke, MA; Mutual of Omaha Companies,
Omaha, NE- Nationwide Life Insurance Companies, Columbus, OH; New Eng-
land Mutual Life Insurance Company, Boston, MA; New York Life Insurance
Company, New York, NY; North American Security Life Insurance Company,
Boston, MA; Protective Life Insurance Company Birmingham, AL' Reliance
Life Companies, Philadelphia, PA; Sun Life of Janada, Wellesley hills, MA;
Travelers Insurance Companies, Hartford, CT; Xerox Financial Services Life In-
surance Company, Oakbrook, IL.
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STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

TAX RELIEF AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Mr. Chairman, my name is Dean Phypers and I am Chairman of the
Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic
Development, non-partisan organization of 250 of the nation's top
business and academic leaders. I will be brief. A detailed
statement of CED's position is contained in our recent program
statement, Politics, Tax Cuts and the Peace Dividend, which I
would like to submit for the record.

I want to make three points today:

* First, the nation will be best served if you do
reduce taxes. Deficit reduction should remain our first priority
in order to raise long-term growth. Any peace dividend therefore
should be used to reduce the deficit.

* Second, neither the President's budget nor most visible
Congressional fiscal plans recognize this priority. Instead, they
emphasize quick-fix, temporary actions to deal with election year
pressures.

* Third, if it is deemed necessary to address these
political pressures, such actions should be consistent with our
long-term objectives to the greatest extent possible.

Deficits. National Saving. Growth and Living Standards

Our first task is to go "back to basics" on economic growth.
Rising living standards require higher productivity, which, in
turn, requires more national saving and investment. Those
objectives demand deficit reduction, not tax cuts. Much of the
-current policy discussion, which focuses on the recession,
unemployment and weak demand, simply ignores this fundamental long-
term imperative.

Please do not misunderstand me. I recognize the economic
distress in the country. I also recognize that, especially in an
election year, there is great political pressure to "fix it."
However, the distress is principally due to structural imbalances,
especially the accumulation of private and public debt during the
fiscal binge of the 1980s. These imbalances would be made worse
over the long term by tax reduction that raises present or future
deficits. Now that we have a fiscal hangover, we should not take
"the hair of the dog., We should forgo tax reduction. The recovery
will come as household and business balance sheets are repaired
with the assistance of monetary policy, but this will take some
time.

Longer term, to raise American living standards, alleviate
economic distress and reduce poverty, we need the additional
resources that can come onl from economic growth. Yet our fiscal
policy has been consistently anti-growth for years, and now--as
this Committee knows better than anyone--the resources are no
longer there. The U.S. national saving rate has collapsed from
about 8 percent of national income in the three decades prior to
1980 to about 2 percent at present, reflecting both larger public
deficits and reduced private saving. Our domestic investment,

; Committee for Economic Development, Politics1 Tax Cuts and
the Peace Dividend (New York: 1991)
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temporarily sustained by massive imports of capital, is declining
in turn as foreign borrowing becomes increasingly unavailable and
unwise.

We--and here I include the leadership of government, business,
labor and the media--have done a poor job of explaining to
Americans what large budget deficits are doing to their economic
prospects. Deficits seem an abstraction, unrelated to the real
economic world, unrelated (unlike tax cuts) to better paychecks or
profits. But they are not an abstraction, nor do they affect only
our future. They are dragging down our growth and living standards
today. One recent study estimates that the lower national saving
rate in the 1980s has cut our productive capacity by 5-7%, and that
this shortfall will grow to 10-15% by the year 2000.2 This growth
shortfall will cost the average family $4,000 to $6,000, not the
monthly McDonald's meal provided by "tax relief." The tax cuts
under discussion in Washington are inconsequential in comparison
with the good jobs, good wages, good housing, good schools and good
highways we will sacrifice if we continue this course. This is
what budget policy is really doing to the American dream.

Current Budget and Tax Proposals

From the foregoing discussion, you will understand why I
cannot enthusiastically support either the President's budget or
many other fiscal proposals being discussed. They do not give
priority to the long-term deficit reduction required for stronger
economic growth.

I recognize that the President's budget, like-the Chairman's
earlier proposal and several other plans, are designed to be
"revenue neutral" and adhere in rough fashion to the 1990 Budget
Agreement. Nevertheless, they fail to address the long-term
deficit problem adequately for several reasons:

* First, the long-term budget outlook is perhaps the worst
we have ever faced, notwithstanding the savings from reduced
defense spending. For the first time, long-term projected deficits
are now rising rather than declining.

* Second, the pressures to break the Budget Agreement are
very strong. Whatever the merits of particular adjustments, such
an action would leave us adrift, without fiscal moorings, in a
political gale.

* Third, the dangers of deficit expansion under the
pressures of political competition to reduce taxes are grave.
Memories of the 1981 bidding war should instruct us, but they may
not suffice.

* Fourth, these pressures generate imprudent fiscal
assumptions. The President proposes to pay for his immediate tax
cuts with accounting changes and tax changes which raise revenues
now but lose large revenues in the future. The Chairman's proposal
assumes that a temporary middle-class tax cut will not be extended.
Others assume tax cuts which "pay for themselves" or are financed
by unrealistic spending reductions.

2 E.S. Harris and C. Steindel, "The Decline in U.S. Saving
and Its Implications for Economic Growth," Federal Reserve Bank
of New York Quarterly Review (Winter, 1991)
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* Finally, we now seem to be trying desperately to snatch
fiscal defeat from the jaws of victory. The Soviet collapse gives
us an unexpected opportunity to transfer enormous resources from
defense to capita] formation. In this spirit, CED last June
recommended that the entire peace dividend be devoted to deficit
reduction.3  Y-t Congress is now arguing 2 about whether the
peace dividend should be frittered away on tax cuts or on more
domestic spending, and the President has invited Congress to pay
for his tax cuts with the peace dividend if it so chooses. This
would be a grave mistake. We should use the peace dividend only
for deficit reduction. Tax cuts should be considered only when our
children can afford them.

Damage Control in an Election Year

I fully recognize that recommendations to avoid tax reductions
entirely may be unrealistic in the current environment. In this
context, I urge that you follow two principles which would help
protect national saving, investment and growth:

* First, any tax cuts should bepaid for. The peace
dividend should be husbanded for the future through deficit
reduction. Any other approach would squander an opportunity to
extricate ourselves from a terrible problem of our own creation.

* Second, ny tax reductions or spending increases should
produce productive public investments we would wish to make in a
non-recession, non-election year. In this regard, CED
particularly welcomes the President's attention, for instance, to
research and development, Head Start, and math and science
education. However, I strongly underline the word productive when
attached to the words "public investments.' I need not elaborate
on the difference between productivity and pork.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I thank you and
the Committee for your patience in hearing advice that may seem
unrealistic. But I do believe that someone should speak for the
long-term public interest, and I have tried to do so.

Committee for Economic Development, The Economy and

National Defense: Adjusting to Military Cutbacks in the Post-

Qld War Era (New York: 1991)
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EQUITABLE, REsotIRCES ENERGY CO.,
Pittsburgh, PA, February 14, 1992,

Hon. l,LoYD BENTaEN, Chairman,
Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Chairman: In connection with your hearings on the President's budget
proposals, Equitable Resources wishes to submit for the record our recent testimony
before the House Ways and Means Committee on needed energy legislation.

This testimony respectfully requests Congress' support for permanent extension of
the Section 29 tax credit for' the production of nonconventional natural gas from l)e.
vonian shale, coal seams, and tight formations. This energy source represents one-
fourth of our remaining gas reserves in the lower 48 states. The credit expires this
year.

As a developmental drilling incentive the Section 29 tax credit is a needed com-
plement to the Administration's exploratory drilling proposals. Much of the
nonconventional gas is in known locations and is in proximity to existing pipelines
and markets.

We believe the Section 29 tax credit is a cost effective incentive whose benefits
more than pay for itself. It has worked very successfully since enacted by Congress
in 1980 as part of our National Energy Policy. The credit has increased gas supplies,
helped moderate the cost to consumers, anhelped achieve our nation's air quality
goals.

The Section 29 tax credit is one of the few incentives our industry has today to
continue to drill gas wells. It is not a tax giveaway. The credit only applies if the
well produces gas, and it phases out as prices exceed levels set by Congress. How-
ever, as explained in our testimony, many producers are unable to use the Section
29 credit due to certain unfair provisions of the alternative minimum tax (AMT).

Yotu support of this legislation is vitally needed to not only benefit consumers and
the environment but also preserve jobs, increase capital investment, and improve
the nation's energy trade balance.

I thank you for* the opportunity to present these views and would be pleased to
provide you with additional information.Yours truly, H.E. GARDNER, JR., President

Attachment.

STATEMENT OF EQIjTAI3I,E RESOTRCEqs ENFROY COMPANY, BEFORE ThE, COMMITTEE
ON WAYS AND MEANS, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON PERMANENT ExTEN.
SION OF CERTAIN EXPIRINO 'TAX PROVISIONS, FEBRUARY 10, 1992

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, I am H. E. Gardner Jr., president of Equitable Resources Energ
Company (Equitable), a subsidiary of E9 ittable Resources, Inc. based in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. I want to thank you again for allowing Equitable the opportunity to
present testimony on the importance of continuing the Section 29 tax credit for
nonconventional natural gas produced from Devonian shales, coal seams, and tight
formations.

Equitable is involved in all phases of the natural gas industry--distribution,
transmission, gathering, and oil and gas exploration an d production. Furthermore,
Equitable is leader in the development of nonconventional natural gas in the Ap-
palachian Basin.

We last testified before the Committee at its March 7, 1990, hearing on Long-
Term Strategies on the Environment. We then strongly urged Congress to extend
the Section 29 credit as a cost-effective way to bolster production of a critical energy
resource that can help achieve our Nation's air quality goals. Congress did extend
the credit for two years, and I can state for the record today, that your action has
been overwhelmingly successful. Tlhe supply of gas available to the American public
has significantly increased, gas prices have moderated, and more gas is being used
to benefit the environment.

SUMMARY OF POSITION

Equitable supports: 1) permanently extending the Section 29 credit for
nonconventional fuels; (2) allowing taxpayers in an alternative minimum tax (AMT)
situation to fully utilize the Section 29 credit by permitting the Section 29 credit
to be credited against AMT: atnd (3) allowing taxpayers to carry forward any portion
of the Section 29 credit that is otherwise lost under current law.
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We believe an extension of the Section 29 tax credit is vital for the national inter-
est for the following reasons:

* Nonconventional gas represents one-fourth of the Nation's remainung a
reserves in the lower 48 states according to the Department of Energy (Exhibit
1).

* The record shows that the Section 29 tax credit works. It has been a very
cost-effective incentive since its inception in 1980 as part of the National En-
ergy Strategy to reduce reliance on imported energy and produce more domestic
gas.

* The Section 29 wells represent the only category showing an increase in
new drilling. All others show a sharp decline. New drilling must occur to re-
place gas reserves.

. The increased supply of nonconventional gas has created greater com-
petition in. the marketplace with consumers benefitting from lower wellhead
prices for gas.

* The increased supply provides a reliable and competitively priced fuel for
improving the Nation a air quality.

* In the absence of market price incentives, the credit provides the needed
incentive to overcome the higher development costs and lower production rates
generally associated with nonconventional gas.

BACKGROUND

The Section 29 tax credit has applied to new nonconventional gas wells drilled
since 1979. It was part of the Nation's response to the OPEC oil embargo and the
gas shortage crises of the 1970's. Congress felt that development of our vast
nonconventional gas resources should be stimulated through a production credit
which would reduce dependence on imported energy.

Much of the Section 29 gas lies in well-known, shallower reservoirs near existing
pipelines and markets. However, as the DOE's studies show (see Exhibit 1), the vast
majority of these reserves cannot be produced economically without sufficient mar-
ketplace and/or tax incentives. At prices less than $3.00 per MMBtu, DOE estimates
we lose 61% of the potential gas reserves in tight formations, 68% in shale, and 83%
in coalbeds. Congress has desired the credit as sort of a backstop incentive to
apply only when marketplace prces fall below pre-set thresholds, adjusted for infla-
tion.

At lower prices, many nonconventional wells would otherwise become uneconomic
due to the higher costs and lower well production rates involved. A nonconventional
well typically requires expensive fracturing techniques and other technology to stim-
ulate production to commercial levels. Its production life may run 30 years or more
to deplete the recoverable gas reserve compared to 10 years for conventional weIs.
We find an Appalachian Basin coal seam gas well, for example, costs 10-20% moro)
than a conventional well to drill, and its monthly well operating costs run 300-400%
more.

EFFECITVENESS OF THE SECTION 29 CREDIT

We believe the Section 29 credit is very cost effective. It is not a tax giveaway.
It applies only after gas from specified formations is successfully found and sold into
the marketplace. If the well is unsuccessful, all of the risk of dr-illinq stays with the
producer and no credit is available. Further, the credit applies only if market prices
are too low to act as an incentive. The credit otherwise phases out as the price rises
above the thresholds Congress has set.

We also believe the Section 29 credit is very supply effective. According to data
compiled by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) on Exhibit 2 the number
of new nonconventional wells being, drilled as a percentage of all wells rose from
6.7% in 1980 to 18.3% in 1987, while the amount of nonconventional production as
a percentage of all new production rose from 3.9% to 10.6% during this same period.
Moreover, data from new well filings at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
on Exhibit 3 show nonconventional gas as the only category with an increase. All
others show a steep decline. In 1990, new nonconventional wells increased 46 per-
cent from 1989 and represented 62 percent of all new well filings made. They also
represented 39 percent of estimated new annual gas volumes. That there has been
this surge in nonconventional gas drilling when conventional drilling is plummeting
has to be attributable to the Section 29 credit.

The Section 29 credit not only helps gas supplies but also consumers and the envi-
ronment. By making greater supplies available, the credit engenders more competi-
tive pricirg in the marketplace and encourages use of domestic gas to help solve our

Nation's air quality problems. As you know, three of our top priority air quality

55-026 0 - 92 - 9
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problems are acid rain, grotud-level ozone formation, and global warming. The pri.
mary causes of acid rain are believed to be sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides
(NOR) emissions. Studies have shown that natural gas can cut emissions of 502, to
essentially zero and emissions of NO. from stationary sources by 10--6 percent and
by 80 percent or more in vehicles.

Ozone is said to form when reactive hydrocarbons and NO, come in contact with
sunlight. Using natural gas cuts the NO. emissions as stated above and virtually
eliminates reactive hydrocarbons from stationary sources while reducing their enis-
sions from gasoline-powered vehicles by almost 90 percent.

Global warming is said to be caused by increased concentrations of carbon dioxide
(CO2) in the atmosphere. We know in conventional boilers use of natural gas can
reduce C( 2 emissions by 60-70 percent and, in vehicles, by 30 percent as compared
to gasoline.

NEED FOR AMT RELIEF

Many producers of nonconventional gas are not able to take full advantage of the
Section 29 credit due to the AMT provisions of the Code. This is because accelerated
depreciation and I|)Cs from drilling wells are considered ta* "preference items" for
purposes of the AMT. These preference items are special tax incentives that in-
crease the amount of AMT. A producer cannot use the Section 29 credit to lower
his tax liability below the AMT. Although the taxpayer may be able to carry forward
a portion of the credit, the net present value ofthe credit decreases. However, in
any event, the taxpayer forever loses that portion of the Section 29 credit that ex-
ceeds the taxpayer's regular tax liability. Without the full credit, many producers
are not able to recover the costs expended to drill a well and to make the project
economically feasible. Thus, we urge Congress to enact legislation that will enable
producers to utilize the Section 29 credit against the AMT. In addition, since the
Section 29 credit is permanently lost to the extent it exceeds the regular tax liability
for the tax year, we urge Congress to enact legislation to enable the taxpayer to
carry forward any portion of the credit not used in a particular tax year.

EQUITABLE'8 CASE

In Equitable's case shown below, the Section 29 credit has been an important fac-
tor in our decisions to drill nonconventional tight formation, coal seam, and Devo-
Wan shale gas wells in the Appalachian Basin. Without the credit, I can safely say
our drilling would have been at a much lower level, and with fewer jobs, investment,
etc.

Nwnum of lx crm Oros* go rowv dsvd-
wgb MWe (198-9) owe

K oftx ky ............................................................................................. 327 82.0 8c
N ow York ................................................................................ ........... 39 4.1 0 d
Porrn s v . ....................................................................................... 27 4.1 Oc
V ir nla ................................................................................................. 295 90.6 B
W ostV Arg nla .............................................................................. ......... 70 16.0

Tota .....................1............... ............................................. 764 196.8 Oc

CONCLUSION

We think our experience is representative of many producers in the Appalachian
Basin and across the country. Equitable recommends that the Section 29 credit be
extended under the Code as part of our national energy policy. However, many pro-
ducers have losses for the tax year and are unable to use the Section 29 credit be-
cause of AMT. We urge Congress to remove barriers imposed by the AMT that re-
strict producers in utilizing the Section 29 credit. Moreover, the taxpayer should be
allowed to carry forward any portion of the Section 29 credit that is otherwise per-
manentlv lost under current law.

Over the last 10 years, the Section 29 tax credit has proven itself to be a cost-
effective means for stimulating substantial additions to the nation's natural gas re-
serve base. This has benefitted consunere through lower prices, creating jobs and
investments, and improving our energy trade balance. On their behalf, we rec-
ommend the Section 29 tax credit continue as part of our National Energy mid Envi-
ronmental Strategy and be extended permanently. The importance of an extension
is underscored by the general slowdown in conventional gas drilling.
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TABLE 1. TOTAL UNITED STATES GAS RESERVES AND RESOURCES ASSESSED

TECHNICALLY
RECOVERABLE

LOWER 48( Conventlonol) GAS. Tel"

PROVED RESERVES. 1231/86. ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE
INFERRED RESERIVESr' PROBABLE RESOURCES. 12431.86. ONSHORE
INFERRED RESERVES. 12131186. OFFSHORE
EXTENDED RESERVE aOWTII NOASSOCITED FELDS. ONSHORE
GAS RESOURCES ASSOCIATED WITH OIL RESERVE GROWTH"'UND) OOVER3DCS O F-ESOURCFS

UNDISCOVERED OFFSHFRE RESOURCES"
It. SUBTOTAL

LOWER 48 (Unconventional)
GAS IN LOW.PERMEASILITY RESERVOIRS
COAlBEDWrt-'ANE
SHALE GAS

SUBTOTAL

ALASKA

ALASKA: RESERVES
ALASKA INFERRED RESERVES [COOK INLEr TREA)
ALASKA UNDOVEW-O. ONK)M ANDOFFSORE

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

159
85

119I9

219
134

800

180

48
31

1.059

33
3

93
1.18

1,188

RECOVERABLE GAS
BY PRICE"

r$3.IMcI $3.-S.IMct

159
85

88 59
54 28

49S 116

70 49
8 4

10 5
583 174

25 2#
59S5 176

59S 176

*Volumes of gas fudged recoverable with existing technology
"Volumes ol gas (Tcf) Judged recoverable with existing technology by Review Panel at wellhead
"'Judged at oil prces of ,$24.bbi and $24.-40./bb
*-Outer Continental Shelf
gComponent in southern Alaska
.Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Policy, Planning & Analysis

Gas Resource Base of the United States", Hay 1988.

pr;,3S shown j1997$)

- "An Assessment of the Natural Cgs
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Exhibit 2

Number of Producing Vells and Annual Production in Lower 48 States by
Post-NOPA Category 1978-1987 (Volume in Billion Cubic Feet)

NOPA Section 107
Devonian Shale,
Coal Seam , Other

Number of Total
Producing Production

Year ls (cf)

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

3,981
4,202
4,756
5,883
7,367
8 ,405
9,470

10,626
11,255
11,649

101
94
90
91
98

103
112
116
124
145

NOPA Section 1072
Tiiht Formations

Number of Total
Producing Production

Well. (3cf)

241
1,059
5,351

12,169
19,774
25,537
31, 981
38,184
42,470
45,178

14
40

211
495
719
838

1,058
1,201
1,234
1,413

All New Post-
NOPA Production3

Number of Total
Producing Production

Vells (cf)

102, 681
124,785
151,934
187, 779
220,047
244,682
271, 620
293,696
304,194
309,803

3,684
5,845
7,683
9,657

10,862
11,189
13,043
13,477
13,648
14,708

1 Includes reported production enhancement yells.

2 Includes tight formation vells qualifying under

categories.
other NGPA

3 Excludes old gas production under NOPA Sections 104, 105, and 106.

Source: Tables FE1-FE3, September 1989 Natural Gas Monthly, Energy
Information Administration, Office of Oil and Gas, Reserves
and Natuts.t Gas Division, Title I data base.
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EXHIBIT 3

Table 8. Well Determnination Filings, 1985-1991
(Volume in Billion Cubic Feet)

102S lo

Yew f*~w~ of F*8NvNO a

Ow1

TgI V04*1W6 I~~.

1964 T.----
Im .#
166 TOWa -
11416 TOWa

9.0$2
4.031
"I36

2.147

7.026
3.420
V1117
1.50

I569 12.53 1.4$6
11.344 6.66 56
$.717 4.4 $32
6,359 5.004 563

EsiOWe of oF.le

Total Are"n

10.940 6.766 741
16.7"9 11.746

4S.65 4,242
5.743 3,494

124 67 25 346 300 31 365 266
F~uy..~.-- 134 103 26 400 303 54 266 219

M60 104 76 22 M9 317 22 351 234
AWO ~ . 13t 6 24 3U4 279 40 266 217

JUN...........-.. 66 13 294 190 16 214 134
A ____ 137 110 24 442 339 36 266 216

Adi............ 124 91 26 313 236 24 341 259
74 61 102 266 96 32 314 266

ow6 72 24 446 3N6 57 365 292
NOW1~6 21 233 143 20 364 30
0OSCOer-..-. 55 41 7 206 126 13 362 2n9

TOW .-- 1.26 66 344 4.194 3,060 379 3.831 2.85W

Uwol-~~. 122 66
A93 12

Mv ------ 34 26

Seooo.* - S 43
000uW I--- 61 47
"w to 12 104
NO~mb so.- 5 43

TOW6 N

1661
j&WY 52 43
Fean~ey 06 5

MOM ____ 32 34
AptE 47 37
-p 30 31
MWj Ii 1 6
M 54 22
AWO~ 33 34

3 h i 114 6

136 YTO 361 264
""6 TYl an 466
too Y1- LM2 M0

266
243
291
204
367
20?
202
206
206
M5

2264
Ida

2ZOO6

204
226
210
264
164
106
266
222
1I7

IA43
2.31I
"M30

173

161
131
213
224
i "
'39
'34

114

1.961

124
153
141
1M
'34
81

IN6
179
1GO

1.26
M.04
2.443

304
300
714

42S

466
362
366
493
361
543

775
375
576
441
296
6I'
M2

Sol

4kw6
4.161
2.720

266
262
466
231
31S
349
24
221
360
226
349
345

3.7*7

22
6o6
290
410
271
203
366
'66
MIS

30?
246

14
14
to
Is
21

26
17
20
22
14

21
16
29
22
32
42
21
13
27
22
21

279

I I
40

24
24
16
24

34

3.256 247

2.029 130

S". loAm A' - 661o6.M

6"ay N.vmNNO AiI~ft&"/Nwiv am Mu6Wy oanw 1661

SOCIM" 101'/Lvq 134~~'
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Table 8. Well Determination Filings, 1985-1991 (Continued)
(Volume In Billion Cubic Feet)

socfon 108' TOWa

Yew Nwnbv of F1lO M~ of Fling,
Month Alo wh Esomated

Total V OWKImwh Ae Total VOW" AMe
VokonafiwWA

19" OM.

1967

AMU

Mwty

M"

Deombuw

OW

low

JMay

JUM

Au"~

two tr

tr TO

9,740 5.3064
7,215 4.116
5,06 3,179
4,020 2.602

45.626 33,62" 4,114
29.02 21.566 2Z36
19,620 13,756 1.309
16,269 12.806 1,300

120 71 1 1,016 754
136 T6 I 9w6 703
142 61 1 969 690
170 102 1 o71 692
406 26 1 1,243 910
163 101 1 737 460
369 344 2 1,254 1,011
92 75 1 670 S61
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STATEMENT OF Focus ON THE FAMILY

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF PREFERRED RATES

Postal rates have historically reflected public policy from the earliest days of the
republic. Preferred rates were designed to foster the dissemination of public infor-
mation inuring to the public good through low rates for periodical publications.

Congress recognizedthe need for and established rate differences for qualifying
non-profit organizations in 1917 by exempting rublications mailed by these groups
from an increase in the rate for advertising mater within the publication. This dis-
tinction has continued to the present time in consideration of the perceived benefit
to the national community by the activities of such groups and publications.

In 1961 preferred rate status was extended to bulk printed matter distributed by
qualifying non-profit organizations by exempting such matter from a rate increase.

In 1970 the Postal Reorganization Act preserved the preferred rates and provided
subsidies to make up the loat revenue for the overhead or "institutional" cost to the
USPS.

IMPACTP TO FOCUS ON TIlE FAMILY AS A NON-PROFIT MAILER

Focus on the Family has qualified for the preferred rates since it's incorporation
in 1977 as a 501c(3) organization. The organization is entirely dependent on the do-
nations received from it's constituency. It publishes seven periodical magazines each
of which is specifically designed to meet the needs of particular areas of society
These are: the family unit as a whole children, teenagers, physicians, and matters
of public policy affecting family related issues. The organizations mission is directed
towards the preservation of the family unit as the basic building block of our soci-
ety traditional family values with their basis found in Judeo-Christian principles
and an evangelical approach to sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

This mission is accomplished by providing various resources to families on issues
ranging from' marital relationships, child rearing and finances to substance abuse
to name a few. Counseling services, both direct and referral, are also provided to
those with a need.

Focus on the Family spends five million dollars annually with USPS and depends
heavily on postal services for direct mail fund raising and for delivery of resources
to nearly two million families.

Postal rates in general have been skyrocketing in recent years, and the revenue
forgone subsidy has been steadily eroding. Over the last three years, Focus on the
Family has been forced to reduce it's mailing list by twenty three percent. This has
been a direct result of increases in postage. Previously our magazine "Focus on the
Family" was distributed free to over 2,200,000 families. Five hundred thousand of
these names have been removed from this mailing list and we are now only able
to reach 1,700,000 families with this publication. Focus on the Family cannot pass
these increases on to it's donors. Further reductions will be required if rates con-
tinue to spiral.

The financial impact to this ministry (and non-profits as a whole) has been a
"double whammy" resulting in cut backs in mail volume. This translates into less
effectively reaching those in our society who can benefit the most from our re-
sources; families with median to low incomes that cannot afford to donate on a regu-
lar basis if at all. In most cases resources are provided to the requester regardless
of ability to contribute the suggested donation amount.

Focus on the Family has a continuing program to prepare it' mail stream to meet
USPS automation standards to allow for the most efficient and cost effective deliv-
ery of our mail by the postal service. This includes the purchase of barcoding equip-
ment. USPS has sold the mailing community on the idea that doing so would help
keep rates down, yet postage costs continue to escalate. Non-proft mailers must
have stability in postage rates if we are to continue to oerve society.

Focus on the Family is non-competitive with the market place in general since
a suggested donation, greater than the fair market value of the premiums offered
is sought. These items are by and large directly or topically related to the goals anA
purpose of the organization to benefit and strengthen the social fabric of our nation
many of these resources are produced by the organization and are not available any-
where else in the market place.

The Bush Administration's proposal would deny participation in nearly all of the
preferred rate categories by Focus on the Family. This would literally double pont-
age costs and divert an additional four to five million dollars per year 17',T, of totil
budget) from the actual services described above, that the organization renders to
society.
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IMPACT TO SIOC M

By considering the net impact on all qualifying non-profit organizations, the loss
to society could place additional burden on other government (tax payer rManced)
programs that would be required to fill the voids at a potentially greater cost than
revenue forgone.

A father impact would be elimination of jobs and income tax revenue. Non-profits
employ many workers who pay income and federal, state and local sales tax. Jobs
will certainly be lost due to attempts to reduce overhead to make up for the lost
revenue from smaller mailings and higher postage costs. Some of these organiza-
tions may have to cease doing business as a result of lost income. This seems
counter to the Administration's 'Thousand Points of Light" program and the desire
to foster economic growth. It would likely have a ripple effect throughout the com.
munity.

POSTAL SYSTEM/VOIUME IMPACTS

It is clear from the performance of the USPS itself that the increasing postage
costs in general for all third class mail has significantly reduced the volume in this
class. Mailers are mailing less than they used to. The Postal Service is not able to
furlough the unneeded labor, having to rely solely on attrition to reduce the work
force. The result has been a negative productivity rate with increased overhead.

With yet another postal rate case pending for 1994 it is likely this trend will con-
tinue. The net result will be even lower productivity, and higher costs to the public.
This will have a dynamic impact esp ecially in the area of postal automation, which
has been designed to process the "cleaner" automation ready mail pieces and lower
overhead costs. The volume will simply not be there to justify the millions of dollars
already invested in automation equipment.

Non-profit mailers contribute significantly to this volume of mail. Higher rates
and lose of revenue forgone translates into lower volume. The result will be lower
productivity and higher costs for handling all mail and will ultimately lead to even
further postage increases, not only for third class mail, but for all classes including
first class stamps.
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Thomas S. Moynihan,C.P.A.
3 Woodledge Road
Stamford, CT 06907
(203) 359-8525

February 14, 1992

Mr. Wayne losier
U.S. Senate
Mr. Edward Mihalski
Minority Chief of Staff
Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

re: Finance Subcommittee hearing on
long-term growth and competitiveness

Dear Gentlemen:

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this written recommendation
for long-term growth and competitiveness of our great country's economy.
I want to point out from the start that the business solution Is very
simple. This solution, though, becomes extremely difficult to implement
if it is viewed in a political light.

Unfortunately it is not as easy as just reducing the deficit, rais-
ing taxes ( If this were the case we would have a surplus we are taxed
so much ), or reducing expenditures. Fortunately, though, linking long
-term growth and competitiveness together is easier.

I have several Ideas that, when implemented together, are gauranteed
to produce long-term growth and competitiveness for years to come. How
many ideas submitted came with a gaurantee like this ?

While the deficit, health care costs, and education woes all hinder
the united states' long-term growth and competitiveness, the biggest
hinderance is the employer portion of the social security tax. This
is, in my opinion, the worst idea ever to be enacted. This huge
hinderance can be turned into the United States' biggest weapon for
long-term growth and competitiveness. Both the employer's and employee's
portion of the social security tax should be put Into the employee's
"ira" for fifteen years. This ira would have to be invested In one or
many mutual funds. This would obviously increase the deficit Initially
but we'll discuss that later. After fifteen years the employer would
stop making contributions to the employee's "ira" and the employee's
rate would be increased to ten percent on all earned income. Prior to
this the employer's contribution would be based on the first $53,400
of salary. This would create a better environment for small businesses,
big businesses, the middle class, and the United States, not to mention
both the poor and the rich. There are two keys to this strategy. First
the deficit must be minimized - we'll get to this in a minute. The second
key Is that the baby boomers are nearing their peak earning years. In three
decades the number of elderly in the United States will increase 75%.
The social security system will not be able to handle this increase.

The employee and spouse will be able to withdraw, upon reaching age
60, all monies in excess of one million dollars ( and be taxed on it ) to
spend in any manner they choose. The one million dollars left In the "ira"
would yield passive income to support them in their golden years and will
be taken by the government ( as a tax ) upon the death of the last surviving
spouse ( provided their dependents are 21 or older ). While under age 60,
the employee can take out half of the "Ira"'s passive earnings to spend
on their or their dependent's college education. These two provisions do
benefit the rich more than the poor initially but we should reward those
that deserve it. If any dependents are under age 22 and their parents are
deceased, the income generated from this "ira" can be used for their wel-
fare/education until age 22.

The million dollar tax will eventually pay off the current national
debt and all future debt Incurred because of this plan as long as spending
is kept in check. In the meantime, the deficit will increase but the
"national savings deficit" will not. The national savings will increase
substantially as thz incremental yield (the difference between the interest
rate Incurred on the national debt and the actual yield incurred by the
"ira"s) is compounded annually.

Once enough income from this idea comes Into the government coffers
to pay for the interest on the national debt, this interest should be
taken of f budget. At this point grantedd It could be 30 years - let the
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organizations with the proper authority make the more precise estimates),
a thirty year "payment plan" to pay off the national debt should be im-
plemented.

At this thirty year point the employee's contribution rate should be
reduced and fixed at 5% of all earned income (this way it Is not as re-
gressive).

Employers (at the fifteen year point) would be able to hire more em-
ployees, pay for their current employees' health insurance, or spend more
on research and development, etc. These items will make the United States'
economy more competitive long-term.

Because my idea will initially increase the deficit (but not the "sav-
ings deficit"), I have come up with ways to minimize this side effect.

Congress must freeze spending. This action alone would show the coun-
try that capitol hill is sincere about fighting the deficit. To do this,
COLA(s), in my opinion the second worst idea ever enacted, must be elim-
Inated. COLA(s) fuel both inflation and deficit spending. If the Hill
wants to increase spending on a program it should decrease spending on a
different program (defense, domestic, etc.).

The second way to best minimize my plan's side effects is to deny -
government payments to anyone earning, exclusive of government payments,
in excess of $40,000 or having a net worth ot $500,000. This includes
social security payments, food stamps, etc. The money saved from this
idea would significantly reduce the deficit and balance the budget in
a shorter time period than is currently being planned (there is no plan
currently).

I have many other great ideas regarding education, politics, govern-
ment spending, taxation of interest and dividends; capital gains tax rate,
government investment in the private sector, trade policy, pension plan
simplification, etc.

Because of time limitations I am only submitting one of my concepts.
It is a concept that both businesses and unions would actually agree on.
I request that you invite me to testify in person the next time this, or
a related hdaring, is held.

We are nearing a time when economics will drive morality. Both the
liberals and the conservatives will agree that we should-do anything to
avoid this. The country needs action now to ensure we have a great country
in the future.

Sincerely,

Thomas S. Moynihan, C.P.A.
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS AND THE
ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCED LIFE UNDERWRITING

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This statement is submitted on behalf of the National Association of Life Under-
writers ("NALU"), a trade association representing some 140,000 professional life
and health insurance agents belonging to over 1,000 state and local life underwriter
associations from every part of our nation, and the Association for Advanced Life
Underwriting ("AALU'), a conference of NALU whose members specialize in busi-
ness uses of life insurance.

As part of its fiscal 1993 budget, the Administration has proposed that businesses
not be permitted to deduct interest paid or accrued after February 1, 1992, on loans
secured by business-owned life insurance policies. The Administration has also pro-
posed that current income tax be imposed on individual-owned annuities without
substantial life contingencies.

NALU and AALU strongly urge Congress to reject both of these Administration
proposals:

* The proposals are anti-savings, anti-economic growth, and basically unfair to
policyholders and the industry.
* The proposal extracts $4.Z-4.9 billion from life insurance products. This is un-
conscionable when just 16 months ago the industry suffered a 60-percent, $8
billion tax hike as it bore the brunt of the 1990 tax bill.
* Imposing the business life insurance proposal retroactively on loans on erist.
ing life insurance contracts would have devastating effects on the industry and
policyholders.

I. THE ADMINISTRATION 1S PROPOSALS ARE ANTI-SAVINGS, ANTI-GROWTH, AND BASICALLY

UNFAIR

A. Interest on Bisinese Life Insurance Loans
Business life insurance serves many legitimate purposes that should not be dis-

couraged by unnecessary changes in the tax laws. One principal use of such insur-
ance is to protect businesses from the financial drain and economic uncertainty
caused by the death of a key employee, owner or officer (so-called "key person" in-
surance). Upon the loss of a key person, a business faces increased costs to find and
train a replacement to maintain employee morale and productivity, and to preserve
product quality and market share. At the same time as it faces these additional
costs, the business may suffer from a loss of revenues or a drop mi credit rating.
These concerns are acutely felt by all businesses, but particularly by the millions
of small and medium sized American businesses. Life insurance protects against
these risks by pa to the business, as beneficiary under the policy, a death bene-
fit upon the death of the key person.

Another principal use of business life insurance is to preserve the integrity of the
business upon the death of an owner. The decedent's here may not be in a position
to keep their interest in the business and may wish to sell it immediately. Under
these circumstances, the remaining owners and employees are faced with the pros-
pect of having the business dissolved, dismantled, or sold to an outsider at a forced
sale price. Alternatively, the owner may have entered into contractual arrangements
to have the interest sold to the company or to the other owners upon death. In ei-
ther case business lfe insurance provides the business with the funds to buy out
the heirs or the decedent's interest and, therefore, the opportunity to make a
smooth transition.

Business life insurance also helps to create assets which provide supplemental
compensation packages to attract and retain key employees, as well as employee
benefits such as retiree health coverage and survivor benefits. Thus, business life
insurance serves many economically and socially useful purposes. Indeed, the impor-
tance of such insurance is underscored by the fact that many commercial lenders
will not extend credit to a small business for its ongoing needs unless the business
adequately insures key individuals and assigns the insurance as collateral to a lend-
er.

Yet these beneficial purposes may be neglected or underserved if interest on busi-
ness life insurance loans is not deductible. This is because businesses are reluctant
to coumnit to long-term assets such as business life insurance unless those assets
can be used as collateral on a tax efficient basis to secure loans to meet unexpected
or unusual financial needs. The wisdom of this reluctance is illustrated by the cur-
rent recession. Even the best managed businesses may be forced in times such as
these to borrow against their assets. In better days, such businesses also may need
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to borrow against their assets in order to expand, improve, or cover cash flow needs.
If business life insurance loan interest becomes nondeductible, such life insurance
will be less attractive than other assets and less will-be purchased. Without finan-
cial protection against the loss of key people, bumneses, especially smaller ones
that are particularly dependent on key people, could fail, leaving many people, rank-and-file as well as highly compensated, without wok. Further loss of jobs in the
current climate is contrary to the goals of the Administration and Congress to stim-
ulate economic growth and provide tax relief for middle America.

The Adndnistration's fiscal 1993 budget attempts to draw a parallel between
loans used to purchase tax-exempt investments andloans secured by the cash value
of a life insurance policy, but this comparison is invalid. The needs for which a busi-
ness uses life insurance and the economic conditions surrounding the business typi-
cally change over the years with the result that policies frequently are surrendered
or withdrawals are made in excess of basis. ThIs results ii taxable income to the
policyowner to the extent of the gain. Thus, life insurance is more akin to a tax-

eferred investment rather than a tax-exempt investment. The increasing value of
a life insurance policy is not essentially different from the increasing value of a
stock or bond portfolio, real estate, or any other type of long-term business asset.
Businesses can and do borrow against those increasing values when necessary to
meet business needs. And the appreciation of these assets is not taxed currently to
their owners but rather is deferred, in many cases indefinitely.

Indeed, as compared to other long-term assets, business life insurance already is
subject to severe restrictions. As a life-insurance product, business life insurance
must satisfy a battery of federal tax requirements that were instituted to ensure
that such products were properly used for traditional life insurance objectives rather
than primarily as investment vehicles. Furthermore the law already substantially
restricts the interest deduction available for policy loans, No deducion is allowed
for interest attributable to the portion of any business life insurance loan that ex-
ceeds $50,000 per insured individual. Also, no deduction is allowed for interest in-
curred pursuant to a plan of purchase which contemplates the systematic borrowing
of the cash value of the contract. Tlhus, there is no justification for eliminating the
interest deduction for business life insurance generally while continuing the interest
deduction for indebtedness secured by other appreciating capital assets.

Further, the Administration's proposal is anti-savings, again the opposite of the
goal sought by Congress and the Administration. Life insurance at both the busi-
nes and the individual levels, promotes long-term savings at the same time that
it provides necessary protection. To the extent that adequate purchase of life insur-
ance is discouraged by a proposal that places it at a disadvantage vis-a-vis other
business assets, it discourages the savings that life insurance pumps into the overall
economy.

NAI,U's and AALU's support of the deductibility of business life insurance loan
interest is not meant to suggest that there have not been uses of this product that
should be subject to closer scrutiny. But, to the extent that there may have been
such uses, they have occnirred largely on the margins. The Administration's proposal
would penalize all uses of COL in order to get at the few perceived problem areas.
A more reasoned approach is presented by companion legislation that was intro-
duced in the 101st Congess by Senator Pryor and Representative Kennelly. This
legislation is targeted af specific problems relating to business life insurance and
has the support of the industry.

B. Taxation of Annuities
Annuities are an important retirement savings vehicle, relied upon by millions of

Americans. A current tax on an annuity's cash value would eliminate the annuity
as an attractive means of saving for retirement, and could therefore result in a sub-
stantial decrease in overall retirement savings. This is exactly the opposite result
being sought by all those involved in fashioning a tax bill to stimulate economic
growth by, among other things, encouragir more savings.

Further, annuities are a middle class retirement savings vehicle. Industry studies
have shown that annuities are purchased primarily by middle-income taxpayers who
cannot afford to gamble with family assets. Eliminating an important retirement
savings option for the middle class would be harmful to the bulk of middle America,
and is not justified even as a source of revenue to pay for other middle class tax
breaks.

The Administration's proposal effectively would eliminate a broad range of payout
options currently available from annuities and would require an irrevocable payout
election at the time the annuity is purchased. This ignores that retirees face a wide
variety of financial circumstances at retirement that cannot be foreseen when the
annuity is purchased. Current annuity contracts address these factors by providing
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a flexible menu of payment options that may be elected up to the date when the
payout actually begins. By ignoring this need for flexibility, the Administration's
proposal, in addtion to being anti-savings id anti-economic growth, is unreason-
able and unfair.

Finally each major tax act since 1982 has contained provisions restricting the use
of annuties. Under current law, for example, distributions from an annuity before
retirement age are subject to regular income tax and a tax penalty. Also, a donor
must recognize gain when an annuity is transferred as a gift and an annuity does
not qualify for a step-up in basis on the death of the owner. Thus, any inside build-
up on an annuity is ultimately taxed to the owner, in contrast to other types of as-
sets, the appreciation on which may escape taxation in a number of ways. Addi-
tional restrictions would only further advantage annuities as compared to other
investment vehicles.

n. TAXING TIlE LIFE INSURANCE INDUSTRY AGAIN WOULD BE UNCONSCIONABLY HARSH

In October, 1990--just 16 months ago--Congress enacted a 50-percent, $8 billion
tax increase on the life insurance industry with the deferred acquisition costs
(DAC") tax rules. The current proposals would hit the products sold by the indus-
ty raising another $4.2-4.9 billion from the industry and olicyholders. Under this
added taxburden, existing policies would lapse and new sales would be dramatically
curtailed. It is unconscionable to slam an industry that provides hundreds of thou-
sands of jobs and billions in long-term capital with two devastating tax increases
in less than two years. The other industries that gave their pound of flesh in 1990-
gasoline, tobacco, alcohol, airports and telephones-are being let off scot-free this
time, while the rest of the business community, which got a free ride in 1990 is
being offered tax cuts. The life insurance industry has carried more than its lair
share of the burden-it should not have to carry any more.

III. RETROACTIVE APPLICATION OF TUE BUSINESS LIFE INSURANCE PROPOSAL WOULD
HAVE DEVASTATING EFFECTS

Consistent with longstanding Congressional practice in the area of federal tax
law, changes in the law affecting life insurance products have always been applied
on a prospective basis onl . This approach recognizes the potentially severe con-
sequences that would befaiboth life insurance companies and policyholders if such
changes were made retroactively. In the case of the Administration's proposed dis-
allowance of the deduction for business life insurance loan interest, retroactive ap-
plication would lead to mass surrenders of these policies, severely harming insurers
that sell the product and causing loss of jobs. Retroactive application would also se-
riously impact policyholders.

The potential impact on insurers was highlighted in a February 4th article in the
Wall Street Journal, which reported that the receiver for Mutual Benefit Life Insur-
ance Co., the troubled New Jersey insurer, expected that enactment of the Adminis-
tration'm proposal would result in the surrender of hundreds of millions of dollars
of Mutual Benefit's business, further jeopardzing the company's attempts to get
back on its feet. Other life insurance companies ace similar woes: in 1991 alone
five other major life insurance companies in addition to Mutual Benefit were seized
by state insurance departments because of concerns about financial stability. In
short, the Administration could not have picked a worse time to begin retroactive
application of changes in the law affecting insurance products.

The impact on policyholders would be no less serious. Businesses that are forced
to shift their resources out of business life insurance and into less restricted assets
would be exposed to greater risk should a key employee die. Employees and retirees
whose retiree health benefits are funded by business life insurance would face great-
er uncertainty about further health coverage. And business planning would be dis-
rupted and made more difficult especially for those businesses who have held their
insurance policies the longest. it is fundamentally unfair, and poor economic policy
besides, to change the tax treatment of long-term arrangements that were made in
full compliance with the law.

Retroactive application of the Administration's business life insurance proposal is
particularly unfair because it flies in the face of Congress' past practice on this very
same issue. In 1986 (as affirmed in 1988) Congress adjusted the rules affecting de-
ductibility of business life insurance loan interest and specifically grandfathered ex-
isting contracts. Thus, the Administration's proposal would not only apply to exist-
ing contracts previously targeted by Congress on this issue, but wou also apply
to contracts specifically grandfathered by Congress.

Finally, retroactive application of the Administration's proposal would have a pro-
found effect on the long-term stability of the insurance industry. Businesses and
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other life insurance consumers would rightfully question whether any current tax
treatment of life insurance products could be relied upon over the life of the con-
tract. Life insurance is a long-term, conservative investment that is made with the
basic assumption that the insurer will outlast the policy and that the governing law
will remain constant. Retroactive application of changes in insurance law threatens
both of these basic assumptions and thereby undermines the faith and confidence
that has sustained the life insurance industry from its inception.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION

The National Retail Federation is the nation's largest retail trade organization
representing 27 national retail associations mid 50 state associations. Its mem-
bership represents an industry that encompasses over one million U.S. retail estab-
lishments, employs nearly 20 million people, and registered 1991 sales in excess of
$1.8 trillion. On behalf of the NRF membership this statement presents our
thoughts on the President's tax proposals and how they may affect the retail indus-
try.

The retail industry just suffered through its third bad Christmas season and the
Commerce Department data for the year show that the industry experienced its
poorest annual showing in three decades. Many well-known retailers have been
forced into bankruptcy. In just the past few years, such major retailers as Macy's
Hills Department Stores, Carter Hawley Hale Stores, Ames Department Stores ad
Federated Department Stores, which includes Bloomingdales, Abraham & Strauss,
Jordan Marsh, Burdines Lazarus and Bon Marche, all have fled for bankruptcy
protection. Some fine old stores like Bonwit Teller, Sakowitz, B. Altman, and
Garfinckels, right here in Washington, have closed their doors permanently. And the
list of those retailers struggling to remain viable in the face of huge losses is toolon to repeat.We NRF believes that the best cure for our struggling industry is a robust econ-

omy. Retailers do well when our customers have confidence in their economic well
being. However, the current economic news is bleak. Despite some real growth in
the third quarter of 1991 there is no evidence of a sustained recovery. Real retail
sales are not increasing. Auto sales are flat and production is well below prior year
levels. Despite the lowest short-term and long-term interest rates in about twenty
years there is no evidence of a sustained recovery in housing and other real estate
markets. Unemployment shows no signs of abating.

We applaud the Chairman for holding these hearings on economic growth propos-
als and for his pledge to move quickly to pass legislation to invigorate our economy.
NRF supports a monetary policy that keeps interest rates low and a responsible fis-
cal policy that speeds economic recovery and enhances prospects for sustained eco-
nomic growth. In this regard, the NRF is very concerned about the size of the fed-
eral deficit and the burden the deficit bears on a weak economy. Although we under-
stand that deficit reduction during a recession could further weaken the economy,
we urge Congress not to add to the deficit as a result of their efforts to enact legisla-
tion designed to stimulate the economy.

The NRF has traditionally supported an income tax system with the broadest pos-
sible base and the lowest possible rates. We believe that such an approach removes
the distortions from the tax system and, therefore, provides for greater efficiency
and a stronger economy in the long-term.

The NRF also is opposed to consumption taxes. Consumption taxes increase infla-
tion which would reduce consumer spending. A consumption tax would have a par-
ticularly severe impact on low-income consumers. Because consumption as a per-
centage of income falls as income rises, the tax would represent a larger percentage
of the income of low-income households than of high-income households.

Given the sluggish national economic performance of recent months, we believe
it is prudent for Congress to enact legislation that can create new jobs, restore
consumer confidence and promote long-term growth. We believe that certain tax
code changes should be evaluated in this context, including broad based individual
income and corporate income tax relief, capital gains rate reduction, and investment
incentives. In addition, the NRF supports certain targeted tax code changes that are
currently under consideration by this Committee, including making the targeted
jobs tax credit permanent and repealing luxury excise taxes for jewelry and furs.
However, we do not think that tax code changes to stimulate the economy should
be enacted at the price of increases in tax rates on individuals or corporations or
new forms of consumption taxes.
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INDMDUAL INCOME TAX RELIEF

NRF believes that individual income tax relief should be broad based and should
be implemented quickly. The President's Budget contains several proposals that
would provide income tax relief to individuals.

Of the President's proposals, the broadest based relief would be provided through
his proposal to increase by $600 the tax exemption for children. Although this pro-
posal would provide relief only to families with children, it would provide tax relief
where it is most needed. This tax cut should provide families with more funds to
spend on needed goods and services, and this increased consumption should help
stimulate the economy and create new jobs.

The President's proposal in this area would not become effective until October 1,
1992, and the exemption would be prorated for 1992. We believe that a more imine-
diate stimulus to the economy is needed. Therefore, we urge the Committee in con-
sidering this measure, or other similar individual tax cuts, to provide that the meas-
ure be unplemented immediately. f i

We support other more targeted incentives for individuals, as well. For example,
we believe that the President's proposals to assist homebuyers, including the credit
for first-time homebuyers and the penalty-free withdrawal from IRAs for first-home
purchases, will be beneficial to the economy and will help the retail industry. These
proposals will generate more housing sales, more construction, and more consumer
purchases to furnish these homes. Thus, these increased housing sales are likely to
lead to additional job creation and spur consumer confidence.

CAPITAL GAINS RATE REDUCTION

We believe that capital gains rate reduction contributes to longer term economic
growth by rewarding investment in new businesses as well as old. 'ihe current level
of capital gains taxation discriminates against capital income, discourages venture
capital formation, impedes job creation, and hinders U.S. competitiveness by raising
the cost of capital relative to that of our competitors. Lower capital gains tax rates
would stimulate economic growth, promote technological innovation, and create new
opportunities. Such increased investment will benefit all sectors of the economy, in-
cluding the retail industry.

CORPORATE TAX CUTS

The NRF supports corporate tax cuts, which we believe will provide businesses
with much needed capital to expand their operations and create jobs. The NRF be-
lieves that the most efficient income tax system and the one that will lead to the
most sustained economic growth is a system that has the lowest possible rates and
the broadest-possible base. Therefore, we refer corporate tax rate cuts, as proposed
by Congressman Rostenkowski, to targeted investment incentives as a means of
stimulating the economy. Nonetheless, we believe that investment-oriented tax in.
centives, like the investment tax allowance proposed by the President, will have a
stimulative effect on short-term economic growth.

The corporate alternative minimum tax (AMT) places a very heavy burden on
U.S. businesses especially with the low profit-level we are experiencing in this cur-
rent recession. Therefore, we support the President's proposal to simplify deprecia-
tion under the AMT, as well as Congressman Rostenkowski's proposal to lower the
AMT rate.

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

The retail industry utilizes the targeted jobs tax credit to hire disadvantaged and
disabled individuals. Not only does this tax credit cause us to hire individuals who
might not otherwise be employable, but also it assists our industry with our Igh
labor costs. Clearly, this credit is an incentive for us to increase employment. The
President has proposed that this credit be extended for another 18 month period.
We believe that the credit should be made permanent.

LUXURY EXCISE TAXES

Luxury excise taxes were enacted in 1990 as a means to raise revenue on wealthy
individuals. As this Committee knows, these taxes did not raise the expected reve-
nue because consumers stopped purchasing luxury items. Instead, those businesses
that produce and sell products subject to the luxury excise tax have suffered. The
NRF believes that these luxury taxes are counterproductive and should be repealed.
The President has proposed repealing luxury excise taxes only for yachts and pri-
vate aircraft. We believe that this tax should be repealed for jewelry and furs, as
well.
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FINANCING MECHANISMS FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH TAX MPASIURES

The NRF is opposed to using increases in the income tax rates for corporations
or individuals or new consumption taxes to finance tax cuts enacted to stimulate
economic growth. We believe that financing tax cuts with tax increases is counter-
productive because the tax increases will eliminate the fiscal stimulus that the tax
cuts are expected to bring. In particular, income tax rate increases mid consumption
taxes may be even more of a deterrent to economic growth than other types of tax
increases. NRF is supportive of the fact that the President's tax proposils are not
financed with individual or corporate income tax rate increases or with cofisumption
taxes. We urge this Committee not to adopt such counterproductive tax increases
to finance other tax cut measures enacted to stimulate the economy.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the NRF is supportive of the current efforts to craft tax legislation
to stimulate economic growth. We look forward to workhig with this Committee in
that endeavor.
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

I. INTRODUCTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF INTEREST

The National Society of Public Accountants consists of 21,000
individual members, most of whom are sole practitioners or partners
in small-sized public accounting firms. NSPA members provide
accounting, auditing, tax return preparation, representation before
the Internal Revenue Service, tax planning, financial planning and
managerial advisory services to an estimated six million individual
and small business clients nationwide.

Because of the type of clients its members serve, NSPA is in
a unique position to address how the imminent expiration of several
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code will affect mainstream
America. Our members do not audit Fortune 500 companies; they do
not prepare taxes for Wall Street brokerage houses. Rather, our
members serve Main Street, U.S.A. -- its farmers and small
businesses, senior citizens and working families, struggling to
make ends meet. When the nation's tax laws change, NSPA members
are the first to see the impact on the average American. NSPA is
therefore in a unique position to comment on how these people would
be affected by the proposed tax law changes currently under
consideration.

II. SPECIFIC ISSUES

A. Investment Incentives

1. Investment Tax Allowance

NSPA members believe that the Investment Tax Allowance
proposed by President Bush in his State of the Union message will
provide a much-needed impetus for the investment decisions of the
nation's small business owners. The current recession lingers, and
signs that a recovery may be tentative or weak suggest that some
stimulus is in order. Many small business owners remain concerned
about the future, and their restraint in investment spending
reflects this uncertainty. The narrowly-crafted investment tax
credit recommended by the President will, in NSPA's opinion,
encourage the investment so essential for our economy to recover.

2. Capital Gains

The National Society of Public Accountants recognizes the
difficulties inherent in acting on capital gains in such a clearly
partisan political environment. Nevertheless, we would encourage
the Committee to attempt to reach some sort of bipartisan consensus
on this important issue.

- While NSPA respects the validity of arguments questioning the
distributional effects of a capital gains differential, the
National Society believes that such arguments miss the point. It
is in the nation's interest to stimulate economic growth and
capital formation. - It is also in America's interest to remain
competitive in a global economy.

One of the essential requirements for meeting these goals is
to stimulate the movement of capital at the lowest possible costs.
In order to do this, we as a nation have no choice but to make the
movement of capital worthwhile for those whd possess it. As
unpalatable as the means may seem, the end is critical to America's
long term economic growth. It is essential for small business
capital formation. If the nation is to remain competitive with its
foreign trade partners, all of whom have considerably lower capital
gains rates, it is vital that this issue be resolved. To the
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extent that capital gains does bestow a disproportional tax benefit
on certain segments of society, we believe that the distributive
effect on the entire economy justifies this disproportional impact.

In this situation, one is reminded of the apocryphal response
given by Billy the Kidd when asked why he robs banks: "Because
that's where the money is". America must "go to where the capital
is". Those who refuse to respect this reality question not only
the wisdom of capital gains, but of capitalism itself.

B. Savings Incentives

The National Society of Public Accountants applauds the intent
behind President Bush's Family Savings Account (FSA) proposal.
America's savings rate is abysmal, and this poor record of savings
has an impact in many areas, from Federal deficits to the private
cost of capital. American taxpayers need incentives to save more,
and that is the principle behind the FSA.

However, we believe that the Congress should go one step
further: restore the treatment of Individual Retirement Accounts
(IRA's) to their status prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. As
accountants and tax practitioners, NSPA members can attest first-
hand as to the difference deductibility makes in encouraging the
decision to open an IRA account. This Committee could achieve many
of its long-term policy objectives by restoring the full
deductibility of IRA's.

At a minimum, certain anomalies in the current system need to
be eliminated. Current restrictions produce unfair results for too
many Americans. For example, every working taxpayer who would
otherwise qualify should be entitled to an IRA deduction regardless
of their spouse's eligibility. Given current marriage failure
rates, the present law simply leaves too many Americans without
sufficient retirement planning.

Similarly, unless an employee is substantially vested in an
employer's retirement plan, an IRA deduction should be permitted.
In an age of considerable job mobility, mere participation in a
pension plan is not a reliable indicia of adequate retirement
savings.

While the National Society believes that the nation's long-
term economic interests are best served by a full and complete
restoration of IRA deductions, we urge the Committee to at least
address these discrepancies in the current law.

C. Expiring Tax Provisions

One of the most important tax issues before this Committee, at
least from the perspective of small business, is the expiring
deduction for health insurance costs of self-employed persons --
Section 162(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Section
162(1) currently allows America's small entrepreneurs -- sole
proprietors, partners, and S corporation owner/employees -- to
deduct 25% of their health insurance costs as a business expense.
By contrast, large corporations permanently enjoy a full 100%
deduction for their health insurance expenses.

Once again, this deduction so critical to small business is
slated to expire in a few short months. The annual ritual to
extend this provision of the Code represents both bad tax policy
and bad health care policy.

From a tax policy perspective, the disparity between the 2U
deduction in Section 162(1) and the 100A deduction available to
America's corporate giants is perhaps the most blatant example of
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discrimination against small business contained in the Internal
Revenue Code. As a matter of basic fairness, sound tax policy
dictates that parity be restored between "big business" and "small
business" by increasing the 162(1) deduction to 1JQI. America's
entrepreneurs deserve no less.

The nation's long-term health care policy is also ill-served
by the status quo. With 37 million Americans uninsured, and a
disproportionate share of America's working uninsured employed by
small businesses, the Federal government should be doing everything
it can to encourage low-cost, private sector solutions to the
problem.

Unfortunately, Section 162(1) does precisely the opposite.
The 25% deduction is often inadequate to enable small business
owners to justify the expense of health insurance coverage.
Moreover, the uncertainty as to the deduction's future forces many
to conclude that they should not risk implementing an insurance
program.

Permanent extension and expansion of Section 162(1) is
probably one of the most inexpensive options available to the
Federal government for improving health insurance coverage in the
United States. Mr. Chairman, NSPA is aware that this Committee,
along with several of its Subcommittees, has taken a keen interest
in health care issues. If Section 162(1) is allowed to expire,
there will be costs to the Federal government in terms of increased
public expenditures for the medical care of the uninsured. Before
concluding that the Federal government cannot afford to make this
deduction permanent, we urge the Committee to consider whether it
can afford n to do so.

As you know, President Bush included an extension of Section
162(1) in his FY 1993 budget proposal. We applaud the President
for recognizing the importance of this issue to the American
people. We ask the Congress to take his proposal one step further:
make the deduction permanent and increase it to .QQ_.

D. Taxpayer Rights Provisions

House Budget Committee Chairman Leon Panetta (D-CA) has
introduced legislation (H.R. 1485) to allow certified public
accountants and enrolled agents to represent taxpayers in small
cases before the U.S. Tax Court. The Internal Revenue Code defines
a "small case" as one with less than $10,000 in disputed tax.
(Code Section 7463).

NSPA believes that Congressman Panetta's bill will greatly
simplify appearances before the Tax Court for many taxpayers.
Instead of incurring the time and delay involved in retaining
counsel, H.R. 1485 allows small case taxpayers to be represented by
the one person who knows their tax situation best -- their CPA or
EA.

Since present law already permits CPAs and EAs to practice
before the Tax Court if they pass a written examination, H.R. 1485
is a logical extension of existing practice rights. Because the
formal rules of evidence and procedure which the Tax Court
examination tests are waived in small cases, the integrity of the
system is in no way compromised.

More importantly, since the IRS is required to consider the
hazards of litigation -- to both the taxpayer and the government --
in deciding whether or not to settle a case, Congressman Panetta's
bill would essentially "level the playing field" for taxpayers in
Appeals. In this respect, NSPA views H.R. 1485 as both a logical
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extension of CPAs and EAs practice rights as well as an important
procedural safeguard for taxpayers.

NSPA has actively supported this legislation, and urges its
consideration in your deliberations.

III. CONCLUSION

The National Society of Public Accountants appreciates the
opportunity to express its views on these important issues. If the
Committee requires additional information, NSPA stands ready to
assist in any way possible. Related enquiries should be directed
to Peter M. Berkery, Jr., NSPA's Director of Federal Affairs & Tax
Counsel.
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STAMET OF THE TAX FOUNDATION

"Middle Income Tax Relief and Economic Growth"
March 3, 1992

The Tax Foundation submits the following statement for inclusion in the record of the
Finance Committee in connection with its hearings on the President's budget proposals and
economic growth. The Tax Foundation is a nonprofit, nonpartisan research and public education
organization that has been monitoring fiscal policy at all levels of government since 1937

We wish to submit some of the Tax Foundation's recent findings concerning the tax burden

on middle-income American families. We share the committee's concerns about the weak state
of the economy and the level of tax burden on American families.

Since middle-income tax relief is at the forefront of today's political and economic debate.
the Tax Foundation's analysis has strived to answer the most obvious question - hok ha, the
middle-income family fared over the past decade? Our median family example u,,es a houchotd
with two earners employed full-time, year-round, with two dependent children. They A ill 'arn

Table 1
Two-Earner Median Family Income Before and After

Federal Taxes and Inflation
1980-1992

Federal Taxes
MTdan Direct Federal Taxes After Tax-income

Family Income Social Indirect Current 1992 1992 income Percent
Year Inoome (a) Tax (b) Security Taxes (c) Total Dollars Dollars (d) Gain/Loss Gai.rLoes

1980 $29.627 $4,050 $1,816 $2,149 $8,015 S21,612 $36,592
1981 32,224 4,386 2,143 2,579 9,108 23,116 36,479 ($1.1
1982 34,515 4,450 2,313 2,564 9,327 25,18 36,416
1963 36,106 4,300 2,419 2,752 9,471 26,635 37,310 8
1984 38,713 4,634 2,710 3,108 10,452 28,261 37,949 9
1985 40,593 4,787 2,862 3,098 10,747 29,646 38,700 7
1986 42,492 5.158 3,038 3,285 11,481 31,011 39,476 7
1987 44,536 5,291 3,184 3,30$ 11,780 32,756 40,229 7
1988 46,658 5,618 3,504 3,714 12,836 33,822 39,888 (3
1989 49,448 6,126 3,714 3,840 - 13,A;80 35,768 40,245 3
1990 51,096 6,267 3,909 4,067 14,243 36,852 39,339 (9
1991 52,561 6,293 4,021 4,292 14,606 37,955 39,284 5
1992e 54,926 6,469 4,202 4,581 15,252 39,674 39,674 30
(a) Medan Income lor household with two earners employed full time-tlime, year round.
(b) Married couple filing foint return, two dependent children.
(c) Estimeted average Indirect federal taxes. Includes excise taxes, employer's share of Social Security taxes, and miscellaneous levies
(d) Adjusted by Consumer price Index (CPIU). esImsted 3.5 Inflation In 1992.
(e) Based on OMl and COO estimates of personal income growt'r.
Sources: Tax Foundation; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Economic Analysis; U S epartmea.t of

Labor, Bureau of Labor Statstlcs; U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service.
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an estimated $54,926 in 1992, compared to $52,561 in 1991, a 4.5 percent increase.

Unfortunately, the additional $2,365 they earn in 1992 will be reduced to only $390 after federal
taxes and inflation - and ihis is before they pay any state and local taxes. As presented in table
1, the typical family income growth has been greatly eroded by federal taxes and inflation. In
fact, Tax Foundation analysis shows that the family has lost real purchasing power in three of the
last five years (see figure 1). Since 1980, this typical family's real income growth after federal
taxes has averaged only 0.7 percent.

The-two-earner family making $29,627 back in 1980 is now earning an estimated $54,926.
But wher, federal taxes and inflation have taken their cuts from this $25,299 increase, a mere
$3,082 is left, nearly a 90 percent loss.

The Bite of Direct Federal Taxes

Since 1980, the typical family's federal income tax bill has risen 60 percent despite the
decade's two major income tax rate reductions: the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 and the
Tax Reform Act of 1986. These pieces of legislation did lighten the individual income tax
burden, but their benefits to the typical family have been overwhelmed, principally by the rising
toll of the Social Security tax. Six times since 1980, the Social Security tax iai has increased,
so that it now takes in 7.65 percent of the family's total earnings, up from 6.1 percent in 1980.

The level of earnings to which this tax is applied has also been ratcheted up under a system of
automatic adjustments. This combination of higher rates and a larger income base has increased

Figure 1
Real Family Income After Federal Taxes

1980- 1992

'80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92a

$Thousands

1992 Dollars

$30 .
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the bite that Social Security takes out of the typical family's Table 2
income to $4,202 in !992. Projected 1992 State Tax

Combined, income and Social Security taxes will absorb Increases
19.4 percent of family income in 1992, down only slightly Per Capita
from the 1981 peak of 20.3 percent. The employer's Per Capita State

matching share of this rising Social Security tax burden Alabama 142.41

increases the cost of labor, lowers real wages, and reduces A,,ora 2.40
Arkaonsas1 2.41

job growth. hlierefore, any real attempt to reduce the 1rnio 2.o

growing tax burden must consider the high Social Security Colorao
Co n n "lcut l 316.02

tax levied on families, as well as employers. De.aar 141.1
Floalds 3.96

While direct federal taxes -- the employee's share of i.wo,,is
Howll 43.31

Social Security and income taxes - have largely eroded the Idaho 1261
IllinoI s 71 47

family's income gains since 1980, another disturbing trend is Indiana 7.70
Iowa 4.90

the increase in indirect taxes paid by middle-income families. KansasKentucky

Indirect taxes, such as the employer's share of Social ,.,74.66
Maine 216.43Security taxes, corporate income taxes, and excise taxes on Marand 18.64

such items as gasoline, liquor, tobacco, and telephone use Mssachusetts.
Michigaln (1.01)

will add an estimated $4,581 to this middle-income family's Minesota 6576
- Missisippl

tax bill, taking a record high 8.3 percent of its total income, Missour
Montana 116.88)

This is a full percentage point higher than the 7.3 percent of Nebraska 10.96
Nevada 116'"

family income that indirect taxes absorbed in 1980. Now Hampshire 55.62
New Jeresy (2m59)

Many of these indirect taxes were raised with the Now Mexico 17.89
Now York 66.70enactment of the 199(0 budget agreement, which increased Norh Carolina 93.07
North DaKota (0.16)taxes by $164 billion over 5 years. Most notably, taxes were Ohio 11.2
Oklahomaincreased on gasoline (9 to 14 cents per gallon), cigarettes OronU.54

(16 to 20 cents per pack), and beer (16 to 31 cents per 6- Pelsylvaia 277.1
Rhode Ilanlrd 130.35

pack) apd the telephone excise tax was made permanent at 3 South Carolina 3,,W
South Dakota

percent. Therefore, the level of tax relief in 1992 and beyond Ten"* 1.13
Texas 47.04

cannot ignore the estimated $35 billion in new taxes to be toh 2.64
Vermont 160.10

collected this year alone, as a result of the 1990 budget Virginia 6.37
Waahlngton 2.20

agreement, Weat Virginia
Wiaconn 66.20

Additionally, the family's tax burden cannot be examined Wym

properly without analysis of state and local tax levies. Last DiatrIct of Columbl 72.32
Sources: Netional Conference of Slte

year, alone, states collectively increased taxes by $17 billion. Legislatur, ,,d Tax Fountosurvey of revenue dopor~tmos,

That tax increase will greatly impact families this year. Tax litive ofialsand 11or,,o,'

Foundation analysis shows that in some large states, 1992 tax
burdens will increase by over $200 per person (see table 2). The sharp increase in state and local
taxes in many states must be considered when examining proposals to provide real tax relief for
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American families.

The Family's Ability to
Spend, Save and Invest

Federal, state and local taxes
are the largest item in the
family's 1992 budget (see table 3
& figure 2), The Tax Foundation
estimates that the typical
American family Wvill spend 39.7
percent of its 1992 budget on
taxes, more than on food,
clothing, and housing combined.
After paying its tax burden and
purchasing necessities, the typical
family has only 29 cents left on a
dollar to pay for such items as
health care, transportation.
insurance, and, of course, to put
into savings.

The current family savings
rate is below 3 percent and well
below the historic 6 percent level.
Clearly, proposed tax relief will
at least allow the family more
disposable income to help boost
private savings and/or
cohsumption - both of which will
benefit the economy.

Current Proposals

No one single tax policy
change is likely to stimulate a
significant increase in economic
growth, as well as provide large
amounts of tax relief. The best

Table 3
The Average Family's 1992 Budget After Taxes'

Dollar Poroent

Spending Category Amount of Income

Family ~ ~ ~ ~ * Inoe$5,2 0-

Total Taxe
Federal Taxes
State and Local Taxes

21,826
16,608
5,218

39.7
30.2
9.5

'Afte TaxIncom 33.00 6.3

Total Personal Consumption 33,100 60.3
Expenditures

Housing and Household Operations 8,927 16.3
Food and Tobaoco 6,061 11.0
Health/Personal cre 4,53 8.8
Transportation 4,012 7.3
Recreation 2,545 4.6
Clothing 2,456 4.5
Personal Insurance and Pensions 1.255 2.3
All Other 2,991 5.5

This example uses a two-earner family earning $54,926 per year with
two dependent children.
Source: Tax Foundation

Figure 2
How the Typical American Family Will Spend a

Dollar in 1992,

tax cuts are the ones which will encourage people to work, save and invest. Therefore, a mix of
several tax-relief and economic growth measures may offer the best hope of increasing savings

All Other5.5€
Clothing -4.5

Food -Ile
Federal Taxes
30.2¢

Recreation - 4.68

Transportation - 7.3c

Insurance & Pension 'UocalTaxes2.3e 95 ae
Health and Personal W

Care - 8.8c Housing & Household
Expenses
16.3c

'This example uses a two-earner family earning $54,926 per year with
two dependent children.
Source: Tax Foundation
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and investment. In order to help quantify the impact of the major tax-relief and economic

growth proposals currently on the table, the Tax Foundation calculated the likely net savings to

the family if each were fully enacted. Tables 4 and 5 present the net savings from the major tax-

relief proposals currently being debated for families earning $54,926 and $30,000, respectively.

Including the effects of capital gains tax reduction and first-time homebuyer tax credits, the

$54,926 income family can realize anywhere between $275 to $3,410 in first-year tax savings.

More important than the actual dollar amount of the tax- relief plans' net family savings is

their ability to foster long- term economic growth without significantly increasing the federal

budget deficit, already estimated at a record $366 billion this year and representing 6.2 percent of

Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The deficit represents net dissavings in the national economy.

Table 4
1992 Major Federal Tax Relief Proposals' Impact on Typical American

Family (a)
Family Income Social Total Net

Proposal Inoome(b) Tax Security lax Tax Savings

Current Law $54,926 16,469 $4.202 $10.671
Bush 4,926 ,169 4.202 10.391 $280
Bentsen 54.926 5,309 4,202 9.511 1,160
Bradley 54,M6 5.769 4,202 9,971 700
Coats.'Orossley/Wolf 54.26 5,542 4,202 9,744 927
Dreier 64,926 5,318 4,202 9,520 1.161
OoresDowney 54,926 6.157 4.202 10,359 312
Gramm/aCngrlch 54,926 6,469 4.202 10,671 (C)
Kasten/Weber 54.926 5,169 4,202 9.371 1.300
Moynihan(d) 54,926 6.469 3,927 10.396 275
Packwood 54,926 5,822 4.202 10.024 647
Rostenkowskl 54.926 6.069 4,202 10,271 400
Roth &4,926 4,776 4.202 8,978 1.693
Schulze 54.926 5,797 3,653 9,450 1,221
Walker 54,926 4,852 4.202 9.054 1.617
Wallop/DaeLay 4,926 6,469 3,708 10.177 494

Capital Gains(e) Net Savings

Bush 64,926 5,839 630
Bumpers 54,26 5,769 700
Oramm/lngrich 54.926 6,049 420
Kasten/Wober 64,926 5.819 650
Schulze 54,926 6,049 420
Walker 64,926 6,007 462
Wallop,eLay 64,926 6,819 650
House Republican Confrence 54,926 6,049 420
Committee

Savings from First-Time Homebuyer Tax Credit

1992 199
Bush (15,000 over 2 years) $2,500 $2,.00

(a) FIrst-year Impact of direct changes In the personal Income lox, employee Social Security tax, personal exemption, personal
tax credits, and deductible IRA Investments,
(b) Estimated median two-earner Income for marrled couple household, File joint return; two dependent children ages 4 and 7.
Family Invests S2,000 In new deductible IRA account
(c) Plan allows tax-tree wtthdrawol of IRA and 51,000 tax credit foe first time home-buyer not examined In this example.
(d) Additional future reductions in the payroll tax rote are scheduled.
(a) Example **sume $5,000 In fully qualifying capital gains Included In the 564,926 Income
Source: Tax Foundation.
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Therefore, any meaningful tax changes targeted to increase personal savings should not be

counterproductive by increasing the deficit. Many of the current tax-relief proposals already

recognize this relationship and offer offsetting federal spending reductions in conjunction with

their tax reductions. What should be avoided is merely shifting the cost of any tax relief among

various income groups. Simply shifting a portion of the tax burden from one individual to

another does not reduce the overall level of taxation and offers little hope of increasing savings
and investment, and spurring economic growth.

Table 5
1992 Major Federal Tax Relief Proposals' Impact on Typical American

Family (a)
Family Income Social Total Net

Proposal Income(b) Tax Security Tax Tax Savings

Current Law S30.000 $2.220 $2.295 $4,515
Bush 30,000 2,070 2.295 4,365 $1S0
Bentsen 30,000 1,320 2,295 3,615 900
Bradley 30,000 1,520 2,294 3,815 700
Couta/Oreasly/Wolf 30,000 1.360 2.295 3,655 860
Oreiar 30.000 1.728 2.295 4,023 492
Oorsd/owney 30,000 1,310 2.295 3.605 910
OrmVlOngrlch 30.000 2,220 2.295 4.515 (c)
Kastan/Weber 30,000 920 2,295 3,215 1,300
Moynrhsn(dI 30.000 2,220 2.145 4,365 150
Packwood 30,000 1,998 2,295 4,293 222
Rostenkowakl 30,000 1.820 2.295 4,115 400
Roth 30.0 00 1 1,536 2,295 3,831 684
Schutz 30.000 1,860 1.99S 3,855 660
Walker 30,000 1,665 2.295 3.960 555
Wallop/DeLay 30,000 2.220 2.025 4,245 270

Capital Gains(e) Net Savings

Bush 30,000 1.882 338
Bumpers 30,000 1,845 375
OGrmm/Olingrtch 30.000 1,995 225
KeatervWeber 30,000 1,845 375
Schulze 30.000 1,995 225
Walker 30,000 1,972 248
Wallop/DoLay 30,000 1.45 375
House Republican Conference 30,000 1.995 225
Committee

Savings from First-Time Homebuyer Tax Credit

1992 1993
Bush ($3,000 over 2 ysars) 52,500 52,50
Bob Graham 2,000
GrsmrnOGIngrklh 1.000

Walker 1,000

(a) First-year Impact of direct changes In the oersonal Income tax, employee Social Security tax, personal exemption, personal tax
credIts, and deductible IRA Investments
(b) Estimated income for married couple household File Joint return, two dependent children ages 4 and 7. Family Invests $2,000
In new deductible IRA account
(C) Plan allows tax-tree withdrawal of IRA and $1,000 tax credit for first time home.buyer not examlned In this example
(d) Addlional future reductions In the payroll tax rate are scheduled.
(a) Example assumes $5,000 In fully qualifying capital gains Included In the $30,000 Income
Source: Tax Foundation
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Short-Term vs. Long-Term
While the typical American family currently faces a record total tax burden, which warrants

immediate attention, any tax relief should also be carefully considered in terms of its impact on
long-term economic growth. Quick-fix, temporary tax changes may do more harm than good.
Any family tax relief provided today should not reduce the family's future potential income
gains by reducing GDP and/or sharply increasing inflation and interest rates. A strong economy
over the long term increases the family's earnings potential and provides the best opportunity for
the family to save, spend, or invest.

Any tax change that is good in the short-term should also be good for the long-term.
Temporary tax changes should be avoided. Temporary or uncertain changes tend to have a
limited impact on the economy. Additionally, any tax changes should adhere to the principles of
sound tax policy. The Tax Foundation's principles of taxation are outlined below:

* A good tax system requires that taxpayers be informed. '[hey must know what is being
taxed and how tax legislation is enacted.

* The tax system should be as simple as possible. Complexity Makes a,:curate tax
compliance needlessly expensive and punitive.

• Tax law should nor bt- continually rewritten. Frequent change lessens citizen
understanding of the tax code and complicates long-range financial planning.

, Changes in tax law should not be retroactive. Taxpayers must have confidence in the law
as it exists when entering into a transaction.

* The tax law should riot try to micronianage the economy with subsidies and penalties. The
tax system should aim for neutrality in economic decision making. favoring neither consunption

nor savings and investment.
T 'he U.S. tax system must be competitive with those of other industrialized nations. It

should not impede the free flow of goods, services and capital.
The Tax Foundation calculated that last year, Fax Freedom Day fell on May 8th . the latest

date on record. That meant the average American had to work 128 days from January 1 through
May 8th to pay his or her total federal, state, and local tax bill. Currently, taxes represent the
largest item in the typical family's budget. The tax-relief proposals being debated represent a
welcome step in alleviating this burden, but they must also promote long-term economic growth.
After a decade of weak income gains and increasing tax burdens, the American family certainly
deserves a wholesome dose of tax relief and an opportunity for strong income growth.
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